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INTRODUCTION 
My dissatisfaction with the traditional courses in physics 
arose while I was teaching undergraduate introductory physics courses 
at the Universidad. Javeriana, Bogota, Colombia. At that time, ti 
+-------w;:wc:~s-:l-uo~k-.hiE,..-fo-.c-rre-w-tTen:cis to improve the pfi:ysics teaelilng at t e 
Universidad Javeriana. t-Je, the teachers at the Javeriana, set up 
educational experiments to compare what we assumed to be different 
methodologies. One of our conclusions \vas that our supposed dif-· 
fe.rent methodologies were variations of the traditional formats 
:· but nothing else. In i:his search, vJe had the opportunity to par-
ticipate in a Senl:inar on the Methodology of Teaching Physics at 
. University Level directed by Professor Andtes F. Rodriguc:z (then 
holding a Fulbright-Hayes Professorship) during the summer of 1973. 
Among the new trends of physics teaching examined,. the PSI was the 
one that we felt was adequate to adapt to our educational environ-' 
ment in ColQmbia. During two additional meetings in 1974 we got 
Sine~ then I have beett deeply interested in the PSI system I 
more theoretical information about PSI. 
of instruction and its applications. One of the biggest problems 
' 
r·epor.ted. by the users of PSI, but one which has not received the 
attention :i.t deserves, is the written materi?l requirr~d for a course. 
It seems that every time a professor wants to use PSI, he finds 
1 
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himself without the material for his course because the standard text-
books cannot be adapted to PSI format, and materials of this type are 
not available commercially. Then he has to spend several hours 
't>lriting study guides without any rationale, yielding to a produc-
tiort of poor material in what J. G. Sherman cal.:Js "corruption of PSI". 
This situaUon led us to consider a study of production of PSI materials 
under a rational basis. 
In private discussions with Professor Rodriguez I learned 
of his discontent with the individualism that.this system can produce; 
It then appeared natural to try on.an experimental basis a methodology 
that maintains the positive aspeets of PSI but also uses a classroom 
strategy to emphasize the encouragement of student autonomy and in-
volvement in active student group participation. 
As the time that I started this work, the analysis of the 
purpose of the course led us to consider a slight deviation from 
the standa.rd presentation cif the canonical topics. We agreed with 
some learning theorists who·argue for the critical importance that 
structure plays in instruction. 
·For the past one and one-half years, I attempted, ·along with 
--
Professor Rodr::i.guez, to develop a methodology and ~vrftten materials 
1 that are effective in teachirtg introduc·tory physics. This thesis· is 
a primary result of that effort. 
·The development of a "prototype" course took place withj.n the 
already existing courses, Physics 53 and 55--courses offered at 
University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA. During the spring and fall 
terms of 1975 in Physics 55 a·nd the spring term of 1976 in Ph53, the 
elements of a new methodology had been tested. Feedback obtained from 
3 
students during the academic year 1975-76 has been used to revise. the 
study units expressly ~\lr.itteri for the course Physics 53. The third, ·-G 
revision of Part· I of the Mechanics Study Units is included as 
Appendix C of this vrork} and frequent explicit references are made· 
to it in the chapters th<tt follow. 
Goals and Outl.ine 
This study has the following general objectives: first~ to 
present in detail the techn:lques that the author has developed and 
used in designing the course and the final materials produced for an 
introductory physics course in Mechanics; second, to state artd ex-
amine the important blended ingredients used to get a new strategy 
for teaching-learning in which an individualized pa.ce together with 
a strong group inte;:~action is used; third, to analyze a combination 
of structural and operational course where concept, structure forma-
tion, and problem solving are emphasized. 
The .first chapter of this study presents in rather broad out- · 
line the development and philosophy of the Personalized System of 
Instruction, which lvas the starting point. In the second chapter 
the ingredients for the new strategy are presented and discussed togeth--· 
I er. with the importance of structures: in Physics. In Chapte-.r three the eleme.nts and procedu.re.s for fonnulating instructional objectives 
. are presented, followed ii1 Chapter four by a discussion of the design 
of a study unit. Chapter fhie presents our cotrlnients a.nd limitations 
of thR additional material developed to complement the course. Some 
implications are drawn in the conclusions' heading. There are six 
Appendices that form the material of this ·work, and without them the study 
could dppear superfluous. 
4 
In order to dev~lop the present study, I present, when it is 
necessary, some concurrent ideas related to teaching and learning--
especially those that appear to apply to science courses at college 
level. The ideas interpreted and incorporated in the new strategy· 
are those that are congenial vlith my own thinking and experience. 
This is not to say that the job is finished and the problems solved. 
This j_s a first step in searching for a great solution. 
I 
--
c 
Chapter 1 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON PSI · 
·"The Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) 
is a well-defined system, based on the prin-
-t-----,---------,---c~ipLe_s_o_Lthe_p_s_y_cnolo_g..y_oLleC~Xn-i-ng-7-for~----__:__--------'-----------' 
administering personalized in3truction." [' 
--PSI Newsletter · [1] 
The conception of -this teaching methodology (PSI) appears to 
,. have occurred on the evening of March 29, 1963, when a group of four 
' psychologists with a conunon be.lief that "better education can come 
from experimentation11 got together to plan ~nd discuss an intra-
ductory course. 
Fred s. Keller (then at Columbia University), Carolina Martuscelli 
Bori, Rodolfo Azzi (then at the University of Sao Paulo, Brasil), and 
J. GHmor Sherman (then l!'ulbright-Hayes Professor at the University 
of Sao Paulo) were collecting ideas, infonaation, books, equipment, 
etc., to accomplish the task, commended to them, of founding a Depart-
ment of Psychology at the University of Brasilia. This group believed 
in the reinforcement theory and the use of rewards to improve learning. 
The first outline of the course was made by Fred S. Keller1 as 
1 . 
F.S.-Ke.-ller, 11A Personal Course in l'sychologyn The Control of 
Human B~ha\rior_,Vol. 1, eds. R. Ulrich, T. Stachnik, and J. 11abry, 
(Glenview, Ill.: Scott Foresman and Go., 1966), pp. 91-93. 
5 
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an imaginary course ~n a paper presented at the Amer:tcan. Psychological 
Association, Philadelphia, August, 1963. It seems that the basic 
format described in that paper has been used almost without change 
in many course.s in psychology [2]. The real application of this 
methodology was made by Keller in the winter term of 1963 at Columbia 
University in a course offered to three students. Hov1ever, the plan 
went into effect at Brasilia in 1964 in the course called Introduction 
'1-:-'--~----t!o_r heJna 1 y.s.is_o_f~B.e.h.a.v:io_r_:__[_3_]_._The_ox.iginai_a.im was that one course 
lead to another according to each student's progress, readirtess, and 
desire, without time or administrative limitations, from the beginning 
to the end of his studies in psychology. In 1965 Keller and Sherman 
used two variations of the Brasilia plan at Arizona State University • 
. , The modifications involved: a) the use of student aides called 
;,, proctorS) and b) the use of final exam and letter grades ·as in a 
tradHional lecture course. During the perj.od 1965-67, the Basic 
Plan began to -excite :i.nte:r.est due to its presentation and discussion 
at conferences such as those of the American Psychological Association, 
the Ame:rican Education Research Associat:i.on) etc. Yet, the most sig-
ni.ficant fact was the publication by Fred S. Keller of an article 
. 2 
ti.tled "Good.,.bye~ Teachex- ••• " in 1968. This paper was read by many 
teachers, not all of them psychologists. Since t:hens many papers 
have been :reported containing applications of PSI to courses in 
psychology as well as to other disciplines. 
2 Fred S. Keller, "Good··Bye, Teacher •.• , " I_oti!'n~~-of .AE.El!~.!!. 
Beha~:i.or Anill!.ds_, 1, (1968), pp. 70-80. Also in [2}, paper No. L 
·--
fi 
~-
i 
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Probably the fi.r~t PSI course :tu subject matter different from 
psychology was an introductory physics course given by Dr. Ben A. 
Green Jr. at MIT in the spring o£ 1969. 3 With this paper Green gave 
hope to many physicists of changing thei_r teaching strategy, making 
it more adaptable to their own need$ and those of their students. 
Almost at the same time,Billy v, Koen, a nuclear engineer at the 
Unhrersity t)f Texas at Austin, started PSI with a senior level nuclear 
• . . 4 
eng~neer~ng course. 
:!following these initial tryouts of the plan, its utilization 
has shown increasing diversity. Disciplines ranging from psychology, 
physics, engi.nee:dng, mathematics, statistics, chemistry, biology, 
to astronomy, Spanish, library sciznce, philosophy and photography 
,;, have used PSI. }5.any of these extensions have occurred in the past 
:'i three years. and the reports are p·reliminary and info mal. 
PSI is not limited to the United States; PSI has had an in-
dependent and parallel development in Latin American. Urtder the leader-
ship of Professor Carolina Hartuscelli Bo:d, PSI is used widely and 
is better established in the educ.ational system of Brasil. 5 Col.o:mbia,6 
Venezuela and Chile have taken their first steps in that direction; 
3Ben A. Green Jr., "Physics Teaching by the Keller Plan at MIT~" 
A~erican Journal of Physics, Vol. 39, No. 7, (July, 1971), pp. 764-7i5 .• 
4silly V. Koen, "Self-paced Instruction. for Engineering Students," 
Engineering EducaUon~ VoL 60, No. 7, (March, 1970}. 
5see [3] Chapter 7. 
6Andres F. Rodriguez & Mario Am~zquita, Seminario sobre la 
"" ~ 4' Metodologia de la Ensenanza de la F~sica a Nivel Universitario. Tomas 
1& III, (Bogota,"CO'Iombia: Universidad Javer.iana, 19 7 4) • · 
I 
a 
and the Honterrey Insti.tt1te of Technology in Mexico has undertaken 
the largest trial of this kind in the vmrld. Australia, Canada, 
France, Israel, Phillippines and the United Kingdom have reported 
use of PSI. 
There has been large··scale research such as the recently 
terminated PSI Project at the University of Texas at Austin; the CB! 
(self..,.paced) courses at Michigan State University; the plan Teac:hing 
I 
For Excellence at the Monterrey Institute of Technology. The center 
· for Personalized Instruction at Georgetown University acts as an 
information clearinghouse. There are many more reasons which 
seem to point out that one more attempt to improve the plan is not 
a vain effort. My modest contribution in that direct:i.on will be to 
,.. try to systematize the design of written material for an introduc-
;:. , tory physics course. Finally, it i.s worthwhile to mention the 
earliest use of characteristics of the plan in classroom situations. 
i Luella Colle reports the use of students in the teaching of other 
students in the Jesuit system in the sixteenth century. Tl1ese 
student-helpers,.called decu.rions, had the same role as that of the 
present proctors. I,ater on in the nineteenth ce11tury, yourtg students 
wet·e used in the "monitorial system" as well as in the "pupil-
teacher system118 to reduce the teacher's load and. to increase the 
number of students taught. The go-at-your-0~~-pace has been a feature. 
of the military training centers. The absence of lectures as well 
7
r.uella Colle, A HistorY of Education - Socrates to Montessori 
(New York: Reinhart & Co., 1950), xi, PP•' 3!9-320. 
Bibid.~ pp. 607-609. 
I 
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as the use of prepared written material are obvious features of cor-
respondence school instruction. The prompt correction of answers to 
tests and the progression to a. next higher step if the one taken be-
fore was mastered are features of progr:;;muned instructJon. And even 
in its totality, it seems to have been anticipated by Mary Ward in 
1912 at the San Francisco State Normal School as descr:tbed by Washburn. 
d l1a 1 ,. th~ b·k 9 an • r ... ano ~n .e~r oo • 
1. 2 PSI Characteristics 
10 The PSI system has five defining characteristics: (1) mas-
tery learning, (2) self-pacing, (3) wrHten-material, (4) proctors, 
and (5) noninformative lectures. 
The ~StE;_r...Y. requirement means to learn well everything that is 
assigned, wrf.thout implications if the assigned material is elementary 
or advanced, simple or complex, ne~v or review. Mastery, excellence, 
artd perfection are terms used synon)'1110usly ·to point out that subject-
matter has been explored with care, whatever the level, and that the 
Jearner j_s able to perform in SU<!h a .way that he mardfests skillful 
work in the subject matter. Perfection is detected ft:om performance. 
For that reason the student tnustbe called upon to respond frequently. 
His errors should lead to a program of remediation, instead of punish-
ment, and to a new trial. His success must be rewarded; the student. 
9 C. W. I.Jashburn, and S. P. }farland, Jr. • \Unnetka: The His-
to;:y and Siz.~:;1.f:~~- of an Educatior:al E~peri:nent (New York: Prentice-
Hall, 1963). 
10PSI stands for Personalized System of Instruction, although 
sometimes it means proctorial or progr.annned system of instruction, 
self··paced instruction, or Keller Plan. I will use it exactly for 
Personalized System cif Instruction. 
I 
;. 
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goes ahead ~lith new· material. 
The go-at..:.your-ovm:_p_~ feature is mandatory, given the mas-
tery requirement, becauseno one can deny the individual differences 
in human beings. It must be allowed that each learner moves through 
the course at a speed commensurate with his ability) without a time 
limitation. 
The last three features follow directly from the first two. 
If students go at different speeds, then the-lock-step.lectures are 
incompatible with self-pacing. The written material (textbooks, 
study un:i.ts, or audiovisual media) is the remaining informative medium 
from teacher to students. This heavy reliance on the w-ritten word 
requires the material be presented to students more clearly thi:m ever 
before, in a student-oriented style of writing, with objectives 
clearly specified and sequenced in small steps in a gradually i.n-
~- creasing level of sophistication. When the student has demonstrated 
that he is ready to deal with new concepts; then he receives the new 
information. All this implies that the teacher must reexamine the 
course com:ent and choose, not without some pain, only what is worth 
teaching, because now he knows that what is taught -,;dll be learned. 
The proctor or tutor comes to relieve the teacher o.f his new 
burdens in repetitive testing of different units; immediate scoring, 
·and unavoidable. and limitless indi,lidual attention to students. 
Finally as mentioned above, the lectures as informative de-
vices are no longer required. The teacher can throw in a few lectures, 
but they must be as vehicles of motivation and· inspiration.· 
In sununary, all these characteristics can be derived frotn 
the concept of "Excellence Learning." If the.teacher want8 every 
I 
11 
student to learn the material assigned (mastery), it is necessary to 
give the slow student more time (self:-pacing). If students go atdif-
ferent speeds, then the lectures are not necessary as sources of 
critical information (no lectures) but rather as motivation vehicles. 
The communication channels left are the textbookand study guides 
(written-materials). Finally the teacher needs assistants (proctors) 
to survive the excess of written work. 
1. 3 Implementation 
The course material is divided into units. (Keller suggests 
20 to 30, but this number depends on many factors). Three or four 
units should be of the review type to avoidundue fragmentation and 
to eonsol:i.date a core of knowledge. 
Each unit may contain a reading assignment, objectives, study 
questions, references, study problems, and any necessary introductory 
or explanatory material. 
For·each unit one should prepare three or four equivalents 
"readiness. tests" to cover the same material of the m1it (the sollJ-
tion time of each Keller's test was 1.0 miri.utes). 
The student goes through the unit at his o"tom pace at the time and 
place that he p;refers •. When he feels. that he has mastered the unit, 
he asks a proctor for a "readiness test" for evaluation of the unit. 
The student must make a grade of 100, but if he misses only a few 
questions, the proctor can try to see i.f they were misunderstood and 
can reword the question and even check if the right answers were 
not a lucky guess. The proctor grades the test w~th pass. or fail. 
If the student passes ~1.e reeeives a new study unit and proceads 
12 
to repeat the c~ycle. If the student does not successfully complete 
the test, he receives advice about his mistakes, studies theunit 
once more, or receives an additional set of study qu~stions. He 
can take the test again (new format) or many time.s without affecting 
his grade. The. only interest is that he ultimately demonstrates his 
proficiency. 
Lectures are il1frequently scheuuled for students wht.) have com-
pleted a certain number of units and can understand the mate:i:'i!ll. 
Attendance is not compulsory, and the lecture-subject is not covered 
on any examinations. 
One of the components of the plan that has become increasingly 
important is the proctor. He is an undergraduate student chosen 
carefully for his mastery of the course material, interest, personal 
·;'· qualities, and 't-I:i.llingness to work. His success in proctoring de-
'~< pends greatly on good preparation and guidance giv~n by the :f.nstruc-
· tor. Typically, -there is one proctor to every .ten students. The 
assignment of students could be on a fixed basis or by free-choice 
election. 
A final examination can be added, if it is desired. It may 
make a better l;leasoning for the C•?urse and may strengthen the final 
product~ integrating all the b:l.ts and pieces of information. 
And, finally~ using Keller's wo.rds, "watch carefully while 
cooking." 
1. 4 Reward Motivated Learning 
PSI . b d Sk" . ' ll ~ f 1 . f h 1.s ase · on ·1.nner s ttJ.eory o earn1.ng rom t .e 
11B. F. Skinner, Tl~ 'rech~ologL_Qf . .!~E~Ehing (New York: Appleton-
Century Croft~1·~ 1968) J P.· 8. 
·.-~-
I 
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perspective. of "reinforcement theory" [5] • The elementary principle 
of behavior says that "an organism tends to repeat and enjoy be-
havior for which it is rewarded (i.e., positive reinforcement);. it 
tends to avoid and dislike behavior for whiGh it is punished (i.e., 
negative reinforcement) 11 •. In other words, the task of changing be-
havior, including learning behavior, is one of making appropriate re-
inforcements dependent upon specific samples of human conduct in 
. r 
clearly denoted environmental circumstances. From this it follows 
~--------~--------------~~------------------------------------~------------~--~ .. 
that a "learning situation" should have clear tasks identified, crit-
ical behaviompresented, and rewards assured. 
The positive reinforcement for a student working under PSI 
comes in different ways. Keller [3] claims: passing at first at-
'''t tempt an easy first unit gives a rein.for,ceruent of satisfaction; small 
work units lead to greater density of reinforcement than do large 
'· 
(il ones; self-pacing allows the student to use time for study whenE:!ver 
.he desires; getting ahead, unit by unit, permits him to gain .a token 
reward with a partial A when a unit is passed; immediate grad:f.ng of 
unit-tests.strengthens a student's grasp of a concept; he has no 
penalty for fail:Lng a test one or more times; he has a chance to get 
an A up until the last day of class; study questions and sample prob~ 
lems focus student's attention on relevant material, reducing the pos- i 
sibili.ties for students to fail and increasing the frequenc.y of 
success; the student experiences the satisfaction o:f getting a seat 
in a lecture. There are other more subtle reinforcers that collie with 
study of a text--·those little explosions of satisfaction when the 
answer .to a question is found~ when a nev.r relationship is uncovered, 
14 
or when a new application of .;~. principle suggests itself to the reader. 
The proctor .ts the greatest agent of reward. He is the source 
of several generalized reinforcers: attention, approval, and even 
affe.ction, as well as the token reward of a grade. But the proc-
tor also receives rewards from the system. TI1ose appear as gen-
eralized reinforcers: attention, stilimission, acceptance from his 
students. He draws special satisfaction from the iraprovement of h:i.s 
I 
students. He also improves in his readiness to deal eff•2ctively with 
concepts and to shm\' his mastery of related skills: i.e., the in-
crease in his knowledge of the course's subject-matter. 
The instructor's reinforcements derive from several.sources. 
Some of them come from a better appreciation of his course's content 
i and a more intimate knowledge of his pupil's problems with it. Others 
come from the enthusiasm of his proctors, their growth in understanding, 
•(;; and thei:: comprehension .of the teacher 1 s .task. He also has rewards 
that come from his successful operation of the system as a whole. 
Each person·in the system gets his rewards from the behavior 
of others. The teacher .gives l>7ork to the student; the student pro-
vides work for the proctor; the proctor aud the student give the 
·assistant his data; the assistant provides the instructor wHh proc-
tor and student feedback; and the instructor starts the cycle all 
over again. Each one gets maximal satisfaction when the other one's 
work is well done.-I-t-is-a- system-of:_mutual-l."e-inforaement-.--:----
1.5 Final annotations 
About twelve years hav·e passed since the first application 
of PSI. The system has spread everywhere. It has been used and is 
I 
r: 
= 
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be.ing employed in many higher level institutions and is expanding to· 
high schools. A review of evaluative research on PSI in science ed-
ucati.on had been made by Kulik12 and the following points are· 
established: 
(a.) Self·-pacing and student-proctcir interaction seem to be 
the features most favored by the students. 
(b) The system is attractive to most students. They report 
high satisfaction and enjoyment, as well as a preference for the unit 
~----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------~-
format over typical course formats. 
(c) Higher than average drop out rates and procrastination 
are tv7o main objections to the system. It is possible that an adequate 
course design may control these drawbacks. 
·;·' (d) Conte.nt learning (as measured by final examination) is 
·A adequate and in some cases reported students demonstrate some"What 
''· better per formam~e than they do fn traditional lecture courses. 
(e) More learning has been qualitaUvely reported by stu-
dents who point out that more study-time and effort were necessary. 
(f) The proctor, being an undergraduate student, benefits 
especially from the system. 
(g) 1~ere is a possible cost-savings to institutions. The 
use of undergraduate assistants is one basis for the economy. 
(h) There is a U-shape grade distribution as compared to 
bellshape distribution in traditional courses. Since the grades are 
·---------·----
12
,Ja.mes A. Kulik, Chen-Lin Kulik and Kevin Carmichel, "The 
Keller Plan in Science Teaching, 11 Sc~~~' Vol. 183, No. 4123, 
(februa:ry·l974), pp. 379-383. · 
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assigned in a manner having.less parallel than in traditional courses, 
that distribution does not nece~1.sarily indieate that students learn 
more. 
On the other hand, there has never been total success. Severa~ 
failures and even disasters have occurred. There ares at least, 
three groups of problems: (1) inherent in the system, (2) created 
by modifications of the basic pattern, and (3) created by institutions' 
regulations. 
~--~--------~------~----------------------~----~------------~------------------------------~ .. 
(1) In this category the failures may appear because: 
(i) the professor and the student need more time to 
work harder than ever 
(ii) there is a substantial logistic and administra~ 
,'· tion load created by the system and often by 
careless handling by the professor 
(iii) the system turns out to be expensive for using 
graduate proctors or salaried undergraduate 
students 
(iv) procrastination and wfthdrawals cause some stu-
dents to dislike the system 
duction at time almost prohibitj,ve. I (v) the materials needed in the course require pro-
(2) The system has been adopted with a surprisingly :i.ncreasing 
speed for all kinds of people. But, do these people knmv enough 
about the psychology prind.ples on which PSI is based to run correctly 
the system? Are they making a superficial copy and disdaining its 
real bases? The answers to these questions are be.coming apparent for 
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the increasing number of those who are using SLI ("Something like it") 
instead of PSI. Other modifications include 
(i) changing the requirement from mastery to another 
criterion 
(ii.) adding contingencies 
(iii) walking away from the system by the professor who 
believes that when the program is done he has freed 
himself 
(iv) producing· poor material. 
(3) To this category belong all struggle situations between 
the PSI-p-rofessor and deans, registrars, colleagues who do not under-
stand or like PSI grade distribution, the lack of lectures, the 
'~absence of time structure~ or other aspects of the system. 
From everything said so far it is evident that PSI materials 
•,>have not received the attenti.on that they deserve. But, it is also 
undeniable that they are the third most important feature of the sys-
tem. PSI materials have to be extensive and must be written wi.th 
greatest care for they serve as the communication vehicle from profes-
sor to learner; they are also put on test immediately. Commercial 
materials of this type -for physics courses are not available, and I __ i.nformation exchange is not operating, as far as I know. Some study 
gui.des are sporadically available, but it seems they are not adaptable 
fora general course. As was mentioned above, one of the purposes 
of the present. work is to develop the most perfect possible material 
needed for an introductory physics course. 
The written material must meet requirements of being self-
contained, 'vell structured, and readable. Moreover, material should 
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demonstrate good exposition, no excessive rigor, good organization 
and encouragement of student motivation. The design and elabora-
tion of materials trying to meet those conditions will be presented 
a.nd cormnented upon starting with Chapter .3. 
Finally, we believe that learning physics requires not only 
content, motivation) and re\vard (reinforc.ement), but also the system 
of learning should invobre the student in an active participation by 
! 
requiring him to make decisions, to guess (sometimes), to conjecture 
over challenging problems by using intuition and imagination. This 
is a goal difficult to attain but not impossible. Our modest effort 
in that dj_rection is presented in Chapter 2. 
;-}-
= 
l-~ 
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1. 6 Study Unit: PSI PHILOSOPHY 
Introduction 
In this unit you ~..rill read about a nev1 teaching strategy 
with a general purpose that the learner learn how to learn. The PSI 
(Personalized System of Instruction) is based on a learning theory 
in wh1ch every element is carefully chosen and interrelated to max-
imize student learning. 
To be able to: 
1. Describe the Keller's five features of PSI method. 
2. Explain how the reinforcement theory \vorks in PSI. 
3. List a minimum of two reasons why PSI is .successful. 
4. Identify addj_tional characteristi.cs of PSI from a 
given list of descriptive items. 
Resource Materials 
1. F. S. Keller, "Good-bye, Teacher ••• ", Journal of 
Applied Behavior Analysis, 1968, 1, 7a-79. 
2. B. A. Green, Jr., "Physics Teaching by the Keller Plan 
at MIT", American .Journal of Physics, Vol. 38, No. 7, July 1971. 
3. F. S. Keller & J. G. Sherman, PSI Tlw. Keller Plan 
Handbook (Menlo Park, CA.: W. A. Benjamin, 1974). 
Su~ested Procedure 
Readi.ng Keller's article is perhaps the most exciting way to 
become exposed to this system and to accomplish objectives one through 
four. It has a summary of the features which seeui to distinguish the 
system. 
I 
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.Green's paper starts with Skinners' aspects of the PSI 
system and also in the context gives several reasons. for the success 
of the PSI at Massachusetts Inst:i.tute of Technology. 
;--;-
L-~--------------------------------------------~~~----------~ .. 
i 
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PRETEST 
Study Unit: PSI Philosophy 
(Note: In general, the number of each question is keyed to the cor-
responding objective's number.) 
1. Express the essential five features of PSI. 
2. Explain the role of reinforcement theory in the PSI System. 
3. Give t~vo reasons for the success of PSI courses • 
. 4. Hhieh of the follov1ing characteristics are in PSI System? 1 (a) The teacher has all free-time when he has finished ex-
~--~----------------P:~A;ning--th1~~p~r.a~iGn-e~--~he-sy&~em-Ee~h~s~~cuden~s~.--------------------_: 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
( ., 1, 
(j) 
All students proceed through the course at the same rate. 
Course material is divided in units. 
Student helpers are used to individualize the instruction. 
There is repeated testing without punishment. 
Those who do not attend a conference miss test·-material. 
The classroom is used for study, group discussion, testj.ng, 
proctoring. 
Course objectives and procedures are explained in written 
study guides that are given to the student. 
Grades are based on two tests and a final examination. 
The it'lstructor becomes a system manager. 
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Chapter 2 
STRUCTURING THE COURSE 
"To learn structure is to learn how 
things are related" 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-
Jerome Bruner [6] 
~!____Eystem for -~e;arning and PSI 
An educational system is developed and built around a nucleus, 
which is the purpose of the system. A modern po:i.nt of view is to 
say that the purpose of education :i.s to insure the attainment of 
specified knowledge, sk:i.lls, and attitudes; thus, 1-eart'iing is the 
purpose around which the system is to grow. Instruction denotes 
functions or specific techniques introduced in the learning environ-
men.t to promote more efficient and effective learn:i.ng; processes are 
completed in order to facilitate mastery of specific learning tasks. 
The effectiveness of an instructional system, therefore, can be mea-
sured by assessing the degree to which it provides for the learner I a system for learning. 
In a learning-oriented system the typical classroom set-up 
does not work anymore, because all the persons in the class cannot 
learn in the same 'tvay. The ris.id scheduling of class time and academic 
period terms 'tvould not exist either inasmuch as we know that people 
learn at different rates or speeds and therefore need different amounts 
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of time to master a particular learning task. The 11passive" role 
of the student of receiving information from the teacher as the main ~--
source would also be ruled out. In the learning process the learner 
assumes an active role; he is alT..;ays on stage, while the teacher 
would manage the learning. Furthermore, in the learning environ-
ment the audiovisuals a>rd books are no longer aids to teaching or 
supplements to instruction. They might be for certain groups of 
I 
learners, if th~ choose to. use themin that way. But, on the other 
hand, if the capabilities of a certain medium or H.brary resource 
indicate that it is the best component to facilitate learning, then 
they would be used or the learner could select them as the main com-· 
ponent to bd.ng about the desired learning. 
If all these changes appear when we focus on the· goal of 
~· education in learning, then what is the best process (operations and 
''· functions) in which the components would be engaged in order to 
accomplish the purpose of the system? There are several instruc-
donal methods whi.ch might work: Personalized System of Instruc-
tion, Computer Assisted Instruction, the Audio-Tutorial System, 
Individually Prescribed Instruction, and Programmed Instruction. 
As we saw in Chapter 1, PSI is a method of instruction that I These are some of th.e methods originated withi~ the past two decades. 
combines tl1e strengths of basic learning theory and individualized 
i.nstruction: Le., active responding~ immediate feedback, small. 
sequential steps, self-pacing, and mastery with a highly personalized 
relationship among students as well as between stndent and instruc-
tor. It has been noted that this instructional system, while 
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emphasizing five basic features, is by no means inflexible to the 
needs of different individual users in different disciplines at dif-
ferent institutions. For these reasons~ we believe PSI is one of 
the best instructional techniques to achieve the goal of education--
i.e., learning. 
2.2 Structure of Design 
I 
The development of a system of learning is a decision-~aking 
operation. Decisions have to be made about what should be learned, 
how, by whom, when, and where; how learning should be evaluated 
and improved, and what resources should be involved in preparing forf 
providing for, and evaluating learning. The systems approach [i,B] 
to design and development offers a logical structure and the or-
<derly use of strategies for making these curriculum decisions. In 
!'the deciaion-ma.king structure, the objective of the system will 
determine whatever has to be designed and done to attain that ob-
jective. The design is then implemented and the output tested by 
criterion measures, developed on the basis of objective specifications. 
The test findings are interpreted in order to measure the extent 
to which objectives have been reached. If necessary, the .system 
can be redesi.gned in order to insure the accomplishment of its I 
objectives. 
Sketching the Systems Approach 
1. Analysis and Formulation of Objectives: c 
= 
a) System Purpose (what is the over-all purpose 
of the system?). 
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b) Specification of Objectives (what will the 
learner be able to do? how well? under what 
p--
F 
conditions?). ~ ~ 
-2. Construct Criterion Test. Develop a criterion test. 
based on objectives and use it to test terminal proficiency. 
3. Analysis and Formulation of Learning Task: 
a) Inventory of Learning Task (what has to be 
learned by the student so tnat he can behave 
in the way described by the objectives?). 
b) Input competence (will the learner bring to the 
learning situation some skills, information, 
attitudes, and so on, that a·re relevant to what 
he is supposed to learn?). 
c) Identification. and Characterization of Actual 
Learning Tasks. (Inve.ntory minus Input competence 
equals Actual Learni.ng Tasks. What kind of task 
and what degree of difficulty) • 
. 4. Design of the System. 
a) Function analysis (what has to be done end how) 
i) Selecting and organizing the content. I ii) Selecting and organizing the learning 
experience. 
iii) Managing the learners. 
· iv) · Evaluating the learning and opera.ting the 
system. 
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b) Components analysis (lvh.o or what has the potential 
to do it). It is selected on the bases of: 
i) potential to accomplish a particular 
ii) ability to integrate with other components, 
iii) relevancy to the learner, 
iv) practicality, and 
r= 
:; 
n 
= 
~-
r----------------~vj---economy· •. ---------------'------~------i 
-
c) Distribution of functions among components (who 
or what will do exactly what). 
d) Scheduling (when and where it will be done). 
5. Implementation and Quality Control 
a) System training (pre.installation exercise) 
b) System testing (thinking-through process) 
c) System installation 
d) Evaluation (to determine if the learner behaves 
in the way initially described). 
6. Change to improve (fi11dings of the evaluation fed back 
into the system to determine changes if they are needed). 
This structure t-.ras used to plan the introduct1ny physics course I for engineering and science students alreadymentioned. Also, it was 
systematically used to design each main component of the course. It 
is not worthwhile to discuss here the application of this structure 
to the over-all course. I shall make special comments about some ele-
men.ts incorporated into the design of our course· and about what makes 
it different from standard PSI ·courses. 
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2.3 Purpose of ~he Co~ 
In the learning system, a statement of purpose \.;rill establish 
the nucleus around which the system should grow. The statement tells 
us the re~jison for the system, its: general environment, and the-broad 
constraints under which the system is to operate. In this particular 
section the system is the Physics 53 PSI course taught at The Univer-
sity of the Pacific, Stockton, California. Let us state the purpose 
of the course ae the students received i'"tc;-.--c~~~~~~--~~-~--'--~~~-~~---~ 
Instructional G~als for Physics 53 PSI. The purpose of this course 
is to provide you in the Sciences and Engineering with a solid back-
ground in Mechanics by giving you a unified view of physics so that 
you will be aware of how physics is related to many other sciences 
and to all fields.of engineering. Mechanics is the cornerstone of the 
'whole discipline of Physics, and this is why it is traditionally 
the first topic discussed iri studying physics. 
You will become thoroughly familiar with the fundamental 
principles of conservation, a basic handful of la'tlrS, and the fact 
that physical phenomena can be reduced to interactior1 between particles. 
It is expected that you get a clear understanding of these ideas. I Secondly, you wili develop the ability to manipulate those ideas 
and apply them·to concrete situations. 
As a result you should be able to demonstrate your competency 
by identifying and isolating a mechanical system from its environment, 
giving a physical interpretation of its behavior_, and solving reason-
able situations that involve the interaction of the moving body or 
the system with its environment by applying the conservation principles 
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and/or the laws of motion to find kinematics and/or the dynamics of 
unknown parameters. Although the course is calculus based, this is 
not a prerequisite; rather a concurrent course in the subject j_s 
required. 
As we can see, this state.ment is general enough, but it is 
also explicit enough that the reasons and aims are stated. In ad-
dition, some limitation and even a criterion performance are g1.ven~ 
I· 
However, specific objectives are not stated. These will be given for 
each study unit, and we will discuss their·design in the next Chap-
ter. 
2.4 Content of the Course 
In agreement v7ith our system model, this is the place to look 
for an answer to the question, what has to be done to enable the learner 
to master the task, or even mo:ce specifically, what is the learner 
supposed to 'learn? And in what sequence? As \ms already mentioned, 
the characterization of learning activities is a primary basis for 
selecting content. But other considerations are the availability of 
an item, its flexibility in saying different thingsj and learning 
1 
ability which implies similarity~ clarity, hre'.rity and regulari.ty. 
After the content has been selected, it must beorgani2:ed 
under the policies of sequencing, arrange.ment, and presentation. Out· 
se1ection of content under th12.se strategies came out of the traditi.onal 
1
·Hill.iam F. Mackey, Language Teaching Analysi!!. (London: 
Longmans, Gree & Co., Ltd.,l965). 
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content of Mechanics where the fundamental principles, needed to 
describe and explain the motion we observe around us, are set up. 
Tne type and amount of learning that this content requires, based 
on the characterization of the learning activities, impose limitations 
in that content· itself. This restricted the content to Mechanics 
of point-like bodies and of rigid bodies rotating around a fixed 
axis. 
based on a small number of fundamental concepts rather than a col-
lection of areas of specific facts. In this sense we could say that 
we tried to make a structural course. This topic will be commented 
upon in the next subsection. It is worth mentioning now that our 
structure was the conservation laws. 
Finally, this content was integrated into specific.learning 
sequentes of specific learning units. See a Table of Contents in 
Appendix B. The design of these study units l-7ill be the topic· of 
Chapter 4. 
2.4.1 St.ructures in Physics. In every area of knowledge studied by 
man, certain patterns emerge that prov:l..de a mee.n for looldng at the 
is what Bruner {6] calls the structure of th€'. fic::ld: 11Grasping I subject in a coherent way. Those patterns and this way of viewing 
the structure of a subject is understanding it in a way which per-
mits many other things tobe related to it meaningfully.". It is 
worth pointing out that the opposite situation to "learn" a sub-
ject without understanding its structure -- is to learn an isolated 
collection of facts. But this is not always obvious. It is true 
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that in a traditional course all the specific facts are covered, but 
only the most perceptive student is able to organize them to get a 
clear idea of the whole subject. The same happens in the standard 
textbooks when the material presented is too compartmentalized to 
reveal.the essential unity of physics and its principles. The pattern ~-=-
exists there, but is so hidden that i.t is difficult to put it in 
evidence. 
The standard student of general physi.cs usually conjectures 
without understanding; it is formula guessing to apply to a problem 
or a calculation. It is not unusual to find the situation where stu-:-
dents can evaluate the numerical value of a force using Newton's sec-
ond law, but how many can describe it in their own words? Or they are 
able to describe separately linear motion and rotational motion, 
··,)~_' but how many can .. go by analogy from one kind of motion to another? 
Therefore, for conjecturing, the student needs to know the 
fundamc::ntal principles of the subject; the structure. The role of 
this in Physics is to allow the student to see the subject organized 
in such a way that he can arrive at the intuition that provides an 
over all concept. If one kncws the structu1:e of the subject, one 
one understands the structure~ one can go on to understand other topics I knows the. fundamental relations that link the different parts. If 
that have the same relation between ideas by analogy and induction. 
For instance, go from two to three dimensions in geometry, or go from 
kinetic translational energy to kinetic rotational energy. Knowiug 
the structure supplies the induction. The majo.rity of structures t: """' 
in all fields are founded in the invariance concept; this is, in 
fact, a humanistic concept. 
I'.· 
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In physics the invariance of energys the inva.riance of momentum, 
the invariance of charge, the speed of light, and symmetries are the 
fundamentalbases of any theory and therefore the structures of physics, 
becausE~ they give the relation among all the parts of the whole. 
Another structure in theory is the condition of simplicity, 
where the simplest is preferred in theoretical formulations. This 
is also a humanistic c.oncept. Science is always an act of creation by 
man, and in. that way it must be taught and learned. 
2 Some arguments in favor of learning structures are presented [6]. 
1. Understanding fundamental ideas that link each part 
of the subject makes the subject more comprehensible, 
(i.e.,, general implies specific). 
2. The learning by rote of structures is less easily for-
gotten than are specific facts (what is Lorentz' trans-
formation for momentum and energy? what is-the funda-
mental idea to derive it? which one do you answer?) 
- 3. The understanding of fundamental principles promotes 
"Transfer of training," because from the general case 
one can go to the specific or to the analo.gous case. 
4-. Learning structures and principles places the learner 
nearer to "adva'uced" knowledge and to the frontiers 
of science. 
-----------
') 
•-Alan Fogel & Mario Amezquita, "Un Nuevo Enfoque de la 
Ensenanzade la Fisica en la Universidad Javeriana," Seminario Evaluative 
d~J.:§._j?s>cencia y l:_'!._.Inves ti_ge_c.ion de la Fisica en el Pais, ed. 
Institute de Integracion Cultural, (:Hedell:!.n, Colombia: Editorial Bedout 
S.A. 1972). 
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~. 4-. 2 _ _spiral Ar..P.r~ach. The organization of the content of Physics 
53 PSI is made using a spiral approach to present the relevance of 
the conservation la~..rs, like the structure of the subject-matter. 
After learning the basic language on motion (Unit II), the learner 
is acquainted with the concepts of momentum and energy associated 
with motion (Unit III). They are presented in the simplest possible 
formulation, but they are placed in the prop~::r level by emphasizing 
them as the most importa:nt physical variables used in_quantitative 
descripti.on of physical phenomena. All at once they are employed 
to study one-dimensional collisions as -'t\reJ.1 as the concept of potential 
in free fall motion. 
TNhen the study of motion is extended to two dimensions (Unit 
V), the same concepts of momentum·, energy, and potential are used 
' as fundamentals to link the parts, but here the treatment of these 
concepts is more profound and abstract than before. Their character-
istics of conservation are enhanced with their applications to ballistic 
problems and collisions on a plane surface. The vectorial feature-
of momentum steps-up the abstraction of :.the concept a H.ttle more. 
The presentations of Newton's Laws and the Concept of Force 
(Unit VI) are properly done using the concept of momentum vector. 
After the concept of force is established, its effects are imm~dia:tely 
computed ov·er space, yielding to its relation with kinetic energy. 
Finally, momer..tum conservation and energy conservation are 
formulated more rigorously (Unit VIII and IX), and their efficacy to 
describe the interaction between any physical bodies is analyzed. 
Later, their use and importance are emphasized in the rigid bodies study. 
i--!-
,, 
I 
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This does not mean that the study of Laws of l1ot:i.on has been 
carelessly taken. On the contrary, like momentum and energy, the 
use of Newton's Laws starts early (Unit III), but later (Unit VI) 
they are placed in their proper level and introduced in a spiral 
way; and theiruse and application are· systematized (Unit VII) and their 
power for solving many kinds of problems illustrated. 
The physical reasons for this approach can be sunnnarized: 
I 
a) The structure of the subject (conserv~tion laws)~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
is always in evidence. 
b) There is a wide variety of problems in which it is 
either not possible or not convenient to write an 
analytical expression for the force applied to the . 
st:udy-body (impulsive forces, scattering experiments, 
forces in atomic and subatomic leve.ls, etc.) • 
c) In many-body problems the direct application of the 
laws of motion is not possible even if we are sure of 
the forces. 
However, in all these situations, the conservation la~TS have 
universal application. 
This approach of presenting each fundamental principle twice, I once in a preliminary form in the early units and again in more de-
tail in the last half of the sequence, is useful !.n the PSI format. 
In fact, in some institutions students do not have to finish all the 
uni.ts in lower division courses, but. it is very important that stu-
~ 
c 
dents acquire a basic knowledge of the material to be used in upper = 
division courses; and in this case the spiral approach is even more 
useful. 
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2.5 Activities and Resour~e~ 
From the learning point of view, we should plan to have as 
many alternatives available as we need to cope with the great varia-
tions in which people learn; :l.e., we should consider the specific 
characteristics of the learning group and the individual differences 
of the learners. Variation in the time needed to master a specific 
learning task is only one of the manifestations of individuals '1 dif-
achievement, warm-up period needed, abi.l.ity to deal tvith abstract-
ness or concreteness, interest span, sensory modes such as audio or 
visual perception, and many others involving imagination, creativity, 
motivation~ and ab:i.lity to solve problems. 
To•insure that the progress of any single student is not 
hindered, w.e·considered studyguides, textbook., readings, experi-: 
ments in laboratory, ~.;reekly lecture, use of film-loops, autolectures 
recorded in audiotapes, group disc.ussions, and group solving~problems. 
Noneof these activities are compulsory; they are alternatives avail-
able for the learner; he/she selects the one most appropriate for 
him/her to achieve his/het objectives. This means, we are no longer 
talking about the teacher and his teaching aids, but about the coin- I ponents of a system (the course) that can be considered and used by 
the learner on the. basis of the ability to accomplish specific functiotts. 
The human component includes the learner, the teacher, and 
the personnel engaged in support and service functions (tutors, proc-
tors, teaching assistants, etc.). From component analysis, the 
teacher has new functions: his primary function ineludes providing 
for the motivation of the learner, for the plann:i.ng and managing of 
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learning activities, and for examining and utilizing with the student 
the information the student has acquired. In other w·ords, the teacher 
is best described as being the manager of learning. The learner be-
comes an active element of the system, a decision making subject, 
taking responsibility for his learning and forcing himself in a high 
degree of involvement. All these facts are not in complete agree-
ment with PSI strategy. 
Tt ~s worth znentioning that even tfiougn-tne course was ~nd~vianal-
ized by PSI method, we do not overlook the characteristics of the 
group. After all man is a social human being striving for excellence 
within the group. 
2.5.1 Discussion Group. This was based on and generally initiated 
'((· from questions specifically related to the assigned reading corresponding 
to the average self-paced rate of students. Generally, the questions 
were related to assigned problems. Since all the homework problems 
require some level of understanding of the reading, the discussion 
quickly brought the current assignment into consideration. The answers 
to the questions were not given by the teacher; rather he restated 
or rephrased them and turned them back to the whole group so that 
they came out with a right answer. 
It would be hard to overestimate the reticence and difficulties 
that many students experience in verbalizing their physical thinking--
especially in front of an instructor. This seems to be the case, 
even though they may sincerely desire to participate. But~ this 
reluctance disappears with time. They become willing to participate 
in class discussions and to contribute suggestions for improving the 
I 
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quality of the discussions or the course in general, as time goes on. 
As the assistance to the discussion sessions j_n our study was rather 
small, the whole class approached a problem with the i.nstructor, 
sometimes at the board, serving as scribe and moderator. 
It is possible on the basis of these experiences, to state 
some general characteristics of this method. 
1. It is a good alternative presented to those students 
I 
-s---
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highly motivated to act in groupsr and even those "p...,a..._.s"'s.,..~~·v!'"e...__.o~n~e~s_" _________ ___. 
who prefer to ivatch the show without participating st.ill get benefits. 
2. The method · enables and encourages students to follow 
and verbalize their own physical reasoning, with immediate reinforce-
ment from other students and the instructor. This enhances students' 
,,, involvement and stimulates their self-reliant thinking (including 
. ,. the transfer of knm-1ledge from one area to another.) 
3. The method gives immediate feedback from students--
feedback which is used to estimate their level of knowledge as the 
course progresses. 
4. The instructor still ser..res as a model of a physicist: 
one i-7ho speculates, tries, perhaps fails, conjectures, and faces 
di.lemmas; one '.Yho "provides exercises and occasions fo·r the nurturing 
of a sense of conjecture and dilemma. n 3 
·2.5.2 Audiovisuals. The role of audiovisuals in the learning-oriented 
system ha.s a new d:i.mension compared with the traditional system. In 
the latter, the audiovisuals are considered as "aic1.s" to teaching or 
3 Jerome Brune.r, Toward a Theory of Instruct::ion, (New York: 
w. W. Norton, 1968), p. 40. 
I 
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supplements to instruction. In the former system, they might be taken 
in that sense, but, more important, someone might select them as the 
main component to facilitate learning. This implies that the in-
structor should have enough audiovisual media to fit specific, pre-
determined functions. This i.s not apractical situation in most 
ca.ses. Ours was not an exception. 
The proper limitations led us to offer only two fronts: (1) 
I 
film-loops, and (2) autolectures. 
(1) Film-loops are motion pictures without sound.. They 
show actual events and phenomena that would otherwise be impossible 
to observe in the classroom. 
There are several features in the film loops that add a 
new dimensi.on to instruction and facilitate carrying out some specific 
study activit:i.es [12]: 
(a) They ar·e short in time: approximately four minutes in 
length. This allows the student to watch one film two or three times 
without getting tired. 
(b) The loop eliminates threading and rewinding. When the 
film comes to the end, it is automatically ready to start again. 
(c) They present a specific concept, experiment, or event; 
some of them show step-·by-step sequenced sophisticated techniques and 
experiments. Others show a particular pr.ocedure that can be repro-
duced from the film·-step-by-step using real materials which are at 
hand. The studl·mt c.an view the first part, turn off the film, work 
on that part, turn on the film, view the second part, stop, turn off 
the film, work on it, and so on. Rt~petition of o.ny segment or step 
of the procedure can easily be done. 
' ~ 
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(d) Single frame projec~tion allows the student to "freeze" 
a particular scene to take measur·ements on the projected image, read 
dialss or obtain data in other ways and use these data to make graphs, 
tables, or other appropriate records. Or he may simply view problem-
situations for analysis. 
Some of the film-loops are self-contained, but others.need 
additional com.rnentaries and explanations to make them useful for in-
dividualized instruction. Then, it is necessary to use a film guide 
that provides the indispensable guidelines. In this way, film loops 
are ideally suited for individual and/or small group learning. Stu-
dents are able to view the film repeatedly and progress at a rate 
compatible with their ability. A student can regulate the pace of 
:1 the demonstration of the film to suit his own skill and see the demon-
':1 stration w·i.thout looking over the heads of other students. The use 
of film guides allows students to use film loops effectively with 
little supervision. 
Our students used a stock of 60 film loops chosen from 200 
of the BFA/Ealing Science Film-Loops Series. Their areas range from 
Demonstrations of Physics, Mechanics on Air Table, Mechanics on Air 
topics: Concepts of Motion, Motion in the Heavens, the Triumph of I Track$ Vector Kinematics, the series Project Physics Course with the 
Mechanics and ·the Nucleus; and other Individual Film-Loops. A de-
tailed list of the films used by the students is given in Appendix F. 
(2) Auwlecture is a product, resultant from combining: 
(a) cassette-tape prerecorded which ineludBs a short lecture 
and programmed-instruction sequences, 
(b) a sequenced set of transparencies to be used on an overhead 
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projector. The transparencies are synchronized on the overhead pro·-
jector by the programmed instructions from the cassette recorder. 
The major features of the autolecture are (a) it is a well 
organized, compact, "error-free" presentation, composed and kept up-
to-date by the teacher himself, (b) the learner can use it as many 
times as he wants like a self-paced auto instructional medium, and 
(c) the teacher's time is better distributed. 4 
effectively than a regular lecture because he does not need to take 
notes. When he has finished watching the autolecture, he can take 
notes directly from the transparencies, or he can use an exact fac-
simile of the projected transparencies that are always available in 
the autolecture pack. 
'!:he uniqueness of the medium inevitable encourages the stu-
dent's involvement. He has to look at' definitions, diagrams, tables, 
problems, procedures, thinking about open questions~ etc; he never 
just listens. But this involvement depends strongly on the cla·rity 
of sight, sound, and subject pr.esentation. 
The autolecture is short in time, the statf~ments are brief, 
the critical po:i.nts are clarified, and repetition by the tape narrator 
is a\TOided. Short questions and answers provide the immediate re-
inforcement necessary to help the student proceed confidently. Repeti-
tion can be achj_eved by the student through a replay of the appropriate 
tape se~r.ent. In demonstrations that require motion, an 8 mm projector 
4Arthur I. Berman & Albert B. Baez, "Seminar/Autolecture Ex-
periencies ,n An1~~rican Journal of P)]ysic~, Vol. 38, No. 3~ Harch 1970, 
pp. 313-319. 
I 
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can be used parallel to. the overhead projector; and the whole system 
is operated by the: student. 
We made a trial elaborating three autolectures. They dealt 
with (a) Basic Kinematics Definition: mathematical and geometrical 
inter·pretation, and applications to motion with constant accelera-
tion and motion with acceleration proportional to time; (b) Vector 
Kinematics: addition of velocity vectors, ballist:Lc problems, cir-
t 
cular motion; and W Laws of Notion: theory and applications. These 
materials are presented in script form in Appendix E. 
At first, we were sceptical about how attractive autolectures 
would be for the students, but very soon we found out that most of 
the students were using them as a complementary step in the study pro-
cedure before attempting to take a test. Others used them as a_ remedial 
procedure when they failed a Unit. When we ran out of autolectures, 
it was surprising to hear many claims about new autolectures on new 
topics. That apparent success has encouraged us to make a new but 
more forrr.al trial of using this device in this personalized course 
in the near future .• 
I c-
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2. 6 Study Unit: PLA..'tllNtNG THE CONTENT OF A PSI COURSE 
Introduction 
In this unit you will read abc,ut the general considerations 
required to select and organize the content of a PSI Course. The 
procedure recommended is to follow a systems approach. You will 
find that selection of content and organization are decision-making 
I 
operations. The process implied by this strategy is not linear. 
The questions raised here are many, and the corr~itment is a major 
one in terms of time and effort. The rewards are worth it. 
Objec.tives 
To be able to: 
1. List three decisions that require considerable 
thought on the part of the instructor as he pre-
pares his course content by a systems approach •. 
2. Recall various methods you might employ to 
select student objectives that should result 
from your course. 
3. O:cder j_n a chronological sequence a list of 
planning activities. 
4. Describe~ in v..vriting, Keller's suggestions for 
avoiding undue fragmentation of the course (the 
result of too many units) and for consolidating 
what the student has learned. 
Resource Materials· 
1. F. S. Keller & J. G. Sherman~ PSI: The Keller Plan_}.Jand-
book (Menlo Park, Calif.~ w. A. Benjamin, 1974), pp. 78-
79";"83-84. 
'=-!..__.;_ 
I 
2. W. A. DeterH.ne and P. 0. Lenn, Coordinated Instru'=.:_ 
tional Systems_, Study Re.source Materials Book (Palo 
Alto, California.: Sound Education, Inc., 1972), 
pp. 14-·17. 
Suggested Procedure 
Microsystem Approach: 
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(1) Decide what the students are going to learn in the course. 
This looks very trivial but it is not. The de.cision should 
! 
be made in terms of what the students are going to do or 
say. The clear specification of learning objectives is 
crucial. Sequencing the objectives so that students 
can proceed systematically through the course involves 
some trial and error. 
(2) Decide how you will determine when the student has learned 
the material. This .implies a clear statement on how he 
is going to do it. The instructor should provide ex-
plicit criteria by which the studentrs work is judged. 
(3) Decide what sources of information are pertinent to the 
objectives. Choose learning experiences that will facili-
tate learning by students. Experiments, readings, lee-
tures~ demonstrations, and field trips are some of them. 
'l'he above. remarks should enable you to satisfy Objective 1. 
Objective 2 is concerne.d v7ith methods you might use to make the first 
decision·--i.,rhat should the student learn in the course. Remember the 
advice: think in terms of t-7ha t the student is going to do or say 
(student compete!l_9). It j_s a simple matter to go through a book 
and identify all possible learning objectives. But which of those 
objectives define competencies (proficiencies ~ pe·rformances) that 
-
r 
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you want every student to take away from your course? Concentrate 
on the minimum learning_ o~~-ives {c.ore). Take a look at your old 
final exams. Are these competencies the most important? You might 
even go so far as to enlist the advice of colleagues (shudder). Per-
form a simulated task analysis_: imagine the oral examination setting, 
and develop a list of appropriate questions, problems, and tasks for 
each major course topic; sift out the core objectives by deleting 
I 
the nonessential; consult other colleagues who teach the same course. 
Your planning activities (Objective 3) might go like this: 
(1) Identify competencies desired (simulated task 
analysis, text, final _exams, colleagues). 
{2) Detennine criteria of evaluation (test items, prac-
tice exercises, study questions, assigned problems). 
{3) Hrite the minimum learning objectives based on 
(1) and (2). 
(4) Sequence the objectives and divide them into·study 
units. 
(5) Specify the resource materials (and learning 
activities) •. 
A simpler prescription ha.s been offered by D:c. Keller. See page 78 
of resource material [1].· Theunits of Mechanics of Point-like 
Bodies are examples of a cou.rse that was planned according to a systems 
approach. 
Now, proceed to the Pretest. 
I 
PRETEST 
Study Unit.: Planning the Content of a PSI Course 
1. Write three tasks an instructor has to deliberate over during 
the planning of a PSI course. 
2. Name two procedures useful i.n determining just what the stu-
dent is to learn (student competencies) in your course. 
3. Order the following activities in the sequence you would per-
form them a.s you plan the content of a PSI course: (a) Per-
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form a task analysis to identify the competencies students should 
!---------1!5e aole to demonstrate when they have completed the course. 
(b) State explicitly the conditions and the criteria by which 
you intend to evaluate the students' performance; in other 
words~ write test items or practice exercises that identify 
the competencies you want all of your students to attain. 
(c) tvrite the minimum learning objectives (core) in per-
formance terms, e.g., what the student is to do or say. 
(d) Sequence the objectives: group them in study units 
(prepare a course outline). 
(e) Specify learning activities that will enable the stu-
dent to satisfy the learning objectives, e.g., select resource 
materials, write practice tests. 
4. What is Keller's recipe for consolidating what the student ac .... 
complishes in the separate study units? 
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3.1 Generaljties 
Chapter 3 
FOPJ:.WLATING OBJECTIVES 
if you are not sure. where you 
are going, you are lj_able to 
end-up some place else-~-~a=n=d~----------------------------------­
not evenknow it.rr 
Robert F. Mager [9] 
Everybody \vrites objectives all the time and is able to do 
it without any knm.;rledge about taxonomies or indica tor behaviors. 
We are always talking in terms of go&ls and purposes. These terms 
are often used by people to explain what they are intending to do 
or what they di.d. 
We saw in our systems approach how important it is to estab-
lish clear objectives as the first step in designing any system. 
This chapter is intended to establish the general criteria of writing 
objectives for our units in the Mechanics course. This is our gen-
eral objective; that is the purpose of this micro-system. Once the 
purpose or goal has been determined, specific. objecti.ves can be C.e-
rived and described as specifically as Jt is possible and feasible. 
From the preceding information, it is clear that a difference 
is establi.shed between goal (purpose) and specific objective. Educa-
tional goals or purposes or general objectives tend to be much broader 
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and less explicit than -objectives. Yet they can both be cbnsi.dered 
to lie on a continuum of specifity. For instance, one goal for the 
physics course might be for the students to be able to understand 
New·ton' s Theory of Motion. 
An objective stated in behavioral terms for the course 
might be: 
To be able to state the forces acting on a 
+---~------------~--------~s~u~ay-bod~by arawing a tree-body d1~a~g~r=a=m~---------------------------
and then to calculate the resultant ac-
celeration of the body. 
There are several approaches for delineating educational 
goals: 
1. Instructor oriented. Emphasis is on the instructor 
Y/\ teaching rather than on the student learni.ng. The teacher uses a 
· ;(~. list of prescribed content to remind him w'hat he must do to keep the 
students busy. 
2. Activity oriented. Emphasis is :on sequenc.ed activities 
in which the learner will participate. The belie£: is that a variety 
of stimulating experiences ·will provide the learner with necessary 
input to enable. an.d to motivate later responses. 
3. Learning oriented (subjecti.ve). The instructor des-
cribes in general terms the concepts and sk:i.lls the learner is to 
"master". It is not clear what 11master" means. The peremptoriness 
is on the student and his development and focus~s on the subjective 
development of the mind. 
4. Behavior oriented (obs,arvable.). Long-range terminal 
behavior has been analyzed and broken down into its short-range com-
pommts. These specific behavioral objectives determine the content 
, .. :::. 
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of the curriculum and the learning activities to be included. 1~ey 
enable the teacher to identify the. learner who does not reach the 
stated objectives, diagnose his difficulties, and prescribe remedial 
measures. 
From this presentation a question is raised: what is the 
nature of an educational objective which provides sufficient 
direction for the effective structuring of curriculum materials, 
I 
recall that in the learning oriented system the educator must be 
able to describe in exact terms what he wants the learner to be able 
to do at the end of a learning experience. Then, every objective is 
to be defined in terms of behavior that ideally will result as a 
consequence of the learning experience. It is concluded that 
behav:i.orally.stat.ed objectives that equip the educator with an 
optimum structure is the answer. In consequence, the formulation of 
our objectives for Physics 53 PSI must be of the behavioral type. 
The objectives in our units are "content" objectives, in the cognitive 
domain, as opposed to "attitudinal objectives". In the next sections, 
we will describe the characteristics that an objective has to meet 
to be behavioral, its structuring, and the product 'A.s it applies to 
our course. 
3.2 Characterizing Behavioral Objectives 
Au instructional objecti:ITe is a stateme:1t that describes an 
intended outcome of instruction. It defines the goals of instructiott. 
It is what you expect the learner to be able to do as a result of the. 
·instruction. As Mager says explicitly [9]: 
i 
l 
; 
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An objective i.s an intent communicated by 
a statement describing a-proposed change in a 
learner--a statement of what the learner is to 
be like when he has successfully completed a 
learning experience. It is a description of a 
pattern of behavior (performance) we want the 
learner to be able to demonstrate. 
Specific objectives help the teacher select appropriate 
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learning activities. They must be stated meaningfully in the :::rE:nse 
of communicating clearly to the reader the writer's instructional 
intent; and they must give both student and teacher standards for 
evaluating progress. 
The follmving are offered as characteristics of well stated 
behavioral objectives: 
1. The statement is directed to the student performance. 
2. The statement specifies what the learner will be able 
' to do or perform \vhen he is demonstrating his mastery of the objec-
tive. (Is the skill called for. the principal performance or is it 
an indicator behavior?) 
3. The behavior is observable. 
4. The behavior can be evaluated. 
5. The essential characteristics of the derived behavior 
are explicitly stated. 
6. The statement explicitly describes the conditions under 
which the behavior is to occur (givens or rest·rictions, or both). 
7. The statement is written in appropriate vocabulary at 
an appropriate reading level. 
In the real writing of objectives it is not necessary to in-
elude all those items. They help, but some of them are dispensable; 
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and one probably finds that some of them apply to some objectives) 
but not to others. 
A si.mple procedure 1 is indicated by Mager. He suggests .. that . 
one poses three questions to insure that one does communicate. effec-
tively: 
(1) Does the statement describe the performance. 
(behavior, competency) by name, a name that will 1 
-l--------------b·e-a-eee-p-t-e-cl-a-a-ev-3:d-e-nc-e-th-a-t--tb.-e-1ea-r-n-e~L-ha-s-a-c-h-~ev-e-d--------
..}· 
the objectives? 
Prese.nt the ideas of Newton's theory and dis-
cuss its applications. 
To present is not .an instructional outcome but a teaching way • 
An amendment might be: 
Be able to understand the basic ••• 
The question arises: what will the student do-when he is 
asked to demonstrate his understanding of the basic ••• ? 
A better, corrected objective should be: 
Be able to identify by name the external 
forces acting on a body. 
(2) Does the statement describe the conditions (givens, 
restrictions, or both) under which the learner 
must demonstrate his competence? 
1Robert F. ¥~ger, Preparing Instructional Objectives (Belmont, 
CA.: Lear Siegler., Irtc., Fearon Publishers;- 1962), p. 3. 
Distinguish between conservative and non-
conservative forces. 
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In this case the student could name t'vo different forces, 
or could name 20 different forces, or could give the definitions. 
The conditions are not stated. The objective could be improved by 
wording it in this way: 
Given a list of 10 forces, distinguish 
l-------------------------------~bL~~en~~lf~ervcrcive and nonconservati~v=e-------------------------
Or better, 
forcas. 
Classify in conservative and nonconserva-
tive forces from a list of 10 given forces. 
In science the wording of the conditions might confuse the 
<··'· objective. The easy way to shmv the condition is by using sample 
· ·l, problems or practice exercises. This practice was our favorite 
iri. developing our units in Mechani.cs. 
(3) Does the statement describe how well the learner 
must perform to be acceptable (acceptable standards)? 
Example of an objective without performance criterion: 
Construct a free-body diagram of a body isolated 
from its environment. 
An improved version might be: 
Construct a free-body diagram of a body iso-
lated from its environment, showing all the 
external forces acting on the body and naming 
correctly the source of each force. 
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A phrase is a criterion if it says anything about the 
excellence of performance that is expected of the student. A practice 
e.xercise is again a useful tool to provide the ac.ceptable standard 
since the student can use it for self-evaluation. In our units, 
these come under the subsection Worked Problems. 
In writing instructional objectives we have to be carJ.ful 
about the structure of the objective. There are several variations 
of the declarative sentence form. 
We have encountered in our work the following forms, with 
variations, of course. They are presented \>lith some comments: 
(a) The student lvill be able to add... • It. is not directed 
to the student but to someone else. This format should be used if 
the objective :i.s for teacher's use. 
-- "',:,, (b) You will be able to add. It i.s directed to the 
student only. h"hen it is repeated many times it becomes boring and 
sounds like baby talk. 
(c) add •••• The imperative form sounds like a test item 
rather than an objecthre. 
(d) To add •••• This infinitive form is a good one 
to use :i..n directirl.g the same objective to the student and the teacher. 
(ED To be able to add • • • • It is equivalent to the 
lattert but it-has a drawback with respect to it. That. is, for the 
question:. "What is the objective?" the answer is, "The objective 
is to add II . .. . . Hmve\rer, if the objective has a "given" stem, it is 
very a\olkward to use it vlith an infinitive: Given ••• , to add ••• ; 
or, Given ••• , to be able to add .•• ? · 
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(f) Be able to add This form seems ideal. It 
directs the objective to the student. The inclusion of an intra-
ductory verbal phrase does not make the objective clumsy. 
Nevertheless, to be able to ••• seems a better form when it 
is used as a common heading for a set of objectives starting with 
action verbs. This type was adopted to our unj.ts. 
3.4 Using Verb~ 
Therefore, the essence of every objective is its verb. This 
is a matter of great discussion. In this section we will discuss 
some of the popular verbs that we believe are used and misused. 
Understand: la: To grasp the meaning of, b: to grasp the 
reasonableness of,. c: to have thorough or.technical acquaintance with 
.i or expertness in the practice of; d: to be thoroughly familiar 
with the character and propensities of ••• , 2 
Know: la (1): to perceive directly; have direct cognition 
of, (2): to have understanding of, (3): to recognize the nature of; 
b (1) to recognize as being the same as something previously known, 
(2) b . d f . ] . . h 3 · : to e acqua~nte or am~ .1ar w1t ••• 
i-?ith these meanings for understand and know, the follo\oring 
question arises: 
What do we mean when ·we say we want a student to know (or 
to understand) something? Obviously·those words are open to a wide 
range of interpretations. The words refer to states of the indj.vj.dual. 
. 
2 A Merriam-Webster, Webster's New Collegi_a teL Die tiomi.ry 
(Springfield, }lass.: G. & C. Merrian Companyt 1974)~ p. 275. 
3 Ibid. , p. 639. 
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These states an~ not directly observable. They are useful ir. des-
cribing broad goals from which a single objective may be a part of 
it. But here we are dealing with instructional objectives, not 
outlining curriculum goals. 
For example: 
To be able to know and understand the motion 
of a body. 
In the first place, this objective is so broad that it is 
actually a goal for several units of work or even a term's work, 
and so it would be acceptable as a curriculum goal. 
Let us try to be more specific and narrow the objective: 
Be able to understand the rectilinear motion 
of a body • 
. This is more specific but still too broad. Let us write 
it in a way that when achieved will show us that the student under-
stands this motion. 
or, 
or, 
. or, 
Be able to use the equations of rectilinear 
motion.; 
Be able to solve problems of rectilinear 
motion such as the worked problem III. 
Be able to use correctly the equation of 
rectilinear motion t<? find unknown kinematics 
variables of motion of a body • 
Be able to find unknown kinematics variables 
of a. body in motion with constant accelera-
tion by using the equations already derived. 
In conclusiont underst~!!_c:!_ and know, used as performance 
terms, are simply not testable. They are not overt action. 
Recognize. Like understand and know, this represents an 
underlying requirement of an objective. 
To be a.ble to recognize the conservatio11 
laws in problems. 
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It says nothing at all about ways for the student to demon-
strate that he recognizes the conservation laws. 
If we use the word identify, however, we have a legitimate 
objective. 
Identify, can take care of a lot of requirements; but we have 
to be careful with it. Sometimes it is just too easy to use, and it 
is not ah1ays the best word. Or if we tell the student to identify 
something, he will wonder if we are going.to give him a group of 
things from which to identify the something or if we are leaving 
him on his own to go find the thing he.is to identify. 
The verbs name, give, list, and state require recalL 
The main problem with these words is present in making a decision 
about testing. Usually the test item would be the same as the objec-
tive. 
Describe and explain. Objectives that use these words usually 
cannot have a sample test because no two students w5.11 give the same 
description or explanation. 
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In gene:ral we can say there l.s no set form for writing ob-
jectives. But it is worth following the guidelipes described above. 
Try not to use verbs of broad meaning or verbs without observable 
behavior. A list of possible.v:erbs for use in stating cognitive 
behavioral objectives is suggested in Appendix A.3, as well as a 
list of words that one should avoid because they are open to many 
interpretations. 
There are other considerations that we called style· 
technicalities. .Among those are the use of given and using. There 
is a trend to begin all objectives with the word given. It is 
desirable and necessary to-state the condition; but a ~ive~ stem is 
not the only way of expressing that condition. Some objectives do 
not require the expression of conditions. Furthermore, the word 
,,, given. does not necessarily have to be· expressed at the heg:i.nning 
\- of the objective. Sometimes an objective will be clear and TRill 
sound better if the necessary given part is included as a dependent 
clause at the end of the sentence. 
Given the masses, positions, and velocities 
of all particles in a system, be able to 
find the position and velocity of the cen-
ter of mass and the total linear momentum. 
Modified, 
Be able to find tht:: position and velocity of 
the center of mass and the total linear momen-
tum when the masses, positions, and velocities 
of all the particles in a system are given. 
Utilizing a using stem is probably the most obvious way to 
include conditions in the statement. But care must be taken not to 
.write indiscd.minate.ly using_ instead. of use and vice versa ¥rithout 
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any reason. A usin~ stem is a. conditional part of the objective--
not the main event. 
Using.a conversion factors table, be able to 
convert units from the MKS system to the 
Engineering System. 
~ole prefer; 
Be able to convert units from the HKS system to 'the 
Engineering system using a conversion factors table. 
If the word yse (instead of using) is written in an objective, 
the act of using is the main event rather than a simple condition. 
Be able to use a conversion factors table to 
convert units from the !'1KS system to the 
Engineering system. 
Whether use or llsi,ng is c.hosen depends on the writer's 
i•' intention--whether he wants tha student to show that he is able to 
use a conversion factors table or whether he wants the student to show 
that he is able to get the correct answer. 
Hany educators believe it is against the "rules11 to write 
objectives that ha\Te more than one sentence or ones that have listed 
parts. But there are no "rulesn. When the objective requires a lot 
of details and perhaps criteria for evaluation, it is a good prac-
tice to break it up in several ~;entences or to make a list of parts. 
This improves clarity, understanding, and intelligibility. To make 
continuous use of this practice is dangerous, because it is possible 
that in a long sentence one :i.s really combining several objectives 
:i..n one; and that is not the case. We reconm1end using several sentences 
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or a single short sentence only when it is necessary. Avoid excess 
of words. 
' I 
~ 
If one is developing an instructional program, it is helpful 
to see wh~t type of objective is produced; or if the .set of objec-
tives is covering all the intellectual abilities and skills that 
on:e desires, the student develops throughout the instruction. There-
fore, one can get a tool for improving if the objectives are clas-
sified after one has finished writing the set corresponding to a 
Unit. But how can we classify them? What c:r.iterion can we use? 
Of all books on learning behavior, Bloom's Taxonomy [10] is 
<the most frequently quoted and used for working with instructional 
·~·objectives. ;i\.nd that is the most familiar to me from my pre.ceding 
;/-'work in evaluation. The TaxC?_nomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook 
·I, Cognitive Domain includes those objectives which deal with the 
recall or recognition of knowledge and the development of intel-
lectual abilities and skills. Bloom's work attempts to classify 
levels of learning behavior in a classification system with a struc-
ture. He defines six levels ranging from simple to complex. These 
I six major classes are described as Y.-nowledge, Comprehension, Applica-tion, Analysis, Synthesis~ and Evaluation. See Appendix A.l for a 
brief definition of each class and its subclasses. Bloom's Taxonomy 
does not define their categories in behavioral terms, but it has 
examples of objectives and test items that can be used to determine 
the kinds of behaviors required at each level. In Appendix A.3 we 
have a list of possible verbs that can be used to describe observable 
behaviors for each categ~ry. 
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We use these tools to classify our objectives rather than 
to design them. Just by classifying them, we become aware of the 
number of each kind of objective we have included. Then, in writing 
objectives for the areas that are underrepresented, we are likely 
to create new objectives that will promote critical thinking, problem 
solving, concept formations, and creativity. This approach is sug-
4 gested by Julie S. Vargas. 
+------------B-leem1...s-~a-xe-nermy-was-s-t-ruc-tu-r-e-d-t;o-s-e-rve-e-va-luat±ornath-er---------' 
than curriculum design. Both are concerned with objectives, but the 
perspectives are different; whereas the evaluation has to categorize 
an objective already present in the course materials, the curriculum 
designer must pull his objective "out of the blue". 
But :If one is going to use Bloom's Taxonomy to design 
,\;· objectives~ several applicability limits appear. The most important 
'·' lies in the author's insistence on keeping the structure neutral. 
The designer needs a taxonomy where the structure when explored 
leads the designer to a comprehensive set of objectives, once a key 
objective has been defined. With such a taxonomy the designer would 
have a device for developing curricula that would provide a compre-
hensive referent for structuring learning materials--especially 
materials suitable for use in self-pacing instruction. 5 Drum.'i-}eller 
has modified the structure of the Blooin's Taxonomy eliminating the 
-----------
4Julie S. Vargas, ~vrit~ Wortr.!_~hile Behavioral.Objec-
tive~, (New· York: Harper & Row, 1972), p. 105. 
5
sidney J. Drumheller, 
for Individualized Instruction. 
Cliffs, New Jersey~. Educational 
pp. 17-29. 
_!!_andbook of Curriculum Desi_S!!_ 
A Systems ·Approach (Englewood 
Technology Publications, 1971) 
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hierarchical emphasis and emphasizing the logical relationship between 
the categories. The new structure provides guides for breaking com-
plex behavioral objectives into teachable components: that is, 
identifying the terminal sub-objectives of a Unit once the terminal 
objectives have been identified. The chart in Appendix A. 2 presents 
an overview of this modj_fied taxonomy. 
The aim of this Chapter is to present and discuss the methods 
and criteria that we adopted in writing the objectives of our course 
Physics 53 PSI. In this chapter I have also included some information 
related to my research on the subject of objectives: definitions, 
features, misuse of verbs, style technicalities, taxonomies of 
classification, and illustrations as applied to physics. 
As final word on this matter, it is worth noting that there 
k is nothing absolutely defined and infallible in writing objectives.'--
There are certain guidelines that one must try to follow, but one 
·.:· can alter thent at any time to meet specific needs. The important 
part is to choose the correct words to help oneself to communicate 
without misinterpretation. 
"An objective will communicate your intent:_ to the degree you 
have described what the learner will be DOING when demonstrating his 
achievement and hov; you 't·Till know w·hen he i.s doing it. 116 
6 Mager, op. cit., p. 53. 
I 
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3.6 Study Unit: HRITING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
Introduction 
The objectives of a system are the main step in the design 
procedure because they will determine whatever has to be designed and 
done to attain the objectives themselves. Specific objectives of a 
course perform three functions: they set up the selection of appro-
priate learning activities, they communicate to others--particularly 
o Ll:le student--what he is expected to perform, and they give both 
student and teacher standards for evaluating progress. The student 
then knows exactly where he is going, can tell what progress he is 
making, and can tell when he gets there. He can direct his atten-
tion to the essential information that he needs; and he can make 
'· more efficient use of· his time. These kinds of objectives are 
,\ called behavioral objectives. 
. ! 
Objectives 
To be able to: 
1. Distinguish between objectives that d.o and do not 
communicate instructional j_ntentions. 
2. Differentiate between learning objectives thatdo and 
do not describe: 
(a) the kind of performance or learner competency-to 
be demonstrated, 
(b) the conditions under which the competency is to 
be demonstrated, and 
(c) the minimum acceptable performance. 
3. Wri.te learning objectives that accompH.sh all of the 
following: 
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(a) describe the learner's competency (behavior 
perfo1·mance) to be demonstrated as evidence of 
accomplishment of the objective; 
(b) identify the conditions under which.competency 
is to be demonstrated; and 
(c) define acceptable standards competency. 
You can use content material and a list of action verbs. 
I 
Resource Materials 
1. Robert F. Mager, Preparing lnstructional Objectives 
(Belmont, CA.: Lear Siegler, Inc./Fearon Publisher, 1962). 
tives 
book I 
2. .Julie S. Vargas, ~ing Worthwhile Behavioral Obj ec-
(New York: Harper & Row, 1972). 
3. B. S. Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Hand-
(New York: David NcKay, 1956, 1964). 
4. Ve:cbs List. 
5. Mechanics of Point-Like Bodies Units, for example Unit 
VI Newton's Laws. 
Sugges~~2 Procedure 
The best starting point is to read Mager's book, (Resource 
Material 1). He says an instructional objective is an in~ com-
municated by describing a proposed change in the student. It is a 
statement of 't>ihat the student is to be like when he has successfully 
completed a learning experience. In other words, it is a descrip-
tion of a pattern of behavior (performance) that one wants the. stu-
dent to be able to demonstrate. 
The first objective of this unit :i.s concerned with communicating 
your instructional intent; whatever the object:tve; you should be de-
tailed enough so that others understand your intent as you understand 
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it. The statement of objective should ::'lpecify; 
l. ~ the learner is expected to be able to do, by 
a. using a verb that denotes observable action, 
b. indicating the stimulus that is to evoke the 
behavior.of the learner. 
2. Under what conditions the learner must demonstrate 
his competency, by 
a. identifying the givens and/or restrictions,L-· ------------' 
b. specifying resources (objects) to be used by the 
learner and persons with whom he should interact. 
3. Ho~1 well the behavior: is expected to be performed by 
identifying 
a. accuracy or correctness of response, 
b. response length, speed, time, and so forth. 
The best way to couch your objectives in "performance terms" 
is to use action verbs that describe what the learner will be doing, 
e.g., to write, to identify, to discriminate, to solve, to draw, to 
list, etc. Strive to avoid misj.nterpretation. 
Often it is desirable to be more specific by stating the 
conditions that "t-1ill be imposed on the learner v1hen he is demonstrating 
·his competency: what will be provided and vrhat will be denied to the 
learner. Restrictions such as "given such and such" "using only ••• ", 
and 11v.Jithout the aid ••• " might improve the ability of the objective 
to communicate. 
Stating the minimum acceptable performance further specifies 
-
your learning goals. t~hen appropriate, identify the standard or lower ' 
limit of acceptable performance, e .• g., a time limit, a minimum number 
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of correct respon~es, percentage, or accuracy. 
Summarizing, 
(a) start a set of objectives with only one heading: 
"to b.: able to:" 
(b) start each objective with an action verb 
(c) express the condition by a given or a.using, used 
as a single-~1ord participle or in a dependent clpuse 
~--------------------------~a~~the-end-.Jf-t~e-s~n1tetrc~~------------------------------------------~ 
(d) add a standard. 
Features (c) and (d) are highly desirable but not absolutely 
indispensable. One method of insuring that your objectives are 
understood is to provide exercises or sample problems. Note the 
use of this in the Hechanics Units •. 
And, whatever you do, com111unicate! 
-
~ 
I 
'-
PRETEST 
Study Unit: Writing Instructional Objectives 
1. Which of the following learning objectives communicate in-
structional intentions? 
(a) To develop an understanding of motion with constant 
acceleration 
(b) To appreciate the power of Newton's law 
(e) To describe with your oHn words Newton's three laws of 
motion 
(d) To be able to apply momentum conservation in collisiops 
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of point-like bodies 
v-------------~te:-)-Tc,-c-a-1:-cula-t"e-t-he-p~-r-:i:o-d-o-f-a-:pendulum-------------------c 
(f) To know how the frictional force works 
2. Which of the learning objectives in the Newton's Laws Unit are 
written in performance terms? 
3. Which of the above objectives specify the conditions under whj.ch 
the performance is to occur? 
4. Which of the above objectives defines the standard of acceptable 
performance? 
5. Do the three written objectives in this study unit contain the 
items that are listed in Objective 3? If no, rewrite them. 
r 
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Chapter 4 
DESIGNING UNITS 
"What I hear, I forget; what I see, I 
remember; what I do, I understand." 
Chinese Proverb 
We already mentioned how important the materials are for 
any instructional method, especially for PSI courses, and how 
they are one of the biggest problems. But, we have already taken 
steps in search of a solution when we presented anc discussed the 
formulation of objectives. We have suggested that one selects co!t-
tent, procedures, and methods appropriate to the objectives; that one 
stimulates students to interact with the subject matter in well-
1 
thought-out learning activities; and that one evaluates the student's 
performance according to the objectives or goals that were selected. 
In this chapter we are concerned with selecting the most efficient 
route for getting students to the goal. 
4.1 Composing a Sel-f-Contained Unit 
The purpose of a self-contained unit is to enable the student 
to proceed through the textbook and other course materials mainly on 
his ov-"11 so that he can do it in such a way as to achieve successfully 
the objectives of the unit. This function is more important than 
\IThatever form the unit might take. 
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Therefore, the unit of study must tell the student '11hat 
the learning objectives a.re, how to accomplish them, and how to sup-
ply the materials or resources that have not yet been provided by 
other media. t.fue ther this goal is or is not achieved can be de-
termined by means of the test or exam for the unit. The self-contained 
feature means that the unit should present clear content in small, 
logically sequential, completed parts, requiring students to get 
actively involved so that each step during learning would be an 
intrinsically rewarding one. 
Once the analysis of the purpose of the unit is done, it 
will lead to gathering of data from which through further analysis, 
a statement of objectives is developed. The description of terminal 
performances becomes a basis upon which to construct the (criterion) 
•. test. The test is the measuring instrument which is used to assess 
if the objectives have been achieved. It is til·~ key to the quality 
control of the unit. The objectives must then be further analyzed in 
order to j_dentify whatever the. learner has to learn in order for him 
to behave in the way prescribed. This analysis prcvides the lea:rning 
activities, which properly sequenced become a simple procedure. 
~ 
Although the systems approach offers specific structure for I instructional decision making, this structure is not rigid. It has · 
a built-in flexibility that enables the designer to think ahead. We 
mentioned that it is not a one-directional structure, but one which 
allows not only for feedback but also for "feed-ahead" or "feed-forward". 
This characteristic enables us to do the following variation in the 
development of the components of a unit of study. 
In general~ the science teacher is more familiar with designing 
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tests and examinations than with constructing learning objectives. 
Then, we ask ourselves, "vJhat questions, problems or tasks do t·re watit 
the learner to be able to answer, solve, or perform, a.nd what is 
the minimum acceptable performance?" In other words, we begin developing 
test items. The test items will identify the competencies completely 
and provide a guide to show us for what we must prepare the student . 
to do. 
'l----------------iS0-f-a-r...,----we-a-1-ready-ha-ve-th-e-th-r-e-e-ess-em:t±a-l-p-art-s-o-f~h~·---------~ 
unit: the Objectives, the Procedure (both in the Study Guide), 
and the Test. Tbat is: 
a) Objectives, Procedure, and Test must be congruent. 
b) The Procedure must be appropriate to achieve the 
Objectives. 
'>;To these foundations we can add other sections or parts to supply text 
supplements for the assignment: resource materials, alternate pro-
cedures, or anything that seems to help the learner. Our units 
contain the Study Guide and Test l1aterials. 
r 
Our t)~ical Study Guide is composed of Introduction, Learning 
Objectives, Suggested Procedure, Summary of Relations and Definitions, 
~ 
I Worked Problems, Pretest, and Audiovisual Aids Section. Sometimes, we used an additional Supplementary Ann.:>tatj_ons Section, Tables, and 
additional Resource Materj_als. 
Test Materials are composed of three test forms and their 
grading keys. 
4.2 Establishing_Functiorts of the Components 
First, let us examine functions of the components for the 
Study Guide: 
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This section tells the learner in a clear ex-
. . 
position about the subject o£ the unit and its links with the material 
of past or future units. It sets the scope, provides a concrete, 
familiar example of the physi.cs contained in the unit, and shows the 
necessity of studying the material. 
The introduction cart be long or short, formal or chatty, 
depending on the material and the interest and style of the writer. 
Objectives. They state specifically the goals of the unit. 
The statement of objectives, in behavioral terms, tells the student 
what he will be able to do as a result of completing the unit, the 
competencies he will acquire and will be required to demonstrate. The 
list of objectives should direct the students to all of the subject 
.; · matter the instructor intends to include in the unit test. It allows· 
the student to determine for himself when he has met the mastery 
criterion. 
Procedure. This section specifies the activities which will 
-
r"-
prove adequate: for the students to accomplish the unit objectives. 
It directs the learner to the resource materials in the form of 
books, articles, audiovisuals~ lectures, demonstrations, models, and i other instructional materials that have maximum accessibility. It 
indicates the practice exercises~ the problems to solve in order of 
increasing difficulty, and discussions identifying correct answers. 
In some cases th:i.s may be as simple as stating the assignment 
to be read and stating that the student work out solutions for certain 
problems before attemptj_ng to take a test. Perhaps a few comments 
about what to skip, v7hat to skim, and what to study ill detail will be 
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sufficient.. Other units may require detailed instructions. In either 
case the procedure section tells the students lvhat to do, how to self-
test his comprehension, how to decide whether to proceed or review, 
and how to decide when he has finished. 
Su..EE!ementary Annotations. The po:i.nt here is to comment Qn, 
supplement, or correct sections of the textbook. There may be out-
dated sections of the textbook that require the addition of current 
I 
information to be complete. The prof_e_s_s_o_r_ma.y__j;.zish_t.o_change..:..the, ____ __:. _ __:__--: 
stress or emphasis of some topics or to clarify the things that he 
might have sai.d in the lecture. It is a chance for the instructor 
to present his own opinions and interests. 
Summary of Relations and Defini_tions. This section may in-
elude a list of concepts, definitions, and/or mathematical relations 
f. that the student should be prepared to define or use for solving 
problems. This section provides a summary of the most important 
points presented in the unit. They are not supposed to be memorized; 
rather, they should focus the. student 1 s reading until he thoroughly 
"understa:nds" them. Furthermore, the .student could use the sllllllliary 
of relations and definitions during the exams in order t;:hat they 
may encourage him to "learn" physics through "thinking" rather than 
memorizing. Finally~ it will serve as reference material which can 
be easily retrieved when it is needed by the students in subsequent 
un:i.ts or in their future use of physics. 
~1orked Problems. This section also performs several func-
tions. If there is at least a worked problem for each objective, 
then it serves to clarify the objective showing explicitly the con-
ditions or restrictions of the objective and also the performance criteria 
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for evaluation. This enables us to state the principal performance or 
skill that we want the student to demonstrate and eliminates any doubt 
about our intention in the objective. 
On the other hand, the worked problems serve to guide the 
student in the proper line of approach to a problem and the "method 
of science." We still believe that a simple reading of the text can-
not·create an overnight understanding.of physics. Physics is best 
\ 
understood through the experience of application of fundamental con-
cepts to a variety of physical situations. 1~erefore, methods and 
techniques of problem-solving are emphasized, which, when mastered, 
should provide the student with the background and confidence required 
for more complex situations. Hence, this section of the study guide 
serves this purpose fully. 
Audiovisual Aids Section. Even though the heading uses the 
word "aids" this section serves as a suggested procedure for those 
students who select them as the components to carry out specific 
learning. However, due to physical limitations, they are chosen by 
most of the students as an alternate procedure or a supplement. 
So that this section, functioning in either one of these two ways, tells 
the student about the content of film-loops, autolectures, trans-
parencies, slides, and in certain cases asks que!?tions that help the 
student to detect.hiR progress and success. 
Resource Materials. This is a list of·the materials needed, 
or those that provide information for the learning experiences. The 
list may contain textbooks, journals, articles, equipment, and other 
media required. 
Pretest. Matching each oqjective with a pretest item provides 
the student, as do the \vorked problems, with clear samples of what he 
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will be expected to do in order to show that he can achieve the objec-
tives. Besides, it provides a private progress evaluation to help 
the learner realize his own problems and decide "ltlhat to do about them; 
it also helps him to measure the increase in observabie competencies. 
The Pretest is intended to be representative of the regular 
Test Unit, but sometimes it can have more detailed questions. than the 
actual test has, and then it can be considered as a Review tes~ and 
+-----------~¥on_p_L_tea~t-tb~~amS-t-ime~--------------------------------------------------------~ 
In considering the Test l1aterials, which are separated from 
the study guide but still form an integral part of the unit, we have: 
Test. The unit tests are of crucial importance in determining 
the succes.s or failure of any course. They are the device to measure 
the. student 1 s mastery requirement. Two aspects of the unit tests are 
dictated-by prelogistical considerations. First, mastery learning 
requires ,,that the tests evaluate the students' understanding of each 
major objective of the unit rather than "sample" what has been learned. 
Second, the questions must relate to the objecUves specified it). the 
unit rather than draw· off some hidden program. The :recommended totally 
-
Test Grading Ke~. Its function is to help in the proctor's I E: 
'bbjective test11 does not work in Physics because this requires problem 
solutions. 
duty of grading. It provides him with the solutions of test items; 
gives alternate solutions procedure; suggests key questions to allow 
him to. deal appropriately with students who know the answer but mis-
read the question , or thom'·· who do not know the material but appear 
to have attained mastery by a lucky guess; and gives informational 
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instr1ictions that the praetor can use to guide the students to correct 
their own mistakes. 
4.3 Structuring the Units 
This is one of the first problems that a professor faces with 
a course of the type discussed in this paper: how many units will be 
needed for a particular course, how long and how difficult is each 
unit, and in what sequence should they be presented. 
The number of units for a course depends on so many factors 
that it is better not to stress that point. However, a popular choice 
is to have at least as many units as there are weeks in the course. 
·This provides the opportunity for the student to check in about once 
a week. 
The unit size and test length depend on·the nature of the topic 
·~. under study; The tests have to be designed to quiz the-. Student on every 
major unit objective and should no.tmerely sample and thus estimate 
·. what has to be learned. This limits the unit size to a: content that 
can be fully tested in the average time estimated. A design in which 
. a unit covers about a week's work is a popular choice. Koen [13] 
ter divisions or outlined from the course textbook. Theseare called 
F 
I suggests a process in wh:i.ch the material is first divided into chap-
.
11logical u·nits" which undoubtedly result in too few units. Then~ the 
units are changed and new ones are added to obtain units of essentially 
11equal difficulty." As a final step the unit structure is fine-tuned 
by estimating when reinforcement will be needed and creating "reinfo.rce..:. 
ment units.", This serves as a first tryout, and then the unit struc-
ture is improved on the basis of the feedback data of the unit test. 
Given the above considerations, other factors suggest sequential 
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arrangement deviating.from approximating "equal difficulty" units. 
It is advisable to h;,nre the first units slightly easier than the 
average unit of the course to provide an early reinforcement and to 
break the "set" that students have for traditional courses. After 
this, the reinforcing nature of the system will take over. Also, if 
the material is organized in a repeat spiral, the first half of the· 
units should be simple to encourage the student to cover the mqst 
'Finally~ review units should be included every five or six 
units to correlate important concepts and to provide practice in 
problem solving, if some units do not have it, and to integrate all 
parts in an overview of course material. 
( r [ 
~ 
I 
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lf,lf Stucry_~n5_t: DESIGNING A STUDY UNIT 
Introduction 
The preceding unit dealt with formulating behavioral objectives 
that the professor intends students to reach at.the end of a unit of 
.study. In the learning system, that is the starting point, the selec-
tion of procedures, content, and methods must be congruent with the 
behavioral objectives. Assuming that you know what your destirtation 
is, this unit concerns selecting the most efficient route to get the 
students there. 
Objectives 
To be able to: 
1. ; List the components of a study unit i.n the sequence they 
' are presented to the stude.nt. 
2~· Write descriptions of the function of each component of 
a study unit and distinguish between properly and im-
properly \vritten components. 
3. List the components of a study unit in the order th~t 
they are developed by the instructor. 
4. Describe a method of developing study units that is initi..:. 
ated by constructing test items. 
Resource Haterials 
L W. A. Deterline & P. D. Lenn, Coordinated Instructional 
Systems, Lesson Book and Study Resource Ha.terials Book (Palo Aito, 
CA.: Sound Education, Inc., 1972). 
2. Sa1nple Unit: for example, Momentum and its Conservation. 
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The first objective refers to the order of presentation of the 
component in a study unit. If you have read the study units of each 
Chapter of this work or the Mechanics Units you will surely recognize 
the order: Jnt~~ftucti~, Objecti~es, ~rocedure (including directions, 
resource materials, and notes)J and finally Pretest. The table be-. 
low is patterned after material in Deterli.ne arid Lenn's manuals 1on 
examine this table until you can satisfy Objective 2. 
Study-Unit Components and Functions 
Component 
Introduction 
Objectives 
Procedure 
Pretest (or Practice 
Test, or Model Test) 
Function 
Tells the learner what the unit is all about; 
identifies the topics, sets the scope; is 
brief, c:lear and interesting. Provides a 
concrete, familia:r example of the phys:ics 
contained in the unit. 
Tell the student what he will be able to do as 
a result of completing the unit: the com-
petencies he will acquire and will be required 
to demonstrate. 
I' 
Facilitates learning by the student; directs· the 
learner. to the resource materials in the form 
of books, audiovisuals, lectures, demonstra-
tions, models, and other. instructional mated.als 
that have maximum accessibility: practice exer-
cises and discussions identifying correct ans-
't-rers; indicates what to do, using which materials, 
located ·where, and why. 
Provides a private progress evaluation to help 
the learner realize his o"Yrn problems and de-
cide.what to do about them; measures the 
increase in observable competencies; provides 
practice in the use of the skills acquired. 
The order in 'vhich the components of a study unit are developed 
is not the same as the order of presentation to the student. It is 
-
~ 
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suggested that you start by deciding what the successful learner is able 
to do at the end of the study unit. If you fo1lov7 the sequence below 
in developing study units, then you are more apt to lead the student 
to the desired competencies. 
Order of Development~ - Study-Unit Components. 
(1) Test 
(2) Objectives 
~------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------~-
(3) Procedure (learning activites, resource materials, 
practice exercises) 
(4) Introduction 
Designing the tests or exams is an easier method of identify-
ing object:.i.ves than the method of constructing learning objectives 
fir·st. The test items will identify the competencies completely and 
provide a gu:i.de to show you what it is that you must prepare the stu-· 
dent to do. (lbis should give you a hint about Objective 4). 
I 
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PRETEST 
1. List the components of a study unit in the order they are presented 
to the learner. 
2. What is the functi.on of the Pretest or Practice Test? 
3. 
'~. 
5. 
Does the introduction in the unit "Momentum and its Conserva-
tion11 fulfill the function of a properly written introduction? 
List the components of a study unit in the order ·of develop-
ment by the instructor. 
Describe the use of test items in identifying your learning 
\ objectives. 
'\ 
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Chapter 5 
ADDITIONAL MATERIATJS 
i'It is one thing to criticize the work 
of others, and quite another to shmv 
what you have done about it." 
{-:--------------'---------'-----------------,P-e-p-u-1-a-r-Ad-a-ge,-------,----------------" 
In this chapter \Te will present brief additional comments on 
materials used in our course--materials 'tlrhich. cannot be normally found, 
at least in its presentation, in the traditional course. Also, we 
will criticize the limitations of our materials. The additional 
"'.-· mate.rials considered are the autolectures format, the film-loop guides, 
the test format, and the test grading key. 
5.1 Autolecture 
The autolecture is composed of the lecture prerecorded in a 
:: 
cassette tape and the transparencies to be used on the overhead pro- ,-
jector. The transparencies supply the image or visual information re-
"-
quired by the audio in the cassette. In the autolectu:re we have ele-
1 ments attuned with two aspects of our learning system: self-paced 
instruction and student involvement. 
He already mentioned that the autolecture has its own style 
and performance requirements. It is not a regular lecture or a sub-
stitute for it. Therefore, the usage of a personal conversational 
tone with an occasional bit of humor creates a familiar environment. 
In the audio the voice of the instructor provides timely information, 
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definitions,and parenthetical expressions with minimal effort for the 
learner. These helpful ·aids are often omitted from a student's 
written gul.de because of the inconvenience involved in looking up 
wo·rds and because such thoughts seldom fit well as part of a written 
text. The tone of voice places emphasis on important points and ex-
presses authority not apparent in. the written words. Postlethwait 
has gained a lot of experience in this field with his Audio-Tutorial 
+-----~--~l~~tblod--tt2i anct-nas recommended some points to keep 1n mina whi~e 
making a tape regarding the voice used, the content of the auto-
lecture, and the mechanics of production. Our experience in this 
matter was rather short, and we slid into some pitfalls in the sense 
of doing quite formal presentations for follo"to7i.ng prior lectures 
" notes. Mo·reover, extended didactic presentation if it is boring 
when live is worse in the audio tape. It can be narcotic. For 
instance, our Autolecture No. 2 is excessively extended. 
The,transparencies also need proper care. Use of color 
for coding key equations or_portions of diagrams calls students' in-
terest and attention. A large, uncluttered format places emphasis 
on structure, leaving many of the details for private study. 
The format of our presentation consisted essentially of 
.1) a brief theoretical introduction of the subject matter corresponding 
to one or two units; 2) a complementary discussion of paragraphs, 
figures, diagrams, or problems of the textbook that in our judgment 
needed stress, emphasis, or addition of current information; 3) 
a set of worked-out problems presenting applications of physical con-
cepts and problem solving procedures. 
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5. 2 Film-Lo~.E_s:uid.§!_ 
If the film-loop is going to be used as a main source of 
information on a certa.in topic, it is necessary that it be explicit 
enbugh that students can get the maximum from it. But, our system 
also requires that the student get involved in the action. The wa.y 
to accomplish this, is by leading the student to interact with the 
situation shown in the film. Several films have that purpose in-
corpora_ea wrwn .suft~Clent data is presented so that experimental 
results can be calculated with a high degree of precision. Others 
filmed with extreme slow motion photography permit observation, 
j measure, and prediction of physical quantities. In consequence, a 
i film-guide is require.d to make the student's work easy and beneficial. 
In the study guide for the unit an audiovisual section was 
included. Its purpose was more informative than formative. It con-
tains a list of the films which are related to or concerned with the 
subject matter of the unit. For each film a clear and concise explana-
tion of the theme and comments about its relation with the matter in 
' . . 
study are given. This elemental film-guide can be seen in each unit 
of Appendix C. 
After a film is viewed for the first time, a student could I 
E 
receive a complementary aid, if he wanted, from a proctor. He could 
explain certain sequences, or guide the data taking procedure, or ask 
questionssor give clues for answering them. 
However, to get the kind of student involvement described 
above, a better film guide should provide background information about 
the matter, bibliography~ suggested procedure for data taking, hin~s, 
key questions, and follow-up activities •. l\Tith this complementary tool, 
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the film.,...loop will fit better for self-paced personalized instruction. 
This improvement could be in either of two ways: (a) a 
detailed \vritten guide to be used at the time of the second running· 
of the film, or (b) in a cassette tape. The student would be asked 
to synchronized the tape and the film so he can use them simultaneously. 
Some. times, it would be useful to have the student view the. film while 
listening to the tape and then have the student watch the film 1 in 
guide. 
These materials--film-loops, super 8 mm. projectors, cassette 
recorders, cassette tapes, overhead projectors, transparencies, 35 mm. 
slide projector with canousel adapter, blackboard, chairs, tables, 
textbooks and reference material--were conveniently placed in a PSI 
·!:·. room staffed by one proctor or instru.ctor at all. ti.mes. This room 
.. ·was made available to students at any time during the normal working 
day, bu.t they had to sign-in on a ·control sheet~ 
5.3 Test Format 
It has already been mentioned how important it is to have con-
gruency between objectives and test items. This is the main aspect 
of the Test, and beyond that there is no standard format. Some PSI 
courses have used essay questions and others only objectj.ve items. 
Several considerations have yielded to a "mixed" test format with a 
ten question quiz, two true-fals~ questions, three multiple choice 
questions, t\vo matching items, t~1o complete-the-sentence questions and 
one short essay. This seems to -r,mrk well in courses such as psychology, 
philosophy, and social studies. · 
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He thought that_the "mixed format" does not fit in a course 
such as ours.where concepts, structures, and problem solving are em-
phasized. As we have between four and six objectives per unit, we 
chose to have at least one question per objective. The question co~ld 
be a whole problem or a section of a problem. There are four prob-
lems on the average per unit test. These. problems should encourage 
concept formation, thinking and transfer, while at the same time 
minimizing the role of guessing. 
The average time for test completion was forty minutes, which 
is at odds with the PSI standard of 10 or 15 minutes in length. The 
critical thinking and.decision making for solution of a problem re-
quire that the student takes more time than simply crossing out let-
ters in a r.mltiple choice exam. To this point, we recall that under-
r; standing the basic concepts and scientific arguments requires efficient 
study habits, many hours of problem solving, and discussion with other 
students and insti·uctors. When a problem is presented to a student, 
it requires him to recall all his knowledge related to the problem 
and to transfer the information. 
Three alternative and equivalent forms of each test were elab-
-
three attempts probably needs more careful guidance than a proctor I orated. It appears to us that any student who is unsuccessful after 
can give. The professor should see the student to make a deta.iled 
analysis 6£ his difficulties and·to administer a special examination 
that suits the particular student's needs. 
5.4 Grading Key 
As it was mentioned in the section onfunctions of components 
of the unit in Chapter 4, thetest grading k~y is in reality p:roctor 
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m~Aterial. The key faeilitates the proctor's job but is not limited 
to giving away answers; it helps the .proctor to decide on the adequacy 
of students' answers and provides remedial instructions for those who 
have not met the criterion of mastery. Our format consists of a solu-
tion in the left column of the page, showing only the main steps in 
the procedure and leaving out the calculation details. In the right 
column there is a series of notes of what to verify, examine, aQ.d 
motivational questions. Another feature is a number keyed to the 
objective that the section of the problem is supposed to evaluate. 
This helps the proctor to recommend exactly what the student should 
restudy before attempting the test once again •. 
Th:l.s proctor material develops quite naturally and easily 
;,when it is written concurrently with the tests. ·If one delays writing 
; proctor material, it becomes. difficult to find page references useful 
to the proctor· in guiding students who have. made errors. A sample of 
our test and grading keys can be seen in Appendix D. 
· In conclusion, the value of thoughtfully conceived stu~y and 
test materials should not be underestimated. ·e-ood materials that sue-
cessfully guide the student to the importance of the CQntent he is 
to learn and carefully prepared testing procedur:es are the corner-
stones of our system and must not be short-changed. 
SID1MARY AWJ CONCLUSIONS 
In this work I have tried to present the development of an 
educational experiment in a Physics course. A study of the history, 
principles, and underlying psychological substructure involved +n PSI 
of ~vritten material used in many PSI courses and careless "individual-
ized" student treatment with a loss of group interaction led us to try 
to develop a new teaching-learning strategy. 
A systems approach is used to make a clear statement of the 
purpose, and a Jogical ani measured implementation. The result is a 
strategy which corobines the PSI features of mastery, written materials, 
.s.nd self-pace with a group discussion method designed to encourage 
student autonomy and interactive group participation. That is why I 
called it the intera~tive pace approach. Through this course we 
emphasized concepts, structure formation, and problem solving. The 
c.ontent .P.resentation and organization follow a spiral approach. 
-
The work described in this thesis has been largely develop- I mental, as explained before. For this reason, there are no "conclusions" 
of the kind associated with a traditional research ex:periment in the 
behavioral or physical sciences. However, we can qualitatively mention 
that in the interactive pace approach: 
J.. Emphasis is placed on student learning rather than 
on teaching. 
34 
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2. Students can adapt the study pace to their ability to 
assimilate material. 
3. Interaction between individuals. in the group stimulates 
their self-reliance and command of the subject matter. 
4. There is enough evidence to a8sume that students prefer 
this type of course to other approaches. They felt that they learned 
more by participating in group diseussion and by being alvare of ,at least 
I do not pretend that my work is the ultimate word in the 
teachj.ng-learning process; on the contrary, more research on this 
methodology is necessary, but I believe that with this approach we 
have opened new roads in the educational process in Physics. 
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THE BLOON TAXONOMY 89 
• I 00 KNOWLEOOE 
KnC'Iwlt-rl•xo. t'l ~t,nl"d "rrt, tf'I'YOIV'C'S thP u..:o~ll of ,pec:lfitl artd univtf'Pfl, 
the recall o' n"Wthods .and orocPs~. "'' the r~ai: of 1 P3Urrn, ttruct~,;rt, r;r 
~l11119 for mrasurt"'nl<'nt pur,}Qsrs. t~f" rrc.llt 11\ll<tt•on rnvolvt:s littht t'I"'If'C 
tt1.tn bf manl!J to msnd thf' Gfll'fOJlnJttt rNttr'"'· Althou9h some .al1tr.ttior; of 
• thf! m.llf'll:ll may b~ lt~ulft"d. 11us "..t u'ldtlvelv m•nN PJrt o; th<t usk.. Thf 
knowl•~·.hJt> Ubit.'Ctlvf'>S rmnhJs•lf moH tht- r>svc-hologic.::l prl\.l\:n.se-1 ·Qf 
~mtrnhtttlllQ. Thto procn.!. of reid1Hl£1 1\ also invokffl in that 1 krmwledot 
l~t J•tu~uon requ~rr-s 1hl' c.>rOJn•rat•{ln 8fld reor9-m•:at•on ol a problem sut..ta 
that •1 wlil furn1sh tht' aooropo,nr "SIQ~wtis anC: cut:s for the inlormation tnd 
knowledgco the md•v•Oual pourss.rs T c u~ an tmJloQv, it one thinks Of tht 
nund dS ~ fi!f', the prot11em en a ki)()Wit>dQf' teo;t S11Uailof1 is that of fir.diog in 
th~ ~HI)b/c-m or tas~ the appropriate s•grt.JIS, cUe:., £:nd clul!l whic.h will moat 
etfec11vr1y b11ng out lhhatf",er knowled9e 11 f1led or stored. 
1.10· KNOWLEC>OE OF SPECIFICS 
The re-call of spe-cific and is.olatable bits o! il"'formation. 1llc 
emphas•S ·~on svmoots With cone ret~ re1erenu. This ma1C.flal, whi-ch 
iJ~r at ' very i,:)W levt:l of i!Ostrilcrion, mRV ~ thought of at tho 
eolements from wh:eh JT".Ore r.ornt•lu: and i)bsf1act forms of knowledge 
"'"!>.Jilt 
C...m•no<d \'on!"' of tltl 
Tn•on<>••t ot Ed•><•tfOilo! ~t..!t 
~,;,;,,. 0-olrlf>i<t 
INTElLECTUAL AlllLITIES AAO $KILLS 
AbilitieJ and skillt ret~ to orp,amz-td n"'I~! of Ofl'l"ulinn and !)IH'I!r•li.tcd 
t«hntQuts lor dofo,,hnq Wlifl matN;.II:J and n-toblrrns. T~ l1\lltfftJft ·~ 
pfObit'"mi O\lV hf- ot ~ch 1 flilhtre 1hJit htlle or no sr.t"ci;.hud and a~Chnic.tl 
mfurrraJtton '' re\Jurrt•d Such 1niormntn:m as tS tf'Qu•rt•d un ~ as:wmtd to 
be Pt't'l •Jt tht' matvtdu.ll'\ qcner.ll fund of kf\C\wlrod.x-. Olhtt probt-rm& may 
r~•Jtr~ ~"<'•.ah1ra ~nd ~t>chntc31 ,ntoirr;.;~l!On at 1 ra\llt"f h•gh ltvtt a~d\ thll 
J.lX'C"1fn: knowll'rti.A' and st..1ll m ctt·ahnC) v11th the ptobltm Alr.d the ma11!'ritla 
are rrQu:rl"d. The atuh11~s- and sj..l\ls. obrt-etlvei empha,ilt the rMntal 
proces.St-s of Ot!l3mltn9 illrtd r20rg.anrzmg mat('fial to achit'\'t t PMticur. 
purpos.e. The 1'1'121tetrli1S tna\' be givlh1 or ramembe're11. 
~.1.'0 COMPREHENSION 
Th•• r.,,,...;, thi! lawt>n levol of ur.d.,stJn<ling. It relors to 1 t'tllt of 
unck"'fstandlnQ or apprrhens•on such th•t thf' ind•\·idual know! what is bc1nt 
commumcated a~d can m.JI<.P. ute of the mattual or idea be!nv communi· 
c:ated w•lhou1 nt'C"t'S"ioarily rel~t~r.g it to o!h~r rrMttf'l i:.l 01 se-ting its f~lut 
irrrplieattom. 1 
2.10 TRANSLATION 
~ ..... ....-.... ,.,.=.-------------------,-..,------evfflfKtherJsffirntrevfdt"nt:eO-bv-r~~~-a-ndBCCUrlr:y wtlh~ .8---------r.~-.'l\!MtWaU-.r£ OF TERMnJOLOGY tho> ~ommunicauon IS paraphr>sed or rer.dered from onoltnQU>90 ot 
Knl>\~r·dgr'·o1.the··refPrent!i for ~Pecifie symbols (verbal and form of commun•tat•on to anothttr: TrC~.nslation hi jtJd~ 01'\ the 
non·verbal). Tt:1s mav inc'ude k:"!Owled~ of the most: baSIS of faithfulntr.s and accuracy, that is, on the exte~t tn whidt tht 
~nerally acceoted sYmbol referent, knowledge of the 'latiety matenal in the orJQinal communication is pr<.ostrved, aldlOU~ thl 
of svmbols v.:h•ch may be used t~Jr a single referent, Of form of the c:ommuf-lication has been ett~t:d. 
knowledge of I hi> referent most appropriate to 1 given u"' of 
1 symbol. 
1.12' KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIFIC FACTS 
Knowledge of dates, C\lenrs. pf:rsonsr p_laces, etc. Thit: may 
include verv precise ar.d specific information such as the 
spccif1e date or f'xact magnttuoe of a phenomenon. It IN'If 
ai!O include- aoproltimate or relative information such a aft 
z.pproximate tutv.t. period u tli!! general order of ~Ngnitudc 
of e pheno~non. 
1.20 ',KNOWLEDG.E OF WAYS .boNO MEANS OF DEAlltlG WITH 
Sf>ECiflCS 
Knowledg.! !\f. the-. ways of or-ganizing, r.'..!d.ying, jvtf.jng and 
',' '· crit1ciz:ng Ttris includes the n-.ethC\::1S of ifi~Ll'r'r', the ch;ro~l~cal 
;:, sequence:;, -ar,Q the stanaaros Of JL:O;;rr,f:l,t Vwi~t"l!o i fitoid aJ YriU ~the 
-~\ 'Pl.t1Pr"r'l~ l)f orgaroiH::tlon t''~0~':.-"1 l/t:'1ith thf:' <lrttJii Of tht• firti~ 
-~~; tht·n·•selve5 U!'"t' d-etermmed ~"<1 1ntefr:ouUy orp:a~~i.zed. This knowkdt.lft 
-. is. i1i r.:!n intermed1Cat: lt:vel o: tob~tr21C"tio"t betwte:"l SPP.tiftc knowlu:ge 
':; en fht! one h!nd Clr.O lt.r~ow!e-o:;e cf yr,iv~rsaii \'".r, the otl":~r. It does 
·not it) much de-marH1 t!-.e aCtl\-·ity of thl'!: student in t~$irtS thr 
~~ rr.a-tf!rials as it ooes a more passivt swr:.frrte#-~1 th~ir Atture. 
1.21 KNOWLEDGE OF CONVENTIONS 
Kn.ow:edge· of cliaracteriuic W(JYS of tresting end presenting . 
ideC:Js and pMnometu. For purpO~s oi c.omrnunieatim fftd 
cons.stenC·,r, workers in . .1 f1eld employ uSages, stYlet, pac~ 
t1ces. z:nd forrns wh1ch tr.'"St suit their purposes and/or ~ich 
11opear to 5•Jit br:st tt:"le 0:1enomena w1th which they deal. It 
shvuld he recotyuzeO that although the~ fnrMs ~~ convtn· 
trons otre hkelv ro· tc set LIP on arb:trarv. acc:iderrt.\1, a 
euthorit<nivP. belie'\, thr:y ~re retained because of the groe;-~ 
t.greernent or concurrenct.· of ind1Vidvlll5 oor~ with ll'\t 
subjt.'Ct, Phenomt:r.a, or problem. 
1.22 KNC>WI.EDGE OF TREr~DS AND t.~OUcNCE3 
Knowledge of th~ proc.cs~s. d~rections, lOCI rn:.t.temt.nfS d 
ph'enon"!erla V~ti1h res.pe.cr ~o time. 
1.23 KNOWL~DGE OF CLASSifiCA"iiONS AND CAT£l10RIEI 
Know!edye of tne cliiW!'i, v.ts. dl-.·i$ions. and arr11~ 
whteh ~e regetrded a1 fundamer'ltDI for a g;_ven subj!'Ct titokl, 
purpou.. aryur,-.ent, or P!O?lem. 
1.24 KIJOWL<DGE OF CRITEfi!A. 
~:now!t·dg.e of Ihe cri1eria by which ft~ princip111, opi~ 
iOtl\; ar•d·r.cr.duc; ere·tetteO or :.\h1ged. 
I .:'5 KNOWLEDGE OF METHODOlOGY 
Kncw\edqe- vf the rn!thods of illlwirv. t'cf'miquw, tnd 
procedures EmpJr,yctJ in a t'.ltt,Cular StJt'oj!!Cl field M W~tll ClJ 
th..">se employed m mvt:S\Igattn<} f.J1!tli(;Uio}r probfcm:t IA.'I 
phenomt:na. lflt t-mohc~s•s. tot:lf! u er:~ thP 1ndividu1JI's l.:ft.O'A4. 
P.~-1·ge ol tM m'H.hod ratnrr th•n h,, ,\b..hty t? uw tht tr.rthod. 
.30 kNOWLEDGE OF THE UNI\IER~I.S ANi) ABSTAA<..""TIOOI IN 
A FIEI.O 
Knmvledge of the matoi tehemes etntl pallt:'l~"IT• t.',' whkh Pht.-ntr1Tl!1Wt 
IHld lUC~S Ar~ OfQOH'Hled. 1flE'V! Bft lhe !itpe •HUC.1UfCl, tfleorN-f,lf'd 
Qf!flt!lllhlOH'OOS WhiCh OlliOI'Wilf • Wbft-C"t fi~o.!d i)f which lfe QUitJ 
lJI:w:;ally Uf·':'d m Sludy,nq ph-ern-men.a or Wl;ti•lQ j)t(ll;rifiJ";.,. The;.a fn1 
Al lhe hl~\e"\1 hfvt:IS ot abS.If.,CU{JO ltf~ con-of!tXI~y. . .. ' 
1.31 KN..?'IILEOGE OF PRINCif·l.~S ArlO GEN~RAtiZA. 
TIONS 
.kno'NhKir.a of ~''"'''•' .:tb,.!tKtiot-,. whith tumf'i\tlf'J7t ohclf"· 
vaUOiH ol phfmunwru. 1 he..- blti the 5b\.H1:1Ct~DnJ whid\ tt~ 
of \'."flu!! m up!~•n•nQ. <Je~ttbtr...g. prlt"{il..,'ting. r:A ~n detnmln· 
jog rhe r:'.Cil tiPVfOP.'Utle 100 rei&.~.!Ol .,:tic.tn Ot diti!Ciio<"'t to 
i:<t takon. 
1.3;1 KHOWl rDGE OF TH£0f1i£S AND F.iF!UI":TUl'IES 
Know-o~ltJU·.~ ()t tilt' b:uly ol· fHICX:Iplt:~ •rii.S ~nettiii~Atl.om 
tuvml11:r ,._,,lh t~.crn ~•u-orr(•l•''on~ y.;•u..:.h fJJus-,"tl'l1 t e!Ct'EII', 
f011fuJ::" 1"00 SY,Itml-d!U;: V"=W t11 • Vl'J+ft!I'.!X Jlh6'00m4"'W;:Il. 
pro!Jicrn, or ht:ld. Yhto:~ •rr. ~he rr.t.nt a.I.•H1att fOln"M .. d-'1~~. 
.. ntJ ttK!'V .:un l~e" u:.o:d ttJ show lh •. ~ if"'tm.,I•Uof'\ n/d 
01-J..'n•~•tt.'lt'l of A ur~,.,., • .," .. '"'-··t t~··..-HJ.-·• 
:no INTERPRETATION 
The exolanation or summarization of 1 ccmmuni~ati?n. Whet• 
tnfnslatlon involves an objKti\'e part·for·part rend~ring of I com-
inunication. interpretation involves a r~dering, uarrangtment. t~~a 
new vtcw of the material. 
2.::10 EXTRAPOLATION 
The extension of trends or tendencies beyond the oivet~ drtl Ill 
detefrnine im;:,tiwn:;fln~. comeauences, corollarie-s., rKcc--.s, etc., y.'hid\ 
4re in aecor~nCP. t·o'ith tM conditions described ~ V.e oriilNJ 
eornmunieat~. 
3.00 II.PPLICATION 
The uSP. of at-Rtrae1ton~o .in panic:utar and tot'rCtete situations. ~ &bstfar:-. 
tior.s inilv be in tr.e form·oi ger'leral itie.!~. n.;les t'f prcx:tdures, ur ger.rnlb:ed 
mr:·.hcdi. The aC;.i.ra.::tion'. may ·al;.o bP. tc~~nical prif'l(:ip!etr ldtn ~ 
theorW!s wn:Ch must be ren-.ernbe'red and apphtd. 
4.0!.1 ANA!..VSIS 
The .breakdcwn ot a romrnunkation into its c-'nst!t~tnt ~Jil1ments Clf ;>'11111 
wen that tne rtlative hi!rarchy Qf ·idtoa) is mao~ clear lndtor the telltSqnoi 
toet~n 1.hf.- ;dii.'!: i!Ypres~d are mad~ exr.~·cit. Svc:.h a'llllyses.£B intended 1:0 
etl.-rrfv the cum~·,unic;nrvn, to mdiccie I'\Ow t~P. cotmn·mitc~tion d orS}InizecS., 
'')(j tht way in wh-ich it manages t<J convey ~ts f.!fft:cu, as wou a its basis and 
llrT.ar.gemom. 
4.10 ANALYSIS OF a!EMiiNTS 
joentificatior, oi the ele~nts includi!O ira rommuniclrtiGn.. 
~.:'0 AP~.'ILYSIS OF Rt'LA1"10NSHIPS 
4.30 
T~lt c:or1ncctioM 11nd inter .. cti{'N between. ekml111UII'K1 J.*U of a 
cornmunicaf :,.,n. 
ANAL\'SIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
Til! orQanrution, s,·r.ematic arrancyern!r;t, a'ld su·ucture which hOld 
. tile CG-mf'!l;Jf!ir.aiion toQC:ther. Tliis inc!uo~n the "er.p!ic.h." l!l wtU • 
..imtll~it" nn.:cture. !t include,. tne bases, Meessary ltr-r9!tnette. 
•oc:ttht rne:hanits which make tlllo! Cfltnmunica'lio~ 1 unit. · 
5.00 SY!'JTHESIS 
Ttlt' ouUtru;~ tooethet ol elen"'!£-nts and pert' to a~: _,() "fOtm e \of'hola. Thill 
mvolvt"S tne prOCess of workhiq With PI~~. P3tiS, Elti'Tk'n11, etC., a')Q1 
.-rran11ing ,;,nd combin•ng them. in suth a W»V I! to C.C'flrtitute 16 J.'ol"tUi111 Of · 
structure not clearly there Oefore. · 
5.10 PRODUCTION OF A U:"-llQUE COMMUNIC.I\TIOH 
Ttte -.1e~itll•orne:nt of a comnli.Jntt;allon '"which ttW: wrire: Dt ~ 
.1ttt'msll5 tO convey ade81, teelmg•, ,and/or o:peorienceJ tO otfU11. 
5.:W PRODUCTION OF A PLAN, OR PROPOSED SET OF OI'EM 
TIONS 
The o .. olooment of • plan ol work or the ;>roi)OUI r.f I p!on ~ 
O[)f!fti\IOnl. The p~n SilO..tld scti~fy ·~uir~mtntt of the. taf.k ~ 
mty bo 111•.-n to the ctudent or .,.,;ch ht moy dtvtlop Ill'" l>ima!f. 
5.30 DERIVA TIOII OF A SET OF AllSTRACT llElATIOSi 
Tllfl' ~~!nnn~E-nr of a ?.1 ol •ostra1..1 rel~i~nl eitl~ tc c,_.a:tv or 
fHUJI,_.,., p.,tl;..:uilt 0¥1ll Of p:-.enollll"n.l. or Htl d~:SVt.tion of pro;'l0t6-
tl()l)t. •rrd tr.l.:~~trons frOt"n • 1e1 of t\GJJC: pto,.-J01.itiont « symbOl~ 
:r.pntl't!lt.Mhona. 
6.00 EVALUATION 
Juck1rr.<!nt' ~bOtJ1 the vitlue o1 tnlt.,.!~ ~nr.l rM1hod~ for t~NI\ P.,'f~ · 
Quf;ffltu<Hrvt sm1 qua.hHtlllll'.! JU(iqrnena atJCh.l' tht- u:ten1 to ~)dl :~tk£M 
1100 m<tl~' JWtttlly cr't~r••· Utoe of a "'~'d of aml'o·,iwl. Tn..t: d"ff.IJ1J6 ~ 
beth~ t)eteru~·"~ fsy the lludaut 01 fholb ...m~o,;h .,,1.: P~wiYlO ~ 
Cl.to 
6.2Q 
JUOOMEPHS IN TERMS OF ltll ERNil!. EVIDP~Ci! 
tuluo!n-"1 o1 ttMl •'-';"'~'1 ot Q CCJrnt'~ururft\fOn f,om wtti .vjdtfW:~ 
H ioY•t:ti.CC.ur~tc'(, rontuttoOC\', ar.o o1Mr mtefNol crittt·la. 
JUDGMHiT IN TERMS Of fXTEIUIIIL CRJTI:RI4 
lvaiu•IIOfl ot NW\rmeJ wttn IOf~,·vtu hl Mkct'-"" Of '~'td 
uit~na . 
I 
k'· 
'' 
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DRUHHELi.ER'S HODIFICATION 
Struct1.Irc of a IV!odificd Taxonomy o.f Educacioxul Objectives 
.MAJOR CATEGORIES 
1.0 K.s.~OWI..EDGE: 
(Development of ability ro recall appm· 
priate information, with or without 
comprehension) 
_____ SIJ~-CATEG_o __ R_IE!_<;.....__. __ -_- _: .t 
The le-arner will verbally recall: · E ~--·----,..--------·.,--·----- ~ 
K:-<OWLEDGE OF 1\.:-\0\"'LEDGE OF r KNOWLEDGE 
OF 
SPI::OFIC:S 
WAYS & r.!Et\1\S Of li~i\'ERSAI.S & ~ 
DEAUNG \X'ITI1 ABSTRACJ."lONS ~ 
SPECIFICS ~\ i'IEI.O .. ~ 
.!l .~ 
... ... 
~ .~ ~ g ·e a e IU v 
c:: ~ c: E u u 
• :;:1 ~- ~- e.o 
.., 
n--·-a-~a --ca-"'t:J ~-:; 
0 ·= ..9 ~ ~ ~ ·= ~ a 0 1 ]" ... ... ·- c: "' ·- ,;g .~ e ~ ~ "'0 ~ ... ·~ V C C VI ~ 8 ·-... X. 0 ~ ~ ·c .u ·& u e .r.: ... vt v ~~ ·v .... ... 
.... 
-
...... ... 
-
.... ...... 
'0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ a II) 4J II) 0 u u ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t'.O c.o 
·-a 13 "'0 "'0 -o -o 1! 13 '-' ... '-' ~ .£ 1 ~ i i ~ a: ~ ~ ~ a 0 0 0 0 0· c: c c c c c: ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.... N .... N 
"" 
"<::' ..... ... N 
..... ... 
"'! "'! '! "'! "'! "1 «} ,:.i 
..... ...... ..... .... 
- -
.... 
-
..... 
..: ----.=:-::.~ 
2.0 COMPREHENSION: 
(Degree to which one should be able to 
mao.ipdatc meaningfully Knowledge 
elements) 
The learner will give evidence oi ~:ompreh.;;zu;ion t..~r.;;ugh: 
2.1 Translation 
2.2 Interpretacion 
2.3 E.xrrapolation beyond data 
3.0 APPIJCA TION: - l The 1=; will pedocm complox mk> io ApplioaciOn ~cuatiom. 
(Ikvelopmem of complex functional · 
behaviors) 
.. _ --- ' - .. ---.:=t-:;£: 
4.0 ANALYSIS: 
1 
Th~ lt-arn.cr will identify: 
(Development of ability to identify . 4.1 Elements . t . · · 
relevant knowledge components in t.4.2 Relationship$ · . . · ;=: 
.Application situations) 4.3 Organizational principles relevant co· specified appliearion ~~ 
behavior ·· • · 
S:o SYNTHESIS: , The le;rner ~ill ~ombine appropriate knowledge elcn'1e~ 
(Development of abiliLy to mmbine the: · r= 
knowledge elements in fabricating appro- 5.1 Prooucrion of a unique communication 
priate Applic-o~tion behaviors) 5.2 Production of a plan or proposed Sd of operations 
5.3 Derivation of a scr of abstract relations 
6:=o=E=V=A=L=U=A=T=lO= .. =N==:=========r=f='. ==T=h=e=le=ar=ne=r=will-:!ppraise a ~ommunil-ation or problem soi~o~ t 
(l:kve!opmenr of ability to appraise the with: . . · · ;: 
appropriarem."5S of a propoSt-d or applied 6.1 Judgmenrs in terms of internal evidence ~ 
Application behavi(lr) 6.2 Judgments in terms of extemal criteria ;;__ 
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VERB LIST 
SOME POSSIBLE VERBS FOR USE IN STATING COGNITIVE OUTCOMES 
Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 
_Cognitive To promote abilities in thought and understanding 
Knowledg~- To recall and recognize. 
Comprehension To translate from one form to another. 
1------~P ... p.p-14o;:-s-a-t--i--OnL---<'o-----,Te-a-pp-J::r;-e--r-as-e-in-fa--rm-a-t--ion-:i:n-a-:-rrew-s1;tu-at-:i:-o-l.i,-o:.-----------,----' 
Analysis 'ro examine a complex and break it down into its parts ,. 
~thesis. To put together information in a unique or novel way 
Evaluation 
Knowl~dge 
define 
repeat 
record 
list 
recall 
name. 
relate 
underline 
recite 
state. 
give 
Know 
understand 
appreciate 
discover 
evaluate 
comprehend 
realize 
recognize 
to solve a problem. 
To make a judgment about something in light of some 
criteria. 
Com12rehension AJ2J2lication Analysis Synthesis 
translate interpret distinguish compose 
restate apply analyze plan 
discuss employ differentiate propose 
describe use appraise design 
explain demonstrate calculate formulate 
express dramatize experiment arrange 
identify practice test. assemble 
locate illustrate compare collect 
report operate contrast construct 
review schedule criticize create 
tell show diagram set up 
example:_' sketch ·inspect organize 
draw debate manage 
determine :J.nvento1-y prepare 
question 
relate 
solve 
examine 
categorize 
WORDS WITH 1-IEANING UNOBSERVABLE . 
really understand 
fully appreciate 
have mastery of 
acquire skills 'in 
gra:i=p significance of 
develop understanding 
have learned about 
be k.nmvledgeable about 
ac\li.eve mastery 
Evaluation 
judge 
appraise 
conclude 
rate 
compare 
value 
revise 
score 
select 
choose 
assess 
e~timate 
measure 
criticize 
-
~ 
APPENDIX B. 
CONTENTS OF PHYSICS 53 PSI COURSE 
MECHANICS 
PART I: POINT-LIKE BODIES 
1-----------lln j t I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
:---DJ.-MERSJ.-0-N-S-Ai}Ul-U-N-I-T-S------,---------------~ 
Science and ·Phystcs 
Fundamentals and Derived 
Dimensions_ and Systems 
Dimensional Consistency 
Order of Magnitude 
Conversion Factors 
BASIC KINEMATICSCONCEPTS 
Physic~! Quantities 
of Units 
Position, Change of Position, and Distance 
Traveled for a Body in Rectilinear Motion 
Average Velocity, Velocity and Speed 
Average Acceleiation and Acceleration 
Uniform Motion and Motion with Constant 
Acceleration 
MOTION IN ONE DIMENSION 
Kinematics-Momentum-Energy 
Instantaneous Velocity and Acceleration 
Uniform Motion, Motion with Constant 
Acceleration and Motion with Acceleratiori 
Proportional to Time by using Calculus 
Momentum and Energy Associated with Motion 
Free Fall and Conservation of Me~hanical 
Energy 
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Unit .IY 
Unit V 
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:. VECTORS 
Si.ruple Propel·ties of Yectors 
Rectangular and Polar Components of a Vector 
fosi.tion,Velocity and Acceleration Vectors 
Relative Veldcity and Acc~l~ration 
Prod~cts betwee~ Vectors 
MOTION IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
Kinematics and Energy of Ballistic Problems 
Circular Motion :Uniform and Accelerated 
Relation between Linear and Angular Variables 
t----------,-----------.·" o J:--"1-i s ~on on a YT an e Surface 
Unit VI 
Unit VII 
Unit VIII 
Unit IX 
DYNAMICS I NEWTON'S LAWS 
Force and Mass 
Newton's Laws 
Weight and Gravitational Force 
Elastic Force 
Contact Forces 
Work done by a Constant Force and The 
Work-Energy Theorem: 
FORCES ON SYSTEMS 
Motion of Systems under the Action. of Forces 
Pseudo forces 
Equilibrium and its condit~ons 
MOMENTUM AND ITS CONSERVATION 
Conservation of Momentum Center-of-
Momentum-System. 
Impulse and Change of Momentum 
Sy sterns with V~riab le Mass . 
ENERGY AND ITS CONSERVATION 
More on the.Work Done by a Force and ~he 
Work-Energy Theorem 
Conservative and ·Non~onservative Forces 
Fields 
Potential Energy and its Graphical 
Representation 
Conservation Law of Total Energy 
Power 
= 
-
..... -
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PART ~l : RIGID BODIES 
Un;Lt X ROTATIONS ABOUT A :FIXED AXIS 
Torque ·and Rot~tion 
Rotation a,bout a Fixed Axis : the 
Moment of Inertia . 
Motion of Rigid Bodies : the Center of Mass 
Momentum and Energy of Rotation 
Conse~vation of Angular Momentu~ 
1-----------------,---IJ,-n~l--t--.XIF--~~M-a-.Mb:N'ro~ INERTIA AND THE CENTER OF MASS 
Unit XII 
Unit XIII 
Calculations of the Moment of Inertia of 
S·imple Rigid Bodies 
The Parallel Axis Theorem. 
Finding the Center of Mass 
THE COMBINED TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL 
MOTION OF RIGID BODIES 
Dynamics Equations of Combined Motion 
in Two Dimensions 
Rolling Motion of Spheres and Cylinders 
OSCILLATIONS 
Periodic Motion and the Free Harmonic. 
Oscillator 
S.H.O. and U.C.M. 
Simple Harmonic Systems : Th~ Simple 
Pendulum, the Physical Pendulum, 
The Reversible Pendulum, The Torsional 
Pendulum 
Energy Considerations in Simple 
Harmonic Motion 
-
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APPENDIX C 
STUDY UNITS FOR 
+----------------~N-EeHttN-:tCS-o-F-POJ:"NT=r.:tiz:E-BOD·~r-Es-----------------
Unit I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit V 
Unit VI 
Unit VII 
Unit VIII 
Unit IX 
Remedial Unit I 
Dimensions and Units 
Basic Kinematics Concepts 
One Dimensional MOtion : 
Kinematics-Momentum-Energy 
Vectors 
Hotion in Two Dimensions 
Kinematics-Mome.n tuin-Energy 
Dynamics I Nev1ton 1 s Laws 
~Jnamics II : Forces on Systems 
Momentum and Its Conservation 
Energy and Its Conservation 
Trigonometry 
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REMEDIAL UNIT I 
TRIGONOMETRY 
Introduction 
The aim of this unit is to help you to refresh your basic 
Trigonometry concepts. These will be used in the Physics course of 
Hechanics. You probably already know this material, and here you are 
only going to review it and recall some concepts that you may have 
forgotten. 
:_9bjectives 
To be able to: 
1. Convert degrees to radians and radians to degrees. 
2. Recall the definitions of trigonometric functions in 
relation to the unit circle and to a right triangle. 
3. Compute values of·the trigonometric relations for 30°-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; 60 -90 , 45 -45 -90 · and 37 -53 -90 tr1angle. 
4. Use trigonometric relations to find sides and angles 
of triangles. 
5. Calculate values of the trigonometric functions for 
' 
angles> TI/2. 
6. Use simple trigonometd.c identities. 
-1-
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Remedial Unit I 
Su_gges ted Procedure_ 
1. Go over the self-check test ~-lithout using any aid except 
the table of trigonometric functions given at the end of 
this Unit. 
2. Verify your answers against the ansv1er sheet preceding 
the last page. If you answered 90% of the self-check 
test items you can skip the rest of this Unit and go·over 
Unit 1. 
3. If you had a lower percentage, then go in detail over the 
trigonometric review· of pages 5 through 11 of this Unit. 
4. Resolve the Pretest on Page 12 and check your answers. 
5. If you have had difficulties with the Pretest, please 
work through this Remedial Unit once more, with the 
assistance of any general mathematics book including a 
chapter on trigonometry. For instance, Mathematical 
Preparation for General Physics by J. B. Marion and R. C. 
Davidson. (W. B. Saunders Company); or Algebra and 
Tr.!gonometry, Third Edition, by P. K. Rees, F. C. Sparks, 
and c. Sparks Rees. (McGraw-Hill Book Company). I 
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Remedial Unit I SELF-CHECK TEST 
1. Without the use of tables, convert degrees to rad!ans and radians 
to degrees: 
(a) 30° = rad; 
------~ 
(c) 225° = 
----· 
rad; 
(b) (3/4)rr rad - ___ o; (d) (5/3)rr rad = 0 
2. (a) What is the maximum value for the sine of an angle, cosine 
of an angle, and tangent.of an angle? Give at least one angle 
that has the maximum value for the named function. 
(b) Which angle in Problem 1 has the largest value for the sine, 
for the cosine, and for the tangent, respectively? 
3~ 'Orie acute angle of a right triangle :i.s 37°. The length of the 
s.ide opposite the angle is 12.0 em. 
(a) vJhat .:>.re the ratios of the lengths of the sides of this 
triangle? 
(b) For this triangle, find the lengths of the other two sides 
of the triangle. (Show your work!) 
4. One acute angle of a right triangle is 40°. The length of the 
hypotenuse is 12.0 em. Find the lengths of the other tlvo sides. 
5. In a right triangle the hypotenuse is 213 and one side is 3. 
(a) Find the missing side. 
(b) ~~at are the angles? 
6. A surveyor wishes to determine the distance betlveen t"t<TO points 
A and B, but he c.:'innot make a direct measurement because a river 
intervenes. He setps off at a 90° angle to AB a line AC, which 
99 
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Remedial Unit I 
he measures to be 264 m. H.e measures an angle with his transit 
at point C to point B. Angle BCA .i.s measured to be 62°. With 
this information, calculate AB. 
7. Show that, for any angle 0, 
2 2 -
sin 0 + cos · 0 = 1. 
100 
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Remedial Unit I 
TRIGONOMETRY REVIEW 
There are many natural phenomena in branches such as optics, heat, 
electronics, x-rays, acoustics, seismology and many other areas th~t are 
described in terms of periodic functions called trigonometric functions 
(or circular functions). 
The Unit Circle 
The unit circle is the circle of radius one unit (1) with 
center (0,0) whose equation is x2 + y2 = 1.· With each point (x,y) 
on the unit circle we can associate an arc of length s, starting at 
the point (1,0) and ending at the point (x,y). 
s > 0 
-!-:.-----~.,. X 
'r'(l,O) 
f (0,-1) 
Positive arc lengths are measured in a counterclock~vise direction 
from (l,O),wh:i.le negative arc lenths are measured in a clockwise direc-
tion. 
The circumference of the unit d.rcle is 21Tr = 21r (1) = 21T For 
each value of s, we have a unique value of x and a unique value of y. 
The function { (s,y)} wh:i.ch associates with each arc length s the y-value 
of the corresponding point, is defined as: 
-6-
3ine function; . {(x,y) y = sin s} 
Identil~ally, 
cosine function: . { (s,x) I x = cos s} 
Angles and the Unit Circle 
Associated with each arc of length s on the unit circle is an 
angle 0. Such an angle, with the positive x-axj_s as initial side, 
I 
the ray OP as terminal side and the origin as vertex, is said ~o be 
in standard position. The angle is positive when s is positive and 
negative when s is negative. There are two common ways to measure 
the size of the angles:. degrees and radians. Many of 
the problems of planar and rotational motion and waves will depend 
of 
.upon your knowledge of radian measure of angles. The number/radians 
101 
,in an. a.ugle :Us the. arc length cut off by the angle in standard positt.ion 
divided by the radius, or 
angle in radians = 
0=.! 
r 
arc length 
:tad ius 
or 0 = s in unit circle. 
So, one radian (1) is the measure of a positive angle that intercepts an 
arc of length 1 on a circle of radius 1. 
On the other hand, one d_~gree (1°) is the measure of a positive 
angle which is formed by 1/360 of one complete revolution. 
Derive a formula to convert back and forth between angular measure-
ments in degree.and in radians. 
to degree measure. 
'IT Use your formula to convert ·- radians 4. 
I 
102 
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Right Triang_!!:_ 
Many of the applications of physics will require you to have a 
thorough knowledge of the basic properties of right triangles, i.e., 
triangles that have one angle equal to 90°. 
The trigonometric functions are (.h.!fined with respect to a right 
triangle as follows: 
sin e = y/r 
cos e 
"' 
x/r 
tan e ;:: y/x 
tan e = sin 8/cos 0 
The values of the trigonometric sine, cosine, and tangent functions 
for a given 8 can be determined from a table such as in the appendix to 
.. your t~:"!xt or the last page of this unit. You can also get the values by 
use of most slide rules ( 11811 and "T" scales) and many electronic cal-
c.ulators. 
It is also useful 
to remember the values of the functions for 8 = 30°, 45°, and 60° by 
means of the triangles below. I 
10.3 
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These triangles are right triangles, and you should check that 
the sides indeed satisfy the Pythagorean theorem. Note also that in 
any right triangle the longest side is the hypotenuse. 
Using the basic definitions and the above triangles, one finds 
sin 30° = 1/2 = 0.500, 
sin 45° ·- 1/12 = 12/2 = 1.414/2 = 0.707 ••• , 
sin 60° = 13/2 = 1. 732/2 = 0.866, 
cos 30° = 13!2 = 1. 732L2 0.866. 
cos 45° = 1/12 = 12/2 = 0.707, 
cos 60° = 1/2 = 0.500, 
tan 30° = lj/3·; = 13!3 = 1. 732/3 - 0.577' 
tart 45° = 1/1 = 1.000, 
tan 60° =- 13= 1. 732. 
The 3-4-5 Triangle. The 3-4-5 triangle (since the sid~~s are in 
the ratio of 3 : 4 : 5) is known as the 37°-53°-90° triangle: 
sin 37° = 0.6, sin 53° = 0.8, 4 
cos 37° = 0.8, cos 53° = 0.6, 
tan 37° = 0.75, tan .530 = 1.33. 
You should memorize these three special triangles so that you can com-
pute the values of sin, cosine,-and tangent for the angles involved. 
A 1 900. _ ng es > 
\A7hen calculating the products <>f vectors (See Vector Unit), 
one must detennine the s:tne and cosine of angles greater 
than 90°, whereas most trig tables list values only for the angles less 
than or equal to 90°. Two alternative ways of remembering the necessary 
-9- 104 
relationships are as follows: 
METHOD I: Recall the definitions of sine and cosine for 
general angles: 
sin 0 = y/r and cos 0 = x/r, 
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical projections, respectively, 
of the radial distance r, as shown in the figures below for angles in 
the various quandrants. 
+ 
i --- .._ / '• "' . .._ / ' / ' " ' , ' / \ I \ I I \ 
I \ 
,y 
+ -+-
X X I 
\ I I 
I \ I I 
\ I \ / / 
'· ' 
' 
/ 
'· / / 
' •' 
.. 
-- -
(~) {b) 
, 
...... 
, 
/ 
.-
' 
/ 
" ' " , \ , 
I 
' I \ 
' 
.... 
.._ 
' 
" 
~ 
\. 
' 
\ 
I 0 
I X _...J. ____ 
\[ ~ I \ \ 
--1- ~ I ' , ' / ' ... / ' .. / ' 
+ I 
I / / 
~ / - -
·-
(c) Figure 1 (d) ~ ~ 
~ .. 
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-
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METHOD II: Recall the graphs of sin 8 and cos 0.: 
sine 
..... , 
/ \ 
1.0 
I \ 
I \ 
~t-+- t--''k-'\ -t-'--l-
\j;2;r -3
2 
':: -rr \ -rr 1 
\ 2 -.5 
' , -~1.0 
........... 
/ \ 
I \ 
I \ 
\ ,... 
105 
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§ 
cos e 
(b) 
Figure 2 
Find sinG and cosO where 0 = 150° (= 180°- 30°). 
Solution I: 
Solution II: 
Comparison of Figures l(a) and l(b) together with the 
definitions of sine and cosine, shows that sin 150° = 
sin 30°, cos 150° =·-cos 30°. Then sin 30° and cos 30° 
can be looked up in a table or on a slide rule (or, for 
this example, easily computed). 
Inspection of Figure 2(a) shows that sin 150° = sin 30°A 
inspection of Figure 2(b) shows that cos 150° = -cos 30 • 
The sine and cosine of 30° are determined as in Solution I. 
I 
--·~----1' 
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Useful Trigonometric·rdertt.ities 
In the solution of many problems in physics you may need to 
use a trigonometric identity. Listed belov1 are some of the most use- i 
€ 
ful ones: 
2 2 
sin e + cos e = 1' (1) 
sin (A± B) = (sin A)(cos B) ± (sin B)(cos A), (2) 
cos (A± B) = (cos A)(cos B)+ (sin A)(sin B). (3) 
The tangent of the addition.of angles follows directly from here. 
You can develop the relationships for the sine and cosine of 2A by 
letting A equal B in Eqs. (2) and (3). Or the half-angle formulas 
can be derived by letting A= B = C/2. Also, with the help of (1), 
(2) and (3) one can prove the inverse additional formulae. 
sin A sin 2 . (A±B) A+B ± B = s~n --. cos(-2-) 2 . .(4) 
A + cos B 2 A+B A- B cos = cos( 2 ) cos ( 2 ) (5) 
B = 2 . (A + B) A- B cos A - cos s~n 2 sin(---) 2 (6) 
There are two formulae valid for any general triangle: 
Law of sines: 
sin A sin B sin C 
--- = = ~.;;:,_..;.. 
a b c (7) I 
Law of cosines: 
(8) 
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Remedial Unit I PRETEST 
1. Convert the follo·wing angles to radian 
sine, cosine, and tangent values; 
(a) (b) 
2. Find the unknowns of triangle A: 
B = 
-----
a = 
b = 
107 
measures and give their 
(c) 37°. 
7.0 
B 
Triangle A ! 
~--------~3~Qne-a-&ute-a~g*e-ef-a-~~gh~ng~e-1s-2Q~~he-len~~h-ef--~he:------------~----~ 
hypotenuse is 6.0 in. Use trigonometry to calculate the 
lengths of the two sides. 
4. In a 45°- 45°- 90° right triangle, what· is the ratio of .the 
hypotenuse to the sides? 
5. State what .is th~: valu~ ·of.--a in 
the t:r:iffigle without using a-
trigonometry table or the 
Pythagorean theorem. 
5 
;: 6. A car was t·raveling exactly northeast. If it went a total distance 
of 42.4 km, hm.,r far north had it actually gone'? 
'ttni 0£ (9) 
S"CO 
0£'1 
OCT 
08'0 
09"0 
Of;'O 
09'0 
09'0 
L9'0 
. 
o9iJ 
-----------------BUB~ 9800 _ : GUJS 
= q . iJf7 0 
9'79'0 
£"(,6'0 
= -e 'O'L :::: g (Z) 
-- 081/ltlf. (o) 
= OBT/lLf;£" (q) 
£/lL (e) 
(su~q:pn.;r)e (T) 
------S.I\311SUV 
-
~ 
I 
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Remedial Unit I SELF-CHECK. TEST ANSWERS 
1. (a) 'ff/6 rad; (b) 1" ,.0 .).) ; (c) 5TI I If rad; (d) 300°. 
2. (a) sin 0 = 1, 0 n/2 QOo· 0 == 1> e = 0 = or cos 0 or 0 ; ~ ' 
tan 0-+ oo, 0 ·+ n/2 or 90°. 
(b) 3n/4 maximum, 30° maximum, 0 maximum. sin cos tan 225 
3. (a) The sides are in the ratio of 3 4 5. (b) 20 em, 16 em. 
. I 
4. 7.7 em, 9.2 em. 
5. (a) 13, (b) 30°; 60° 90°· one side = (1/2) hypotenuse. 
' ' 
6. 497 m. 
7. x/r 0 y/r sin 8 2 + y 2 2 = cos = X = r . 
' ' ' 
or 
x2/r2 + y2/r2 = 1. 
Thus, cos 2 0 + sin2 0 = 1. 
I 
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Remedial Unit I: Trigonometry 
NATURAL TRIGONOMETBIC FUNCTIONS 
Sine 
Co-
sine 
Tan· 
gent 
~:Jn~~;=r c~ Tan- De- An' gl:ta. 
grcl!· ~~n ! Sine sine g<·nt grec dian 
--:----~--~-----~--~----.---~----~--~ 
o· oouo u.ooo ,t.ooo 1 ouoo I 
1° 0 017 0 017 1.000 I 0 Oli ·lti 0 0.803 0.719 0.6\15 I 0:36 
2• o. o:l& o. o:l& ,. o. H!J() o. ms -ti' o. 820 o. 7:n o. 682 1. o;2 
3• 0.052 0 Q.j2 O.!J(IU 0.052 ·!8° 0.8:lS O.i~3 O.G6!J 1.111 
4° 0.070 0.070 O.!l!l8 0.070 ~n· 0.855 0. 755 0.650 1.150 
109 
so o.os7 o.os: I O.!luG o.os; so• ,I _:0~-~8~-,a~1 ~o:...'. 7~G::G+! __:O~-~o-t~:l~I-!..:I-:!.1'!.:!1?.~.+--------------. !--------------t--6.- 0.105 0.105 ---.,-0-.t-l!l-5-+-0-:-.--:1-::-0c:-5-i--5-!0=--1- 0.890 0.777 I 0.0291 1.2:!5 ~ 
7° 0.122 0.122 O.!J\J:l 0.12:! 52° O.!l03 0.788 I O.GW 1.280 
8• o.Ho 0.139 o.nno o.1H 53• o.!l25 o.;·ugl o.oo2 1 1.327 
go 0.157 0.150 0.088 0.158 54° O.!l42 0.80'J 0.588
1
1.370 
10° 0.115 0.174 O.!l85 0.17G 55• O.!JGO 0.81!1 0.574 1.428 
11• o. l!l2 O.I!J1 o.n82 0.1\!4 sa• o.o77 o.829 o.559 1.483 
12° o.2(J<J o.2o8 o.u78 I o.21a 5;• o.uos o.s.1u o.S-15 1.540 
t:)• 0.227 o.225 u U7-l I 0.2:11 58° 1.012 ·1 o. 8-18 o.s3o 1.ooo 
14° 0.244 0.242 ·o.u;o ,. o.24<J 5<J 0 1.0:10 o.s5i o.s1s l.GG-1 
15° 0.2G2 0.25() 0.\JGG I 0.208 60° 1.047 0.8GG 0.500 1.732 
lG0 0.270 0.270 O.!lGi 0.287 61° 1.065 0.875 0.~85 1.80-1 
17° 0.2U7 1 0.2!12 O.\l5G 
1 
0.30\.i 62° 1.082 j 0 8S:.) I 00 ._4·'•~~ 1.881 18° 0 :ll-l i 0 :lOU O.!J&i 0.325 G:;• 1.100 1 0.8\Jl v-. l.!JG:$ 
w• o.a:12 I 0.32G o.u-1u o.:J4~ · G-t• 1.117 1 0.899 O..J38 2.050 
zo• o.a~a ,1 0.342 o.!l-to o.3G4 o5• 1.13-tl' o.ooo 0..<23 2.1-ltt 
21• 0 3Gi 0.358 O.U3~ 0.384 Gu• 1.152 0.914 0.40i . !!.246 
22" o.384 1 o.3i5 i o.n2; J.-W4 o7• u6u o.921 I O.:l!ll 2.356 
23• o..tOI o.3nt ! o.e21 _
1 
0..12-1 Gs• 1.187 I o.u2; .1 o.:r;-s 2.-t75 
24• o.4W lJ.-to; O.()H o.-H5 m,• I, 1.20-1 o.o:H I 0.:358 2.G05 
25° o.-1:1u o ~2:; o.uoo I o.-tGG ;o• 1.222 1 o.9-to j 0.342 2.748 
2G· o.4S.J o . .J:ls ' o.8!lu 
1 
o.~ss ;1• 1.2:m 
1
1 o.94G c.32G 2.!lo~ 
27• o -r1 0.-154 0.8!11 , o.5W 72" • L25i o.!J5! 0.:109 3.o;s 
28• o:4~9 1
1
' o.-1G!J 0.88:3 o.5:l2 ;:~o 11 1.27-! I o.n5G o.2!12 :Uil 
:.w• 0.506 0.485 0.87:) O.ii5-1 74• : 1.292 0.\JGI 0.276 3.487 
30° 0.52-l 0.500 O.St:G j 0.57i ;.;• l.:i(J<J 0.9GG 0.259 3.732 
:w 0.5-11 0.515 0.857 I 0.601 76° 1.326 O.!liO 0.242 -1.011 
:12° 0.559 0.5:!0 0.848 ,I 0.625 i7° I 1.344 O.!Ji-1 0.225 4.332 
:J-1° O . .'iiG 0.545 O.S:I!J 0.0-l<J ;g• , t.:lGl O.!Ji8 0.208 4.705 
34° 0.593 0.559 0 S2!) 0.675 ;g• I 1.:179 I 0.982 0. Hll S.l.J5 
35° 0.011 0.574 0.819 O.i'OO so• lt.a!IG 
1
, 0.983 O.li-1 5.Gil 
36° o o2s o.s88 o.sw o. 72-7 s1 o I I.-114 o.!!88 o.t5G o.:u-& 
3i 0 O.G-tG O.G02 I O.iH!} 0.754 82° I 1.431 0 !)!)\) 0.13!) i.IJ5 
38• O.GG:) O.GIG ! 0.788 • O.i8J S:l" ! l.·H!J 1 0.993 0.122 S.IH 
39" 0 681 O.G2\l i 0.777 I 0.810 8~" I 1.-lGG I O.H!J-5 0.105 9.5U 
~o· o.Gus o.(Ha j o.;oo l o.S:l9 85" ,1.-184 I o.uu!i o.o:37 11.43 
-n• O.'il6 o G5G o::s.~ I o.sw 8u• 1.501 o.nas o.o;o I.J.3o 
42° 0.73:! 0 f>G!} i O.i4:~ 0.900 8i• 11.518 11 O.tlU!} 0.052 10.08 
4:3° o. i5o o G82
1 
o. 73!. 
1 
o. 9:l:i ss• I.53u . o.uv9 o.o:1s 28.6-t 
-H" 0.71}8 O.u(l5 0.719 · 0 !JGG 8!1° 1.55:3 1.000 0 Oli 5i.20 
-35" o.785 o.i07 o.;o; 1.000 !Jo• ! 1.571 1 1.000 I o.ooo 
~--~ ---~--------------~·-----------
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UNIT I 
lilliTS - DIMENSIONS 
Introduction 
-----··-=.;:c=c;,..;:.:. 
. I 
The first two Units of this course deal with some elementary 
matters that may partially review your preliminary physics course. As 
you can remember Physics is the science that studies natural phenomena 
and attempts to explain them in terms of a limited number of laws. 
The study of a simple physical observable such as the length of a 
;pencil, to the study of a complex phenomenon such as nuclear fission, 
''requires that man makes a series of measurements. That is, the ex-. 
,perimental observation implies the actual m~asurement of certain 
physical o'bservables. 
You hear daily of measurement and its units--your height: 
6 ft. 1 in.; your weight: 180 lbs; Stockton San Francisco distance: 
90 miles; maximum speed limit on highways: 55 mi/hr; average electric 
energy spent daily at home: 7.2 KWH; etc. The knowledge you can get 
about measurements, units, systems of units, dimensions of physical 
quantitites, and dimensional analysis will enable you to feel more con-
fident as you study later units and work on problems. Also, you will 
sometimes·find it useful to calculate approximate solutions of a 
problem in terms of order of magnitude, before you make accurate 
operations. For all preceding reasons this unit is mainly concerned 
with Units and Dimensions of physical observables. 
-1-
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Unit I -2-
After you have achieved mastery o£ the content of this unit, 
you will be able to: 
1. Describe the different systems of units used in mechanics 
by naming the fundamental quantities and their units. 
2. Convert values of physical quantities from one system of. 
units to another by using a table of Conversion Factors • 
. I 
3. Determine whether or not a given equation is dimensionally 
consistent by using the fundamental dimensions or the 
units of all quantities invohred in the equation. 
4. Estimate the order of magnitude of physical quantities 
and express them by using the prefixes of powers of ten. 
NOTE: If you think that you are already competent on these fcur ~b-
jecti.ves, you can skip directly to the Model Test (Pretest). 
You grade it yourself, and your score has to be 90% or better 
before you attempt taking the Test. The first two un.its have-------
-------- --
-- - -- - ------
been purposely made somewhat less demanding than i~te•r units!;-
and you may have already encountered this material. Try the 
Test of the Unit as soon as possible. The advantage of this 
method of instruction is that you do not have to spend any more 
tlme studying than necessary for you to attain mastery; on the 
other hand, taking a competency test before you are reasonably 
sure that you can pass is wasteful of both your time and the 
instructor's time. 
Unit I 
TEXT: 
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SUGGESTED STUDY PROCEDURE 
Adrian C. Me1issinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Physics·for 
Sc~entists and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: W. B. 
Saunders Co.; 1975). 
1. You should read all Chapter 1 for general information. 
Study carefully Sections 3 and 4, Chapter 1, on Heasure-
112 
ments, Units, and Dimensions of Physical Observables·. In 
ectJ.ons are the necessary materials to accom..,.. 
plish all four objectives. 
2. Objective 1 is partially satisfied with eqn (1-1) and 
context comments on page 7, page 9, and Appendix A on 
page 657. You should read the Supplementary Annotations 
following this Procedure in this Unit. It is worth your time 
to read: Ford*, Sections 2-1 through 2-8 (pp. 16-30) ;. 
and Halliday-Resnick*, Section 1-5. 
Objective 2 is operationally shown in Examples 1 and 2 on 
pp. 9 and 10 of the text. See also Appendix B on p. 658 
Conversion Factors. One of the best Conversion Factors 
Tables is in the Appendix H of David Halliday and Robert 
Resnick, Physics for Students of Science and .Engineering, 
Combined Edition, (New York: John Hiley & Sons, Inc., 1965). 
3. On p. 8 of ML* there is a discussion and an example on how 
to use dimensions to check out the correct relationship 
between the physical variables in an equation. This holds 
to accomplish objective 3. Also, you should read care_. 
fully H-R.* Section 3-9 (pp. 35-36). 
I 
.:'. 
11.3 
4. Examine Tables 1-1, 1~2, 1-3, 1~4 of M-1* Section 4. 
These ate helpful for achieving objective 4. 
5. After studying the text, read the Supplementary Annotations 
a.nd study the Worked Problems attached to this Unit. 
Nake sure you work out your own answers and check them with 
those provided. The number in parenthesis heading each · 
Worked Problem refers to the objective that is exemplified 
by the problem. If you have trouble with one or more of 
these problems, re-read the appropriate sections of the 
text and the Supplementary Annotations. Solve problems 
1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 12 on pp. 13-14 at the end of C::hapter 1 
of the textbook. 
6. ~~en you feel prepareds try the Pretest which has problems 
similar to the real Test. In the Pretest, the number of 
the problem or the number in parenthesis, when it appears, 
refers to the objective that is supposEdto be evaluated by 
the problem, If you fail one or more of the problems in 
the Pretest g~ over it again in relation to objective 
inaterial. You may wish to work an additional set of prob-
lems~ Ask your proctor or instructor for them. 
* The symbols used for bibliography in this unit and later units are 
as follows: 
B: 
F: 
H-R: 
Bueche, F. .Introduction to Physics for Scientists and 
Engirteers (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975). 
Ford, K. W. .Classical and Nod ern Physics, Vol I (Lexington: 
Xeros College Publishing, .1972). 
Halliday, D. and Resnick, R. Fundamentals o~ Physics (New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1974). 
= 
--
F. 
I 
1'1-L: 
s-z: 
-5-
. Melissinos, A. & Lobkowicz ~ F. Physics for -~dentist~ 
apd Enginee.E2_, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders~ 
Co., 1975). 
Sears, F. W. & Zemansky, M. H.· _!!rtivetsity Physics 
(Reading: · Addison-·Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1973). 
114 
115 
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Unit I SUPPLEMENTARY ANNOTAT~ONS 
The term .Science distinguishes the areas of human knowledg~ 
which are based on experimental observation. 
Physics is the science that correlates a set of experimental 
observations of the natural universe with the results of other observa-
tions, either made or yet to be made. . \ 
of measure and an -~nstrument for comparison. 
Physical quantities are divided into fundamental quantities 
and der!_yed quantities. The fundamental quantities (often called un-
defineables) are the minimum numbers needed to give a consistent and 
unambiguous description of all the observables of physics. 
The fundamental quantities are sometimes defined operat:i.onally 
,, by first, choosing a standard; and second, establishing procedures 
for obtaining unit~ (multiples and submultiples of the standard) of 
the quantity. Dimensions are assigned to the fundamental quantities 
to use them in deriving other quantities beeause of the interrelation 
of the physieal obser'vables. 
Dimensional Consistency for a physical equation means that·each I term in the equation has the s.<:ime fundamental di"fi!ension. 
Order of }fugnitude of a physical observable is the power of 
ten more nearly to the value of the quantity. 
Unit I 
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PREFIXES EQUIVALENT TO POWERS OF lO 
---
Fewer of 10. Symbol Prefix 
1012 T tcra 
109 G giga 
106 M mega 
103 k kilo 
lOZ B hekto 
I 
10 D deka 
J.o" .. 1 
10-l d deci 
10-2 c cent! 
10-3 m mill! 
10-6 ll micro 
10-9 I'! nano 
10-l2 p pi co 
10-15 f femto 
SYSTEMS OF UNI'ES IN ·MECHANICS 
English Systel'l 
Fundamental 
Quantity Dimension 
MKS . 
(SI: Standard 
International) 
CGS 
(Gauss inn) 
British 
(Engineering) l'undamental Dimension · 
Length 
· !'.ass 
Time 
L 
M 
T 
·-------------·--·---· 
meter : m centil:leter ·c121 
kilogram kg gram : g slug slug Force 
seccmd ; a sec.oud·: • 6ecood : a 'lime 
HYBRID UNITS 
a ~ that ~_1..&!!!, one pound 
o~ (ounce): a~ that weighs one ounce 
ton: a ~'!! that wr,ighll one tOll 
g-f: fo~ce ex~rted by the standard earth's g~avitational £1eld 
over a ~'!!!. of one gram. 
ka-f: force exerted by the standard earth's gravitationnl field 
over a ~~~ oi one kilogram. 
L 
F 
T 
~ 
L__:_ 
~ 
L 
i 
i1l 
<=' 
~ 
" ~
u 
-
~ 
!:!:; 
~ 
f:·-
Unit 
-
foot : ft I pound : lb second : a 
-
Unit I 
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SYMBOI..S, DlNENSlONS, AND UNITS FOR I'UYStCAL 
QUANTlTIES IN MECHANICS 
117 
All unite and dimensions are in the rnka ayotl'1ll. The primary units car, be found by reading ldlogra~1S 
for M, meters· for L, seconds for !, and coulombs for <:. The symbols are. those used in the text, 
-~~~-~-==-==~=====-==~~======~·=-==-============ 
Physical Obacrva.bla 
(Quantity) Sycobol Di!ll(!nsions Derived MKS Unit~ 
---------------------------·-----------------------------------
Acceleration • 
Angular uc:celerat!on 
Angular displacement, angle e 
Angular f.requenc:y and speed 
}~gular momentum L,J 
't-1 
ML2'I-1 
meter/~eccind2 
tad1An/.;ec:ond2 
radian 
tc.dian/second rad/s 
kilcgram-meter 2/~ec:ond kg-m2/s 
+-------------AA&ulat:-v-*'.locLt;y'---------------'"''-----'T'_-_l ______ ,;,;<JJ,msf_s.~cond. ____ ~~Jcdls. ______ ~ 
.Area 
Displacee~ent, position 
Energy, total 
kinetic 
potential 
Force 
Frequency 
CravitatioMl field strength 
Gravitc.tiond .potential 
LC!ogth 
~lass density 
KomeDtWII 
Period 
I' over 
Pressure 
Rotational inert.a 
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Unit I WORKED PROBLEMS 
The number in parentheses refers to the number of the objec'-
tive that will be exemplified by the problem. 
1. (2) A car is running on a highway at a speed of 88 ft/s. Is it. 
violating the actual maximum speed limit allowed? Express your 
answer in !1KS Units. 
So ution: 
Looking up in the Conversion FactomTables 
1 ft = 1.894 x 10-4 mi 
1 s = 1/60 min; 1 min = 1/60 hr 
u = 88 ft/s = 88 ( 1 ~ 894 x 10- 4) mi/min = 1 mi/min = 60 mi/hr 1/60 
If the maximum speed 1imU is 55 mi/hr, the driver.has :to· get 
·a ticket 
1 mi ·- 1.609 km 
= 60 mi/hr -· 60 (1. 609) km/hr = 96.54 km/hr 
1 · km 
= 96.54 (60) min = 1.609 km/min = 26.82 m/s 
2. (3) Determine whether or not the following equations are dimension-
ally consistent. Use the table of dimensj.ons fqr physical quantities. 
2 (a) Y = U sin 8 t - 1/2 gt , where Y = position, U =. speed, t = 
o· o 
time, g = gravity acceleration 
(b) E = 1/2 mu2. + 1/2 kx2, here x = position, 0 = speed, m = 
. . 2 
mass, E = energy, k = (kg/s ) 
I 
-12~ 
Solution: 
-----
(a) Using fundamental dimensions: [L]; [M]; [T] 
Y = [L], U -- [L][T]-1, sin0 = a dimensionalt t = [T] 
o· o 
so thatt dimensions of u sin0 t 
o· o 
= [L][TT1[T] = 
dimensions of. 1/2 gt 2 = 
[L] 
[L] 
I 
Hence, left-side, Y, has dimensions of [L] and each term 
on the righthand of the equation has the same dimension 
[L], then the equation is dimensionally correct. 
121 
Notice that the factors sin0 and 1/2 are pure number, 0 . i.e., 
(b) 
they do not have units. 
Using MKS Units: 
2 
E : (J) '"' (N-m) m m = (kg • - 2 • m) =(kg· 2) 
s s 
m 2 m2 
(kg) <-s> = (kg • 2 ) 
s 
1/2 kx2 2 2 m2 · (kg/ s ) (m) = (kg• -z> 
s 
E : 1/2 mu2 + 1/2 kx2 
= (kg • m2) + (kg .• 
" 2 
s 
2 2 
m m 
--) = (kg·-) 2 . 2 
s . s 
Thus both sides of the equation are expressed in the same 
units, and the equation is said to be dimensionally consis-
tent. Of course., you are not assured that the equation is 
correct; this method will not catch mistakes in signs or 
in numerical factors. 
I 
-
"---
122 
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3. (4) Estimate the order of magnitude of the following quantities. 
-~) 
Express them using prefixes: 
(a) Atomic radics 
(b) Mass of the earth 
(c) Seconds in a day. 
Solution 
(a) Looking up in a table of physical constants, we find:\ 
0 1(\ .. . 1(1 
I--------------.B--o--.-h_r_r_a___,d--.-i_u_s_=-----,a.=---=-----.-0.---.--.-5"'2"'9---"A , 0.529 x 10~-"" .... m rv 10-"'""'_m_=----------,. 
0 ~ 
= 0.1 nm = 1 ~ 
(b) Mass of the earth M$ = 5.98 x 1024kg ~ 1025kg = 1016 Tg 
(c) Orie day -- 24 hr - 24 (60) min = 24 (60) (60) s = 86400 = 
4 . 5 2 
= 8.64 x 10 s rv 10· s = 0.1 Ms = 10 ks 
--
;:· 
I 
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Unit I PRETEST 
',) 
These Pretests usually have. more detailed questions than you should 
expect the real test' to have.. Consider it as both· a Review Test 
in which you evaluate yourself in hmv well you are doing so far; and 
a Model Test that is so representative of the actual examination that .. 
it could have been one of them. The numbers in parentheses are keyed 
··to the objective 1 s number that the problem is supposed to evaluate. --
(1) Describe three systems of units by naming the fundamental quantities, 
their dimensions,and respective units. 
(2) The speed of light in a vacuum is known to be about 3.00 x 1 108 m/s. 
Find the time interval for the light to travel 1 foot of distance. 
Make all your calculations in CGS and British Systems. You can 
use a Conversion Factor Table. · 
(3) Determine whether or not the following expressions are' dimensionally 
correct: 
(a) 
(b) 
X = u t + l/2at 2 
0 
Use 
Use 
dimensions.-
SI units.-· 
You can use a Dimensions and Units Table. 
X 
a. 
t 
I 
m 
u 
r 
p 
= position, u - speed, 0 
= acceleration, 
= time 
= Rotational inertia 
= mass 
= speed 
= radius 
= linear momentum 
(4) Estimate the orde·r of magnitude of the following quantities. Express 
them using prefixes. You can use a Table of Physical Const'ants. 
(a) Radius of the earth 
(b) Mass of an electron 
(c) Seconds in a year. 
sw 01 (0) 5J n-o1 (q) ww 01 (t:>' vJ (7) 
ON (q) ·sax (e) (£) 
·soas 6_01 (l) 
"SU014B:J,O'UU'If .&:r-e:J,uema1ddns e1.p Ul eTq-e:r, eq:l :p~ )]:00'1 (T) 
·----: S.l3&SllV 
' 
' 
.'! 
I 
= 
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UNIT II 
BASIC KINEMATICS CONCEPTS 
Introduction 
-------
One of the areas of human knowledge based on accumulative learn-
~-
ing is Physics. In order to understand and operate within the whole 
science of Physics or with one of its structures, you must know what 
and where each brick or cornerstone is in therbuilding. 
In this unit you will add a bit of information to your 
Physics knowledge. That which treats with the basic concepts of the 
geometric description of the motion of a body is called kinematics. 
When a train passes a station, the dispatcher says that the train and 
everybody in the train are in motion relative to the station. But 
the train's engineer might as well say that the station is in motion 
relative to the train, moving in the opposite direction, because the 
position of the station vdth respect tp him i.s changing with the time. 
Furthermore, the engineer can say that his assistant, seated next to ·.~ him, is at rest with respect to him because the assistant's position 
with respect to the engineer "is not changing with the time. Therefore, 
when you talk about motion you are involving a·physical body changing 
its position with time with respect to_an observer, sometimes called 
fr.ame of reference. 
The physic.al body may be a person, an automobile, a planet, a 
-1-
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bird, or an electron. The actual motion of these bodies may be quite 
complicated, but' 1.;rhen the dimensions of the body are much smaller than 
the path followed (trajectory), the physical body may be treated as an 
idealized point-~like particle. This approach is applicable in many 
real situations. The simplest case of motion of a particle is when its 
trajectory is a straight line. Such motion is called rectilinear or 
one dimensional motion. The motionof that particle is described using 
the mathematics as a language for defining the concepts: position, 
change of position, distance traveled, time elapsed, average velocity, 
velocity, speed, average acceleration, acceleration, 6r for expressing 
relations between these concepts. Uniform motion and motion with con-
stant acceleration are two particularly easy cases of rectilinear motion. 
For these two cases the functional relationships between variables are 
'. 
I', simple equations that may be represented by means of graphs. 
In this unit only you may use formulas that may have been derived 
~.;rith the aid of calculus without deriving them yourself. You don't 
need any calculus approach at the moment. You will know and under-
stand the definitions of the basic kinematic concepts and the formulas 
describing the uniform motion and the motion with constant acceleration. 
Also, you will show your skills in using those definitions and formulas I to solve and analyze specific situations in the mentioned cases of recti-
linear motion. 
126 
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Unit II 
Objectives 
After you have 1nastered the content of this un:i.t you will be 
able to: 
1. Define and write mathematical expression of position, 
change of position, distance traveled, time interval, 
average velocity, instantaneous velocity, speed, av~rage 
acceleration, instantaneous acceleration for rectilinear 
motion. 
2. Use the formulas of uniform motion and motion with con-
stant acceleration to find unknown kinematics quantities in 
problems. 
3. Interpret graphica.lly the resulting equations in particular 
u.niform motions and motions with constant acceleration. 
4. Analyze graphs of position versus time~ velocity versus 
time, and acceleration versus time for uniform motion and 
motion with constant acceleration. 
NOTE: This Unit is rather easy and less demanding than later 
If you think that you are already competent on these four I un:l.ts and you may have already encountered this material. 
objectives, you can skip directly to the Pretest. If 
your score is high (90% or more) try the Test as soon 
as possible. 
Unit II 
TEXT: 
-4-
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
Adrian C. Melissinos and Fn1derick Lobkowicz, Physics for 
Sciegt~st::?_ and Engineers, VoL 1 (Philadelphia: Vl. B. 
Saunders, 1975). 
1. Read and study, in detail, Chapter 2, Sections 1 through 
4. At the first reading you can skip Section 2 and the 
discussion on pages 21 an.d 22. 
2. Analyze Examples 2, 5, and 6 as stated in the textbook. 
Now, you must analyze carefully the Vlorked Problems 1, 
2, 3, and 4 attached at the end of this Unit. 
127 
3. Solve Problems 1, 2, 3a, 3c, 4*, 5 ·, 8 and 9 on pages 38 
and 39 of the textbook. 
l1. Prove to yourself that you are ready for the evaluation 
by taking the Pretest attached at the end of this Unit. 
If your auto-evaluation is less than good, go over the 
whole Unit again, and it is worth trying the Audiovisual 
Aids Section.. Ask the instructor for a set of additional 
problems. 
5. Try the test and Good Luck. I 
Unit II 
Position; 
Motion: 
SUMNARY OF RELATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Coordinate(s) of a particle with 
respect to a particular frame of 
reference or system of coordinates 
Hotion of a body as point--like 
particle is. its change of posi-
tion with time 
s 
s (t) 
Rectilinear 
Motion: The body's trajectory is a 
L-----------------------------~s~t~r~a~i~~h~t~l~~~·nrre~~----~--------------~~----------------------------~~ 
Change. of 
Position: 
Time Interval: 
Velocity: 
Acceleration: 
Uniform Hotion: 
Motion with 
Average: during a certain time 
interval is equal to the ratio 
of the change of position to the 
time interval 
Instantaneous: at the exaet time 
--------
t is the limit of the average 
velocity in the time interval be-
tween t and t+6t when the interval 
6t becomes infinitesimally small 
Average: during a certain interval. 
is the ratio of the change of the 
instantaneous velocity to the time 
interval · 
Instantaneous: at the exact time t 
is the limit of the average accelera-
tion i.n the time interval between 
t+6t when the interval ~t becomes in-
finitesimally small 
con$tant acceleration: 
. C ) 1 . Lis ds \.l t = l.m ~t = dt 
.6t->-o 
. 6u du a.(t)=hm- =-
Dt+o ~t dt 
a. = 0 
u = constant 
S(t)= Ut + S 
0 
a. = constant 
u(t):::: at +u 
0 
S(t)= 1/2a.t2 +Ut+S 
0 0 
u
2 
-u
2 
= 2a.(s-s ) 
0 0 
I 
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Pnit II t~ORKED PROBLEHS 
1. (1) (2) A train of the Tokyo line moves lV'ith a constant velocity 
of 130 km/hr from Hiroshima toward Tokyo, 300 km m·1ay. Hovl far 
is the train from Tokyo 70 minutes after it leaves Hiroshima? 
-·· -------·------· 
. --· -----·-·····- ... --- ---------- --- ··-- --- ---· 
Solution: 
!::.s 
then bot = constant, the constant velocity 
I 
If U = constant, 
!::.t . u . 
+-------------------------(0~----------------0 
u = u and IJ.s = Here U0 = 130 km/hr;~a~n~d~!::.~t~=----------------c 
io min = ·~~ hr. Therefore !::.~ = ~~ hr x 130 km/hr = 152 km. 
Note that ~s is the distance traveled, not the distance left to 
get to Tokyo, which is 300 km - 152 km •= 148 km. 
2. (1) {2) The Tokyo dispatcher then tells the engine.er to decelerate 
with a constant deceleration of 0.1 km/min2 
a) i-Jhat is the deceleration in units of krn/hr /min and in units 
2 
of km/hr • 
b) What is the velocity of the train 1 minute later, and 
later. 
c) Ho"r far is the train from Hiroshima at the later time 
Solution: 
-----
(a) 1 hr = 60 min or 1 min = 1/60 hr 
1/2 hour. 
in (b)? 
? km 0.1 km /min- = 0 1£~"7:---=--) • 
· '1/60 hr 
1 
-m--:-i-n = (6 km/hr) (1/min) 
= 6 km/hr/min 
and 
0 1. kin/ . 2 c.o • IDl..U = 2 2 0.1 km/(1/60 hr) - 360 km/hr 
-
~ 
.. 
I 
-7 .... 
(b) 1 For motion with unifonn acceleration Fa., 
U = U + a.t, where acceleration is a positive term. o· 
Then, deceleration is a negative term, so that 
130 
u "' u + ( -6 km/hr /min) t. 
. 0 . The time here is the time 
measured from the moment at which 
U= U • t = 1 minute. Hence o' 
u~ u + (-6 km/hr/min) (1 min) = u -6 km/hr 
. 0 0 
130 km/hr - 6 km/hr = 124 km/hr 
U= u + at = 130 km/hr + (-360 km/hr2) (~ hr) 0 
= 130 km/hr- 180km/hr =-50 km/hr 
The negative sign means the train is now going backwards 
(the engineer and dispatcher were later dismissed.) 
(c) Before beginning th:i.s t)art, let us remember that when the . 
train began to decelerate it was 152 km from Hiroshima, let 
us suppose we measure our distances from mile post 
152 then 
For motion with constant acceleration, 
S' 
We have 
so 
= 
1 2 
'2 at + U0 t 
u = 130 km/hr 0 
-360 km/hr 2 a. = 
t = ?--2 hr 
S' = ~ ( -360 km/hr2 )(~ hr) 2 + 130 km/hr (~ hr) 
(distance moved due to 
deceleration) 
(d:Lstanct:! train 
could have moved 
with no decelera-
tion) 
( 
I 
1.31 
-8-
= 1/8 ( -360) YJ!l + ~ X 130 km 
= -45 km + 65 km 
= 20 km 
.This is distance from the mile post. 
The distance from Hiroshima is.l52 km + 20 km = 172 km. 
3. (3) Two trains are moving on the same track in the same direction. 
The front one moves with a speed of 80 km/hr and the rear one with a 
speed of 100 km/hr. The engineer of the fast train sees the slow 
train in front of him when they are 1 km apart. What minimum con-
stant braking deceleration must be applied so as to slow down and 
just reach the other train without collision? Interpret graphically 
your results: 
Solution: 
The fast train must change its speed from 100 km/hr to 80 km/hr 
in a time interval At = t. 
b.u 
l)f l) at a. = b.t or - = 0 
where 
l) = l)l = 100 km/hr; l)f 0 = l)2 = 80 km/hr and I 
a =· deceleration .... sl •-1 
u ;..u = ctt 2 1 
l)2 - l)l 1----d = 1 km •·l~ 82 •I (1) t = a £Zil._ 0 _JZD 
l)l -z-;.. \) -z.,-,.. meeting/ 2 point 
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However, we know that the train's position depends: upon 
time. For the fast train, s1 = u1t + ~at2 (constant decelera-
tion) 
\__ 
For. the slow train: s2 = u2t (constant velocity) 
And when they almost touch each other ,;.;rithout collision 
Therefore, 
Plugging (1) into (2) 
or 
-- --- - ----· -
-(u2.:..ul) 
d = 
a"" 
(Ul-U2) ---
2 
. (ul-u 2) 
2d 
a 
2 
+~ 
U2-Ul 2 (u1-u2) 
a( a ) = - 2a 
The negativ~ sign_ shmvs ex~licitly that there :i.s a deceleration. 
(Ul-U2) I 
So that, if lal > Zd · , there will be no collision, but if 
there will be a collision~- Numerically 
(100-80) 2 a.::;::-----2•1 
-400 2 ~ - 2- - -200 km/hr 
·And the time elapsed since the engineer applied the··------· ·---
brakes is repEesent_~cl- by 
t ... 
-- = 
a 
80 - 100 
-200 
-20 
= =· 1/10 hr = 6 min 
-200 
~-
IT 
,~ 
I 
Geometrical Interpretation: 
Train 1: T1 , deceleration constant = -a. 
Train 2: 1'2 , no acceleration = 0 / 
So that, their graphs are straight horizontal lines as sbo~m 
below 
hr2 
0 ·----------
T2 
·------'--''llooot (hr) 
133 
(km )a.~ 
f 
'f·---------------------1 
' 1 -
-200 
Eqns of velocities are, T2 : u2 = 80 km/hr = constant·~ horizontal 
line with slope zero 
(km/hr)U 
100 
80 
T1 : u1 = U0 -a.t = 100-200t, straight line j with negative slope (-200) and vertical 
~rcept (100) 
T I ---2 ; ·-.. 
I 
I 
. 
. I 
I 
I 
...___. _____ l......,f-10..,----------...,.. t (hr) 
Eqns of position are, T2 : s2=u2t == 80t, straight line with positi.ve 
slope S2 = d + s2 = 1 + BOt 
2 ' 2 
s1 = U0 t~a.t = lOOt - lOOt , parabola 
with downward concavj_ty. 
/" 
I":; 
1/10 ·----..-. t (hr) 
I 
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4. (!~) Free Vertical Motion under the Action of G~av!_~.· This is the 
most important case of motion with constant acceleration. Assume 
\., 
. . 2 
that the gravitational acceleration downward has a value of 10 m/sec • 
A boy on the top of a building 80 m high leans over. the edge of 
the building and drops a ball. The.corresponding graphs of that 
motion are shown below. Analyze them and obtain the motion equations. 
Solution: 
c 
·r-
(m/sec )a. ~----------------------------~~------------------~R 10 ,__ ____ _ 
horizontal lirie = slope zero 
4 t f3ec) a. = 10 m/sec2 for all time 
(m/sec)U 1 
40 
10 
(m) s 
4 
2 
4 
~~-----------~--------~ 1 4 t(sec) 
straight line thru the origj.n 
40-10 2 
slope = --- = 10 m/ sec 4-1 . 
eqtiati.on of the line: y =mx + b 
u = lOt (m/sec) 
t(sec) 
parabola wi.th upward 
and passing thru the 
y = bx2 
s = l 2 ~a.t = 5t2 
When the ball reaches 
pavement, S = 80 m 
L. 
concavity 
origin 
the 
t
2 80 
- · t = 4 sec is s-,
the time required to reachthe 
ground and the velocity at this 
moment is u = 10(4) = 40 m/sec. 
I 
z 
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Un.it II PRETEST 
(1) Define and y;rrite the mathematical expressions of position, change of 
position, average velocity, instantaneous velocity, and average ac-
celeration for rectilinear motion. 
(2) An automobile started from rest and moved with consta.nt accelera-
tion. At a certain time it was trayeling at 20 mi/hr,and 365 ft-
ther on it was traveling at 30 mi/hr. Calculate: 
· . ··(a) The acceler.aticm. --- ·-·· 
(b) The time required to attain. the final speed. 
far~ · 
(3) The automobile of the previous problem continues with uniform motion 
after it reaches the final speed of 30 mi/hr. Sketch graph of S-Vs-t, 
U-Y$-t, and a.-vs-t for the total motion from rest to the uniform motion. 
(4) A particle's velocity is shown in the graph below. At t=o, its posi-
tion is S =0. 
(a) Sketcg the acceleration vs time graph corresponding to this 
u-vs-t.graph. 
(b) Hrite equations describing the acceleration, velocity,and position 
of this particle motion~ 
(m/sec) ut .· 
2-t---·-...... 
4 
-2 
(B-=l)Z- = £8 z-
(~-:1)~-(l]-::J)Z z (!;1-~)-Z = s 
~z = Ts z 
= 
zo 
12 
0 
T-
O 
((ill) s (o~s;m)n (zoasjm)~ T~AJa:JUI (q) 
• S8~fri S'::).Uaut2as p?::).UOZ]:ioq aa.ll{J.. (B) ( iJ) 
·uot~n1os ~no~ ~0400~d e q~J~ ssnosJO (~ 
·oas OE (q) z~ll/Jill 0~9£ (B) (z) 
· suop eta.:t pu-e suoJ.HUJ Jap JO ~~muurns tilJ.::J. .::w )[Ooq atp a as ( 1) 
:s~:a~suv 
:: 
~ 
.• 
i 
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Unit II AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
Film-Looes ~\ 
We urge and recorrnnend that you select some of the following film-
loops. They are very short, three or four minutes each, and will help 
you to understand some of the basic concepts in this unit. Also, they 
illustrate certain physical phenomena, and you can e'ien take some measure-
ments and get some results. 
We suggest that you read carefully the film notes on the film-case 
before and after watching them. Also, try to answer the questions in-
eluded in these film notes. 
A. To supplement sections 1 and 2 of your textbook: 
Distance, Time and Speed 80-3031/1 
Using some pucks on an air table they introduce the relation-
ship among distance, time and speed~ You can calculate the speed 
of a puck and predict its position. 
B. For sections 3 and 4: 
1. One~Dimensi.ona.l Acceleration 80-3064/1 I Acquaints you with the relationship involved in uniformly 
accelerated motion. Use is. made of the air table. 
2. Constant Velocity and Uniform Acceleration 80-2728/1 
Using the air track it shows to you the relationships in-
valved when a body moves with constant velocity compared to when 
it moves with uniformly accelerated motion. 
,- 137 
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Unit II 
Audiovisual Aids (continued) 
3. One-Dimensional !>lotion 80-3007/1 
Real time plots of displacement, velocity,and acceleration 
versus time are shown for a small cart being pulled back and 
forth along a track. 
L-----------------~------------~----------------~--------------~----~~ 
I 
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UNIT III 
MOTION IN ONE DIMENSION 
Kinematics-Momentum-Energy 
Introduction 
In the previous Unit the basic kinematics definitions were given 
and used in simple rectilinear motions. Now, we shall define and 
derivate the same concepts but from a more general and useful stand-
point: calculus. This mathematical tool, developed by a Physicist, 
v7ill allow us to give a better interpretation to the kinematics rela-
t.ionsh.ips and to represent them graphically. Remember that a good 
graph is worth more than a hundred words. You will again analyze 
the cases of uniform motion and motion with constant acceleration but 
you will also inveetigate the case of rectilinear motion where the 
acceleration is proportional to the time. 
Surely you have heard in the news the term "energy" used in con-
nection with the "Energy Crisis". That is the same termyou will find 
as one of the structures in the building of Physics. In both contexts, 
it refers to the property or ability of a system to produce change in 
its environment or in itself. 
The physicist distinguishes between several types of energy. You 
·will deal in this unit with kinetic energy (associated with the motion 
of a body),gravitational potential energy near the surface of the earth 
1 
l 
r 
I 
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(associated with the relative body~s position with respect to e~rth's 
surface) and mechanical energy (the sum of the former two). 
Another term of daily use is "collision." You have heard about 
or have been involved in an automobile collision, or have had·a head-on 
impact with another person in a crowded hall-way. In studying collisions 
you.will find another of the structures of physics: momentum (quantity 
of motion). The study of collisions uses a fundamental physical'tool, 
~--------~i~.-e-. __ c_o_n __ s_e_r_v_a~t~i-o-n-.l~a-w-s-.---A.-c_o_n _ s_e_r_v_a~t~i_o_n __ l~a-w __ m_e_a_n_s--~th.-a~t--s_o_m_e~t~h~i~n-g __ n_la-1~.n----------------~8 
tains the same value (is conserved) at all times. l.Jben two bodies in 
rectilinear motion collide there is conservation of rectilinear momen-
tum and conservation of energy. Momentum and energy are by far the 
most important physical variables used for the quantitative description 
of phy$ical phenomena. The total momentum and the total energy of an 
isolated physical system are always conserved. 
Finally, in this Unit you shall study a more familiar rectilinear 
motion with constant acceleration: free fall. That.is, we speak 
of "freely falling" objects near the earth's surface, and a study of 
their motion reveals that it is one-dimensional with constant accelera-
tion and with mechanical energy conserved. 
During this course we will continuously speak about these con- I servation laws and w·ill find how they connect every specific part 
of the c~urse. 
140 
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Unit III 
Objectives 
After you have mastered the content of this unit, you will be able 
to: 
1. Derive equations of average velocity, instantaneous velo-
city, average acceleration, instantaneous accele·ra tion as 
functions of time for the rectilinear motions: uniform 
motion, motion with constant acceleration and/or motion 
with acceleration proportional to time, using calculus 
techniques. 
2. h1alyze graprnof position versus time, velocity versus 
time, and acceleration versus time for the rectilinear 
motion: uniform motion, motion with constant acceleration, 
motion with acceleration proport:f.onal to time, and/or 
combinations of these, from the standpoint of calculus. 
3. Describe the concepts of linear momentum, kinetic energy, 
potential energy, and mechanical energy of one di.Tf!ensional 
motion. 
4. Examine one dimension collisions by using linear mon;ent:um 
conservation and kinetic energy conservation, and differ- I 
entiate between elastic collision and inelastic collision. 
5. Solve problems of bodies falling freely near the surface 
== 
of the earth by using the concepts of distance traveled, 
position, velocity, acceleration, and/or conservation of 
mechanical energy. 
Unit III SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
TEXT: Adrian C. Melissinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Rhysics __ for 
Scie.r~ti~ts and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: H. B. 
Saunders, 1975). 
As you can see from the Introduction, it is essential to know 
some basic techniques of calculus to.master objectives 1 and 2 of 
' this Unit and to derive other relationships in later Units. Hence, 
141 
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~------~--------------~--------------------------~~ 
t.l if your calculus knowledge is poor, go over the Remedial Unit II: 
Calculus, or study the Supplement I in the textbook, or study a self-
study book such as Davidson and Marion, Mathe~atical_~reparation for 
,general Physics with Calculus, W. B. Saunders Co. 
1. Study Chapter 2, Sections 1, 2, 3, and 4. Pay special at-· 
tention to equations of definitions as (2-1), (2-2), (2-3), 
and (2..:5'). Look at the calculus derivations for uniform 
motion and motion with constant acceleration in Section 4; 
study worked-problem 1 for motion with acceleration propor-
tiona.l to time. Analyze in detail examples 3 and 4, 
and solve the problems 3b, 6, 7* and 10*. 
2. To achieve objective 2 study carefi.tlly the discussion at the 
end of Section 2, 'examples 1, 2 and the graphs given on I 
page 22. Analyze the worked problems 2 and 3. Solve the 
problems 10, 11 and 12 of Halliday-Resnick. 
3. The definitions necessary for objective 3 are in equations 
(2'-13), (2-14), (2--20), and (2-21). Read the corresponding 
paragraphs. 
142 
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4. Study Section 5 and examples 7 and 8. This section is the 
most important for the new concepts described there. Do 
not hesitate to ask questions of your proctor or instructor 
to be sure that you have understood these principles. Analyze 
worked problem 5 and solve problems 11, 13 and 14. 
5. Objective 5 can be satisfied by studying Section 6, analyzing 
example 9 and worked-problem 4. Solve problem 16~ 17 and 19. 
-1----------6-;--Tryt:he Pretest ana nave it graded by a proctor. Defend your 
solutions. If your score is above 90 percent, you ·are ready 
for the Test. If you failed your Pretest, go over this Unit 
again, especially over those failed objectives. Solve the 
optional problems 12, 15, 18 and 20. Also, you should try 
------- --------------·-- ------------ ----· -- ---- --~------ ------- -- --· ·-- -- .... -- -- ----·. - ---·-- - -----.--. --- --- ---- .. ··----~-----------·-------------
the Audiovisual Aids Section. 
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Unit III STJMM.ARY OF IMPORTANT RELATIONS AND CONCEPTS 
PosHion 
Instantaneous Velocity 
Instantaneous Acceleration 
Linear Homentum (quantity of 
motion). 
Energy 
Kinetic 
Gravitational Potential 
(near the surface of the 
earth) 
Hechanical 
Conse1:vatj.on 
Momentum 
Kinetic energy 
Mechanical energy 
S = S(t) 
· dS U(t) = -- = dt slope of the tangent line to the S(t) versus t curve 
2 
a.(t) du dS . 
= dt ::: dt2 --
p = mu 
T = 1 2 ?.IDU 
u mgh + u = g 0 
E -- T + u g 
Ep~ = constant, or l. 
ETi = constant, or 
E = constant, or 
slope of the tangent 
line to the u(t) 
versus t curve 
pbefore - Parter. 
) 
T = T before after 
E = E before after 
Elastic Collision: in which kinetic energy is conserved 
Inelastic Collision: in which kinetic energy is not conserved. It 
may be either gained or lost during the collision. 
:Perfectly Inelastic Collision: in which the colliding objects stick 
together after the collision. 
;~ 
~ 
--
~-
.. 
r:l:;: 
I 
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Unit III \\fORKED PROBLEMS 
1. (1) A particle moves in a straight line and its position is 
given l>y 
~ . 2 
X = -tJ + 9t - 23t + 15 
'11here x is in meters and t in seconds. 
(a) Find U(t) and a(t). 
(b) At what time does x = 0? What 1 s the Pe.!O~s~:t!:.l. t~-i~o~n!_____,Jil,!n!____!t,_____::=~o._?:. _______ ---,--------!~ 
(c) At what time does u = 0? When is the particle moving to the 
right and when is it moving to the left? 
(d) Discuss the acceleration. 
Solution: 
(a) ti (t) x' (t) dx 
-3t2 + 18t - 23 (m/sec) = =- = dt 
a(t) u' (t) du 
-6t + 18 2· = =- = (m/sec ) dt 
. (h) 3 2 ,, x = 0 means -t + 9t - 23t + 15 = 0 
Using simple algebra (synthetic division) v1e. find (1-t) (t-3) (t-5) = 
. 0 which means that at t 1 =1, t 2 = 3, and t 3 = 5 sec., the particle 
is at the origin of the one-dimensional coordinate. The position 
v;rhere the motion starts to be measured is x 
0 
= 15 meters. 
(c) u 0 means 
-3t2 + 1St 23 0 t4 3 - 2 and = - = = 
.;--:.. ' 3 
3 + 2 t5 :: 13 
t 5 ~ 4.15 sec or U = ·- [t·-C~-3.)][ t-(3+~)] 
13 1.3 
i.e. t 4 ~ 1. 85 sec, 
If t > (3 + -~ ) or t < (3 ..;._ ~ ) then U < 0 and tb.e particle 
13 1.3' 
iB moving to 'the left. 
I 
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If (3 (3 + ! ) then U .> 0 and the particle 
13' 
is moving to the right. 
(d) a·= -6t + 18, 
and o. = 0 when t = 3 sec. 
If t < 3,then a is positive which means that between 
0 < t < 3 
If t > 3, then a. is negative which means that there. is a 
decreasing velocity. 
--· --- ·- .. -----~------------------· 
-- - -- ------
···-------------.·-------
2 •. (2) For the previous problem,graph position-vs-time, velocity-vs-
-- ---------:------------------------- --·---·-·- ----- ---"-----------
---- --- ·-· - ------
. . . . ------ - ·- -- ----------
time,and. acceleration-vs-time curves by using the equations 
already obtained. 
Solution: 
3 2 
x =-t + 9t - 23t + 15,. cubic eqn. is a cubic curve 
X = (1-t) (t-3) (t-5) 
U •'-'-3t? + 18t - 23 = ... [t - (3 -! )] [~ - (3 +! )], quadratic 
13 13 eqn is a 
parabola 
a. = -6t. + 18, linear eqn is a line. 
" 
x(m) 
15 
v(m/s) 
I 
I 
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t(s) 
·' 
t(s) 
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3. (2) The graph of x versus t is for a particle in rectilinear 
motion. State for each interval whether the velocity is positive, 
negative, or zero and whether the acceleration is positive, nega-
tive or zero. The intervals are OA, AB, BC, CD. 
xl 
~----~--------~~----11----------------~-------=====~ y~ c 
D 
0~----------------------------------~--------~~t 
Solution: 
The slope of the tangent line to the curve position vs. time 
means physically the velocity. 
A tangent line to OA is the same line OA which has a positive slope. 
The. tangent line to curve AB at poinbs like e or f has a positive slope. .~ 
The tangent line to horizontal line BC is the same line BC which 
has slope zero. 
The tangent line to curve CD at points g and h has a negati,Te slope. 
X 
-. _...=....-----
£ B C· g 
... ~ 
~t 
I 
-
. -
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The acceleration is interpreted as the change of velocity in 
time. As we always assume positive interval of time, then the 
sign of the a'cc.eleration is given by the change in velocity. If 
from 0 to A there isn 1 t change in velocity, then acceleration 
is zero. 
from A to B the velocity is positive but decreasing, then the 
acceleration is negative. 
from B to C there is no change of velocity,then the acceleration 
is zero. 1. 
from C to D the velocity is negative but increasing (in h the 
slope of the tangent line is negative but less than g), 
then the acceleration is positive. 
Intervals OA AB BC CD 
u + + 0 
0 0 + 
148 
4. · (5) A tennis ball is dropped onto the floor from a height of 4iJ ft. 
It rebounds to a height of 3.0 ft. If the ball was in contact with 
the floor for 0.010 sec. what was its avera.ge acceleration during 
contact? 
We 
I. 
have two ways of solving thi.s problem: 
Kinematic Solution: The ball is drop-
ped from rest and falls freeiy with 
constant acceleration. Assuming nega-
tive the yelocity 
2 ~2 
u = u + 2aS 
0 
directed downward 
tl = o, rest 
o· 
I 
Sl 
j 
127'32 • 4 ,;. - 16 ft/ sec. 
G) 
' I 
... !g ~,.:) T f I . , I./ ., ., 
:I r •' •' •' ,,• 
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For the rebounding we can consider that the ball is thrmvn vertical-
ly upward from the ground with a speed of +V2 and its highest point 
is s2 = 3 ft. 
u,.. = + hgs·- = + 12·32·3· = . 813 ft/sec 
.l 2 
Then, the average acceleration is defined as: ' 
Au u2 -.ul 813- (-16) ·= 2985 f I 2 d 
a = - · = =--- a = 2 t se~ upwar At tl __ -_t_l------------~18~-~----------------------~----------~--
II. Energetic Solution: When the ball is located at rest at 
height s1 it has a potential energy u1 = mg:S1 and a kinetic 0 . 
energy equal to zero, T = 0. Now the ball is released and 
0 
allowed to fall freely toward the ground. At the instant 
it hits the ground its potential energy Ulf = 0 and its 
kinetic energy Tlf 2 = -~ mu · 
.. 10 
Total energy at ground: 
But the total energy is conserved so that 
We choose the negative sign in the root square to point out 
movement downward. When the ball rebounds on the ground its 
kinetic energy is T20 = ~\.l~ and its potential energy at this 
point is zero u20 = 0. At the highest point of its trajectory 
back u:pt.rard the kinetic energy is T2f =: 0 and its potential 
.. 
l 
5. 
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energy u2f == mgs 2• So that all the kinetic energy is converted 
in potential energy: 
2 ~\) 2 = mgs2 
The average acceleration during contact 
u = 2· 
~-- (-~. 
a = = !!.t 
. , 
. . 2 
a = 2985 ft/ sec up'tvard 
(4). In the previous problem it is assumed that the tennis ball has 
-~-- . 
~ ----- - ---~ 
a mas~---~fio -·;··a~d-~hat mass of the e.arth M = 6 x 1024 kg •. Cal-
culate 
(a) change of momentum of the tennis ball attributable to the 
collision with earth; 
(b) the recoil velocity of the eat:th; 
(c) if the collision was .inelastic. 
Solution: 
= 0.2045 (slug-ft/sec) upward 
(b) The earth recoils during the collision with a velocity given by 
A.P = -Ap b e 
where 1J le = 0 assuming the earth is at rest at·initial 
(c) 
. 151 
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Uze = - 5 x l0-25 ft/sec downward. This is a negligible value 
of velocity~ 
The kinetic energy of the ball changes during the collision: 
the kinetic energy at the instant the ball })its the floo:r 
. 2 . 
is K1 = ~u1 ' and the kinetic energy at the instant the ball 
leaves the floor is K2 
1 2 
= ~u2 
2 2 ~----------------------~-· A __K __ = __ K~? - K1 = ~ (u2~-_u_11~)~------~--------~--------------------~~ 
= -0.22 lb-ft 
This amount of energy is transformed into heat, sound vibra-
tion, rotation, and other forms of energy. So the collision. 
was inelastic. 
-~ 
I 
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Unit Ill PRETEST 
I. (1) (2) A body is moving a.lon.g a straight line according to the 
equation S = t3-t2-t+l, where s is in meters and t in seconds. 
Find: 
152 
(a) 
(b) 
the time(s) when the body passes the reference position zero. 
. . ---· .. --=-------·----....,:,..._ _____ _ 
(c) 
(d) 
the instantaneous velocity at any given time. What is its 
value at t = o? 
the general expression for the average acceleration fo:c the 
time interval t < t' < (t + .llt). 
the instantaneous acceleration at any time. 
the motion is retarded. 
(f) Plot the s-vs-t, u-vs-t, and lt-vs-t graphs. 
II. (2) The following curve is the hodograph of a one-dimension motion 
(u-vs-t).· Analyze it and sketch the acceleration -vs-time, and 
position - vs - time graphs. 
(m/s)u 30 . 
~20 
-30 
III. (3) (4) A railroad car of mass 1000 kg moves to the right along a 
rail track without friction at a speed of 10 m/sec and makes a 
head-on collisi.on -.;11ith another railroad car whose mass is unknown. 
The second railroad car ·was originally moving to the left at a 
~peed of 6 m/sec. The railroad cars stick together after collision 
and move. to the right at a speed of 4 m/ sec. · 
(a) Make a sketch and describe in what way the conservation laws 
can be appH.ed to find the unknovm mass. 
(b) What kind of collision is this? What fra.ction of the original 
kinetic energy is "lost" during the collision? 
-16-
Unit III Pretest (continued) 
IV. (3)(5) A boy aims his toy gun vertically upward and shoots a 
small plastic bullet into the air. The bullet has.a speed of 
10m/sec when it has reached one..-half its maximumheight. As-
suming a uniform gravitational.earth field with a constant 
acceleration g = ~10 m/sec2. Calculate: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
the maximum height the bullet d.ses; 
the maximum speed of the bullet; 
I the maximum values of kinetic energy, potential energy, 
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"[ fi ('0) ~-oasjm yoi (q} ~m OT (~) 
~ '0 -:f ){"iJ (q) ~g:ll 009 = n 'o = dv (a) 6CO- = m )l"i/ 
.:tO:j.~O.ld 'B t.:[:J."j:l-1 UO"j::J.UlOS .:tUOA SSU'OST(l 
·adOIS atq:::).'JSOd l[':J."j:.l1\ aU'JI :J.ll~PU:J.S ! V 
£/I = 4 :J.t? rnnm"j:U'j:Ul t.:[:J.ll-1 aAa~uo-o p.1et-1dn -eioqe.:tad : n 
"I = :J. :J.~ aA1:J.Bia.:t mnmJU"J:m 
puu £/I- = :J. :J.t? aA"j:lBia.:t mntu"j:Xum t.:[:J."J:l-1 aA.:tn-o -oJqn-o : s (;J) 
-oasfm 1-
pa:re.:taia"O"OB o < 17 '-oas £/I < ::+ 
o = v '-oas £/I = 4 
pap.:ta:J.a.:t o > v '-oas £/I > :J. (a) 
( oasfm) z - :J.9 = v (P) 
z 
<z~asfm) :J."i/E + Z - :J-9 = v (o) 
= (d)n '-oasfm T - ~z - l£ = n (q) z 
"AI 
"III 
"II 
~oas H· = l '-oas T.:. = :J. atTB"O"J:4Btuatp-em (e) ·r 
:s.:re~suv 
-:17:<!' 
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Unit III AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
Film Loops 
A. 1. Conservation of Momentum! Elastic Collisions 80-2777/1 
Providesseveral examples of elastic collisions, and shows 
the mathematical relations that exist between the m.omenta 
of the colliding masses before and after the collis:i.ons I 
on the air track. 
2. ConBervation of Momentum: Inelastic Collisions 80-2751/1 
Illustrates the relationships existing between masses and 
the velocities in an elastic collision using the air track. 
B. 1. Velocity and Acceleration in Free Fall 
Depicts the relationships existing between displacement, 
velocity and acceleration for an object in free fall. 
2~ Acceleration Due to Gravity I 
80-2561/l 
80-3452/1 
Shows a bowling ball falling freely. Intervals are marked 
on the background so tha.t you can ·time the ball as it falls 
through known. distances. From these measurements you can 
calculate velocities and acceleration. 
3. Accelerat:i.(:m Due to Gravity II 80-3460/1 
This film is a variation on the previous experiment using a 
different -appxoach.,-and-you-can-d~"ta'I"lll;ine-for-yeul:'self-~he-'------­
value of acceleration due to gravity. 
4. Gravitational Protential Energy 80-3817 
It shows the dependence of gravitational potential energy 
on mass and height. 
Un:l.t 'III 
Auto lecture 
-18-
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The Autolecture is a supplementary aid that is presented as an 
alternative way of study for those students who fail the Pretest or the 
regular Unit Test. Also, it could be interpreted as an extension of 
the regul~r procedure of study. The autolecture consists of: (a) an 
audio-cassette prerecorded with a short lecture, 30 minutes or less; 
and (b) a set of transparencies to be used on an overhead projector. 
When you want to try the Autolecture go to the PSI room·and ask 
the tutor in charge for Autolecture No. 1. You will receive an audio-
cassette together w·ith a set of transparencies, a cassette recorder, 
and an overhead projector that is conveniently placed in the room. 
<If you do not knm~· how to operate these instruments ask for instruc-
'· t'ions from the tutor. Yr~u will also need your textbook and some draft 
· pape.r. Sychronize the audio cassette with the transparencies, and 
focus your attention on the lecture without taking notes, at least in 
the first run, except when you are asked to. Try to answer all th~ 
questions included in the autolecture. Discuss your answers and 
any doubts you: h.ave with the tutor. Iri a rerun of the autolecture you 
may take skeletal notes if you want to. When you go through) re.turn 
all materials to the tutor in charge. 
The Autolecture No. 1 contains a clear calculus derivati.on and 
geometrical interpretation of the basic kinematics concepts; a calculus 
deriYation and interpretation of the rectilinear motion vrlth constant 
acceleration; and the geometrical interpretation of rectilinear motion 
with acceleration proportional tt) time. 
UNIT IV 
VECTORS 
Introduction 
I 
This unit is t·ather mathematical in the sense that you will 
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learn how to operate with certain quantities called vectors. Veloc-
ity is an example of a vector quantity. When you specify the velocity at 
-- --------- --
---- - --------------~----~hi~h--y~~~-;~--;~;i~-~-;h~--;~--drive home, you must not only specify hov;r 
-------------------------- ------------------- ----------~----·------·--.:-----------·-·- ·----· 
fast (the speedometer reading) but also indicate the direction which 
you are moving. That is, youmust specify both }llagnitude and direction. 
·,· In addition to velocity, there are positions, displacements, accel_era-
tions, forces~ mome.nts, and other physical obset.vables that are vee-
. . 
tor .quantities. The description of physical phenomena in terms of 
vectors not only simplifies the calculations, but also brings out the 
essential features of the problem. Fr~quently a physical law is ex-
pressed as a relation between vectors and this has the advantage of 
not referringto a particular system of coordinates. 
You will start by reviewing or learning the concept of vector 
and its simple ~,ector algebra as addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tj.ori by a number, components of a vector and magnitude of a vector • 
Then you ¥Jill apply this vector algebra to define, from- a more general 
point of view, the concepts of velocity and acceleration. Finally 
you will study two kinds of vector multipli,cation: the scalar and 
the vector produc.ts. 
-1-
-
~ 
I 
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Unit IV 
Objective~ 
To be able tc: 
1. Distinguish between vector and scalar quanti.ties. 
2. Add and subtract vectors. 
3. Use vectors in rectangular form and in polar form. 
4. Recognize and employ the concepts of velocity vector and 
acce eration vector •. 
5. · Calculate the scalar (dot) product and the vector (cross) 
product between two vectors. 
·E 
r,; 
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Unit IV SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
TEXT: Adriat:J. C. Melissinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Physics for 
Scienti~ts and Eng~~, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia~ W. B. 
Sanders Co.~ 1975) • 
. 1. This unit deals with the initial four sections of Chapter 
3, and the Supplement III. The discussions in Section 1, 
Chapter 3 and Section 1, Supplement III help you to ac-
complish objective (1). 
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2. Study Section 2~ Chspter 3 and Sections 2, 3 and 4 of Supple~ 
ment III for objectives (2) and.(3). 
3. Analyze example la, c and the worked problems l.and 2. Solve 
problems 1., 2 and 3 on page 66. 
4. Study in detail Chapter 3, Sections 3 and 4 including the ex-
amples 2, 3, 4 and Sand the worked problems 3 and 4. Atten-
tion must be paid to equation (3-6), definiti.on of velocity 
vector~ and equation (3-9), definition of acceleration ve.c-
tor. In example 3 and worked problem 3 there. is implic{tly 
the Chairt Rule for adding relative velocities. 
5. Solve problems 7, 8, 9 and 10*. In problem 7, the relative 
velocity and 
,.;:;. + + 
relative acceleration are VR = vB-..vA and 
. . 0 In problem 8, the angle of 10 is with respect 
to the vertical. 
6. For objective (5) study Chapter 3, Section 2f, and Supple.-
ment III, Sections 5 and 6. Analyze the example 1 part b, 
and the worked problems 5, 6 and 7. Solve the problem 4. 
-4-
7. Try the Pretest. If you need more practice go over the 
optional problems 6 and 11* and ask for a set of additional 
problems. Also, you must try to study the Audiovisual 
Section of this Unit. 
159 
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Unit IV SUPPLEMENTARY ANNOTATIONS 
The velocity of an object relative to a reference frame 3 is 
the vector sum of the object's velocity relative to reference 
frame 1, the velocity of reference frame 1 relative to reference 
frame 2, and the velocity of ·reference frama 2 relative to 
+ + + + 
· reference frame 3, : v03= v01 + V12 + V23" (And so_on if ! 
there are more refe1.·ence fratnes (observers). The last equation · ~--------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------~~~ 
illustrates the general rule for combining velocities: (1) 
. .: 
Write each velocity ~11ith a double subscript in the proper order,. 
meaning "velocity of (first subscript) relativ·e to (second sub-
script)." (2) Hhen adding relativ·e velocities, the first let-
ter of any subscript is. to be the same as the last letter of 
the preceding subscript. (3) The first letter of the subscript 
~'. ',. ofthe first velocity in the sum, and the second letter of the 
subscri.pt of the last velocity, are the subscripts, in that order, 
of the relative velocity represented by the vector sum.; One 
more point should be noted. The velocity of body A relative to 
+ 
reference B (or observer B), VAB' is the negative of the velocity 
+ + 
of B relative to A, i.e. : V AB = -VBA. That is, interchanging · 
two subscripts gives a Ye_ctor equal in magnitude but opposite I 
in direction. 
,, 
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Unj.t IV SUMMARY OF RELATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
-Vector r =-= r nr 
Two-dimensional 
Three-dimensional 
Magnitude -· r =I -;j 
-;=xf+yf 
r.z 2' 
r = Vx + y 
. 1 . 
This is polar form or polar coordinates 
in two-dimensions. 
0 = ta.n- X. 
X 
- A ~· ~ 
r=xi+yj+zk 
lus ts polar 
but it is not 
form in three-dimensions, 
polar coordinates. 
COSClt = 
X 
r 
cosf3 = y z r ' cosy = r ' tane =X.. 
Algebra of Vectors. 
addition 
additive in-
verse 
subtraction 
X 
- - ...... -a + b = c = b + a 
~ -b + (-b) = '0 
...... ....... ....... .... ~ d = e - b = e + (-b, 
multiplication· 1 = 
by a number -Ab 
... in the same directipn as b if A > 0· 
dot product 
cross product 
derivative 
in the opposite direction from 
b if A< 0 
b , c = l'bl 1~1 cos0(b,c) = b c + b c + b c X X y y Z Z 
d = b x c with ltl = lbl IC1 sin0(b , 
JC) 
... A 
i j 
= bx b y 
c c 
X y 
db . dbx "' 
= i dt dt 
k I 
b 
z 
c 
z 
db A 
+ __y j dt 
Unit IV 
Vector Kinematics 
Position Vector 
Change in position = 
Displacement 
Velocity Vector 
Average 
-7- . 162 
-r(t) 
-<V> --b.r = llt 
--Instantaneous -V(t) = dr 
Speed 
Acceleration Vector 
Average 
Instantaneous 
Magnitude of accelera-
at ion 
Relativ·e Motion 
relative position of 
with respect to B 
relative velocity 
relative acceleration 
chain's rule for 
velocities 
A 
dt tangential to the trajectory I 
r 
u - v'~< t-)-+-1 _:__--'--~-----,-----------,--------~ 
-<a> 
-a 
a 
... 
rAB 
= ~t 
eN 
= "dt 
= 
, .... , 
aJ 
-+ 
2-d r 
= dt2 , 
-= rA - rB 
inward from the 
curvature of the 
trajectory 
I 
163 
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Unit IV 
· . l.J'ORKED PROBLEMS 
1. (2) Using vector algebra, prove that the diagonals of. a parallel-
ogram bisect each other. 
Solution: 
Let ABCD be the parallelogram with 
- -diagonals c and · d 
Since c = a + b 
_... ~ 
d = b -; as shown in- the figure 
If they bisect it must hold: 
and 
but 
and 
- _... 
c d -
-+-=b 2 2 
d -; --2- 2 =-a 
- -a + b 
2 + 
-- -b 
-
a 
2 
-b 
-a 
.... 
-
...... 
- a b b 
--2 =-+-= b 2 2 
- -
...... + b -a a 
---2 =---z·-z= -a 
-b 
'· - -... ... c.,........ 
~- -
·, d a 
.,.Ill.. 
2. (3) Given the points A(4,-4,-2), B(-2, 3, 1) and C(4,3,0) ·in three 
dimension-space, 
(a) Write the vector position of each point in rectangular and 
in polar form. 
(b) _.. ~ -- ....... Find the vector R = A -B + C 
I 
~ 
164 
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Solution: 
z 
(a) Rectangular form 
Components of A: A = 4 A ~ -4, 
X ' y I B(-2,3,1) 
A = -2 z 
~ A ~ A 
Vector A ~ A i + A j + A ~ 
x:. y Z.· 
_,.,. ;... A A 
A = 4i -4d. - 2k 
e-------'--------L-'p _ 1.AT fO.!'!!l-~------------
magnitude: 
angle wHh +X axis: 
A 
a A= Arc cos (Ax) = Arc cos 
angle with +y axis: 
B = Arc cos C4) = 132° A 6 
angle with +z axis:· 
A (- 2) 110° YA = rc cos ~ = 
- ~ A A Vector B = -2 i + 3 j + 1 k 
I 
I 
-, 
I 
Hagnitude: B = ~)2 + 32 + 12' = -{;4 
(4,3,0) 
angle with +x axis:_aB = cos-1 (~2/114)=122.4° 
angle with +y axis: SB = cos-1 (3/1:14)=36.8° 
angle with +z axis: yB = cos-1(1/fl4)=74.5° 
~ A A 
Vector C = 4 i + :3j + 0 k lies on x-y plane 
y 
I 
(b) 
-10-
angle with +x axis: e == arcta11 lly/t.x = arctan 3/4 = 37° 
angle with +y axis: a = 90° - e ~ 90° - 37° = 53° 
...... ....... ...... _.,. 
R=A-B+C 
= (4 i - 4 j - 2 i) ~ (-2 i + 3 3 + 1 ') + (4 i + 3 3> 
it = 10 i - 4 j 3 k 
165 
~~~----------------~~~--~-=-----·' ~ ~ ~~~~~~·~· ~--------------------~--~ Hagnitude R = yW + (-4)~ + (-3)"' = Vl25 
What are the angles with the axis? 
3. (2)(3)(4) An airplane moves in a northwesterly direction at 125 
mi/hr ·relative to the ground, due to the fact that there is a 
westerly wind of 50 mi/hr relative to the ground. How fast, and 
1
· in what direction, would the plane have traveled if there were no 
wind? 
Solution: 
The first step is to do an illustrative vectorial graph using 
-the fact that V pg = plane velocity with 
-V pw = plane velocity with 
_,. 
V wg == wind velocity with 
Then 
- .... .... Vpg = Vpw + Vwg 
or 
_,.. ~. ....... _,_, ~ 
Vpw = Vpg - Vwg = Vpg + (-Vwg) 
w 
respect to ground 
respect to wind 
respect to ground 
-Vwg 
·--· ... ~w~g}-~. ""' Vpg 
· Vpw ......__ 
0 
' 45. 
'·"" F' Ct ~ . 
" 
-j 
N 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
. 
~ 
-
"' i 
By using unit vectors: 
..... A 
Vwg = Vwg j and 
..... 
Vpw = 
fi.,. 
Vpg l (i 
-11~ 
-Vpg = Vpg (/2 f - ~ j') = 2 2 
" 
- Vwg j .fiA. = Vpg 2 i 
.f2 " (Vpg :2 + Vwg) j 
Rectangular form: 
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12 A h 
Vpg 2 (i - j) 
r-~----------'-cvpw = : 125_(~Li~<-us_('i)_+_s_o_)_j~=~-----;___ ______ ___, 
" " 
= 88 i 138 j mi/hr 
.-
Polar form: 
magnitude 1\TPw I = Vpw = .V8s2 + 1382' = 164 mi/hr 
and direction a . 88 0 0 = arc tang (_138)= -·33 or 33 north of west 
.: 4. (3) (4) A particle moves along a curve whose parametric equations 
_ ... 
are x = e ~, y = 2 cos 3t, ~ = 2 sin 3t, where t is time in sec, 
and distances are in meters. 
(a) Determine its velocity and acceleration at.any time. 
(b) Find the magnitudes of the velocity and accelerati:on at t = o. 
Solution: 
(a) ~ The position vector r of the particle is 
-+ 
X. i + y J ~ r = - z 
-
-t 
I· 
~z 
F-.-,.:::---.1---r--y 
I 
r = e i + 2 cos 3t j + 2 sin 3t. k (m) 
Then the velocity is 
... 
-• dr -t " " ... :::~ 
' ,'X 
t/ ,, 
- ~. - - • • -· -- Jl y 
V = dt = - e i - 6 sin 3t j + 6 cos 3t lt( . 
~(m/s) · 
I 
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and the acceleration is 
-4-
..... dV' -t "' " " 2 
a = dt = e i - 18 cos 3t j - 18 sin 3t k (m/sec ) 
' [ 
(b) At t = o, ! 
.... d2- .... dr I "' "" dV I "' ,. = -i + 6 k and dtr 1 = = i - 18 j dt 
. dt t=o t=o t=o 
F 
Then, magnitude of velocity at t=o is 
~ I ? ? ,--
'§-----------;-V.---=--IV "I = vr-rr~+\.or-~·-..3 ..... 7--m-/'" s-e-c-------'-------' 
magnitude of acceleration at; t=o is 
a = lal= =v;;s 
. . 2 
m/sec 
Which are the corresponding directions? 
5. (5) Using vector algebra, prove that the diagonals of a rhombus 
are perpendicular to each other. 
Solution: 
- - -D:i.agonals are: c = a + b 
- .......... 
and d = b - a as shown in the · 
figure 
--- ·--- -- .2 2 c • d = (a + b) • (b - a} = b - a 
Since lb' I.= 1-;-1 - ..... it follows c • d = 0 
... --But c d = 2 cd cos 0 = 0 
Since c :f 0 and d :# 0, it follows cos 0 = 0 , 9 = 90° 
at c l_d 
6 • 
168 
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(5) 
_,.. .1'\ A A 
Given the following position vectors D = 2i + 3j +_lk(m) and 
._. A A A 
E = 4i - 5j - 3k, (m) calculate: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
......... 
D • E; 
~ _. 
the angle between D and E. 
·• ~ D X E 
......... -a.- ->-P 
E x D (show explicitly that D x E = -E x D) 
Solution: 
(a) ........... D~E = D E + D E + D E = X X y y z z (2)(4) + (3)(-5) + (1)(-3) 
2 
= (8 - 15 - 3)m = -10m2. \ 
(b) w·e wish to find 0; we could use either 
D·E = In I 1i I cos e,or In xi I = lnl lEI sin e. 
2 
m = 
,: Using the for.mer, we have 
cos e = D'·E! I nl IE'l· 
--- 2 From above v1e have that the numerator D"E = -10m • Now~ 
and 
I.-I I 2 2 2 E I = \IE + E + E = 
'J X y Z Vl6 + 25 + 9 m = -{5o m = 7.07 m. 
(Note: We have preserved three significant figures because the 
calculation is not yet completed.) Therefore, 
-10 m2 
cos e = --~--~~~--~---2 (3.75) (7.07) m 
= -0.38 
-14-
The fact that the dot product (and. therefore 
cos e) is negative alerts us. to the fact that 
the vectors are at an obtuse angle with each 
other and e > 
0 . 
90 , as shown. Looking up 
0.38 in a trig table gives~= 67.8°. But 
the angle we want is e = 180° - ~ "" 112.2°. 
!-------(--c-)-D X E = {D~~,-) :i + (D E - D E ) 3 + (D E - D E )k 
· yz zy zx xz xy yx 
= [(3)(-3) - (+1)(-5)] i + [(+1)(4) - (2)(-3)]j. + 
+ [(2)(-5) - (3)(4)]~, 
..... _,. " A A 
D x E = -4i + 10j - 22k • 
• i " A , "' "' (d) j k i j k 
+ + E 4· -5 .:.3 E E = = ExD X y z 
D D D 2 3 1 X y z 
[ (-5) (1) - (3)(-3)] i + [ (2)(-3) - (4)(1)]j + . 
+ [ (4)(3) - (-5)(2)] k 
.-;.,·-:.A A A ............. 
E x D = +4i - 10j + 22k = -D x E by comparison with (c) 
169 
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Unit IV PRETEST 
I. Answer the following questions: 
(1) (a) Are there any differences between saying the average speed 
is the magnitude of the average velocity vector and saying 
the average speed is the total length of path traveled 
divided by the elapsed time? 
II. 
(2) 
(3} 
(4) 
(b) State wbich of the following quantities are vectors or 
scalars: 
1) The distance from Stockton to San Francisco. 
3) The location of a box in a storage area. 
Two towns, A and B, are situated directly opposite each other on 
the banks of a river whose width is 8 miles and which flows at 
a speed of 4 mi/hr. A man located at A wishes to reach town C 
which is 6 miles upstream from and on the same side of the river 
as Town B. If his boat can travel at a maximum speed of 10 mi/hr 
and if he wishes to reach C in the shortest possible time, what 
course must he follow, and how long will the trip take? 
-> 
, III. Given A with magnitude 15m pointing along the positive y axis, and 
(5) B = (4i - Sk)m, Calculate: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
...... ...... 
The angle between A and B 
- -A X B 
~ ...... .... . -... _... ..... 
B x A (show explicitly that Ax B = -B x A). 
~o (-e) ·III 
•u1=m SZ ~q T ~au11a~oqs 
q:n:l>'~ 
0
s • iJC a1~ua ue gupJam as.:moo urea.nsdn au1=1 :lq~"J=l?.l=iS ·II 
.lO:lOaA (£ .l'ell?OS (Z · .ll?Tl?OS (1 (q)· sax (a) ·r 
:sJ:at-1SUV 
I 
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Unit IV AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
Film-Loops 
Reread the general instructions given in Unit II. If you have 
any questions contact your proctor. You should try to answer 
all the questions included in the film notes. 
For Section 3: ~----------~--~--~----------------------~----------------~~~ 
;c 
1. The Velocity Vector 80-2512 
Shows the velocity vector, its properties, and its connection 
with the real motion of a moving particle. 
. 2. Vector Addition: Velocity of a Boat 80-3478 
A boat crossing a river is viewed from a stationary point on 
a bridge and this way the addition of velocities is ilhts-
trated. You can see the idea and perform the related measure-
ments and calculations. 
·,;;;.;::;: 
For Section 4: 
The Acceleration Vector 80-2538 I · Introduces the concept of the acceleration vector and sho"t-76 
the parallel between its relationship to the velocity vector 
and the relationship of the velocity vector to the displace-
ment vector. 
172 
UNIT V 
MOTION IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
Introduction 
dimension were explored in Units II and III. In this unit the dis-
cussion will be extended to the motion of physical bodies in two 
and three dimensions using the vector language developed in Unit 
IV. However, the emphasis will be placed on motion on a plane 
surface, since many interesting physical processes can be reduced 
.,_/ and analyzed in two dimensions. 
The concepts of velocity vector, acceleration vector, kinetic 
. energy and potential energy wi.ll be applied to ballistic p"J;'oblems. 
Then, circular motion will be considered, including uniform and 
accelerated motion. Finally, collisions on a plane surface will 
be analyzed using the principles of conservation of momentum 
applications where it is necessary to use the knowledge and analytic I . and energy. This unit can be hard because it deals mainly with 
skills learned in the past units •. 
-1-
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Unit V 
Objectives 
To be able to: 
1. Apply the concepts of velocity vector, acceleration 
vector, kinetic energy and potential energy to ballistic 
problems (parabolic trajectory). 
2. Solve problems of an object moving in uniform circular 
motion. 
~~------------------------------~----~--------------------------------------------------------~S 
3. Relate circular variables to linear variables. 
4. Solve problems of bodies moving in accelerated circular 
motion. 
5. Analyze two-dimensional collisions (or explosions) by 
using the concepts of momentum and en.ergy. 
I 
Unit V SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
'!'EXT: Adrian C. Melissinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Physics 
for Scientists and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: 
W. B. Saunders Co., 1975). 
1. . Go over Chapter 3, Section 5 of the textbook. It contains 
applications to ballistic problems including the use of 
. concepts that you learned in Unit II -- namely potential 
and kinetic energy. On page 56 of the textbook there i.s 
174 
a discussion of a very good example (116) that you must under-
stand. If you have difficulties ask the instructor or proc-
tor. Also, you could read pages 45, 46, 47 and 48 of 
Fundamentals of Physics, Halliday and Resnick (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, 1974). 
___ !_ _________ -·- -···'··----·-·--
2 •. Analyze worked problem 1 and solve problems 12, 13 and 15 
i.n Chapter 3 of the textbook. Note that in proble.'ll 15, the 
shell velocity must be v = 300 m/sec·. 
0 
3. Study Chapter 3, Section 7 dealing with physical bodies in. 
a circular trajectory. It deserves special attention, but 
you should review the units used to measure angles (see 
Remedial Unit I: Trigonometry). It is recommended that you 
read carefully the contents of this Section 7, and also the 
Supplement IV, Section 1. Aftert11ard try to go in detail 
over examples 8 and 9 in the.textbook and analyze worked 
problem 2. 
l~. Solve problems 22, 23, 25, 27 on page 69 of the textbook. 
j 
~ 
f 
[ 
" t 
' 
c 
I 
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5. Study carefully· Supplement IV, Section 2 to learn the deriva-
tion of velocity and acceleration in polar coordinates. Think 
about the physical meaning of each term involved in equations 
(S4-6) and (S4-7'). Also, study the relations between polar. 
and lineal variables. 
6. Analyze worked problem 3 and solve problems 21, :24*, and 28*. 
7. Review the concepts of momentum and kinetic energy in ~nit II 
and roceed to study Section 6 in_t_b_e_t_ext_b_o_o_k_ent.i_tle~Co·~J-"':-~------' 
lisions on a Plane Surface". Read example 7 (page.59). It 
will help you. Note how every problem of this kind_alw~ys starts 
with a vectorial equation (momentum equation). Study in de-
-
tail worked problem 4. 
8. Solve problems 16, 19 and 20 at the end of Chapter 3. 
9. Try the Pretest. If you find that you need more practice; go 
again over the problems you found more difficult and ask for 
assistance from your proctor. Try the optional problems 14, 
17, 18 and 26 of your textbook; and the problems 9, 11, 13, 
.. 
37, and 39 of Fundamentals of ·Physics, Halliday & Resnick ,= 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1974). Also, it will be help-
ful. to study the film-·loops noted in the Audiovisual Aids I Section of this Unit. 
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Bal1latlc Problema 
dz 
a • 9 • •a, 
7 dt 
Circular Kotioo 
angular position 
~ 
a d x "'0 ~. dcl 
!f. U
0 
it! reference &era 
e • e<t) 
tujtctc.ty 
is a parabola 
angular speed Ill • de l-------------------~------------------~--------------~--~--~----~dt~--~--~~~-----------~ 
a.~ • d2e ;-; angular acceleration . 
period · 
unifom circular motion 
with ~onstant angnlar 
acceleration 
dt dt2 
T .l!. 
Ill 
f .. !.ial 
· T .111 
ca•O 
111 • con~taat 
a • constaDt 
~·(t) • w
0 
+ cat 
8(t) .. e
0 
+w0 t + C,./~tz 
Relation between Linear·and Angular VariA~les: 
2 \J2 
arc length S • .Re, U • laiR, aR •. l<l R • if' • ~ • 0& 
Arbitrary Motion on a Plane Surface: 
.. .. 
r • ru 
r 
-v. 
dr. .. d9 .. 
<dtJ 0r · + r <Cit-> 0e 
-
.i2 (d9)2J u + [ d2e a • [..._.!. - r 
4t2 dt r r dt2 
for Clrcul&r Y~tion with cunatant 
angula.r acceleration: 
+ 2 (dr> <"e>] dt dt 
V • rw06 • tangent .to the circle 
.... 2 A A 
a • -rw ur + ru u6 
.. 
ue 
-; • ·r" r r radiAl pointing to the ~enter of tht< eire!« 
tnngent to the circle 
Collluion oil a plllllc aurfJJr.e 
ah•oy11 IIOIII('ntnm conauvatton tir • o . or tp-1 • con•tant 
AT • 0 or t!1 • tonHtont 
I 
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·wORKED PROBLIDIS 
Unit V 
1. (1) A batter hits a pitched ball a height 4 ft. above ground so 
that its angle of projection is 45°, and its horizontal range is 
350 ft. The ball is fair down the left line where a 24 ft. hi.gh 
fence is located 320 ft. from home plate. Will the ball.clear the 
fence? 
Solution: 
. 0 
The parabolic trajectory with maximum range (0 = 45 ) starts 
4 ft above the ground level. By placing the reference coordinates 
at the height 4 ft. it is easy to use the formulaes (3-13) and 
(3-12) 
From (3-13) 
X 
max g 
v2 
sin 20 
0 0 X = -. , since 0 = 45 
max g 
y 
From (3-12), the vertical position, above the x-axis when x1 = 320 
ft. 2 
xl g 
Y l = x1 tanG - -=-2-~2~. 2V cos 0 
0 
y = X -1 1 yl = 320 (1- .;;~) = 27.5 ft. 
L 
fl 
--
A 
I 
2. 
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And the height of the ball above ground level 
hl = 4 + 27.5 = 31.5 ft. > ~f = 24 ft. 
So that the ball clears the fence. 
(2) A particle moves on the x-y plane doing a circular trajectory 
of radius r and with a constant angular speed·w. Show that: 
(a) The velocity v of the particle is perpendicular to -;1 
a magnitude proportional to the distance from th~ origin. 
-----._-~ 
(c) - -r x v is a constant vector. = - Wr sin Wt 
= Wr COS Wt 
Solution: 
(a) de liT = constant = dt 
e = wt 
x = r cos0 = r cos wt 
y = r sine = r sin wt 
- i + y .... r = X j = r cos 
-
d-; 
v 
= dt = - w•r sin wt 
vlt i +r sin wt 
.... 
i + wr cos wt 
1~- 1= v = wr =constant 
.Then 
-; • -; = [r cos wt i + r sin wt j] · 
+ w r cos wt j] 
~ 
J 
"' j; 
"' [-w r sin wt i + 
= (-wr2 cos wt sin \oTt) + (,vi sin wt cos wt) 
= 0 
- -and r and v are perpendicular. 
I 
..... d-; (b) a = --dt 
2--d r 2 A 2 ~ 
= dt2 = -w r cos wt.i- w r sin wt j 
2 ( ~ i jA) = -w r cos wt 1 + r s n wt 
.2 ... 
= -w r 
2 
= w r = constant 
179 
Then the acceleration is opposite to the direction of r, Le. 
it is directed toward the origd.n. Its magnitude is propo:r·-
1 
tional to 1-;1 which is the distance from the origin. The 
~--------------------------------------------~------------------------~----------~" 
3. 
acceleration, directed toward the center of the circle is the 
centripetal acceleration. 
- ...... (c) r x v = [r cos wt i + r sin wt j] x [-w r sin wt i + 
+ w r cos wt j] 
" " " i j k 
= r cos wt r sin wt 0 
-w r sin wt w r cos wt o 
-- ~ 2 r x v = wr k, a constant vector 
What j_s the physical meaning of this vector? 
2 2 . 
= wr (cos wt + 
2 ,; 
+ sin wt)k 
(3) (4) A \V"he.el starts from rest with a constant angular acce.lera- · 
tion of 3.0 radians/sec2• The radius of the wheel is 0.50 meter •. 
Calculate 2.0 sec later: 
(a) The angular speed of the wheel. 
(b) The angular displacement. 
(c) The linear or tangential speed of a particle on the rim. 
(d) The tangential aeceleration of a particle on the rim. 
(e) The centripetal acceleration of a particle on the rim. 
·~ 
I 
;...g_ 
(f) Are the preced:tng ·results the same for a particle half-
way in from the rim? 
Solution: 
(a) By using Eq. (3-18): 
w = w + at 
0 w = at since w. = 0 0 
w = 0 + (3.0)(2.0) = 6.0 rad/sec 
(b) Eq. (3-18'): 
. 2 
0 = 1/2 at + w t + 0 0 • . 0 
Since at t=o we have 
w = 0 
0 0 = 0 0 
Therefore, after 2.0 sec 
2 0 = 1/2 at 
0(t = 2.0) = 1/2 (3.0)(2.0) 2 = 6.0 radians= 
= 
6
·
0 
rev = 0.96 rev 21T . 
(c) v = wr 
(d) 
= (6.0)(0.50) = 3.0 m/sec (linear speed) 
a = ar T 
\. 
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= (3.0) (0.50) = 1.5 m/sec 2 (tangential acceleration) 
(e) 
(f) 
v2 2 
a = = w r, 2 2 aR = (6.0) '(0.50) = 18m/sec R r 
(centripetal acceleration) 
Halfway in from the rim~ r = 0.25 meter 
The angular variables are the same for this point _as· for 
a point on the rim. That is, 
2 
a= 3.0 rad/sec , w = 6.0 rad/sec 
But now the linear variables change, 
V "= 1.5 m/sec, 2 a ~ 0.75 m/sec , T 
2 a = 9.0 m/sec R 
·~ 
I 
-.J.O-
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4. (5) A radioactive nucleus, initially at rest, decays by emitting 
an electron and a neutrino at right angles to one another. 'I'he 
. -22 
momentum of the electron 1s 1.2 x 10 kg-m/sec and that of the 
-23 
neutrino .. is 6.4 x 10 kg-m/sec. 
{a) Find the direction and magnitude of the momentum of the re-
coiling nucleus. The mass of the residual nucleus is 5.8 
X l0-26kg. 
(b) What is its kinetic energy of recoil? 
Solution: 
(a) We think of the system (residual nucleus + electron + 
neutrino) as initially bound and forming the radioactive 
nucleus. The system then fragments into three separate 
parts. The momentum of the system before fragmentati.on 
is zero. In the absence of external actions, the momentUt!l 
after fragmentation is also zero. Hence, 
By 
initial momentum = final momentum 
using 
..... - -PN + P + P = 0 
e -v 
unit vectors 
-
A· 
p = p i 
-v "'\T 
A 
-p ... p . 
e eJ 
A A 
.... 
PNx(-i) + p (-") PN = Ny J 
-
p 
e 
I 
"'-
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Therefore, 
A A (P - P· ) i + (P - PN ) j = 0 
-v Nx e y 
- " " P = -P 1 - P · N -v eJ 
or and 0 = arc tan 
Using the numerical values: 
-22 . 0 !-~----'---------~P N == l-,-36-x-1-0---kg-·-m/-ses--,--and-tl-~-52~-------~----~----,~~ 
--·152° with respect to the ·-electron- or· -· ---------------- ·------------------
. -118° with respect to the_ ~eutrin():.. __ -·- ~--··--··--- ·--·-····--
(b) Kinetic energy of the residual nucleus 
~ = 1/2 ~ v; = P~ I 2~, ~ = 1.6 x lq-18Joules = 1 eV 
Kinetic energy of the electron 
K 1/.2 v2 e -· me e Ke = 0. 79 x 10-
14 Joy.les 
What is the kinetic energy of the neutrino? 
.. From where does the energy of the fragments come?. 
Is this an elastic or inelastic collison? 
I 
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PRETEST 
Unit V · 
I. 
(1) 
In a cathode-ray tube a 'beam of electrons is projected horizontally 
with a speed of 1.0 x 109 em/sec into the region between a pair of 
horizontal plates 2.0 em long. An electric field between the 
plates exerts a constant downward acceleration on the electrons 
of magnitude 1.0 x 1017 cm/sec2. Find: 
(a) The vertical displacement of the beam in passing through 
the plates. 
(b) The velocity of the beam as it emerges from the plates. 
~--~----------~t~~ilre-krrre~c--erre~gy-~£--an--~le~tron as 1t--em~rg~s-rrom tne·~~--~------~~ 
plates. 
II. 
(2) 
III. 
(3) 
(4) 
An earth satellite moves in a circular orbit 400 miles above the 
earth's surface. The time for one revolution is found to be 
98 min. Find the acceleration of gravity at the orbit. 
A phonograph turntable is turning at 33 1/3 r.p.m. and has a 
radius of 0.150 m. After you turn it off, the bearing friction 
slows down the motion with a constant deceleration, and the turn-
table stops in 15 sec. 
(a) 
(. ' DJ 
(c) 
What is the angular acceleration of the turntable? 
How many revolutions did it make before stopping? 
~fuat are the radial and tangential accelerations of a 
point at the rim when w = 3.00 rad/sec? 
IV. A shell of mass M is traveling along the X-di.rection with a velocity 
(5) of 1000 m/sec; it explodes in mid-ail:· into tY.•o fragments of equal · 
mass. After the explosion one of the fragments has a velocity 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
A A 
= 1200 i + 900 j (m/sec) 
...... 
Find the vector velocity v2 of the other fragment and 
make a sketch of the situation. 
Calculate the kinetic energy before and after the explosion. 
What amount of energy is released in the explosion? 
! oas ;uro 01 x 
6 
oasjm roo6 1=00S = ZA (a)'"AI 
v __ v ...., 
z";)as;u 9Z"II 
Aa 96Z = r LT-01 x +JL "? (o) 
<roz·o-T) =a (q) ~mm o·z (a)"I 
v v ..... 
:s.J.aM.SUV 
I 
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Unit V AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION . 
For Section 5: 
Trajectories 80-3064 
The film acquaints you with the parabolic trajectory of a moving 
particle s·ubject to a one-direction force. Aspects such as speed 
! 
and acceleration in the two separate directions, collisions be-
~~--------~----------~----------------------------------------------~----------~~ 
tween moving objects, and range of a projectile are covered 
using the air table. 
For Section 6: 
Collisions in Two Dimensions 80-3155 
The relationships involved in collisions on a plane surface are 
demonstrated. You can verify the conse.rvat:f.on of momentum ana 
determine an unknown mass. The air table is used. 
For Section 7: 
1. Velocity and Acceleration in Circular 
·Motion 80-2546 
This film demonstrates the relationships existing between dis-
placement, velocity and acceleration in uniform circular 
motion. 
2. Circular Motion 80-3080 
Relationships between speed, velocity a.nd acceleration for 
uniform circular motion are illustrated using the air table. 
-T 
I 
~ 
I 
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Auto-Lecture 
Ask for the Autolecture No. 2 and study the new examples and 
try to answer the questions. If you have any doubts discuss 
them with your proctor and/or your instructor. 
w 
Autolecture No. 2 is longer than the first one because it covers E l.: 
the materials of Units IV and V which are dense in themselves. 
The autolecture contains a brief theoretical description of 
~-------~the vector-calcUlus approach for eacfi major subJect. Following 
each description there are one or two worked-out problems that show 
how to apply and use effectively the vector-calculus language : 
in the solution and interpretation of physical interactions. An-
other main purpose of these solved-problems is to guide you in the 
proper line of approach to a problem and the "method of science." 
The autolecture No. 2 starts T.rfitb a description of the vector-
calculus kinematics definitions. They are jllustrated with a 
situation where they are used in sunnnation and composition of 
vectors and the chain's rule for addition of vector velocities. 
There follows a vector presentation of motion equations of ver-
tical motion with constant acceleration, horizontal constant motion, 
and an orthogonal superposition of those motions. There are 
three problems: vertical motion under the action of gravity, 
horizontal launching under the: gravity action, and a projectile 
trajectory situation solved both kinematically and energetically. 
Finally, there is a vector treatment of circular motion equa-
tions and the relations between linear and angular kinematic 
variables. A problem showing the relationship between these 
two types of varibles is solved. 
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UNIT VI 
DYNAMICS I NEWTON" S LAWS 
Introduction 
In the previous units, the motion of physical bodies was·studied 
~----------------------~~------------~--------------~~~------------------------~----------~~ 
~ 
and analyzed. First, the study was limited to one-dimensional motion 
with the geometrical description of it together with the broader con-
cepts of linear momentum and m~chanical energy. Then the discus-
sion was extended to two and even three dimensions and deepened · 
using a more mathematical formulation with calculus and vectors. 
Yet, it was never asked what the cause is for the specific motion. 
-~ 
of a physical body. This question has puzzled man for centuries. 
We are familiar with the fact that if we want a body to start 
to move, we have to push.it or pull it, directly or indirectly, to 
change its state. Undoubtedly you have somet.imes kicked a ball 
and have found that the particular ball's motion immediately after 
the kick (rectilinear translational, parabolic, rotational, spinning, I "effect", etc.) depends on how you kicked it. That is, the inter-
action of the study object v7ith other nearby or remote objects (its 
environment) determines motion's characteristics. 
Galilee, ea-r-ly-in -the-seventeenth aentury,. was tb.e f-irst-to-· -----
state, by systematic application of the concepts of velocity. and 
acceleration, that a body free of net external influences (forces) 
would continue to be at rest or continue to move with constant 
-1-
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velocity. This Principle of Galileo was.later adopted as the First 
Newton Law. However, it was Sir Isaac Newton (1642;...1727), born in 
England.the. year of Galilee's death, who made a connection between 
the interactions of a study-object with its environment and its 
motion. He built a beautiful architecture to cover an enormous 
range of experienced motions. 
The aim of this unit is to familiarize ourselves with the 
sources of forces acting on a single body and the application· tech-
nique o~ Newton's laws so that we can obtain parameters of motion of 
the study-object and in some cases even the equation of motion of 
the body. In the next unit we will treat systems having more than 
a physical body. 
Unit VI 
Objectiv~ 
To be able. to: 
-3-
1. Construct a free~body diagram of a body (as a particle 
representation) isolated from its environment showing 
the external forces acting on it and naming the source 
of each force. 
2. Express correctly each pair of action-reaction forces 
188 
~------~--~~--~~~~~--~~~~--~-----------------;~ between the study-body and its environment. ~ 
3. Find unknolvn quantities of motion (acceleration, velocity, 
displacement, pos;i.tion, period, frequency) of a study-
body using the Newton's Laws when the external forces 
acting are constant, weight, gravitational, elastic, 
and/or contact forces. 
4. ..Solve for acceleration, speed, period, orbital radius 
and/or mass of a .study body moving in a circular orbit 
by using the universal gravitational force law to-
gether with the second law of motion. 
5. Calculate the work done on a body by a constant force 
using either the definition of work done by a force or 
the work~kinetic energy theorem. I 
Unit VI 
TEXT: 
-4-
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
Adrian C. Melissinos and Frederick Lobkm'licz, Physics 
for Scientists and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: 
l.J. B. Saunders Co., 1975). 
1. Study in detail Chapter 4, Sections 1 through 4. Note that 
189 
Newton's Fi.rst law is in Section 1; the statement of the Second 
Law together with its mathematical representations is in 1 
c~se for constant mass in eqn. (4-4). The latter is used in 
all problems of this unit. Also, pay attention in Sections 
2 and 3 to the definitions of inertial mass, gravitational 
mass and the principle of equivalence. In Section 4 the Third 
Law is discussed and its appli.cation illustrated using the 
universal gravitational force. 
2. For objectives 1 and 2 beside the context, study Figures 4-lb, 
c, 4~3b, 4-5, 4-6, 4-8, 4-12, 5-6, 5-7, 5-9, and 5-10. 
3. The forces that you will master are 
(a) Weight: the constant force of earth's gravitation 
near its surface, discussed in Chapter 4~ Sections 3 
.(p.74), example 1, Section 5 (pp. 88~89). 
(b) Elastic force discussed in Chapter 4, Section 3 (pp. 76-
77-78), example 2 where parameters of simple hannonic 
motion are found, and Chapter 5, Section 3. 
(c) Universal gravitational force discussed in Chapter 4, 
Sect.ions 4 and 5, with special attention to. the super-
position principle, gravitational interaction on the sur-
face of the earth, the simple pendult~ and S.H.O. This 
I 
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accomplishes objective 4. Skip the Cavendish experiment. 
(d) Contact forces: constraints (normals) and frictional F 
forces are discussed thoroughly in Chapter 5, section 4, 
example.s 2 and 3. 
4. Analyze the worked-problems 1, 2,· and 3 noting how the solving 
procedure outlined in the Summary of Relations and Definitions 
is followed. Solve problems in Chapter 4: 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 
18, 21, and 22, and in Chapter 5: 8, 12, and 21. 
5. After reading Chapter 4, section 5, study worked problem 4 
and solve the problems in Chapter 4: 4, 6, 9, 10, and 14. 
Chapter 5: 23. 
6. The last. objective is achieved studying Chapter 4, Section 6, 
paying special attention to context of eqn. (4-23) differential 
of work, eqn. (4-25) work done by a constant force, eqn. (4-24") 
work kinetic energy theorem, and example 4. Study worked 
problem 5 and solve problems 22 and 23 in Chapter 4. 
7. Try the Pretest and self-grade it. If you feel you need.more 
practice before attempting to take the Test, solve some of the 
additional problems referenced below. 
Objective .1: B: 2-4, -7; 5-7, -9 I Additional Problems: 
H-R: 5-4, -5, -7, -11, -14 
s-z: 5-1 
Objective 2: B: 5-1 
H-R: · 5-2 
s-z: 5-3, 2-l(a) - (g), 2-2. 
Objective 3: B: 
H-R: 
s-z: 
Objective 4: B: 
H-R: 
s-z: 
Objective 5: B: 
H-R: 
s-z: 
-6-
5-10, -11, -12, -13~ -23. 
5-8, -9, -13, -16, -18, -21, -25f -35, -50 
2-17, ~22; 5-17, -21, ~22, -24. 
10-12, -13, -14, -23, -24, -25. 
14-20, -22 to -27. 
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5-2, -4, -8 to -12; 6-43 to -47; 7-36(a), -50(e,f) 
8-1 to -8,-14 
6-1 to -5, -12, -13, -14, -16 to -18 
7-1 to -6; 7-16 to 19(a, b, d) 
= 
,:....;...._ 
I 
Unit VI 
Force: 
Inertial 
Mass: 
-7-
SlJiviMARY OF RELATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
arises from mutual interaction (by con-
tact or at distance) between a body 
and another physical object. 
of a physical body is an intrinsic prop-
erty of the body characterizing its re-
luctance to change its state of motion 
(inertia) under the action of a force 
192 
. -+ 
F 
m 
t-~-----------------------(o_r __ f_o_r_c_es~)~----------------------------------~----------~" 
Study-object: (or standard body) is a single massive· bo~y 
chosen(isolated) to study the actions of 
other. bodies upon it 
Environment: the arrangement of other bodies surround-
ing (acting upon) the study-object 
Particle 
Model: 
Newton's Laws: 
each body is considered as if it were 
concentrated at a point and had no 
extension in space 
First: 
. ,_..,. (Principle of Galileo or law of inertia): IF= 0 
Second: 
"Everybody continues in its state of rest, 
or of uniform motion in a right line, un~ 
less it is compelled to change that state 
by forces impre.ssed upon it. 11 
The inertial reference frame in whic.h 
Newton's First law holds. 
"The change of motion is proportional 
to the motive force impressed; and is 
made in the direction of the right 
line in which that force is impressed." 
when m is constant 
·-a = 0 I.F. 
~ --~ F - dt 
- -F = ma = 
.... 
dv 
= m-:-- = dt 
2-d r 
=~ 
dt 
' ; 
-· 
·~ 
I 
Unit VI 
Third: 
-8-
"To every action there is always 
an equal reaction; or, the mtitual 
actions of two bodies upon each 
other are always equal and directed 
to contrary parts" 
for isolated systems 
Types of Force 
.~------~----------~------------------------------------~~ 
Weight: 
Elastic: 
Gravitational 
attraction: 
Contact: 
gravitational force near the 
earth's surface. Its equati.ons 
of motion are of motion with 
constant acceleration 
2 g = 9.80 (m/s ) 
eqn. of motion.: 
x(t) = A cos (u.rt + o) 
i = k/m, A and o depend on initial conditions. 
period of oscillation: 
T = 21T im/k 
simple pendulum: 
T = 21T ii/g 
relation between G and g 
Friction: 
Static: f < ll N 
s-. s 
Sliding: fk = llk N 
G ~m2 fiz = 2 
rl2 
g c G~ 
R2 
always oppose the motion 
Normal: N ·- Perpendicular force at the surfaces in 
contact. 
,. 
r12 
,-
I 
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Unit VI 
Principle of 
Superposition: When several forces act simultaneously 
on one body or system, each force acts 
independently of the existence of the 
others 
Work: differential done by a for~e 
done by a constant force on a body 
work-energy theorem 
194 
+ + dW = F•ds 
+ + 
w = F·s 
w12 = ~T12 = 
.. 
= T2 - Tl 
~----------------~--------~----~------------~----------~--~~ 
Problem Solving Procedure 
1. Identify the particular body (study-object) to whose motion the 
problem refers. 
2. Identify all interactions (forces) between the study-body and 
its environment. 
3. Choose a suitable inertial reference frame (position the orig:Ln , 
and orient the coordinate axes so as to simplify the task of the 
next step as much as possible). 
4. Draw a free-body diagram, i.e., draw the body as a particle, 
showj_ng the reference frame and all the external forces acting 
;-"'-
on the body~ 
I 5. Resolve those forces not lying along a coordinate axis into their rectangular components. 
6. Apply Newton's second law to each resultant component· of force. 
Generally, either the motion is known and the resultant force 
may be derj_ved,or all the external forces are known in such a way 
that the acceleration :ls derived for constant mass and by integration 
to yield to the trajectory of the moving object. 
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Unit VI WORKED. PROBLEMS 
Note that one problem may accomplish several objectives at 
the same time. The number in parentheses is keyed to the objective's 
number. Springs, strings, ropes, and pulleys are considered, in 
general, to have negligible mass and to be frictionless. 
1. Assume that block m2 is moving to 
the right in the Figure, and all 
surfaces are rough. 
(a) (1) Make a free-body diagram for 
block 2, specifying all thP. 
forces acting on it. 
(b) (2) Express each pair action re-
action forces. 
Solution: 
1 
rope 2 
(a) lve isolate block m2 (our study-object)· 
-T3 = force that rope 3 exerts on m2 
-T2 = force that rope 2 exerts on m2 
-tv2 == v.re:~ight of m2 or attraction of 
the earth on m2 
-· N2 = normal force that the horizontal 
supporting table exerts on m2 
--p = normal contact force on m2 by m1 
sliding frictional force on m2 
by the horizontal supporting table 
-fk2 = sliding frictional force on m2 
by the contact surface with m1 
w 
Pulley 2 
T 3 
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(b) For each of the forces mentioned there is a reaction . 
as follows: 
--Reaction to T3, T' = force that m2 exerts on rope 3 3 
- -Reaction·to T2, T' = force exerted by m2 on rope 2 2 
196 
Reaction to w2, 
-, 
w2 = gravitational attraction by m2 on the 
earth 
--Reaction to N2, N' 2 = force that m2 exerts on the horizontal 
supporting table 
--Reaction to P, P' = normal co11.tact· force on m, by m2 
-
-, Reaction to fkl' fkJ. = sliding force on the table by m2 
- -Reaction to fk2' fk2 = sliding force on m1 by the .contact 
surface· with m., 
" 
Note that all reactions are forces done by m2 on different bodies 
(its environment) 
2. A flat plate of mass Skg is acted upon by two forces 
~ A ~ A A 
F1 = 3 i (N) and F2 = 2 i + 2j (1N). There is no friction 
(a) (1) Draw a free body diagram 
(b) (3) Calculate the acceleration of the plate 
Solution: 
(a) 
-F 1 X 
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(b) Resultant force acting on the plate 
F = r:i = "F + i 2 = (3i) + <zi + zj') = si + zj (N) R 1 
Second Law: 
-
; = ~R = ; (si + zj) (m/rl) 
2 
or a = 1 m/s to right 
X 
3. (1)(3) A load of crates stands on the flat bed of a truck 
that is traveling along a highway at 60 mi/hr. The static co-
efficient of friction between the crates and the truck is o.ao.· 
What is the shortest distance in which the truck can stop with-
out letting his load slide? 
Solution: 
When the truck decelerate~ the crates 
try to move ahead in the direct:i.on of 
motion (principle of inertia) so that 
the frictional force acts in the same· 
direction of deceleration. Furthermore, 
in order for the crates not to slide, 
·with maximum deceleration of the truck, 
they have to remain at rest Y7ith respect to 
..._ a = decelera t:lon 
197 
the truck,i.e. they have to have the same deceleration as the truck. 
Place a coordinate system fix to earth and with its origin at the point 
where the truck begins to decelerate. 
Free body diagram of the crate: t 
-I N'' 
.... 
N = normal force 
-W = weight of crate = -mg 
-f = frictional force ..... 
f .... 
w 
" 
t 
but 
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Newton's second law in components: 
I:F = N - W = 0 no motion . :. N = m•g y 
~Fx - -f = max, deceleration 
f = 11 N, maximum frictional force to allow s 
maximum deceleration 
a = -]..lsg' a = -25.6 (ft/s2) X X 
198 
speea u = o 
X = 151 ft 
4. (4) Jupiter has a moon with an approximately circular orbit of 
radius 4.2 x 108m and a period of 42 hr. 
(a) What is the magnitude of the gravitational field 
caused by Jupiter at the orbit of this moon? 
(b) . Find the mass of Jupiter. 
Solution: 
(a) Gravitation Lav1: 
Weight: 
From: (1) and (2) 
F = mg g 
GM 
g = R2 
Second Law FR = Ha .,. . t 1= mw
2R 
·cen-rl.pe a 
From (1) and (4): 
Using (5) in (3) 
(Keplerrs third law) 
2 g = 0. 73 m/s 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(b) 
·-14-
M= 1.9 X 1027 kg 
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- A A (' - A A (' 5. (5) The constant forces F1 = i + 2j + 3K (N) and F2 = 4i - 5j - 2K (N) 
act simultaneously on a particle when a displacement from point 
A (20, 15, O)(m) to the point B(O, 0, 7)(m) is done. 
(a) 't\That is the work done in the particle during that dis-
placement? 
I 
(b) Suppose the same forces were acting but the motiqn 
went from B to A. What is the· work done on the par-· 
ticle in this situation? 
(c) What is the final velocity in the latter situation 
if the particle of mass 4 kg was at rest at B? 
Solution: 
(a) 
.. _.. _,. ..... A A. A 
Resultant force: F = F1 + F2 = 5i - 3j + k 
_..,. A A ·"'- _..,. A A A 
Vectors position: rA = 20i + 15j + Ok and r·B = ·oi + Oj + 7k 
__...,. ...,;.. -+ A A -" 
From A to B r· = r - r = -20i - 15J. + 7k AB · B A 
.... + 
Work done by a constant force:W A-+B =" F • r·AB 
WA-+B- (5)(-20) + (-3)(-15) + (1)(7) = -48J 
(b) -r· -+ _,... -+- A A A Now, from B to A: r = r - r = -r = 20i + 15J. - 7k 
'BA A B AB 
.... -+ --+ 
W = F • r = -F • r = 48 J BA ·BA AB 
(c) Work-energy theorem 1 ~.JBA = l\TBA = TA - TB but TB = 0, rest 
1 . 2 
TA = 2 mUA = WBA 
t> = 4. 9 m/s A 
I 
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Unit VI._ PRETEST 
I. A tractor climbs a rough hill of slope e. 
(a) (1) Draw a free-body diagram of the tractor. identifying 
all external forces acting on. it. 
(b) (2) Name each pair of action-reaction forces between the 
fiactor and its environment. 
II. A block of mass 2.0 kg is pressed against a vertical wall by 
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a constant horizontal force of SON. The coefficien~ of static 
friction and kinetic friction are respectively Ps = 0.6 and 
pk = 0.4. 
(a) (1) Draw a free-body diagram for the block. 
(b) (3) Will the block start moving if it is at rest initially~?~---------­
(c) (2)(3) What is the force (magnitude and direction) on 
the block exerted by the wall? 
III. (4) Ass~~ing that the orbit of the earth about the sun is circular 
with orbital radius R = 1.5 x 1011 (m), find the mass of the 
sun. 
IV. (5) How much work is done by a 70 kg man walking up a 40 m high 
hill. If this work would be converted entirely into electrical 
energy, how long would the electrical energy keep a 100 'tvatt 
bulb going'? O:Ji! Joule runs a 1 watt bulb for 1 second. 
·r}! t;t;•Lz 
•fJ}i OT X 66•t 
0£ 
• «+ O::l :padsa.r tllll1 o6S" 'N BS" 
·eN 
•)[OOtq aq=l 
uo TTBL1 aq=l aq pa=l.raxa N pug J ~~l.l~1a11 = M ~N OS" ~ a 
...... .,._. _,..._ +-
•tt1q paUJTOUl aq~ 
04 t<=lttB.Iad puno.l.il atp Xq papaxa ao.IOJ "(!monol.Ii = ;J: 
• .10~ on.:t!J --
aq~ uo tTT-l.l paunou1 aql aq pa4.raxa a~.xo;r ttnuou .,., !! 
'.I040t:?.:q aq4 
·Ar 
·III 
(0) 
(q) 
(a)•n · 
a~p uo q:paa aq4 aq pa:paxa ·ao.:to;J: -caop.raA = :Jqa1at1 ""' !'1 : (q)' (B)" I. 
:s.ra&suv 
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Unit VI AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
Film-Loops 
Reread the general instructions given in Units II and III. 
We remind you to read the film notes and project the film on 
a sheet of white paper or on a board so you can take measure-
ments and answer the questions attached. to the film case.'· 
For Cbapter 4: Section 1: 
Inertia I LSBN-0-03-080162-1 
It shows two simple experiments to demonstrate Newton's First 
Law of Motion--namely, every body in a state of rest or uniform 
motion in a right line continues in its state unless it is 
acted on by a resultant external force •. 
For Sections 2 and 3: 80-2736 
Newton'ts First and Second Laws 
By using the airtrack the motion of a body in an (almo8t) force 
free situation is illustrated. Also, th~ film shm\'s the rela-
tionships existing when the body is subjected to a constant 
applied force. I For Section 4: 
Newton's Third Law 80-2744 
Shows how two gliders initially stationary on a horizontal air 
track exert forces on each other and how those are always 
equal and directed to opposite directions. 
202 
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For Section 5: 
Galilee's Experiment: On the Moon and On the Earth 
A first demonstration was performed on August 2, 197ls at the 
Apo:J_lo 15 landing site near Hardley Rille and the Apennine 
Mountains on the moon. A second demonstration was performed · 
by Astronaut Scott on November 25, 1974 at Edward, California. 
I-'------~M~e~a~s~u~r~e,.m"'e,_.n~t"'--'o,_,f,___,G"'------~~e~.Ca_y_e,n_d_ish_Exp_er.iment _____ 8_Q~2124!----------------c 
The film loop demonstrates a standard technique-using.the 
Cavendish balance--for determining the gravitational constant 
G. You can follow the instructions on the film case and using 
the Newton's Lal<7 of Universal Gravitation obtain the value of 
G. 
Dynamics of a Pendulum 80~3130 
Using a pendulum swingi~ on a tilted air table, .the film makers 
show how its motion is affected by varying the parameter.of 
acceleration of effective gravity, mass, and length. You ·can 
press the stop-motion button of the projector and record data 
to determine the period as a function of force, period as a fun- I tion of mass, and period as a function of length. 
Autolecture 
This autolecture No~ 3 will help you to gain an understanding 
of Newton's Law of Motion extrapolating real situations to 
ideal situations. It shows how to apply Newton's Laws to prob-
blems where certain conditions are idealized as having non 
fiction between surfaces and between bodies and air,springs and 
-18- .· 203 
ropes without rnass, bodies as particles, and pu~leys;.-which are 
frictionless and massless. Although some of the situations 
chosen for. analysis may seem simple and artifici.al, they are 
the prototypes of many interesting real situations •. But 
more· important is the method of analysis, which i~ applicable 
to all the modern and sophisticated situations of classical 
me.chanics. 
This autolecture contains a summary of Newton's Laws, and 
the technique of application is shown in four problems: (1) , 
a spring scale serves to analyze action-reaction forces; (2) 
a system of cars in tandem serves to show application of the 
second law of motion; (3) a block movjng on an inclined surfa~e 
is a :situation a little more complicated requiring application 
of all three laws of motion; and finally, (4) the mutual 
attraction between two spherical bodies requires the.applica-
tiori of the univers~ gravitation law. 
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UNIT VII 
DYNAMICS II: FORCES ON SYSTEMS 
Introduction 
1---------_____,T._,_h._,i..,s"------'u..,n,..,J..._.· t is_an_ext_ensi_on_o_f_the-lat.t~=>r one-in-the-sens"-~----~---------:--tE 
~ 
that the same Newton's Laws are again consistently applied to 
physical situations to find unknown forces, masses, and variables, 
or equations of motion. The difference lies in that the situation.s 
are more complicated here. We will be concerned with systems of 
several bodies connected together, such a.s a plow to a horse, a 
train to a locomotive, a barge to a tugboat, or a body linked to 
a pulley. The motion of those systems (of one body or more bodies) 
may be uniform, with constant acceleration, and/or circular. Ex-· 
amples of dynamics of circular motion. are twirling a wei.ght at the 
end of a string, driving cars around curves, orbiting satellites, 
and riding merry-go-rounds or rotors. 
However, a variation comes when instead of studying externally I the motion of a car on a banked curve, you take the place of driver 
and analyze dynamically the situation. You ·will find that in an 
accelerated frame of reference you have to add a pseudo force to 
the real forces to be able to apply Newton's second law in the 
accelerated frame. 
Finally, you observe in nature things that appear to us in no 
-1-
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motion or in uniform motion, such as a ladder propped against a wall 
or the structure of a bridge. These are equilibrium situations. 
You will study what the conditions for equilibrium are; how to 
use them to find unknown forces, application points of forces, or 
requirementments of materials and dimensions that will assure 
equilibrium. 
II 
I 
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Unit VII 
Objectives 
To be able to: 
1. Draw a free body diagram (as a particle representation) 
identifying the interaction forces for each body in a 
syst'em of two or more interacting bodies and classify 
correctly each pair of action-reaction forces. 
I 
2. Solve for unknown parameters of motion, external and/or 
internal forces of a system of several bodies. The motion 
may be rectilinear uniform, rectilinear with constant 
acceleration, and/or circular. 
3. Solve for parameters of motion proble~s of a body or system 
of bodies in an accelerated frame of reference by using 
the concept of pseudo-forces and Newton's Laws~ 
4. Analyze problems of equilibrium, either static or dynamic, 
of rigid bodies, making a free-body diagram, identifying 
all forces and torque~and applying the two equilibrium 
206 
conditions to solve unknown parameters. The forces involved 
may be weight tension in ropes or wires, compressional forces 
on rods or hinges, constraints, and/or frictional forces. 
r ~ 
L 
I 
207 
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Unit VII SUGGESTED PROCEDURE~ 
TEXT: Adrian C. · Nelissinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Physics for 
Scientists and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: W. B. 
Saunders Co., 1975). 
1. Read Chapter 5 sections 1 through 4. Study in detail the 
Atwood's machine on pp. 105-108. This is a system of two 
bodies and their free-body diagrams shown in Figure 
! 
5-3. This example is analyzed dynamically and energeticallv._·------~ 
and it is found that the mechanical energy is conserved. 
Also, study with careful attention the discussion over the 
braking of an automobile on pp. 116-117. Work your own 
solutions for the worked problems 1 and 2, and solve prob-
lems, Chapter 5: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 18. --All this holds 
for objectives 1 and 2. 
2. For objective 3 study with analytic attention sectionS 
on Pseudo-forces. This is one of the most important be-
cause it introduces the concepts of inertial and acceler-
ated frames of references . and how there are two alternate 
interpretations to describe this effect of acceleration. 
Analyze examples 4, 5, and the accelerometer on pp. 121-
124. Work your solution for worked-problem 3, and solve 
problems 4, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21 and 22. 
3. Proceed to study section 6 and analyze examples 6 and 7 
and worked problem 4. The two conditions for the equili-
brium of a rigid body are on p. 126 ·before example 6. If 
you want to expand your study of this subject, go over 
Chapter 11, section 6. Solve problems 6, 15*, and 26 in 
208 
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Chapter 5 and problem 17 in Chapter 11. This accom-
plishes objective 4. 
4. As usual, we encourage you to solve the Pretest before 
attempting to take the competency test. 
209 
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Unit VII SUMMARY OF RELATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Newton's second Law (for m constant) - -EF = F 
. net 
Equations of motion: 
by integration ~ .-+ t -v(t) = v + It a(t) dt 
0 0 
L-------------------------------------------4~7(t~)~= ~--+--ltt--;~(t_) __ d_t------------~~ 
.0 0 
-+ for F = constant 
_. 
for elastic force Fk = -kX 
for circular motion 
circular uniform motion 
Noninertial reference frames 
Pseudo-forces 
Newton's second law 
in circular motion 
... 
~ F 
a = - = constant 
m 
- -+ ...... v = v +at·· 
0 
- - .... -+2 r = r + v t + ~at 
0 0 
X= A cos (Wt + o), w = I k/m 
A, o depend on initial conditions 
-+ 2 " ~ ] F = m [rw (-u ) + ra. 
net r ~ 
-
... 
w
2(-u ) F = ma . = m r net centr1petal r 
-+ 
aReference frame :f 0 · 
- .... F = -ma 
. p R 
.... ..... -EF+ F = ma p where a is the body's 
· accelerat:i,on in 
the noninertial frame 
Fp = mrw2 (+~r) centrifugal 
Unit VII 
Equilibrium conditions: 
1) the vector sum of all 
forces (including con-
straint forces) on the 
body must be zero 
-7-
2) the sum of all torques 
acting on the body must · 
be zero 
static: body at rest 
210 
-I:F = 0 
.,... 
LT = 0 
+-----~~--------d=ynamic: body with rectilinear uniEQrm_mQ~ion ______________________________ _ 
torque exerted by a force 
Problem Solving Procedure 
_,. _,. . -!I-
T = r x F 
where d = "lever arm" 1 
1. Draw an imaginary boundary separating the system under considera-
tion from its surroundings. 
2. Draw a free body diagram showing vectors representing magnitude, 
direction, and point of application of all external forces acting 
on the system. 
3. Choose a convenient coordinate frame, resolve all the external 
forces along these axes, and then apply the first equilibrium con-
dition. 
4. Choose a convenient axis of rotation, evaluate all the external 
torques around it, and apply the second equilibrium condition. 
Then, the resl..llting simultaneous equations can be solved for 
the desired quantities. 
211 
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Unit VII WORKED PROBLEMS 
1. Consider the system shown in the Figure. The kinetic coefficient 
of friction between block m1 and the inclined plane in ~l and between 
block m2 and the horizont.al table is ~2. The ropes and pulleys are 
massless, and the pulley is frictionless too. Take the following 
specific values: m1 = 6 kg, m2 = 5 kg, m3 = 12 kg, ~l = 0.2, 
+---------------~~=-n-~~~-,n~ ~~--------~------------------~------------~2 = 0.1, a.= 60"' and g = 10 m/s~. 
(a) (1) Draw a free body diagram of each body. 
(b) (1) Identify all action-reaction pairs of all bodies in 
this system. 
(c) (2) Find the acceleration of the system and the tension in 
the ropes. 
rope 2 
Solution: 
(a) Assuming motion to the right 
-(b) fl = 
--f 
. 1 = 
== 
= 
= 
-+ 
-T = 
. 1 
-+ 
T' = 1 
-T' = 1 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
-+ 
-T' = 3 
-
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frictional force on m1 by inclined 
frictional force on inclined by m1 · 
normal force on m1 by inclined 
normal force on inclined by m1 
pulling tension on m1 by rope 1 
tension on rope 1 by m1 
pulling tension on m2 by rope 1 
tension on rope 1 by m2 
frictional force on m2 by horizontal table 
frictional force on table by m2 
normal force on m2 by table 
normal force on table by m2 
pulling tension on m2 by rope 2 
tension on rope 2 by m2 
T3 = pulling tension on m3 by rope 2 
--T3 . = tension on rope 2 by m3 
= 
--w = 1 
= 
= 
= 
= 
gravitational attraction on m1 by earth 
gravitational attraction on earth by m1 
gravitational attraction on m2 by earth 
gravitational attraction on earth by m2 
gravitational attraction on m3 by earth 
gravitational attraction on earth by m3 
212 
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(c) · As ropes and pulleys have no masses, then 
lr3' 1 = lrl 3. 
213 
Each part of the system moves with the same acceleration a. 
Second Law for m1 : 
Second Law for m2: 
EF = N - m g = 0 y 2 2 
EF = T - T - f = m a X 3 1 2 2 
Second Law for m3 
EF . = m g - T = m a 
X 3 3 3 
Additionally, we know 
fl = lllNl 
f2 = llzNz 
Using [6] and [1] into [2] to obtain 
T - m g sin 0 - ll m g cos 0 = m a 1 1 1 1 1 
Using . [7] and [3] into [4] to obtain 
Adding [5 ], [8] and [9] · 
= 
[1] 
[3] 
[4] 
[s] 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
li 
I 
2. 
214 
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This result could be· obtained with less mathematical manipu-
lation if we had realized that T1 and T2 are internal forces 
in the system of the three moving blocks, and the resultant 
external force along the motion of the system is exactly the 
left-side of eq [lO],and the total mass in motion is 
Using [u] into [8] 
[m2(sin8 + ~1cos8 - ~2 ) + m3(sin8 + ~1cos8-1)] 
(ml+m2+m3) 
Using [11] into [5] 
[ m1 (1 + sinG + ll1cos 8) + m2 (1 +ll2)] 
(ml+m2+m3) 
Replacing numerical values yield to 
a= 3.2 m/s2 , T1 = 81.6 N, T2 = 59.6 N 
[12] 
[13] 
A circular track of a highway is banked to allow traffic speed of 60 
mi/hr without causing sideways friction on the tires. The radius of the 
- ----- ------------ - - - - - -----
-- --- - --- ------ - --
curve is 650 ft. A ca~ is moving at a speed of 80 mi/h~ on the . 
curve. 
(a) (1) Draw a free-body diagram of the car negotiating the 
curve. 
(b) (1) Identify the interactions responsible for the centripetal 
force. 
-
-
-
-· 
jj; 
I 
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(c). (2) What is the minimum coefficient of friction between 
tires and road that will allow the car to negotiate 
the turn without sliding off the road? 
Solution: 
(a) Free-body diagram 
• 
--~------------~~l,~------------------~----------~~ 
c 
..... 
w .... -W=mg 
(b) The "centripetal" force is holding the car in the cir-
cular track so that it must be directed to the center of the 
circle (+i). From the free-body diagram one sees 
- .... that f and N have components in that direction; hence, 
the components are responsible for the net force point-
int to the center. I Second Law for the car: 
I:F = N cos 0 - w- f sin 0 = 0 y [1] 
I:F = N sin 0+ f 2 
u2 
cos 0=ma=mwR = m-X R [2] 
(c) If the car moves at 60 mi/hr,it does not depend upon 
friction to take the curve but only upon the normal 
force. Thus for f = 0 
N cos0 = mg 
u2 
N sin0 = m R 
-13-
Dividing member to member: 
(88 ft/s) 2 tan0 = ---'------:::-'---"--- = 0 • 3 7 2, 
(32 ft/s 2)(650 ft) 
e = 20.4° 
I Now taking into account the friction for speeds greater 
than 60 mi/hr. 
Using [1], [2] and f = ~ N 
. s 
N sin0 + ~ N cos0 = mu2/R. 
s 
N cos0 - ~ N sin0 = mg 
s 
sin0 + ~ cos0 
s 
cos0 - ~ sin0 
s 
Solving for ~ : 
s ~s: = 
(u2 I gR) cos0 - sin0 · 
(u2/gR) sin0 + cos0 
~s = 
(0.662)(0.937) - (0.35) 
(0.662)(0.35) + (0.937) 
(3). Consider that the frictionless inclined 
plane shown in the figure is accelerating 
to the right at 3 m/s2• Will the small 
block m accelerate up or down the incline? 
Solution: 
= 0.23 
If we fix a reference frame to the incline,then we have a 
noninertial coordinate system and the free-body diagram is 
216 
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-N 
A 
... 
... 
.. 
-
e-~, 
F p 
... 
-F p 
<~ 
. i 
,.,... 
' ,-e 
' , ... 
·-w 
-w 
-N = normal force on m by inclined 
v = gravitational attraction on m by earth 
- -Fp = -maR' pseudo-force because we have an accelerated frame. 
So that, second law: 
in components: 
..... ..... -EF + F = ma p 
EFY = N - mg. cos8 - m~sin8 = 0 
EFx = mg sinG - maR cos8 = ma,down 
a = g sinG - aR cos8 
Using the numerical values a = 3.5 m/s2 down 
Alternate Solution: 
We solve the same problem without using pseudo-forces~ We· 
fix our coordinate system on earth and find the acceleration 
of block 1 with respect to earth. 
Free-body diagram: 
, 
'· ... 
{.. 
, 'e 
.... 
w 
' 
' 
' 
Second Law 
EF y 
EF 
X 
= N - mg cos8 = 0 
= mgsin8 = ma le 
Now the acceleration of the incline 
with respect to earth is a = R 
2 horizontal, 3 m/s and its com-
.ponent parallel to the incline is 
218 
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- =-; cos e. 8 ie Re Applying chain's 
rule for accelerations 
...... ... _. ... 
a:li = ale + aei = a·le .. 8 ie 
aJi = a - a le ie 
a 1i == g sin0 - aR cos0 the same as above 
(4). The system shown in the figure is 
at rest. The uniform beam weighs 
40 lbs and the wire BC is massless. 
Find the force (magnitude and 
60.lb 
direction) exerted on the beam by 
the hinge A. A 
Solution 
Free-body diagram is shown at the right side 
Picking the conventional coordin-
ates axis and resolving components 
of force. First equilibrium 
condition: 
I:F = 0 !> I:F = 0 and I:F . = 0 
X y 
I:F = R - T cos 0 = 0 X X 
-R y 
A 
e = 
B 
./ 
" 
" 50°-/ 
,1 e lw1 1=6o lt 
X 1~1=40 lb 
[1] 
[2] 
Choosing an axis of rotation in A; Second equilibrium condition 
,+ 
I:T = 0 A 
R. LTA = ~g (2 cos 0) + m1 g (R. c.os 0) - T (R. sin 20) = 0 [3] 
lb 
I 
or 
-16-
Solving [3) for T = (1/2 w1 + 1/4 Wb) l e sin -
Substituting this value in [1] and [2] 
Rx = g (m1 + 1/2 ~) 1/2 cot0 = (1/2 H1 + 1/4 Wb) cot0 
Numerical values yield T = 62 lb, R = 48 lb, R = 60 lb. X y 
219 
"R f-- -- -,.,Jt 
- A ~A~~--------~----Y ~~~----------~------------~ 
R = i + oO j (lb) --~ ~a iR R = 77 lb., a= 51.4o Y 
(: 
\ 
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Unit VII PRETEST 
I. (1) (2) Two blocks, m1 = 2 kg and m2= lkg are in contact side by . 
side on a horizontal rough table. The coefficient of 
sliding friction is 0.1. 
II. (3) 
III. (4) 
(a) Draw a free-body diagram of each body if an external 
horizontal force of 6N is applied to m1. 
(b) Identify all action-reaction pairs of all bodies 
in this system. 
(c) Find the force of contact between the blocks. l 
(d) Show that if the same magnitude of force 6N is 
applied to m2 rather than mv the force of con-
tact between the blocks is different than the 
previous value in (c). 
A pilot of a dive bomber who has been diving at a speed 
of 400 mi/hr pulls out of the dive by changing his course 
to a circle in a vertical plane. 
(a) What is the minimum radius of the circle in order 
that the acceleration at the lowest point shall not 
exceed "7g"? 
(b) how much does a 180 lb pilot apparently weigh at· 
the lowest point of the pullout? 
For the situation shown, find the 
tension in the cable and the mag-
nitude and direction of the force 
on the strut by the pivot A. Neg-
lect the weight of the strut. 
.N SZ = J. ~dn qt S '4Jat 
qt ovvt (q) 
N o·t? (q) 
20N 
atp o~ sqt oz• III 
~n O~St (t?)·n 
~N o·z (t?)·r 
:s.1a.t1SUV 
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Unit VII AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
Film Loops 
Iri general for the material covering this Unit and Chapter 
5 of the textbook you can watch and study the folloWing films: 
Dynami~s of Circular Motion 80-3114 
I 
The purpose of this film is to investigate the relationship 
among force, mass,and motion for circles of varying radii or, in 
other words, how Newton's Law applies to uniform circular motion. 
Three experiments are performed using a puck attached to a spring 
balanced on the air table. First, the period as a function of force; 
second, the period as a function of mass; and third, the period as a · 
function of radius ate investigated. Finally, you can combine the re-
lationships derived in each part into a single equationwhich gives 
the force as a function of the parameters. 
Central Forces: Iterated Blows 80-3627 
The film shows the effect of various types of central forces on a 
moving point in space, using a computer-generated oscilloscope display. 
At equal time intervals the point is subjected to a central force blow 
which is either random, linear, or inverse square. The motion of 
the point can be followed projecting the film on a paper and marking 
the center and the blow positions. ln this way you can verify the Law. 
of Areas as a consequence of the Laws of Motion and of force always 
directed toward or away from a fixed point. 
222 
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Kepler's Law 80-3635 
A computer program calculates the changing position of 
two planets moving under an inverse square force law around a sun 
and displays their positions on a cathode-ray tube at regular inter-
vals. The force exerted by the planets on each other is ignored in 
the program. By projecting the film on paper and marking the sue-
I 
cessive positions of the planets, it can be verified that the motion 
of a body subject to an attractive inverse square force law satisfies 
Kepler's three laws. This film is a true "loop" in that tlie motion 
is continuous; there is no beginning and no end! 
A Matter of Relative Motion 80-3486 
The concepts of relative motion and frame of reference are 
introduced using collisions as examples. The collision of two carts 
of equal mass is viewed as filmed in three. distinct frames of 
reference: that of the moving cart, of the laboratory, l:!.nd of the 
initially stationary carts. As photographed, the three events appear 
to be quite different,but in each the carts interact similarly,and 
laws of motion apply for each case. 
I 
UNIT VIII· 
MOMENTUM AND ITS CONSERVATION 
Introduction 
We have already dealt with linear momentum and its con-
I 
servation for isolated systems. Hence, this Unit can be considered 
a review of that basic structure of physics; but, also we will ex-
pand its applications to more. complicated situations. Unit VII 
is not a prerequisite for this one. 
The description of physical systems in terms of energy 
223 
and mome.ntum "permits a much deeper insight into a physical problem." 
In previous unit~ momentum conservation was derived from Newton's 
second and third laws. However, physicists believe it to be a more 
fundamental principle than Newton's laws. The formalism of quantum 
mechanics is based on energy and momentum. 
During our discussion of Newton's laws we showed that the 
total momentum of an isolated physical system remains always con-
stant. However, the fact that momentum is conserved for isolated sys-
terns is not at all restricted. In many cases, for instance where 
collision problems are analyzed, the two interacting bodies can be 
treated as an isolated system. We already pointed out that momentum 
conservation is one of the most important and basic laws in our 
understanding of the physical world. 
1 
.~ 
I 
~ 
~ 
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In this unit we will use the concept of momentum and its 
conservation to solve and analyze problems involving the interaction 
of physical bodies or systems where the forces are unknown or are 
too complex for a direct application of Newton's laws, or when the 
mass of one interacting body is changing in time as a moving rocket, 
a truck that lost its cargo enroute, or a conveyor belt. 
224 
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Unit VIII 
Objectives 
To be able to: 
1. Find the total linear momentum vector velocity and 
position of the center of momentum system (c .. :m.s.) of 
a system of interacting bodies (as particles) when 
given the masses, positions, and velocities of the 
bodies. 
2. Describe the mutual interaction of a system of two 
or three bodies in the c.m.s. frame. 
3. Solve for unknown parameters of a system of two or 
three interacting bodies (collisions, explosions, re-
actions, and decay processes) by recognizing the con-
ditions under which the linear momentum is conserved 
and by applying momentum conservation. 
4. Solve problems of systems of bodies where there are 
bodies whose mass changes substantially during the 
mutual interaction by using conservation of recti-
linear momentum and/or its rate of change with time 
(rockets, conveyor belts, streams of water, and so on). I 
226 
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Unit VIII SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
TEXT: Adrian C •. Nelissinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Physics for 
_Scientists and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: W. B. 
Saunders, 1975). 
This unit is mainly related to Chapter 6; however, Chapters 
8 and 9 of H-R* provide an additional excellent discussion on the 
applications of momentum conservation. We recommend that you review 
carefuLly the concepts of-~inear momentum, kine~ic energy, momentum 
conservation and Newton's Laws introduced in the previous units. For 
this you can use the Summary of Relations and Definitions of Units 
III, V and VI. 
1. Study in detail Sections 1'.and 2 of your textbook. They. 
will give you a clear understanding of the motion of 
bodies in the laboratory system and the center-of-
momentum-system (center-of-mass coordinate system). 
You will be able to analyze and understand the total 
vector linear momentum of the c.m.s. to apply momentum 
conservation to several simple problems. Analyze 
the examples shown in figures 6-1 through 6-6 
(pp. 141- 145),and read in detail example 1 on pp '145-
147. Work your own solutions for worked problems I, 
II and III,and solve problems 1, 2, 3, 5, 11 and 18. 
All the preceeding holds for objectives 1 and 2. 
2. For objective 3, proceed to study Section 3 on the con-
cept of impulse including examples 2 and 3 on pp. 149-
151 and worked problem IV. Solve problems 8, 10, and 
13. You will realize that in collision problems, what 
I 
227 
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matters is not the force, but the integral of the 
force over the time interval in which the collision 
took place. That is the impulse that is equal to the 
change of momentum. 
3. In previous units you used Newton's law most of the 
- -time in the form F = ma. However, the second law .must 
d- d(m;) be expressed as~=~= -~ because not always 
I 
is the mass constant. So you must study Section 4 on 
systems with variable mass. We recommend that you 
read examples 4 and 5 on pages 153 and 154, but special 
attention must be. given to the latter example and to 
the worked problem V. Solve problems 12, 14, 15, and 
19~ Proceed to study momentum conservation and rocket 
propulsion in Section 5. This is a special and spectacu-
lar application of momentum conservation with variable 
mass. Analyze figures 6-12\and 6-13 on pp. 155 and 
156. Try to understand examples 6 and 7; they will be 
very helpful to you. Solve problems 22, 23, 24, and 25. 
4. Be sure to see the Audiovisual Aids Section. Answer 
the Pre~test attached at the end of this unit. Remember I to show your proctor or professor your worked problems 
and Pre-test. Now you are ready to take your test on 
Unit VIII. GOOD LUCK!: 
-6.;.. 
Unit VIII SUMMARY pF RELATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
-Linear momentum of a particle P = mv 
Conservation of linear momentum 
for an isolated system of 
particles: 1?' = Ep. = constant or 
1. 
"If the sum of the extemal 
forces acting on a system 
is zero" 
Center-of-momentum system (c.m.s.) 
is a system of coordinates in which 
thetotal momentum of an isolated sys-
tern is zero 
c.m.s. = zero-momentum-system = rest frame 
= center of mass of the system if 
the velocities involved are small 
compare to the speed of light 
velocity of c.m.s. u 
em 
transformation from laboratory (unprimed 
= 0 
= 
variables> to c.m.s. (primed variables) vi =vi -u 
em 
- -momentum of c.m •. p = (Emi) u em em 
position vector of c.m. for a sys-
... 
E miri ..... 
tem of particles .. · r = em Em. 
l. 
acceleration of c.m. -
Emiai 
a. = 
em Em. 
l. 
228 
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Unit VIII 
t2 
Impulse -J = ! t 'F<t)dt = b.p 
1 
is a measure of the cumulative effect 
of a force integrated over time, which 
produces a change in momentum 
Formulation: Differential Form 
. ... ... ·. 
second law F=dp/dt 
Variable mass - d(mv) F = dt = 
Rocket propulsion 
burn rate dm = dt 
-exhaust velocity = u 
-instantaneous mass and velocity of rocket M, V · 
-thrust -+- (dm) = u dt = M dV dt 
-final velocity = Vf - M = V - ; R.n (...£) 
o Mf 
Integral form 
.. -Impulse eqn J = b.p 
Conservation 
-of momentum b.P=O 
V dm + dV 
dt m dt 
I 
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Unit VII I WORKED PROBLEMS 
' "' I') I. (3) A particle of mass rnA= m and velocity vA = u
0
1 collides 
elastically with a particle of mass ~ = 2m and of velocity 
\tB = u
0
j. The collision is such that the relative velocity 
--+ -· . 
230 
after the collision VA- VB,is the negative of the relative 
.... -+ ~ -+ 
velocity before the collision, vA- vB, namely VA- VB= 
~ -..... -+ _. 
-(vA- vB). Find the velocities VA and VB. 
·solution 
I-t Let lower case letters, v rep-
+-~-------------------------------~----~~~----~~rae~seo-nn~locit:ies and1~m~o~m~e~npt~a------------~ 
lp +p 
/ A B 
A 
m 
. 
I 
I 
i 
i 
Uoj 
I 
B 2m 
before the collision and capital 
__.. 
letters, V, the variables after 
collision. 
Then, we have the condition: 
(VA-vB) = -cv -v > A B (c) 
Conservation of momentum: 
pA+pB = PA+PB (1) 
Kinetic energy conservation 
tA+tB = TA+TB (3) 
The equation (c) provides us with two scalar equations; 
equation (1) gives t'tvo additional equations because we are in 
two dimensions; and equation (3) gives one additional equation 
because energy is a scalar quantity. 
In total we have 5 equations while we are seeking only 4 
unknowns; the problem is overdetermined. 
Using equations (c) and (1) 
From (c) 
{-v Ax+ VBx = u 
" " -VA+~ 0 u i - u . = 0 OJ 
-VAy + VBy = -u 0 
(4) 
i! 
II 
I 
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From (1) 
Using eqs (4) in eqs (5) we obtain 
VAx + 2 (U . + VAx. ) = U . 
o· o· 
V + 2 (VA - U ) = Ay y o· 
Which yield the solutions 
2u 
O· 
t + = .! m U 2 + .! (2m) u 2 = l mU 2 A tB 2 o 2 o · 2 . o 
1 uo 2 4uo 2 · 1 
TA + TB =2m[(- 3) + (-3) J + 2 ( 2m) 
u 
+ (30)2] 
17 2 10 2 3 2 ;'-
= 18 n:aJ o + 18 1l1l.) o = 2 IIU o 
= 2u 
0 
. 2u 2 t (_2_) . + 
3 
231 
(5) 
This should be, to some extent a surpris~ since in obtaining 
our solution we did not use the condition of kinetic energy 
conservation. 
I 
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It can be shown (you must) that the condition (c) is such that 
kinetic energy conservation is automatically satisfied. Equa-
tion (c) in reality specifies only one condition, the scattering 
angle; in particular it requires in the c.m.s. frame that the 
particles scatter by 1800 exactly. 
II. (1) (2) Examine the preceeding problem from the point of view of 
the c.m.s. system. 
(a) Show that the magnitude of the relative velocity is the 
I 
same in the laboratory and in the c.m.s. (it is invariant). 
(~Show that in the c.m.s. the magnitude of the relative 
velocity of two particles that collide elastically is the 
same before and after collision. 
(c) From conclusions (a) and (b), show that the last problem 
+ +" ~ + 
as specified is correct, whereas stating VA-· VB = -2(v A V.B) 
is an unphysical condition. 
Solution 
Let us designate by primes the variables in the c.m.s. frame. 
First, let us find the velocity of the center of momentum before 
collision: 
... 
- =u = em 
rnA VA+ mB VB 
-v 
ems mA + ~ 
And the particles' velocities in the 
c.m.s. before collision: 
u = u 
·em o 
- -Note that p A + p B = 0 as it should be 
in the c.m.s. frame. 
"' . "' 
i + 2j 
3 
+, 
v B 
<· 
; ,. 
i 
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Also note that 
r ..... v - ) -
' - u = v B ems A 
_v-
B 
Namely, the difference in the velocity of two 
bodies is invariant under a Galilean trans-
formation, such as performed here to transform 
to the c.m.s. frame. Therefore it follows that 
after collision 
+ + + + 
233 
-v' - ·v.· = v: - v. ~-------------------------,P~B----P.----B--------------------------------------------------~~ . 
Hence, the condition of Eq. (ch which is given in the 
laboratory system, is equally valid in that c.m.s. 
frame, namely, it must hold 
This is very easily interpretable because it means simple , 
reversal of the c.m.s. velocity (and momentum) vectors. 
And this automatically satisfies momentum and kinetic 
energy conservation. 
Hence, the velocity vectors after collision are obtained 
by reversing the sign of eq~s. of ;A and ;~ 
-u 
0 
-U 
0 
2 A 2 A {- i - - j) 3 3 
'( 1 ~·+ 1 ~) --~ -J 3 3 
+ V' B 
.. 
(c) 
I 
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Finally, we transfo~ back to the laboratory system, 
V = v' + u = u [C- ~ + l> i + c-~ .+ ~> .fJ = A A ems o 3 3 3 3 
1.... 4 .... 
= \) (-- i +- j) O· 3 3 
- V'+u [(.!+.!.) .... 1 2 j'] = VB = = \) i+ (- - + -) B ems 0· . 3 3 3 3 
(2 ~ 1'·'') . 
= \) 3 1 +3j 0· 
·-~--~----~~~----~~~----~~~~~~~--------~ in exact agreement with our previously obtained results. 
III. (1)(3) An object of mass M1 = 2gm with velocity v1 = 10 i (cm/s) 
collides with another object of mass M2 = 5gm and velocity 
- .... .... 
v2 = 3 i + 5 j (cm/s). The objects become permanently attached 
to each other. 
(a) What is the velocity of the center of mass? 
(b) What is the final momentum of the combination in the _ 
laboratory system? · 
(c) What is the final momentum in the c.m.s. system? 
(d) \Vhat fraction of the initial total kinetic energy is 
associated with the motion after collision? 
Solut:ion 
(a) 
-u 
ems 
-u 
ems 
= 5 i + 25 j (cm/s) 7 
(b) Momentum is conserved in inelastic collision, so 
..... - M -- + M ~ -p = 35 "'J.. + 25 "'J. (gm - em) Pp = P{ = lvl 2v2' F s 
(c) By definition, the center-of-mass system is that system 
in which the center-of-mass is at rest and thus the total 
momentum, 
I 
r 
IV. 
-13;;,. 
Note that the velocity of the center-of-mass is unchanged 
during the collision as no external forces act on the sys-
tem. Thus, 
(d) 
Now, employing conservation of momentum in the lab system 
-
235 
where VF is the final velocity of the pair in the lab system·. 
--Note that VF is identical to V. (in the lab system) 
em 
= 132 ergs 
132 
185 "' 0. 72 ' 
(3) Jack Nicklaus hits a golf ball giving it an initial speed 
of 5.0 x 103 em/sec directed 30° above the horizontal. The 
golf ball has a mass of 25 gm and the club and the ball are 
in contact for 10 milisec. Find: 
(a) The impulse imparted to the ball. 
(b) The impulse imparted to the club. 
(c) The average force exerted on the ball by the club. 
(d) The work done on the ball. 
I 
r 
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.Solution 
(a) We cannot calculate the impulse from the definition 
- ,..... J = !F dt because we do not know the force exerted 
on the ball as a function.of time. However, we know 
that the change in momentum of an object acted on by 
an impulsive force is equal to the impulse. Hence 
236 
"' but vi of the golf ball is zero. Assuming positi~e ~ = U
0
i 
= 
J = (25 x 10-3)(5.0 x 10) = 1.25 kg - m/s 
along the direction of the initial velocity. 
-
A 
Jball = 1. 3 i kg - m/ s . 
(b) By using conservation of momentum between ball and club 
- - -Llp ball = -Llp club = J ... ball 
J 
club 
A 
= -1.3 i kg -m/s • The minus sign shows 
that the direction of the impulse 
acting on the club is opposite 
that of the initial velocity of 
the ball. 
(c) We cannot determine the exact force of the collision 
from the data given. Actually, any force whose impulse 
is 1.3 kg-m/s will produce the same change in momentum. 
The average force during the collision time is: 
F . - ~ 
av - /1t F = av 
1.3 kg-m/s 
-3 10 X 10 S 
= 130 N 
I 
v. (4) 
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(d) The work-kinetic energy theorem says that the work 
done on the ball by the impulsive force is equal to 
the change of kinetic energy of the ball. 
= 0 
1 -3 2 WF = Tf = z (25 X 10 )(5 x 10) = 31.25 J 
A heavy chain of mass ll per unit length rests on the floor. 
At time t = 0 the end of the chain is pulled up along the 
vertical direction with a constant speed Find.the 
force that must be applied in order to maintain the above 
condition. 
Solution 
Here, we have a system with mass 
variable. The amount of chain 
237 
that is being lifted is variable. 
Suppose a length x has already been 
picked off the floor. At the 
_T __ """ 
same time an incremental hx of 
length of chain is being lifted 
from the floor and all is moving 
up with constant velocity. Hence, 
the external force F must balance 
a 
the total weight x + h.x of the chain 
in order to keep the upward motion 
at constant velocity 
2nd Law: 
but 
F 
a F = 0, motion at constant velocity g 
Fg = (mg)x + (m'g)h.x = }.lgx + (1r)h.x = 
·.. h.m 
= }.lgx + h.t \J 
I 
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F = F = llgx + 
a g but 
. . 2 
ll(gx + V) 
238 
b.x 
b.t = \) 
I 
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Unit VIII PRE-TEST 
I. (1)(2) Two vehicles A and Bare traveling west and south 
respectively toward the same intersection where they 
collide and lock together. Before the collision A 
(total weight, 9000 lb) is moving with a speed of 
40 mph, and B (total weight, 12000 lb) has a speed 
·of 60 mph. 
(a) Find the magnitude and direction of the inter-
locked vehicles immediately after collision. 
(b) Find the velocity and position at any time 
of the c.m.s. Describe the motion in the 
1 
c.m.s. frame. Is it different from the labora-
239 
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~----------------------------t_o __ ry, sy~s~t~e~m~?~--------------------------------~------------~-
II. (3) 
III. (3) 
IV. (4) 
When a bullet of mass 10 gm strikes a ballistic pendulum 
of mass 2 kg, the center of mass of the pendulum is 
observed to rise a vertical distance of 12 em. The 
bullet remains embedded in the pendulum. Calculate 
the velocity of the bullet. 
A rifle of mass 8 kg fires a bullet qf mass 20 g. 
The rifle recoils initially with a velocity of 3 m/sec .• 
The rifle is brought to rest at the gunner's shoulder 
in 50 millisec. 
(a) What is the force experienced by the gunner? 
(b) What is the muzzle velocity? 
A rocket burns 50 gm of fuel per second, ejecting it as 
a gas with velocity of 500,000 em/sec. 
(a) What force does this gas exert on the rocket? 
(b) Would the rocket operate in free space? 
(c) If it would operate in free space, how would 
you steer it? Could you brake it? 
N ogz (-e) "AI 
s Jm OOZT (q) 'N OSiJ (-e) ·rrr 
:>astm on; ·rr 
ON (t?) s-e aures (q) l1. J:O S o£9 '.ltl/Ul 8£ (-e) ·r 
:s.1at1SUV 
I 
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Unit VIII AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
Film-Loops 
Reread the general instructions given in Unit II. . We have 
several film-loops that introduce the laws of conservation of momentum 
and energy. We describe shortly the theme of each so you can choose 
what you want to watch and study. Don't forget to project the films 
I 
on a white paper or board so you can take measurements of distance and 
time. Ask your proctor for a ruler stick, a stopwatch, and any other 
material you need to study quantitatively the films. 
1. One-Dimensional Collisions:! 80-3650 
Two different head-on collisions of a pair of steelballs are 
shown in this film. One ball at rest and the other moving are photo-
graphed in slow motion as they collide along a straight line~ De.;:., 
tailed measurements can be taken, permitting you to make.detailed 
analysis of the extent to which momentum and kinetic energy are con-
served. 
2. One-Dimensional Collisions:!! 80-3668 . 
It is an extension. of the preceding film. Now, we have two. · 
situations: first, the two steelballs collide as they approach each 
other; and second, as one ball overtakes the other going in. the same 
direction. You can make detailed measurements of the total momentum 
and kinetic energy of the balls before and after collision~· 
3. Inelastic One-Dimensional Collisions 80....:.3676. : 
Here, the two steelballs are covered with :clay so that 
they stick together after colliding. Hence) the collision is "inelastic". 
I 
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In the first example one ball is at rest before collision. In the 
second example, both balls move toward each other. The total momentum 
and energy of the balls before and after the collision can be 
measured. 
4. Two~Dimensional Collisions I ··so-3684 
Following the same setup as in the films before, two hard 
I 
steelballs collide, but they do not move along the same straigh1= line 
before or after collision; rather, they do two-dimensional collision. 
Slow-motion photography permits detailed analysis of the components 
of momentum, the vector momentum and the kinetic energy of the 
collision. 
5. Two-Dimensional Collision II 80-3692 
The film continues the study of tw·o-dimensional collisions, · 
. showing two situations in slow motion: first, the steelball at rest 
is struck at a glacing angle by another ball of equal mass; the second 
experiment then shows the results when the two equal balls ~oving at 
the same initial speed collide obliquely. 
6. Inelastic Two-Dimensional Collisions 80-3718 
Slow-motion photography shows two clay balls of t~e same 
mass colliding in two-dimensions. The balls stick together after 
collis;ion, moving as a single mass. Analysis of momentum conservation 
and energy before and after the collision can be made. 
7. Scattering of a Cluster of Objects 80-3726 
This film demonstrates six balls initially at rest, scattered 
by a moving, case-hardened steel ball. The slow-motion photography 
I 
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allows you to make measurements of velocity and verify conservation 
of momentum. 
8. Explosion of a Cluster of Objects 80-3734 
Five balls are initially at rest, with a small cylinder con-
taining gun powder in the center of the balls. The charge is exploded 
and each of the balls moves off in a different direction. The slow-
motion sequences permit observation of the motion of the visible 1 
masses, prediction of the motion of the observed masses, and verifica-
tion of the principle of conservation of momentum. 
9. Finding the Speed of a Rifle Bullet: I 80-3742 
This film illustrates the ballistic pendulum and shows one 
way it may be used to determine the speed of the projectile. Extreme· 
slow-motion photography (factor of 158) permits direct measurement 
of the pendulum following the impact by a rifle bullet; you will 
also be able to compute the kinetic energy of- the bullet prior to 
impact. 
10. Finding the Speed of a Rifle Bullet: II 80-3759 . 
This film shows a second way that the ballistic pendulum 
can be used to determine the speed of a rifle bullet by measuring 
the change in elevation of the ballistic pendulum after impact by 
the bullet. The gain in potential energy and hence the loss in kinetic 
energy can be determined. Applying conservation of momentum then 
permits determination of thehullet's speed. 
[-
~ 
,-
I 
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11. Recoil 80-3767 
This film shows the recoil of a model cannon and given enough 
information to enable you to use the conservation laws to determine 
the recoil velocity of the gun. 
12. Colliding Freight Cars 80-3775 
This film presents a real life situation in which two 
+-----~'f-~e-ig-1l-t-ea-r-ee-uJll-i-ng-is-s-hew'i1.-----The-c.-o-l:--1-±s-i-orcs-,-irt-s-ome-c-a-s~e-s,wer·.,.--.,-------~ 
-
violent enough to break the couplings. Momenta and kinetic. 
energies can be computed. 
13. Collision with an UnknoWn Object 80-3973 
In 1932 Chadwick discovered the neutron by analyzing col-
lision experiments. This film demonstrates how the laws of conserva-
tion of momentum and energy may be used to determine the mass of an · 
unknown object. The analysis is similar to Chadwick's although the 
film uses balls rather than elementary particles and nuclei. 
-
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UNIT IX· 
ENERGY AND ITS CONSERVATION 
Introduction 
L-------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~ We have reached our last Unit in the study of Mechanics of ". 
\ point-like bodies. We have already found and used the energy as 
a physical observable enabling us to analyze a process without a 
detailed knowledge of the forces involved in the interaction. In 
general, it is much easier to examine a process, taking into ac-
courit the changes in energy that occur, than it is to examine the 
forces acting on the system. The fact that energy is a scalar . 
observable (as contrasted to vector observables) is an added advant-
age. Therefore, we have several motives for studying more deeply 
the concept of energy; the present unit is rather extended to ac-
complish this. 
So far you have learned that momentum and energy are the all- I important observables for the description of the state of a physical. body. Momentum was discussed extensively in the previous unit, and 
we already know that it represents the quantity of motion of a physical 
body and that the change in momentum of the body is the integrated 
effect over time of the resultant force acting of the body. We shall 
also find that there is another integral representation of Nev1ton's 
second law, i.e. work-kinetic energy theorem. The technical definition 
of work is different from its every day usage and physiological meaning. 
I -1-
1.' 
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Rather, we can consider the work done by a force as a form of energy, 
and this is a first indication of the fact that the energy does not 
disappear and is not created. Every time we calculate the work done by 
. a force acting on a body as its integrated effect over space, it will 
be possible to find a new form of energy which corresponds to that 
work. If the force is from the special class called conservative forces, 
it will be possible to define its work done as potential energy., We have: 
gravitation, elastic potential energy, electric potential energy, etc. 
In this unit we will be concerned mainly with mechanical 
energy, namely the kinetic energy of moving bodies and the potential 
energy associated with a body located in a region of space where a 
conservative force exits. In this way we can apply conservation of 
mechanical energy. However, we shall find systems where there are -
changes of mechanical energy, and these are produced by the action of 
so called nonconservative forces. But we will find other forms of 
energy (for · example; chemical, thermal, . nuclear, etc.) ; and if we : 
take these into account, we say that the total energy is conserved. 
This is the law of conservationof energy. The total energy is always 
conserved in a system; energy may be transformed from one kind to 
another, but it cannot be created or destroyed. 
Energy is often in the news lately. Sources of energy are 
of central importance in raising, or at least irt sustaining, the stand..: 
ard of living of mankind above the subsistence level. Man's efforts 
in seeking sources of energy are based on the construction of machines 
I to transform energy into forms that he can control. These are a few 
I of the reasons why you must study and master the material in this Unit. 
L 
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Unit IX 
Objectives 
To be able to: 
1. Define and calculate the work done on a particle or a system 
of particles by a variable force using a line-integral. 
2. Relate the work done by the resultant force acting ona 
body to its change in kinetic energy, and solve problems 
of finding particles' speed using the work-energy theorem. 
I 3. Distinguish between conservative and nonconservative forces 
in problems. 
4. Calculate the potential energy function given a conserva-
tive force,or conversely, given the potential energy 
function in one dimensio~find the force. 
5. Solve problems involving body motion acted upon by conserva-
tive forces br employing the law of conservation of mechanical . 
energy. 
6. Solve problems of moving motion which are acted upon by 
frictional forces using the law of conservation of total 
energy. 
7. Find the power delivered or consumed by a body by means 
of its relationships to work, force, ''elocity and kinetic 
energy. 
247 
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Unit IX SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
TEXT: Adrian C. Melissinos and Frederick Lobkowicz, Physics for 
Scientists and Engineers, Vol. 1 (Philadelphia: W. B. 
Saunders Co., 1975). 
1. Review the concepts of kinetic energy and potential energy 
in Unit III, Chapter 2, Sectiom 5 and ·6". Also, review 
the definition of work done by a force in Unit VI, ,Chapter 
special attention to Eq. (7-3) as a line integral. This is 
the key to accomplishing objective 1. Analyze carefully 
the examples 1, 2,and Worked Problems I and II attached 
at the end of this Unit. We recall that you used 
Eq. (7-2) (it is the same Eq. (4-25)) to evaluate the 
work done by a constant force, and now it appears as .. 
a special case of the general ~q (7~3), where the force can 
be variable in position or time. It is important to rem-
ember that in applYj,.l:lg·. · those Eqs. the force may 
be the resultant force acting on the physical body,or it 
may be a particular force of interaction of the body-study 
with another object. Also, note in examples 1 and ·2 
t;hat constraint forces do no work. Solve problems 2, 
3, 4, and 6. It is helpful to have at hand the Summary 
of Important Relations and Definitions given at theend of. 
this Unit. 
2. Objective 2 is stated in Eq. (7-5) and illustrated by ex-
amples 3 and 4. You shall note that using the work-energy 
theorem you will be able to solve dynamics problems, namely,' 
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to obtain parameters of motion without an explicit solution 
of the equation of Newton.'s 2hd Law. In other cases,using 
the work-energy theorem along with Newton's Law will help you to 
solve diverse problems where it is necessary to know·forces 
that do work. Here you must again remember to distinguish 
between the resultant force on a moving body (this acceler-. 
ates the body and affects its kinetic energy) and the 
individual forces of interaction with other separate objects 
that may do positive or negative work on the moving body. 
Free body diagrams will help you to keep th±s in mind. 
Study · . Worked l;'roblems II and IV and lvork out the prob-
lems 1, 5, 10, and 18. 
3. Proceed to study Section 3 of Chapter 7. This is self~explanatory 
in helping you attain objective 3. · But this objectiv~ is 
satisfied with the following alternative statements: 
(a)A force is conservative if the work done by it on a 
body that moves between two positions depends·only on these 
positions and not on the path followed. A force is noncon-
servative if the work done by that force on a body.that 
moves between two positions depends on the path taken be-
tween those positions. (b) A force is conservative if 
the work done by the force.on a body that moves through 
any round trip is zero. A force is nonconservative if 
the work done by the force on a body that moves through 
any round trip is not zero. Study Example 5, and . ,/ 
the solution of Horked Problem V. Solve Problems 7 and 12. 
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4. Study in detail Sections 4, Sa, b, c, (skipping the ex-
amples) and Section 7 dealing with Potential (or Positional) 
Energy. The Eqs (7-8) and (7-20") are the keys to objec-
tive 4. You should note hm-1 powerful and useful it is 
to visualize these arguments by thinking of a graph of 
potenti.al energy as a function of. position. Study the 
solutions of Example 11 and Worked Problems VI and VII. 
I 
Work out solutions for problems 11, 12, 15, 27 and 
/ 29. 
5. Now, go in detail over Examples 6, 7, 8 and Section 7 
that illustrate applications of the law of Energy Conserva-
tion, Eq. (7-9) is a statement of conservation of 
mechanical energy and is applicable to problems that do 
·not involve friction. Eq. (7-16) is a particular applica.., 
tion of the conse.rvat.io.n ,of total energy. We encourage j 
you to study Section 7-7 and 7-8 on pages 123 to 126 of 
Fundamental of Physics, Halliday, D. and Resnick, R. (Wiley, 
1974) and pay attention to Eq. (7-14) and the last Eq.on 
page 125 as statements of conservation of total energy. 
Study the solutions of Worked Problems VIII and IX and 
solve problems 1, 14, 15, 16, and 18. 
6. Read Section 6 and direct special study to Eq.(7-11) that 
is the key to objective 7. Examples 9 and 10 illustrate 
applications with constant forces. But if a car or 
other vehicle has an engine that delivers constant power 
and the velocity changes, then the resultant force acting 
on it must vary; if the resultant force is constant and the 
250 
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velocity varies, then the power must vary. Keep all the 
·possibilities in mind and look Closely at the Worked 
Problem X. Solve problems 20, 21, 23, 24, and 26. 
7. See the Audiovisual Aids Section in this Unit. Now you 
should try the Pretest before attempting the Test. Dis-
cuss the Pretest and Problems with your professor or proc-
tor. If you need more practic~you should work some 
I 
optional problems that you can get from your professor. 
-8-
Unit IX SUMMARY OF RELATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Infinetesimal work done by a force 
Work done by a force 
is a measure of the accumu-
lative effect of a force 
integrated over space, which 
produces a change in kinetic 
.energy. 
- -dW = F • ds 
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c 
Conservative forces 
Potential Energy 
with respect to point B 
Mechanical energy conservation 
Constant force of gravity.· 
Coil spring force 
Force of gravitational attrac-
tion 
Energy Conservation 
Power 
Force from potential energy 
Wl 2 = T2 - Tl 
' WAB has the same value along 
any path A+ B 
W = 0, work done in a closed 
AA 
path is zero. 
X 
U(x) = U(B) - !B F • ·~ 
E = U(x) + T(x) 
U (x,y) = mgy g 
2 
= ~k X 
w = Fnc 
P = dW 
dt 
F(x) = 
r 
6.T + 1::6.U 
..... -
= F •v 
dU dx (one dimension only) 
i 
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Unit IX WORKED PROBLEMS 
I. (1) ·A particle moves along the x-axis from x1 to x2 according to 
the force expression given below. Find the work done on the 
particle and the work done by the particle in each case. The 
constant x equals 3m. 
0 
(a) F (x) = [(~) 2 - 16] 
X 
0 
Solution 
(N); X = ""'X 1 0 x = 2x 2 0 
x2 
W = f F•d1c is the work done by the force. -W is work 
X 
0 
done by the particle. 
2x 
(a) W = f 0 
·. . 2 2x 
-x 
0 
[(x/x } -16] dx = 
0 
I I . 0 = 
= -45x = -135 J-
o 
-x 
Since W is negative and (-W) is positive, work is done by the 
particle. 
2x 
(b) W = f 0 [(x/x ) 3 -3 (x/x ) 2 + 6 (x/x·) + 3] dx, 
0 0 0 0 
2 
= f 
0 
X Let u = -· 
X 
0 
du x = dx 
0 
+ 3(2) 2 + 3(2)) X = 14 X = 42 J 
. 0 0 
Since W is positive, work is.done on the particle. 
0 
ii 
-
I 
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II (1) A large box of 25 kg is suspended from the end of a rope 
·5 m long. The box is then pulled aside (l/2)m from th~ 
vertical and held there. 
(a) What is the force needed to keep the box in this 
position? 
(b) Is work being done in holding it there? 
(c) Was work done in moving it aside? If so, how much?· 
(d) Does the tension in the rope perform any work on 
the box? 
Solution 
(a) Free body diagram shows three 
· forces. 
Equilibrium: EFx = 
EF = y 
F = . mg tanG , F = 
F-T sinG =0 
T cosG - mg = 0 
(25xl0) 0 •5 = 25N 5 
(b) No.. At this point there is no dis-
placement of. the application point of 
+ F so that there is not work done. 
(c) Yes. 
253 
~- ~ - ~":' WF = JF•ds, but ~· is variable, F = 1 ·~ .Since sine =tane 
2 
w = fff•d-; = ~ !x x dx - mg x ·; WF = 425 = 6.25 Joules F JV.O -2t 
(d) No. It is a constraint. 
III (1)(2) Consider a simple pendulum: that is, a small body of mass 
m suspended from a weightless string of length L. This pendulum 
swings over a small arc so that its maximum angular displacement 
is e as shown in the Figure. Find the work done by each 
m 
force and analyze the energy. 
Solution: 
A free-body force diagram for the mass in an arbitrary position 
is shown. 
i 
X 
=-R, 
I 
T 
L 
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dj 
-
-
-- D --
'+ F g 
-There are only two forces T = tension in .the cord · 
and F = mg the weight of the bob 
. g -
The work done in a displacement ds by the force Tis 
dW = T. d-; T 
"' T is directed along the radius and = T j 
·ds is directed B:long the tangent to the arc=: "' ds i 
A A 
dWT = Tds j-i since jl'i = 0 , 
or by definition of scalar product 
dWT = Tds cosa = 0 , since a= IT/2 
- -Now, the work done by the force F g in a displacement ds 
- -dWF· = F g • ds = Fg ds cos (3 = F8 ds (-sin 0) g 
or using vectors 
A A _., A 
Fg = (Fg sin 0) (-i) + Og cos 0) (-j); ds = ds i 
.... -+ 
:. Fg• ds = - <Fg sin 0)ds 
The y-component of Fg does no work on the pendulum. 
To determine the work done in a displacement from 0= 0 to 
0 = 0 we integrate along the arc. 
m 
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We use the relation 
ds = td0 
W = ~ Fg•dt =- mgL~sin8d0 = -mgL(l-cos0m) 
0=0 
but the geometry of the Figure says 
h = L(l··cos0 ) 
m 
So that we obtain the simple result 
WF· =-mgh 
g . 
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----~----------------~~ It is negative since Fg has opposite direct to d-;. In ~ 
another approach, we calculate the resultant force acting 
on the bob 
_., _.. _.. A A A 
FR = Fg + T = Fg sin 0(-i) + Fg cos 0(-j) + T j 
2nd Law: 
LF x = -Fg sin0 = m:'\: 
LF = T - F cos0 = 0 no motion along this axis y g 
FR = -Fg sin0 i 
Work done by the resultant force 
W . = IF. • d-; = - fFg sin0 ds = -mgh FR R 
Now the work-energy theorem says 
WF = ~T = T - T final initial Resultant 
The change in kinetic energy will be decreased by mgh 
1 2 
--mu 2. 0 = -mgh 
For 0m the speed Uf = 0 because it is the returning point and 
the pendulum is momentarily at rest. 
1 
2 m U = - mgh 0 \) = l2gh 0 or 
·~ 
I 
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Also we remember that potential energy was defined 
U = mgh + U 
0 
where U is the reference potential or 
0 
Lm = mgh 
WF. = !J.T = -/J.U 
·R 
/J.T + !J.U = 0 
There is conservation of mechanical energy! 
IV (2) A 2000-kg car travels at 20.0 m/s on a level road. The 
5 . 
brakes are applied long enough to do 1.20 x 10 J of work. 
(a) What is the final speed of the car? 
(b) What further distance is required to stop the car 
completely if the brakes are applied again and the 
constant decelerating force on the car is 4.0 x 103 N? 
(Use two methods and compare the results.) 
(c) What ultimately happens to the car's initial kinetic·· 
energy? 
Solution 
256 
(a) The kinetic energy of the car (mass M = 2000 kg) is 
converted to thermal energy of the brake drums and linings 
. 5 by friction. The work done W = 1.20 x 10 J reduces the 
car's kinetic energy from the initial Ti to the final Tf = 
T. - W. The speed drops from the initial v. = 20.0 m/s to 
~ ~ 
the final vf = ?, where 
1 . 2 T. = ~v. 
' l. ~ 
vf = lzTf/M 
= f4oo 
2 
Tf = ~Mv 
·f' 
lz(T; - W)/M = 
~-
2 (1. 2 x 10:Sr 
2 X 103 
= 
;;2_ 
vi 2W/M 
= 1400 - 120 = 
= 1280 = 16.7 m/s 
(b) 
-14-
. . 3 With applied force F ~ 4.0 x 10 N, the car moves a 
distance d, so work in the amount W' = Fd = Tf is 
done to stop the car. 
2 1 2 X 103 X 280 d = T/F = ~ Mv f/F = 2 x .. 3 = 70 m. 4.0 X 10 
257 
Find deceleration a; tinie to stop t, and distance moved. 
d at the average speed vav = (1/2) vf • Use Newton's 
second law: 
4000 
a = F/M = 
- 2000 
.2 
= -2 m/s ; 
d = v t = ~ (16.7) (8.35) = 70 m. 
av 
(c) Thermal energy in brakes - see part (a). 
V (3) A certain fore~ is given by the expression F = u0/r, where 
A 
· u0 is a unit vector along the tangential direction. The 
lines of constant force are, as shovm in the figure, circl~s 
centered on the origin. 
(a) Calculate the work done along the closed path (1) shown 
in the figure, and show that it is zero. 
(b) Calculate the work done along the path (2) which encloses 
the origin, and show that it is different from zero. Is 
this force conservative? 
-
I 
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·solution 
(a) W = · fi • d-; 
for circular segments of path ds 
w = ~ez 
1 
1 
- ds 
r 
1 
r 
0 
r d8 
0 
= r d8 
0 
= e - a 2 1 
In the inner circular path, the work has the same 1 
absolute value but opposite sign, thus they cancel. 
Along the radial paths Y•dt = 0. Thus the total 
work is zero. 
(b) For a path encircling the origin 
W= !2IT .!. d8 
o r 
= J2IT .!. rd8 
o r 
= 2IT 
where the sign of W depends on the sense in which the 
.. 
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trajectory is followed. The force. is not conservative. 
VI (4) (A) A body moving along the x axis is subject to a force 
. . 2 
given by F(x) = -· kx + ex • Find the potential energy 
function for this force. Let U(x) = 0 at x = 0. 
Solution 
The potential energy is defined as U(x) = -
In this case x = 0 and U(x ) = 0. 
0 0 
U(x) = fx kx dx -
0 
U(x) 
fx F(x)dx + U(x ) 
X 0 
0 
(B) 2 3 What force corresponds to a potential U = 20x - 35z 
Solution 
-au F = - = -40x 
X ax 
.+ "' 2 A 
F -au 0 F = -40 X i + 105z k = ay = y 
F -au ::: + 105z 2 = Tz z 
259 
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VII (4) (Halliday-Resni:ck-Combined Edition, Page 164). The potential 
energy function for the force between two atoms in a diatomic 
molecule can be expressed approximately as follows: 
a b 
U (x) = 12 - 6 
X X 
where a and b are positive constants and x is the distance be-
tween atoms. 
(a) At what values of x is U(x) equal to zero? At what value 
of x is U(x) a minimum? In Figure (a) we show U(x) versus 
x. The vaiues of x at which U(x) equals zero are found 
from 
a b 
12 - 6 = 0 
X X 
Hence, 
6 
x· = a/b 
U(x) also becomes zero as ~ + 00 (see figure or put x = 00 
into equation for U(x)), so that x = 00 is also a solution. 
U(x 
+ 
0 
-lf 14a 
F(x 
+ 
0 
D 
-- J..;. (a) 
X 
(b) 
260 
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·Figure: (a) The potential energy and. 
(b) The force between two atoms in a diatomic molecule 
as a function of the distance x between atoms$ 
The value of x at which U(x) is a minimum is found from 
d 
dx U (x) = 0 
That is, 
6b = 0 
+-------------------------~~3-----------xl 
X 
-12a + 
or 
6 
X = ~-~ba 
'x2 V b 
(b) Determine the force between the atoms. 
(c) 
F(x) = d 
dx 
U(x) 
d · a F=-- (-
dx 12 
X 
..l_) 
6 
X 
= 12a _ 6b 
13 7 X. X 
We plot the force as a function of the separation between the 
atoms in Figure (b). When the.force is positive (from x = 0 
to x 2= Lha/b), the atoms are repelled from one another force 
directed toward increasing x). l.fuen the force is negative 
6. (from x2 = ~to x = ro ), then atoms are attracted to one 
another (force directed toward decreasing x). At x2 = -~ 
the force is zero; this is the equilibrium point and is a 
point of stable equilibrium. 
Assume that one of the atoms remains at rest and that the 
other moves along x. Describe the possible motions •. 
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From the analysis of this section it is clear that the 
atom oscillates about the equilibrium separation at x = !V2a/b,much 
2 
as a particle might slide up and down the frictionless hills 
of the potential valley. 
(d) The energy needed to break up the molecule into separate 
atoms is called the dissociation energy. What is the dis-
sociation energy of the molecule? 
If one atom has enough kinetic energy to get over the 
I 
potential hill, it will no longer be bound to the other 
~-------------------.atomc.--Hen~~~e--dr~s~~~~Cion energy v equals the ctiange 
in potential energy from the minimum value at x = ~ 
to the value at x = oo. 
This is simply 
U(x ~ oo) - U(x = ·~) b 2a/b ) = 
If the kinetic energy at the equilibrium position is equal 
to greater than this value, the molecule will dissociate. 
VIII (5) A toy car of mass m slides along the frictionless loop-the-
loop track shown in the figure. 
(a) At what height above the bottom of the loop should the 
car be released so that it does not exert force against 
the track at the top of the loop (point C)? 
(b) vlliat is the car's speed at point A? At point B? 
(c) What is the resultant force acting on the c.ar at B? 
-
-
I 
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Solution 
(a) At point C the only force is the(!) 
car's weight according to the 
condition; there is no force 
against the track. 
2nd Law F = rna 2 
vc 
·mg = m R v2 = gR, critical speed. 
c 
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Conservation of mechanical energy between points (1) and (2) 
-.-r--~~?~----------------------------~ C, mgh = mg [2R} + ~ m V C-
h = 2R + ~ R = ~ R 
(b) Conservation of mechanical energy between points (1) and 
(A) 
(c) 
mgh = ~m v2 2 5 El = EA; VA= 2gb = 2g- R· A 2 ' 
v = A ySgif 
And between points (1) and (B) 
h , 2 E1 = EB; mg = mg R + ~ m VB 
mV 2 F centripetal = N = __! = 3mg R 
F = R . = mg IRf 
v = ~ B 
-+ 
0 
a = arc tan 3 = 71.6 with respect to the 
vertical 
IX (6) The cable of a 4000 lb elevator in the Fig. below snaps when 
the elevator is at rest at the first floor so that the bottom 
whose 
is a distanced= 12ft above a cushioning~pring constant is 
k = 10000 lb/ft. A safety device clamps the guide rails so 
that a constant friction force of 1000 lb opposes the motion 
of·the elevator. 
-20-
(a) Find the speed of the elevator just before it hits the 
spring. 
(b) Find the distance s that the spring is compressed. 
(c) Find the distance that the elevator will "bounce" 
back up the shaft. 
(d) Using the conservation of energy principle, find the 
total distance that the elevator will move before 
coming to rest. 
263 
Solution 
~----~~~----~~~~~~~~--~~~--~~ a)~rom conservation of energy. between the first floor ~ 
and the top of the spring 
W = b.T + b.U • f g' 
2(-f·d + mgd) 
m 
v2 = 24 ft/sec 
2 
= 1/2 m v2 + m~(-d) 
v2 = 2(-103 ·12 + 4 x 103·12) = 
2 4 X 103/32 
(b) From conservation of energy between the position at the 
top of the spring and the maximum compression s. (positive 
downward) 
-fS = -1/2 m V~ + mg (-S) + 1/2 k s2 
1/2 k s2 + (f-mg) S - 1/2 mV~ = 0 
Numerical substitution yields 
--
1 
264 
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(c) From conservation of energy between the latter position 
(called 3) and the back up position (called 4) 
wf = 6T34 + 6ug34 + · 6uk34 
-fy = 0 + mgy 1/2 k 82 
= 
-.1/2 kS2 
Y· f + mg 
Numerical substitution 
y = - 9 ft 
+-~--------------"T'-"h,_,e,____,n=e~_,,a=t.,.,i~v=e~sign_Ille_a_ns_di_s_tanc_e_upward. _____________ --' 
X (7) 
(d) Conservation of energy between the initial situation 
(elevator at rest at the first floor) and the final 
situation (elevator at rest compressing the spring). 
But 6T = 0 
And in the final s;i.tuatiou 
k s = mg 2 s 2 = mg/k 
2 
-f · dT = -mg (d + s 2) + 1/2 k s 2 
d = T 
2 (mg) 
2f + 
~ 
f dT = 49 ft 
The following questions deal with a sports car of mass 1500 
kg (including the driver and a companion). Its maximum 
power is 7.2 x 104 W: 
(a) How long would it take the car to accelerate from 15.0 
m/s to 30.0 m/s on a straight, level road, if the engine 
delivered maximum power continuously? 
(b) V.That is the speed v(t) of the car as function of time 
after the accelerator is "floored" (i.,e., maximum 
power P, initial speed v = 15 m/s)? 
0 
I 
-22 .... 
(c) What is the accelerating force F(t) exerted on the 
car in (b)? 
Solution -
(a) Call speeds v
0 
= 15.0m/s and v1 = 30.0 m/s. Gain 
in kinetic energy T1 - r 0 comes from pmver delivered 
up to time t. Maximum power is P = 7.2 x l04w. 
T - T = Pt· 1 0 ' 
1 . 2 2 
t = (T - T )/P = - M(v - v )/P• 
. 1 ·o 2 1 o ' 
t = (1/2) (1500) (302 - 152)/7.2 X 104 = 7.0.~. 
(b) v(t) can be found from T(t) (kinetic energy): 
(c) 
1/2 Mv2 = T(t) = T + Pt; 
0 
v(t) = 
=v'V2 + 2Pt/M 
0 
h(T +Pt)/M = 
0 
v(t) = 1225 + (2)(7.2 X 104) t/(1.5 X 103y= 
= 15 v'1 + 0.43t m/s 
p = Fv or F = ! = --;:7::.2::.:x~1::04=--
1511+ 0.43t 
4.8 X 103 
= 
11 + 0.43t 
F directed along the road 
= 
N 
265 
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Unit IX PRETEST 
I. 
II. 
A certain peculiar spring is found not to conform to Hooke's Law. 
The force it exerts when stretched a distance x (in meters) is 
found to have magnitude (52.8x + 38.4 x2) N in the direction 
opposing the stretch. 
(a) (1) Compute the total work required to stretch the spring 
from x = 0.50 to x = 1.00 meter. 
(b) (2) With one end of the spring fixed, a particle of !mass 
2.17 kg is attached to the other end of the spring ________________ ~ 
when it is extended by an amount x = 1. 00 meter.. If 
the particle is then released from rest, compute its 
speed at the instant the spring has returned to the 
configuration in which the extension is x = 0.50 meter. 
(c) (3) Is the force exerted by the spring conservative. or non-
conservative? Explain. 
A particle of mass 16.0 kg constrained to move along the z axis 
. 3 
is subject to a conservative force field given by F(z) = -Az + 
Bz, as in Figure 1. (F.is in Newton's; the numerical values of 
A and B are A= 8.0, B = 1.00.) 
(a) What are the dimensions of A and B? 
(b) (4) Find the potential energy as a function of z and sketch 
it. u (0) = o. 
(c) (5) With what speed will the particle arrive at z = 0 if 
it .starts from rest at z0 = 4.0 m? 
(d) (5) Do the same for the particle starting at z0 = 0.100 m. F(z) 
0.5 
z 
-1.() 
Fig.l 
i 
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III. ( 6) A 16.0 kg block traveling at 6. 0 m/ s in a horizontal direc-
tion collides with a horizontal weightless spring of force 
constant 5.0 N/m. The block compresses the spring a distance 
s. When the spring is back to the uncompressed position, the 
block is .traveling with a speed of 2.00 m/s. If the coef..; 
ficient of friction between the block and surface is 0.40, 
determine the energy expended by nonconservative forces. 
(See Figure 2) 
~--------------------~----'! k=5Nim . t-'\NV\1'--1 6m/s 
IV. (7) 
Fig.2 
2m/s 
--+ 
Show that. when friction is present in an othe~ise conserva-
. "'"·"' 
tive mechanical system, the rate at which mechanical energy 
is dissipated equals the frictional force times the speed 
at that instant, or :t (K + U) = -fv. 
z(~)- z _t = (z)n (q) ~[zJ./W] = a ~[z.I.z'1/W] = v (1:?) ·n 
z a " v 
aA·p-ei\.lasuo::> (o) ~ s;m ££ • £' (q) ~r t£ (e) I. 
:s.:ta~suv 
j 
I 
f 
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Unit IX AUDIOVISUAL AIDS SECTION 
'Film Loops 
For sections 2 and 3 of the textbook. 
A Method of Measuring Energy. Nails Driven into Wood 80-3791 
If a moving object strikes a nail, the object will usually 
lose all of its moving energy. The energy the object had, just 
before collision, becomes work done on the nail, driving it int,o the 
block of wood. This fact is shown in the film 1is_ing_a_fa1lini:-o_b.j_ec""--------~ 
;_:; 
and a nail. By finding relations between the number of blows and the . 
penetration depth of the nail into the wood, youmay be led to discover 
a useful proportionality to the energy of the falling mass. 
For section 4: 
Gravitational Potential Energy 90-3817 
Hammers of different masses.are dropped from different 
heights on nails stuck into a long block of wood. Two types of measure-
ments are possible in this film. In the first scenes it is possible 
to determine how gravitational potential energy depends upon weight. 
Objects of different weight fall from the same distance. The latter 
scenes provide information for studying the relationship between gravi- I tational potential energy and position. Bodies of equal masses are raised to different heights and allowed to fall. 
For section 5: 
Conservation of Energy 80-2769 
A series of three experiments illustrates some form of 
being converted into kinetic energy of an air-track glider. The 
three experiments are: mechanical work converted to kinetic energy, 
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gravitational potential energy converted to kinetic energy, and elastic 
potential energy converted to kinetic energy. 
Conservation of Energy. Pole Vault 80-3833 
The film demonstrates the various types of energy present in a 
pole vault and shows that the total energy is a constant. This is 
accomplished by using a stop-frame technique for velocity determina-
energy. 
Conservation of Energy. Aircraft Takeoff 80-3841 
The film demonstrates the conservation of mechanical energy 
during an aircraft maneuver. The maneuver chosen is an altitude gain 
from level flight just above a runaway to level flight a few hundred 
feet up. On the assumption that the air resistance is just matched 
by the constant throttle output of the engine, the total mechanical 
energy is compared at three points in the flight. 
-
I 
APPENDIX D 
EXAMS AND GRADING KEYS 
FOR i 
UNIT I AND UNIT VI 
I 
-
~ 
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Unit I TEST 1 No. ___ _ 
Name Date 
-------
Pass ____ Restudy _____ 
Grader 
--------------·------------------------
Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 
1. Without any aid, name the fundamental quantities, dimensions 
and units of the MKS, CGS, and English systenis. 
2. A light cube receptacle containing 2 pints of particular fluid 
weights 4 lb. What is the density of the fluid? What is the 
·~ 
;: 
side of the cube? Express your answers in CGS system. YQu can 
!-----------'u~s~e~a~T~a""'b"'-*-le""---'Qf_C_o_n1Lers_ion___.Eac.t.o~r:s.=----__:__-'---------------~~-----' 
3. Determine whether or not the following equations are dimensionally 
correct. Use a Table of Dimen:sions and Units for Physical 
Quantities.. 2 2 2 .. 2 2 (a) El = 1/2 mw A sin (wt+o) + 1/2 kA cos (wt+o). Use dim ens ions. 
w = angular frequency, A = Amplitude (m), 
m =mass; k (N/m); E =energy. 
(b) L = rp + Ir Use MKS units. L = angular· momentum; 
I = Rotational inertia; p = linear momentum; r = radial 
position. 
4. Estimate the order of magnitude of the following quantities. 
Express them using prefixes whenever possible. Use Table of 
Physical Constants. 
(a) Mean distance sun-earth in MKS system. 
(b) Age of the Universe 3 x 109 years in seconds 
(c) Mass of a proton in CGS system. 
~ 
--
1 
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Unit I TEST.2 No. 
Name -------------------~Date ________ ~------------ Pass ____ .~Restudy __ __ 
Grader ________________________________ Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4. 
1. Name the fundamental quantities, dimensions and units of: MKS, 
CGS, and British systems. 
2. The earth has an equatorial radius R~ = 6.37 x 108cm and gives a 
completed revolution about its axis in 24 hours. Determine the 
tangential speed of a point on the equator with respect to
1
the 
center of the earth. Express your answer in English units~ 
3. 
Use a Table of Conversion Fact~rs. · 
Find if 
a Table 
E (a) - = t 
the following questions are dimentionally correct. Use 
of Dimensions and Units for Physical Quantities. 
5 ~ - 7 ap. Use fundamental dimensions. 
ms · E = energy; p = linear momentum; 
a = acceleration; t = time; 
m = mass; s = position. 
(b) T = 1/2 ·mu2 + 1/2 Iw2 Use MKS Units. 
T = kinetic energy; m = mass; 
u = speed; I = rotational inerta,; 
w = angular speed 
4. Using a Table of Physical Constants to find the order of mag-
nitude of the following quantities. Express them with prefixes 
whenever is possible. · 
(a) The ratio of Earth's mass to the Moon's mass. 
(b) The length of a light year. 
(c) Period of a radio frequency signal of 101 MH.z. 
·~ 
~-
1 
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Unit I TEST 3 No. 
Name_· ____________ Date __________ Pass __ Restudy __ 
Grader~ ______________ Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 
1. Give the three fundamental quantities, dimensions and units for the 
. systems: :MKS, CGS, English and British. 
2. In experiments with radioactive materials, lead bricks are used 
for. shielding purpose. A typical brick is in the shape 2 in x 
4 in x 8 in and its density 11.3 g/cm3. What is the mass of 
such a brick? Express your answer in :MKS and British units. 
+----------------U,se-a--T~~±e-ef--Genv~rs~an-FactvT~.----~--------~--------------~------------~ 
3. Determine if there is dimensional consistency in the equations: 
Use dimension for: 
(a) Wap. = mFu 3 · W = work; a = acceleration; m = mass; 
F = force; u = speed; p = linear momentum 
Use MKS units for: 
F=ma+W+U 
s 
(b) U = potential energy, s = displacement 
Use a Table of Dimensions and Units of Physical Quantities. 
4. Using a Table of.Physical Constants to find the order of magnitude 
of the following quantities. Express them with prefixes whenever 
possible. 
(a) Diameter of a nucleus if it is 10-4 of the diameter of an 
atom. 
(b) The number of atoms of hydrogen that there is in the mass 
of the sun assuming that the latter is formed mainly by 
hydrogen. 
(c) Your age in seconds. I 
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UNIT I 
GRADING KEY FOR TEST 1 
Solutions Verif~ that: 
Units 
1. Quantity Dimension MKS CGS English 
length L m em ft (objective 1) 
mass M kg g 
student really knows this 
time T s s s and it wasn't a copy of 
force F lb the Table. 
L---------~----------~----~--------~--~--~------~~------~-
2. 
3. 
8 pints = 231 in3; 
1 lb-m = 453.6~; 1 
= 1. 92 g/cm 
M . · . 3 
P = .l1 = 0. 0693 .. 1 bm/.cm 
• 3 L 16 39 3 . l.n . - • em . ( b . t . 2). o Jec 1.ve 
(a) 
there are the correct con• 
version factors. 
E = [ML2T-2], 
= [T]-1, 
m = [M] _2 k = [~T ]= [ _2] (Objective 3) . 
LT each term has the correct 
A = [L] · .· 2 2 dimension. Make sure that l/2,sin (wt+o), sin (wt+o): the dimensions for both 
are nondimensionals sides of the equation 
1/2 mw2 A2 sin2 (Wt + o) = [ML2T-2] 
1/2 k A2 cos2 (wt + o) = [ML2T-2] 
[ML2T..;2] = [ML 2T-2] + [ML 2T-2] 
it is dimensionally cons±s·t'en t 
are worked out. 
(b) L: (kg-m2/s), r: (m), p: (kg-m/s), 
I:(kg/m2), rp:(kg-m2/s), 
Check each term has the 
correct MKS units, and 
the units for both sides 
of the eqqation are worked 
out. 
Ir: (kg/m) 
2 . 2 ~g-m /s) = (kg-m /s) + (kg/m) 
it is not consistent 
I 
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Objective 4 
Start with the real 
value. Answers with 
prefix. 
~----~------------------------~----------------~----~--~----------~~ 
~ 
' -27 -24 
mp = 1.673;x 10 kg = 1.673 x 10 g 
~ l0-24g = 10-9£g 
I 
Solutions 
1. Quantity 
Length 
Mass 
Time 
UNIT I 
GRhDING KEY FOR TEST 2 
S:ystem of Units 
.Dimension MKS CGS British 
[L] m em yd 
[M] kg g slug 
[T] s s s 
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Verify that: 
Objective 1 
That student knows the 
system and that this 
answer was not a copy 
of the Table. 
! 
L---~--------------~----~--------~~--------~----~--~~ 
8 9 ~ 2. Re = 6.37 x 10 em, Te = 24 hr = 8.64x10 s Objective 2 
, 2'1TR$ 
u = Te . = 464 m/s = 1522 ft/s 
We drop the parentheses for simplicity 
writing wherever is possible: 
(a) 
= 
It is not dimensional consistent 
Are the correct con-
versions fa:c.tors used? 
Objective 3 
Use of dimension in 
each term and that both 
sides of the equation· 
are worked out 
(b) (J) = 1/2(kg)(m/s) 2 + 1/2(kg-m2)(s-1) 2 Use of MKS units 
2 2 2 2 2 . 2 ~g-m Is )= (kg-m /s ) + (kg-m /s ) 
it is o.k. 
4. (a) Me= 5.93 x 1024kg, M( = 7.35 x 1022 kg Objective 4 
~ 0.81 X 102 ~ 102 MG. = 
(b) s = Ut = (3xl08m/s)(3.2xl07s) = 
9.6 x 1015m ~ 1016m = 104Tm 
This started with the 
numerical values. 
Use of prefixes. 
1 (s) = 0~990099 x 10-8 ~10-8 s = 
J.01 X 106 
(c) 1 T =- = f 10 ns 
I 
UNIT I 
GRADING KEY FOR UNIT TEST 3 
Solutions 
1. Quantity Dimension 11KS CGS British. English 
length L m em yd ft 
mass M kg g slug 
time T s s s s 
for~~ F 
2. 1 in3 = 16.39 cm3 so V = 64 in3 = 1049 cm3 
M = P V = 11. 85 kg 
1 : lhn= 453.59g M = 26.12 lbm 
·· 3. (a) [ML2T-2] [LT-2] [MLT-l] = 
=[ M][MLT-2] [LT-1]3 
[M2L4T-5] = [M2L4T-5] 
(b) (N) = (kg)(m/s2) + (J (!/) 
(N) = (N) + (N x m) ,;., (N) . 
m 
or ( kg-m/s~ = (kg-m/s2) + (N) ,. 
4. (a) da = 2~(0.529 x l0-10)m 
dn = 10-4 (1.058 x lo-10)m 
It's o.k. 
It's o.k. 
-14 .· -14 dn = 1.058 x 10 m ~ 10 m = 10 fm 
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Verify that: 
Objective 1 
Student can de-
fend his answers, 
anc;l that it is 
not a guess or 
copy. 1 
Objective 2 
There are the 
correct conversion 
factors. 
Objective 3 
Use of dimensions 
in each term and 
that both sides of 
the equation are 
· worked out 
Use of MKS units. 
Objective 4 
Start with the 
values. Use 
prefixes. 
--
;;;;; 
I 
(b) ~ = 1.008 amu = 1.67 x 10~27 :kg 
M6 = 1.99 x 10
30 kg 
7 (c) Average age 20 yrs. = 20 (3.2K 10 s) 8 = 6.4 X 10 S 
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UNIT VI TEST 1 No. __ _ 
Name Date Pass ~----------------- ----------------- -----
Restudy ___ _ 
Grader 
--------~-----------------------
Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
1. A towing truck is pulling a car up a 
hill having a slope of 15°. The 
pulling chain makes an angle of 30° 
with respect to the ground as shown 
in the figure. The car has a mass 
of i500 kg, and the coefficient of 
friction between its tires and 
the ground is 0.200. 
(a) Draw a free body diagram of the car. 
(b) What is the reaction force to each of the forces 
acting on the car? 
(c) What force must the towing truck exert on the car 
if it is moving up at constant speed? 
2. Because of an accident on a space flight, a 70 kg man is left in 
deep space, 1. 0 x 104m from the spherical asteroid Juno of mass 
1. 5 x Io14kg. 
(a) How fast must he move, propelled by his rocket pack, to 
achieve a circular orbit around the asteroid at this dis-
tance, rather than crashing to its surface? (You must 
start from the fundamental gravitational and centripetal 
force (or acceleration) equations.) 
(b) It takes 8 h and 35 min for the rescue ship to arrive 
Where should they look for him relative to the place 
of the accident? 
3. If the car of problem 1 makes a displacement of 4m along 
the incline, find: 
(a) The work done on the car by the resultant force. 
(b) The work done by each force (pulling chain, weight, friction 
and normal) on the car. 
j 
I 
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Unit VI TEST 2 No. 
Name Date 
-------------------- ------------------
Pass Restudy ___ _ 
Grader 
----------------~---------- Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
L Given the situation pictured in the 
figure. 
(a) Spec:Lfy all the forces acting on 
the body B and draw a free body 
diagram for B. 
is sliding 
(b) List all pairs action-reaction 
forces between B and ~~~-----------------~----------~~ 
environmei;tt. 
2. A hockey puck having a mass of 0.110 kg slides on the ice for - · 
15.2 m before it stops. 
(a) Draw a free-body diagram of the pu~ •. , 
(b) If its initial speed was 6.1 m/s, ·what is the 
force of friction between the puck and ice? 
Use Laws of Motion. 
(c) What is the coefficient of kinetic friction. 
(d) Solve part (b) using energetic considerations. 
3. Assuming that earth's orbitaround the sun iscircular find 
the orbital velocity of the earth ancl its radial acceleration 
toward the sun (You must start from the fundamental gravita-
tional and centripetal force equations). 
ulley 1 
I 
~ 
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Unit VI TEST 3 No. 
Name nate 
----------------- -----------------
Pass 
---
Restudy __ _ 
Grader 
-----------------------
Objectives 1, 2, 3; 4, 5 
1. A book rest on a horizontal table, and a paperweight is lying 
on top of the book~ 
(a) Draw a free body diagram of the book and identify all 
forces acting on it. 
(b) Identify the reaction force to each force acting on the book. 
2. A roof of. a house is inclined 37°; and a ch~nk of ice begins to 
slide down from a position 5 m from the edge. The coefficient 
of kinetic friction is ~k = 0.1 and the edge of the roof is 
12 m. above the ground. 
(a) Draw a free-body diagram of the chunk of ice sliding on the 
roof. 
(b) How far from the house will the ice land? 
3. Determine the mass of the earth .from the period T and the radius 
r of the moon 1 s orbit about the earth. 
T = 27.3 days; r = 3.85 x 105 km; G = 6.67 x 10-ll N-m2/kl 
4. A football player tries to stop an adversary player by placing 
his right shoulder against the adversary's chest at an angle 37° 
upward. What average force does the first player do to stop, 
in this way, a 200 lb adversary in a distance of 3 ft if the 
adversary player is moving with a speed of 8 ft/s •. 
I 
UNIT VI 
GRADING KEY FO~ TEST 1 
Solutions ? ~A 
. i 
(a) 
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Verify: 
Objective 1 
All the forces are 
present and well 
depicted. 
\ 
rf', ~----------~--------------------~+~--·,---~--~~----------------------~-------------------
(b) Action 
-
.F 
-N 
w 
Reaction 
Car exerts a pull on the 
chain (-F) 
Car exerts a normal for on 
the ground {-N) 
-· Cat attracts the earth (-W) 
1 Car exerts frictional force 
on the ground (-f) 
(c) Newton's second law to the car: 
1::F = N + F sin 30° - w cos 1S0 = 0 y 
1::F = F cos 30° - W sin 15° 
-
f = 0 X 
f = ]JN 
Solving simultaneous equations for F 
F = mg sin 15° + 11 cos 15° 
cos 30° + 11 sin 30° 
F = 6900 N; 0 = 30° up the ground. 
F = 6000 i + 3450 j N 
Objective 2 
Each force should be 
given an described 
Objectiye 3 
no motion in j direction 
constant speed up the 
hill requires a = 0. 
X 
I 
2. (a) 
(b) 
F = F . grav • centnp • 
T = 21Tr u 
t = 8h + 45 min 
GMm mu2 
or - 2 = r r 
, u = 1.0 m/s 
28.3 
Objective 4 
That the student 
really stated by equat-
ing the gravitational 
force to the centri-
petal force (or ac-
celerations is essen-
tially equivalent). 
If some other (correct) 
equation was used make 
her/him derive it. 
They should, therefore, look for "·· 
~-----------Uh ... i_m_a~m-os~t-ex~s--t~l-y-en-t-h-e-a-t-h-e-r·-------------~---:~--:---~ 
3. 
' 
side of Juno. 
(a) Resultant Force: 
.... ...... ...... _... -
FR = F + N + W + f = 0 
since the car moves at constant 
speed. 
- -Total work W = FR • S = 0 
(b) Work done by the chain: 
- -WF = F • S = F cos 0 d 
= (6900) ( 23) 4 = 23900 J 
- ~ 0 W = (mg • s) = -mg (sin·l5 ) d (mg) 
= -15500 J 
- -wf = f • s = -fd 
= -8.400 J 
-WN = N • S = 0 
Objective 5 
that student explain 
this result. 
Definition of work 
Definition of work 
done by· a constant 
·force 
Correct use of the 
angles. Negative work 
since mg has a 
component opposite to 
motion 
N is a constraint 
force 
2 
I 
UNIT VI 
GRADING KEY FOR TEST 2 
Solutions: 
1. (a) 
-+ 
f 
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Verify:. 
Objective 1 
All the forces are 
present including 
friction force 
L-------------------+f~------------~1,--------------------~~--~--~~-
w w 
(a) 
(b) 
Action: 
.... 
Tl = force done by rope 1 on B 
-T2 = force done by rope 2 on B 
.... 
.N = force done by horizontal surface on B 
-f = frictional force done by horizontal 
surface on B 
-w = weight or attraction of the earth 
on B 
Reaction: 
-
-T = 1 
... 
-T· = 2 
--
pulling tension on rope 1 
done by B 
pulling tension on rope 2 
done by B 
-N = normal force on the table 
done by B 
-
-f = frictional force on the table 
done by B 
--
-w = gravitational attraction on 
the earth done by B 
Objective 2 
Each force should be 
given and described 
I 
2. (a) 
+ 
N 
+ 
w 
tl~ 
l. 
-z..--motion 
(b) Assuming constant deceleration 
\) 2 
(c) 
0 
a = - · 2s' 
Second law: 
EF y 
EF 
X 
=N-W=O 
\) 2 
0 
= -f = ma = + m --2s 
J"fl = 0.130 N 
ll = 0.120 
(d) Work done by friction: 
_. ..... 
W = f • S = -fs 
Change in kinetic energy: 
~T = T- T0 = -T0=- ~ mu0 2 
1 2 Work-energy theorem: -fs= - 2 mU
0 
mu 2 
f = 2~ , same as {b) 
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Objetive 1 
Objective 3 
I Check the negative 
sign. Deceleration' 
is decreasing speed. 
Negative friction 
according to axes. 
Objective 5 
Negative work be-
cause f is opposite 
to displacement 
Negative because there 
is decreasing in 
speed. 
~-
I 
3. F = F grav •. centr • 
GMm 
R2 
. ·u2 
=ma =m-
e . R 
U = 2.97 x 104 m/s = 106900 km/hr·= 
a = 
= 66428 mi/hr 
5.9 x 10-3 m/s2 = 0.59 cm/s2 = 
= 0.0194 ft/s 2 
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Objective 4 
student really started 
by equating gravita-
tional force to centri-
petal force. If some 
other (correct) equa-
tion was used, make 
him derive it! 
I 
UNIT VI 
GRADING KEY FOR TEST 3 
Solutions 
1. (a) 
N 
2. 
w 
(b) Action: Reaction: 
-N 
.... 
p 
(a) t k 
I 
Book attracts the 
earth with a force 
-+. (-W) 
Book exerts a down-
ward force on the 
table ( .. N) 
Book exerts upward force 
on the paper~weight 
<-P) 
w 
-+ N 
(b) Applying Newton's second law to the 
chunk 
I:F = N - W cos 0 = 0 y 
I:F = W sin 0 
X 
f = l1 N X k 
f = ma k X 
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Verify: 
Objective 1 
That all forces are 
present and well de-
picted 
Objective 2 
Each force should be 
given and said on 
what by what. 
That all forces are 
present. Frictional 
force opposes to motion 
Objective 3 
,.. 
No motion in j direc-
tion. Acceleration 
along the roof. 
I 
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Solving simultaneously all . three equs.: 
a·. 
= g (sin e - ]Jk cos 0) :K 
Velocity at the edge of the roof 
u 2 
= 2a R., u = 12 gR,(sin0-~ cose) 
·0 X 0 
In components 
u = u cos 0, 
ox 0 u = V sin 0 oy o 
~--~--------------~Earahnlic_mntiou~yields:----------------------------~~----------------~~ 
3. F 
0 ov y = --::.4 
u 
. ox 
s -
s = 
u u 
ox oy 
g 
1/2 g 
\) 2 
··OX 
2 
s 
u 
_EL .,ru2 - 2gy 
g yo 
Using g = 10m/s2 ancYy = -12 
numerical solutions give: 
2 
a = 5.2 m/s ; U = 7.2 m/s; 
X 0 
S = 7.6 m 
GM M 2 em 
= = m a =mwR 
R2 mm m em 
em 
41T2 R2 M em (Kepler's law) = . 
T2 e G 
m 
M = 
e 
6.07 X 1024 kg 
4. Work done by F: 
w = F · s = -F cos e x 
correct negative s ;t·gn 
because = -370 
Two significant figures 
are enough. 
Objective 4 
FG acts as a centripetal 
force. 
Correct relation be-
tween centripetal ac-
celeration and period. 
Objective 5 
Starts with vector eq. 
F opposes to motion. 
Negative sign.Final speed 
= o. 
a 
-
iii 
I 
Work-energy theorem: 
WF = ~T = - T0 
2 F =. (mg) Uo 
xg cos e F = 167 N 
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Don't' use weight for 
mass in the numerical 
values. What happened 
with the energy? 
Is there a violation 
to the conservation 
principle? 
·~ 
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AUTOLECTURE No 1 
BASIC KINEMATICS DEFINITIONS · 
Problem 1: Mathematical and Geometrical Interpretation. 
Problem 2: Rectilinear Motion. with Acceleration 
Proportional to Time. 
Problem 3: Rectilinear Motion with Constant 
Acceleration. 
Transparencies: 6. 
I 
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AUTOLECTURE No. 1 
This lecture is pre.pared to help you understand and comple-
ment Units II and III of our course in Physics 53 P.S.I. We recom-
mend that you have at hand: first, the package of transparencies 
that you will be using on the overhead projector; second, the 1col-
~----------~l~±on of th~~l~~~s--that goes wit:n-Chapter 2 of your textbook; 
third, you must have your textbook ready (and of course some paper 
·to take notes). 
This autolecture #1 deals mainly with the study of motion in 
one dimension. During our regular lecture we defined average velocity 
of a physical body in a certain interval of time delta t as the ratio 
of the distance traveled over delta t. Also, we defined during our 
lecture instantaneous velocity. We mentioned that the instantaneous 
velocity in the time interval between t and t + delta t is the limit 
of average velocity when the interval delta t becomes very, very small. 
That is, v = the derivative of s with respect to t. You can check 
on page 17 of your book for the mathematical expression labeled (2-2). 
(gap) 
Now, if you want, read over the concepts of average velocity 
and instantaneous velocity in the textbook. Once you are ready, pro-
ceed with the next concept of acceleration. In our lecture we define 
also the average acceleration as the ratio of the change of the in-
stantaneous velocity, that we label as ~v = v2 - v~ divided by the 
time interval ~t = t 2 - t 1 over which the change occur. You can look 
-1-
·§: 
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now on page 20 expression (2-3). (gap) 
In exact analogy with the definition of instantaneous veloc-
ity, mat.hematically.we can write that the acceleration is equal to 
the derivative of the velocity with respect to time. This is labeled 
as expression (2-4). We note, however, that the acceleration also 
could be expressed in terms of the position s of the object. For 
that we use the symbol called second derivative and say: the accelera-
tion is the second derivative of the position with respect to :time. 
~------~------------~--------------------------------------~--~ 
We recommend now, that you read over the concept of acceleration 
since we will use an example in which you might obtain a better 
understanding. (gap) 
Place transparency Ill on your overhead projector. 
We are considering a bug that moves on a straight line back 
and forth and we measure its position and time. Of course you will 
notice that in Figure 1, we are using an arbitrary reference for the 
distance traveled. We can now make a graph of the position versus 
time. And we obtain the curve that you see on the transparency. 
Let us now select two points: P with coordinates (s1 , t 1) 
and Q with coordinates (s2, t 2). Evidently the change of position 
· between P and Q is given by ~s1 ;.2 = s 2 - s1• . It takes place in 
the time ~t1 , 2 = t 2 - ti. Then, the average velocity is given by 
relation (2-1). Now let us make a geometrical interpretation of the 
line P,Q as you see it in the transparency. By using geometry 
the slope of the line P,Q is given by ~Q· 
Evidently this is As1 , 2 over ~t1 , 2 , which is the average 
velocity. Now let's consider that point Q approaches point P such 
that s2 approaches s1• In other words delta s is smaller. 
I 
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Delta t approa~:hes zero in such a way that delta s approaches 
zero. Then, the limit is our definition of instantaneous velocity 
given by the relation labeled (2-2). wpat is the geometrical inter-
pretation? Place on your overhead projector, transparency 112. (gap) 
Now let's talk about the geometrical interpretation. The line 
P,Q approaches the tangent line P,T as Q approaches P or as delta t 
approaches zero. Then, the limit of the line P,Q as delta t approaches 
! 
zero, is equal to the tangent line P,T. What is the conclusion? The 
slope of the tangent line to the position curve is the instantaneous 
velocity or mathematically the derivative of the position with respect 
to time. Using this last fact we plot the instantaneous velocity 
versus time. Think how you could do it •. It will result in graph 3. 
By using an analogous procedure you can obtain the average accelera-
tion which is .the slope of the line R S. (gap) 
Place transparency //3 on the overhead projector. 
We use the same approach as we did before with the instantaneous 
velocity. That is, the instantaneous acceleration at time t is the 
limit of the average acceleration wh~n the interval delta t becomes 
infinitesimally small. In order words, it is the derivative of the 
velocity with respect to time~ Geometrically it means that the limit 
of the line R, S, when delta t approaches zero is equal to the tangent 
line labeled S, W. The conclusion· is evident, the slope of the· 
tangent to the instantaneous velocity versus time curve gives us the 
instantaneous acceleration. (gap) 
We are now going to use another example because in this way 
you will understand better the concepts of acceleration and velocity. 
You can stop the machine at any time and use your slide projector with 
I 
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the slide that corresponds to Figure 2-5 of your textbook or if you 
prefer open your textbook on page 22 Figure 2-5. You will have three 
graphs. One graph is position versus time. Second, velocity versus 
time, and the third one is acceleration versus time of a body moving 
in one dimension. Note that when the tangent to the position curve 
in the first figure, position versus time, is parallel to the axis 
that represent time, the velocity is zero. Now you look on the second 
\ 
-;-:-------'graph which represent velocity versus time. You will note that zero 
velocity corresponds to the point when the curve crosses or touches 
the time axis. Move now to the third graph, acceleration versus time. 
You will find that when the velocity is zero the acceleration may be 
different from zero. Draw tangent lines to the position curve a~ 
points before and after the point where the velocity is zero. Select 
the points. Think and discuss. (gap) 
Mathematically speaking inflection point is the point where 
the curve changes its concavity. Find an inflection point, in the 
position-versus-t graph. To this inflection point corresponds a 
relative maximum or minimal value of the velocity and the accelera-
tion is zero. Draw tangent lines at some poj.nts before and after 
the inflection points on the position curve, s-versus-t. Think 
again and discuss with your partner, instructor or proctor. (gap) 
! , Place transparency //4 - Motion with constant accelera,tion, 
' 
on the overhead projector. Read example 3 on your transparency. 
The general solution can be obtained in t'Y70 different ways. 
One, we can call it the mathematical solution. The other, is the 
so-called geometrical approach. For the mathematical solution we will 
I 
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follow the direct approach given during our regular lecture. Read 
carefully the mathematical solution in your transparencies #4 and #5. 
(gap) 
Let us now consider the geometrical solution. If the car is 
moving with constant acceleration the instantaneous acceleration is 
equal to the average acceleration. Note on your transparency and com~ 
pare the equation of the instantaneous velocity with the equation of 
\ 
a straight line. Look at Figure 4 and think. (gap) 
Place transparency #6 on your overhead projector. 
One can obtain a special simple equation for the average 
velocity in this special case of uniform acceleration. We take the 
total interval and divide it into several very small intervals. We 
make these time intervals small enough so that the velocity is not 
changed greatly during each one of the small intervals. Follow 
the mathematical calculation given on transparency 116. (gap) 
As you can see each h.s represents geometrically the.area of 
each rectangle. And the addition of all these displacements is the 
total displacement moved. 
If the hot's are mq.de very small the sum of the areas of the 
rectangles will differ negligibly from the total area under the line 
from the initial time to the final time. That is, the shaded area. 
And finally, we've arrived to the same equations as in the 
first method. It is worth to note that in this new approach we have 
come out with an important result, i.e. the area under the velocity 
curve represents physically the change of position,and mathematically 
the operation integration. 
Using an anlogous procedure you can show that the area under 
the acceleration curve represents physically the change of velocity. 
I 
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TRANSPARENCY 1 
EXJIMPl£ 1 
A BUG fvXJVES ON A STRAIGHT LINE "BACK AND FORll-111 AND ITS POSIION IS TIMED. 
~~- . 
 -2--,>. 
--1---t---t--- I ~t'----t·-·--"-·l---1---~ 
-2. -1 .0 J 2 .3 4 .s ' sc~m) 
·T 
S((M) t fi~ 'l .- Ofli! difflensionQ/ trC1j'ecfo'J 
~~---------S-all----1~ ~ 
·--·-~ 
t(sFK) 
FIG, 2 PosiTION vs. TIME 
CHANGE OF POSITION 65 l2. : S-2 - S 1 TAKES PLACE IN AN INTERVAL 6..t 1a::. tz-t1 
AVERAGE VELOCITY: v:'> - 6.S 
lc:..- Af- S.2.- .51 
-t 2. ::t, ( 2 -I) 
SLOPE OF 11-IE LINE P Q. ' \VI~;" __ 6. S 12. _ "'lf 
,-~ --- '2. 
6. t, ~ ' 
AND POINT'<_ APPROAa-JES POINT p 
. SUa-! 11-IAT s,-? 5, AND As - 0 
THE INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY IS: 
v-:a J.,.wt /.'1S. 
A:t~o ~t 
ds :. .._..:. 
ott (2-2) 
-
i;;;: 
I 
UfHT 1 TRANSPARENCY 2 
GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATIOO: 
THE LINE PQ. APPROACHES THE TANGENT LINE p~ 
THAT ISJ AS q_,p OR 6.t-)>O J THEN: 
liM (LINE f'~) = TANGENT LINE 'PT 
At_,o 
HENCE: SLOPE OF TI1E TANGENT TO THE CURVE 
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J_ ___________ \'rl ·----'lJ"-=-,d_sL__ _______________ ~--
.• -TA>'I.!) -....;. - dt 
USING lHIS FACT WE CAN PLOT INSTANTANEOUS VELDCITY VERSUS TIME 
V(~~ 
-----·-------?>;--
··tr.r.:c) 
I 
•I 
FIG, 3 - VELOCITY VS, TIME 
USING AN ANALOGOUS PROCEDURE: 
CHANGE OF VELOCITY 6.U::.I!z.-u; BETWEEN POINTS 1< (11";Jt1) a.Yid S (tl':!.>ta) 
TIM: INTERVAL 6. t :.=. tz -t I 
AVERAGE ACCELERATION (2-3) 
SLOPE OF THE Ll NE f.? $ ~ 
I 
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UNIT I TIW JSPAIBJCY 3 
AND SIMILARLY THE INSTANTANEOUS ACCELERATION AT THE TIME t IS THE LIMIT OF THE 
AVERAGE ACCELERATION WHEN THE INTERVAL L.\t BECOMES INFINITESIMALLY SMALL, 
tt :::: .t·wl ( ~) dt.r 
D.t _,..0 ~t - dt 
HHIGI GEOMETRICAU_Y MEANS: 
~ ( R /n e R. S) = fc,I?.JeYif 1/ne .5 W 
~~.-t __., 0 
ACCELERATICX'l ""1HE SLOPE OF 11-lE TANGENT 0 I::IE_lliSIANIMJEOHS_'lELOClJY_CUR\£,, ________ ~;, 
=THE DERIVATIVE OF 11-lE VELOCITY Will-I RESPECT TO THIJE, 
PROJECT THE SLIDE CORRESPONDING TO FIG, 2-5 OR OPEN YOUR TEXTBOOK TO PAGE 22. 
GRAPHS: s (.JS., t u- t/"6-t a. -1/.s.--t ) . ) . J OF A BODY IN ONE 
,ii::: 
DIMENSION MOTION, 
NOTE TI~E POINTS OF VELOCI1Y ZERO IN EACH GRAPH, 
DRAW TANGENT LINES AT POINTS BEFORE AND AFTER 11-lE POINTS WHERE VELOCITY IS 
ZERO. DISCUSS THE CORRESPONDING POINTS IN EACH OF THE 011-lER GRAPHS, 
DRAW TANGENT LINES AT POINTS BEFORE AND AFTER THE INFLECTION POINT IN THE 
POSITION CURVE, flNALIZE THE CORRESPONDING POINTS IN lHE VELOCITY AND 
ACCELERATION CURVES, 
i 
UfHT I 
maN h1Illl CoNSTANT AccELERATION 
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TRM~SPAIHJCY 4 
AccORDING TO THE PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A CERTAIN CAR IT IS CAPABLE OF ACCELERATING 
FROM 2 WSEC TO 12 WSEC IN '10 SEC, Irs VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION OF TIME IS SHOIJN 
IN THE FIG 4. 
Ay-~IND THE GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR ACCELEPATIONJ VELOCITY AND POSITION AS FU~CTIONS 
OF TIME, ASSUME CONSTANT ACCELERATION, 
B) CALCULATE ITS ACCELERATION AND THE DISTANCE IT GOES IN JD SEC, 
A) f•1All-lEMATICAL SOLUTION: 
BY DEFINITION: a..:: dJ!: 
dt: 
OR IN DIFFERENTIAL FORM: 
ft}) 
~JHERE CL == CONSTANT 
dlF =- a.d.t 
CONDIJI(X\JS: INITIAL Tit-lE: to ::: 0 J INITIAL VELOCITY: 
FINAL TIME: ·t:f :::. t 1 FINAL VELOCITY: 
INTEGRANTING BO'll-1 SIDES Jli 1 t I 't 
u;; du-::: a. dt = a dt 
SINCE A IS CONSTANT to= 0 o 
• • • l}'J IT =- 4.. t]t 
C/0. 0 
·---~(sec) 
'.'[j 
·~ 
I 
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Uf~IT I TRANSPARENCY 5 
Nat~, BY DEFINITION: OR 
BY TAKING: .$a = INITIAL POSITION FOR t 0 -.:::: 0 
(S 5 ~ FINAL POSITION FOR -tj- ::::. t 
j dS = S lf"dt fou.t u-: Uo ;-~t 
~ 0 . L 
s t t t c-J ols =J (ifo+o.t)ctt ~ ( u;,dt + J o.1dt ::: u; jdt + 
So 0 Jo a · o 
SINCE u; AND 0... ARE CONSTANTS. So_, 
z ) t 2. A 5 = 5-.$0 = ifo ( t -o) + a ( t. - o :: v;, t + ~ G2.. 2. 
2) flll\THE~tl\TIC GEO"'HRICA~ SOLUTION 
SINCE THE ACCELERATION IS CONSTANT., 
THE AVERAGE ACCELERATION = 1HE INSTANTANEOUS ACCELERATION 
[QUATION OF A STRAIGHT LINE ; :1: m X + b WHERE 
b = VERTICAL INTERCEPT 
W1 = SLOPE OF THE LINE 
IJ'•--- a---- -P"J /~' t ~/ -f,-...., V:rlfo-'.-4 
/ : 
I 
I 
--·-----l---'> 
i t 
FIG.5 
.. ------·--·- -- ~----~·-·- - ·-
t 
a.J t dt 
0 
I 
UrHT I TRANSPARENCY 6 
DIVIDE THE INTERVAL At:.:: ~·0 :::.t INTO N VERY SMALL INTERVALS. 
,. 
FIG. 6 
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THE DISTANCE MOVED BY THE OBJECT DURING THE SUCCESSIVE TI~1E INTERVALS WILL BE: 
A 51 :. 7F, t..-t 1 
6. 52 ::: tr'<. 0 1:'2. 
·--... ~ .. ""' .. ""'• 
- ........... -- ,.., 
.6$N ~ u-N 6.t N 
SINCE 'TiiE SL.IVJE OF ALL THESE DISPLACEf"f:NTS IS APPROXIML\TELY Tt~E TOTAL DISTA."JCE 
MOVED.~ WE HAVE 
I~~ ~- As' + L). s 2. + I ., • + ~ s 1\1 :: Vj ~ t I + tlr. At 2 +· ~ ~- • 1· 11/I.J ~ t 1\1 
N 
A S ~ L_ 'V;: D.ti 
<.'::. I 
Btff AS 
-iPO ) A)- c:o AND 
~::;::. i,· W1 (<i. lr At) = s u- 6. t =AREA 
t_\1: -~ () 
ANn THIs coMEs our AS TI-JE SHADED AREA IN FIG. 6 
THIS AREA IS FOUND FRCM THE GEOMETRY OF THE FIG, TO BE 
AREA== 
AND 
?.rot+ { (v-·ifo)t -= ~S 
-v-: ~ (~ + u-) 
1..\S:: S- 50 :: "[ Lifo + ( tJ;, ·h~.t) J '1: 
, 
1
• S ::.. $ 0 -H;;, _t -+ { a. t 2. 
I 
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AUTOLECTURE No •. ·. 2 
VECTOR KINEMATICS 
Problem 1: Chain 1 s Rule for Addition Velocity Vectors. 
EQUATIONS OF:. FREE~FALL, HORIZONTAL CONSTANT MOTION, AND 
PARABALIC TRAJECTORY 
Problem 2: Vertical Launching under Gravity Action. 
Problem 3: Horizontal Launching under Gravity Action. 
Problem 4: Parabolic Launching under Gravity Action. 
Problem 5: Energetic Considerations for Parabolic 
Launching. 
CIRCULAR MOTION 
Relations between Linear and Angular Kinematics 
Variables. 
Problem 6: Disk Rotating by Action of a Falling-Weight. 
Transparenci.es: 11. 
I 
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AUTOLECTURE No. 2 
This autolecture.deals mainly with motion on a plane surface. 
We know from our common experience that the average velocity has 
both direction and magnitude. We must know not only how fast a body 
! 
is moving but also in what direction. Physical quantities, such as 
the average velocity, that have both direction and magnitude are fre-. 
quently vectors. At this point we must clarify that not all physical 
quantities that have direction and magnitude are vectors. We recom-
mend that you go-to supplement III on page 577 of your textbook 
which contains a more complete discussion of vector algebra. 
Place transparency #1 on your overhead projector. (gap) 
If we accept that the average velocity is a vector, we have 
to redefine it in terms of the so called vector-position. In fact, 
look at Figure 3-1 of your textbook, page 41. The average velocity 
will be defined as the change in the vector position per unit time. 
You may notice in your book that they use boldface letters for vector 
quantities. In your transparency we will place a small arrow on each 
in addition to velocity, momentum and acceleration are vectors. We I of the physical quantities that are vectors. You may recognize that 
have other type of physical observables and we may consider as a scalar 
like kinetic or potential energy and mass of an object. By a scalar 
we mean that these observables have no direction associated with 
them and one number is enough to specify them completely. Vector 
observables, we insist, mus~ be thought of as a· step in a space 
-1-
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with a specific direction and magnitude. 
Look now at Figure 3-5 in your textbook that describes the 
trajectory of a physical body moving on a plane surface. We defrne 
or redefine the instantaneous velocity vector as the limit of :the 
. -+ 
average velocity vector when ~t approaches zero. That is, v is equal 
derivative of the vector position with respect to time. Note 
in Figure 3-5 that the velocity vector is always tangential to the 
trajectory of the motion. Many times we hear the term speed. We 
will use the term speed for the magnitude of the velocity vector. 
Read over page 46 of your textbook. : (gap) 
We are going to apply now the concepts that we obtained of 
average velocity and velocity vector to different types of problems. 
But first we recommend that you go into detail through pages 42, 43, 
and 44 of your textbook that deal with simple properties of vectors. 
You can stop the machine at any time. (gap) 
Place transparency #2 on your overhead projector and read 
carefully problem 1. (gap) 
From your analysis of the problem we see that we have to 
consider three vectors. The first, is the velocity of the plane with 
respect to earth. The second vector is the velocity of ·the plane 
with respect to the wind. And the third vector will represent the 
velocity of the wind with respect to earth. See your figure artd think 
on it carefully. (gap) 
Using your knowledge of addition of vectors we conclude that 
the velocity of the plane with respect to earth. is equal to the vector 
addition of the velocity of plane with respect to the wind plus the 
velocity of the wind with respect to earth. A simple calculation will 
I 
= 
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tell you that you can find the velocity of the plane with respect to 
the wind by substraction of two vectors. See the equations on your 
transparency. (gap) 
Notice in your calculations that we have used the vector nota-
tion. That is, in the case of the velocity of the plane with respect 
to earth the vector. velocity has only one component the x~component. 
represented then by its numerical value times the unit vector in 
I 
the x-direction. The vector that represents the velocity of·the 
~ 
! 
-~----------------~--------------~--------------------------~------------------------------~~ 
wind with respect to earth has two components; x and y components. 
~--
See it in detail on your transparency. (gap) 
Now to obtain the velocity of the plane with respect to the 
wind you must refer to equation (1) and substract two vectors: The 
velocity of the plane with resepct to eart:h, and the velocity of the 
wind with respect to earth. Notice that the velocity of the plane 
with respect to wind comes out as equation (4) •. Also, you can obtain 
the magnitude of the velocity vector of the plane with respect to wind 
and its direction by using simple trigonometry relations~ (gap) 
Let us go over the concept of the acceleratiort vector. The 
acceleration vector measures the rate at which the velocity vector 
changes with time in both direction and magntidue. It is important 
to note that acceleration exists whenever the velocity vector changes. I 
The velocity may be changing only in magnitude in which case the accelera~ i. ·· 
tion vector lies along the velocity vector. But the velocity may be 
changing only in direction -- (Constant speed) in which case the 
acceleration vector is directed perpendicular to the velocity vector 
and toward the center of curvature of the instantaneous trajectory. 
Finally, the velocity vector may be changing both in magnitude and 
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direction as in the ca~e represented in Figure 3-8 of your textbook. 
Open your textbook on page 49 and review the concept of ac-
celeration vector. (gap) 
It is suggested that you go into detail over Figure 3-8. At 
part (a) we represent the traject~ry of the motion with the velocity 
vectors tangent to the trajectory at each point. At part (b) the 
velocity vectors are plotted from a common origin and they define a 
curve which is called the hodograpb. Notice that the acceleration 
vectors are tangent to the hodograph at each point. At part (c) 
the acceleration vectors are indicated for several positions along 
the original trajectory. Note that the acceleration vector always 
points inward. 
Now place transparency #3 on your overhead projector. (gap) 
We are now going to use our general concepts of vector:veloc-
ity and vector acceleration and apply them to motion in one dimension· 
and two dimens.ions. First, let us consider the motion of an object 
under the action of gravity near the surface of the earth. That is, 
an object under free fall. We assum~ that vectors are positive when 
they are directed upward and negative when the vectors are directed 
downward. Then the acceleration, the velocity,_ and the position of 
the object are given by the vector equations shown on your trans-
parency. (gap) 
Second suppose that our physical body is just moving in the 
x--direction with constant uniform motion in a straight line. Evidently 
the vectors equations of motion are those given in part 2 of your 
transparency. (gap) 
Third, assume now that your phys:i.cal body has uniform motion 
•. 
I 
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in the x-direction and in addition is submitted to the action of gravity 
and has accelerated motion in the y-direction. Now, the resultant 
motion will be the superposition of the two orthogonal motions. See 
in detail the equations of motion. (gap) 
Place transparency #4 on your overhead projector. (gap) 
It represents a case of a free fall vertical motion. You may 
remember that. in Units II and III did not use vector notation. In you 
1 
this case we are going to show you how the vector notation will helJ?. 
you to understand better the motion of an object even in one dimension. 
Read your problem carefully. (gap) 
In order to use vector notation we place a coordinate system 
at the top of the building so the vectors pointing vertically upward 
will be positive and they will be negative for vectors that are point-
i.ng downward. Go into detail over this problem. Take your time and 
try to understand it. If you have difficulties ask your professor 
or proctor for assistance. (gap) 
Place transparency 115 on your overhead porjector. (gap) 
Let us consider that the ball in the previous problem is 
thrown horizontally from the top of the buildingwith a velocity of 
10 m/sec directed to the right as we indicated in the figure. We I want to know now where will the ball hit the ground. Again, we will 
place our system of coordiantes at the top of the building. It is 
also indicated in the figure. Read the solution of the problem step 
by step. You can stop your machine at any time and ask questions from 
your professor or proctor. (gap) 
Now place transparency #6 on your overhead p-vojector. 
Here, we are combining the two problems taht we solved before. · 
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Suppose that the ball had been thrown upward but in such a way it has 
an initial horizontal component of the velocity of 10 m/sec. and at 
the same tjme an initial component of the velocity in a vertical direc-
tion of 20 m/sec. Read the questions. (gap) 
To solve the problems we will place our system of coordinates 
at the top of the building in the direction indicated in the figure. 
You can take enough time to read the solution and to stop the machine 
! 
at any time that is convenient for you. Do not hesitate to ask ques• 
--~--------------------------~--------------------------------------------------~------------•s 
tions from your professor _or proctor and think if you really under- ~ 
stood t~e problem. 
Place transparency #9 on your overhead projector. (gap) 
We are going to analyze the previous problem by using energetic 
considerations. We can think that the ball has a mass of 10 grams. 
The building has the same height and of course, we place our system 
of reference in the same position that it was before. 
You will then go step by step through transparency #9 that 
will shol-1 you how to solve the same problem by using the -principle 
of conservation of mechanical energy. Remember that you can stop 
your casette player at any time and of course ask questions from 
your professor or proctor. -(gap) 
You can see that by using the principle of conservation of I 
mechanical energy the solution to your problem is easier, besides 
you don't have to worry about vector consideration. You're working 
with scalar quantities and you are obtaining the same results. Think 
carefully, why can you do it? 
We are now going to work on circular motion, but before we 
do this we will m9ke some general considerations. 
310 
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Please place transparency #10 on your overhead projector. (gap) 
We are considering a particle or physical object moving along. 
a curved path. Evidently at any time t its position is given by the 
- -vector r and the velocity by the derivative of r with respect to t. 
Remember that the velocity vector is always tangent to the path. The 
. - -vector r will be given by the magnitude of vector r times a unit vee-
tor along the radial direction. We are considering two unit vectors: 
'Ue, the unit vector tangent to the path, and ur, the unit vector along -
~----------------------------------------------------------~------------------~------~----~~ 
the radius vector. The acceleration will then be given by an equation 
with two terms. In other words, when the particle moves and the veloc-
ity changes then the acceleration is the result of changing the magni-
tude of the velocity and/or changing the direction of the velocity 
It can be shown that the rate of ·O.e is a vector pointing in the oppo-
site ·direction of ·or. Please read supplement IV on page 593 of your 
textbook. (gap) 
We arrive to a very interesting conclusion. It is that the 
acceleration has two components. One, that we call tangential ac-
celeration represented by the cl1ange in magnitude of the velocity per 
unit time; and another, it is the normal or centripetal acceleration, 
that represents the change in direction of the velocity per unit 
time. (gap) 
We will now be able to find relations between angular vari-
ables and linear variables. Read carefully the derivations on your 
transparency. (gap) 
Place transparency #12 on your overhead projector. 
It has a very interesting problem. We urge you to read it 
in detail and go through the solution. Please ask your professor 
~-
I 
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or proctor if you have any questions. (gap) 
I am sure that this autolecture will help you. Again we 
have to mention that this is not a substitution for the regular lee- B--
ture. It will supplement it. GOOD LUCK. 
I 
UNIT I I 
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TRANSPARENCY 1 
VECTORS QUANTITIES: BOlH DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE 
~ . . 
VECTOR PosiTION! r I IT MEASURES TI~E POSITION OF A BODY AT EVERY INSTANT OF Tit'£ 
FROM A FIXED (ARBITRARY) POINT Q,. (ORIGIN OF MEASUREM:NTS) 
AVERAGE VELOCITY VECTOR! ?} -~.) 
'lvf! IJZ.-
. ·t~ -t 1 
INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY VECTOR: ~ ~ tr :::. 1;,., VR.ve 
At-.. o 
(3-1) 
(3-6) 
- . . 
IT IS AIJAAYS TANGENTIAL TO lHE TRAJECTORY OF lHE MJTION AND MEASURES THE RATE AT 
h'HICH 11-IE POSITION VECTOR CHANGES ~HlH TIME (IN BOlH DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE), 
SPEED = MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR = 1.]'.:::. I u I 
AccELERATION VECTOR: 
- _t_ ,.l-a.. - QlJ'" ~ r 
- Tt = -Jt:z 
IT f<JEASURES lHE RATE AT h'HI0-1 THE VELOCITY VECTOR Q-IANGES WilH TlfvlE (IN BOlH 
DIRECTICA'J P.ND MAGNITUDE) I 
IN CARTESIANS CoMPONENTS: 
-f"=. xt +~1 :r+ z.t 
-~~ A ~ 
'W ~ 21"x<.. +- lJ~j + tJ; K. 
(3-8) 
I 
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UNIT II TRANSPARENCY 2 
PROBLEM 1 
]~E PILOT OF AN AIRPLANE WISHES TO REACH A TOWN 20o MILES EAST OF HIS PRESENT 
POSITIO'J, A WIND BLOtJS 30 MILES/HR FROM THE NORTHWEST, CALCULATE HIS VELOCITY 
WITH RESPECT TO 11-lE MOVING AIR MASS IF HIS SQ-lEDULE REQUIRES HIM TO ARRIVE AT 
HIS DESTINATION IN 40 MIN. )f 
SousnON 
~e = PLANE'S VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO EARll-l 
_.. 
\/.,;e -1--------U~,....)= PLANE'S VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WIND 
R"/1 -·~ = WIND's VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO EARTH 
~!:. 
45;- r.~--~~ 
--------~~~~~--~~ ~-E 
-- -ct --· 
v-f>e = tlp..v + ~e 
- - -v;~ytJ .::. t!f,e - trwe (1) 
TIME OF FLIGHT T == 40 MIN = 2/3 HR 
:jj:;: 
Ufe ::: .3oo ~ (2.) 
(4). 
D 'f' : I 
I 
UNIT II 
1) VERTICAL ~bTION IJ'JDER 11-lE ACTION OF GRAVITY 
t
;:.. 
+ J 
0----- -
. I ~ 
t- J 
b:; ,·11-fe;J ret J-,"v)tr. : 
-· -· ~ ~ v;J - ;,Jt ('J) 
ku.A+ 
2) HORIZONTAL CONSTANT ~bTION 
'*' I ~ 
-t 1 ( 
...,_ __ 
.. 
3) BY SUPERPOSITION OF ·lHE BEFORE lWO ORTH.OGO"IAL f'IDTIONS: 
1--
J 
- -o ,...._, 
.f:::.X+f 
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TRANSPARENCY 3 
--
<" ': (xo+ u->(a +.) <:" + (311 + v;G t ""4-t s'tl) J 
I 
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UNIT II TR#JSPARENCY 4 
PROBLEM 2 
A BALL IS 1HR08N UPWARD WI1H A SPEED OF 20 WSEC FROM 1HE TOP OF A 20M HIGH BUILDING, 
A)YJHERE WILL 1HE BALL BE AT 1 SEC AFlER IT IS 11-lROt/N? 
B) Is IT f'1)VING UP OR DOWN AT 1HAT TmE? 
c)AT r-=3 SEC WHAT ARE ITS POSITION P..ND VELOCITY? 
Srurrj_QM_ 
fiX CONYENTICNAL COORDINATES AT 1HE TOP 
A) a~~-~ s 
10) 
~ /). 
Y'J ~ (Y~ 0 -3t) J 
~ I t~) 1.\ 
'j :: '-'jo + Yto -Yz~ J 
AI: t:O i ':jo):::O > ""'1 0 ::.+2.0M/sec. · 
' ~ 
.. :J -:: { 2 o t - Y&. 2 f·) J 
At t: J sec. ~ 
' j (b. I) 7-:'. + .15 J (In I 
'$("c.e ·:1 (h 1) (~ p():.itive, +he. b~H l.s o.bove -!he. fhrowi11~ fot'r,t. 
--" ' 
v'j :: (20- ~t) s (mjse~) 
At i: ':. i sec.. ,;_,(b. 1) :: +to. 2. J en/sed 
The piMA '=>1~1"' so.~~ +~~ bcJl (S s1ill rnovin~ u.-pw~yc{. 
c.) At t ~ 3 sec. 
--"' 
'j (t=-3)-= -!5. 9 / (m) 
-...) ~ (»?I v1 (t=3) :: _ S. 3 J 1see) 
"Tht?. ned~Lv~ i sc.~s -1-~e. bcdl LS be.low -H,e +hrowc'n3 pot'» f. 
The ne~Q"t\'Je. Y~ so.~ .... ·I ~e betH //J now h'loVIYI~ down wqrd. 
.. 
!~ 
I 
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UNIT II TRANSPARENCY 5 
PROBLEM 3 
lET US CONSIDER 11-lAT 11-lE BALL IN 11-lE PREVIOUS PROBLEM IS THR<J;iN HORIZONTALLY FROM 
11-lE TOP OF 11-IE BUILDING WITH A SPEED OF i0 WSEC TO THE RIGHT, WHERE DOES THE 
BALL STRIKE 11-lE GROUND? 
Sm-u:r.I.OO. 
CONSIDER lHE HORIZa'HAL AND ·mE ,-, 
t. -" VERT I CAL MOTION SEPARATELY __... V ~---------------------------------f--r~--n--~-~-~~~:~t-o-----!Ha~~------------------~~ lh20~ : ~ ~-~---- ~  H 
_l __ ~QL __ ~)._------·--
_./.,....... .;ti- L ..... !-'..--::;" .... ~,.-, /-·? _:7-·• ''""~ ... 
-··· . . ,-- X MO.."(. ~ ... 
VERTICAL f'loTION: 
~ 
Y ~ (Yyo t-Yl.gfl) J "' ,, {2 1\ 
-20J -=---r: .. J· J 
HENCE) TWf: SPENT 10 REACH GROUND II!! 
'/ 
J t -- (2Q..~:aj l :: 2 oz LT \ l -· sec. 
' j 
1-JoRI ZONTAL fv!OTI ON: 
• ...-. ......l> t tl\ )(. : y'I.O :: ~o L 
(m) I 
r 
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TRANSPARENCY 6 
THE SAME BALL HAD BEEN THRONN IN SUO~ A WAY 1HAT HAS A HORIZONTAL COMP<l'IENT OF 
VELOCITY OF + 10 WSEC i\ND A VERTICAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY OF +20 WSEC, 
A) ~lHAT IS 1HE TIME WHEN 1HE BALL IS J5 M ABOVE 1HE TOP OF 1HE BUILDING? 
B) AT WHAT Tlrv£ DOES 1HE BALL REAO~ 1HE HIGHEST POINT OF ITS TRAJECTORY? 
c) H0r1 HIGH DOES 1HE BALL GO? 
D) AT WHAT TIME \>JILL IT RETURN TO ITS ORIGINAL ELEVATION? 
f------,~:J-~ViiAI-r-s-Tfii: i=!GIUZ:6Nr-At-RAN0E GF THE BAti.:-tJP-TG-T'rllS-PSI-NF?'-----------------;-" 
F) WHAT IS ITS VELOCITY? 
G) WHA"T: IS TI-lE BALL'S VELOCITY WHEN IT STRIKES 1HE GROI.l'm? 
H) HaN LONG IS 1HE BALL IN 1HE AIR? 
I) WHERE DOES 1HE BALL LAND? 
t) 
t, "'1'' t If... - ~z 
// ' 
• ~/ / lYrnf>.:J '• \ 
J 0 \ t 
\ 4 T r:--Cl-Cl_t::l_,, -- .. L __ ,~·~-- }Cp_ . ·--~)-;--···-
! In c::. o o ,_.4 
-~-~~-;,-~-:2-----~~$-_.,.e. .,...., ....... ~----· .•• ••"-·~-;\~ 1\ it, ' 
. - .. r----~~---- :X.s -_----...,..... ~~':5' 'ill;·-·· 
' .. .- ' ', .(.~ ~· ,. ..... 
. / ' 
_ ... 
Vs 
INITIAL VELOCITY: Yo _ JO ~ + 20 j 
0~ .Sfeed " l.Jo '!:. Yiol f z 01• :: 22. 4 mise c. 
FIX COORDINATES AXIS AT 1HE TOP 
SEPARATE TI·IE MOTION INTO lWO OR1HOGONAL MOTIONS 
UsE SCALARS EQUATION WI'n-1 PROPER USE OF SIGN TO MEAN DIRECTIONS 
A) '] -= 'Jo + Yyot - ~?. 3t z J J>eC 0. tv•e-"1 ~ =. lJ;,o t- ~z.Jfl. 
v/heY) ~= +J5* fhen 15-::. 2ot-~~:;ta 
CIJ..etdrcAtc Wf- wdh =-olu:hov;s: t, = j sec.. 
I 
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UNIT II TRANSPARENCY 7 
At i..-::1 ~ec..; 'j 1 :: fJS,., ; V'J(i_:l) is posr··live. Tt,e bc.llts s1t'1/fjor'n~ u.p • . 
At t-z-=3 sec.. j ~'=+ISm ; ~(t:-3) i4 ne~cdive.. The. bctll Ls fo.ll; rtj down. 
B) AT TiiE HIGHEST ELEVATION) ~ = 0 = 
:. t_?, '::; ~(1 
c) Mt\xiMUM HEIGHT IS AT J ' +~ :. z.o 4 ~ec. 
~ .... c..x:: 1J:Ju·t- V2.~P 
~~()-at 
t~ ... z.o4 5ec.. 
TIME REQUIRED FOR TiiE BALL TO REACH ITS MAXIMLM HEIGHT FROM STARTING LEVEL IS 
TiiE SAME AS IS REQUIRED TO REACH TiiE ORIGINAL LEVEL FRavt ITS fvW<I~1UM HEIGHT, 
E) THE RANGE IS OBTAINED BY EVALUATING 
;z'R ~ l~, t 4 
-:.. 
X (Tq) : 
X R :: 2 )};o.Jli.e... 
. i 
THE NEGATIVE SIGN M:ANS 1HAT VECTOR V":J IS POINTED DOWN 
HORIZONTAL CcWONENT OF VELOCITY: lt = iY.,_o :: /0 mjsec. 
So TiiAT TiiE VELOCITY AT TiiE RANGE: -v: = 10 f- 20 l' (1>1;iec J 
THE SAME SPEED AS TiiE INTIAL VELOCITY BUT DIFFERENT DIRECTIOOf 
Xr~::: 40,8 m 
I 
UNIT II 
G) WHEN THE BALL STRIKES , THE GROLND Y,- = - 2 0 m. 
"L t 
So1HAT1 ~S' =LT'j 0 t-2(-~)(-~5') 
"~ s =. - 2 8 'M/sec. 
AND 1Jxs = 10 n,j sec. 
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TRANSPARENCY 8 
[; [ 
·~ ·:~: 
.·:o:-
OR Vs = /0 t- 28J (In/sec) . 
r------~:_:_:__---~/Js ~ 3 0 rrrfsec &s ~ - 7~1;-4-"'-----------__,~. 
H) To FIND THE TIME OF FLIGHT WE CAN USE :f::. ~ot - Y2.jt1. 
WHICH GIVES A CUADRATIC EQUATICN FOR t. To AVOID USE OF THAT1 WE USE: 
~s :: ~o- ~ 'L.- . . -1:. s-:: _]:'h·.:-~2. t~- :: 4. 9 St?t;. 
-~1 
I) PLUG i.s t:n X 
£Ra8Lr;M.5__ 
: '· P~~Al.YSE lHE PREVIOUS PROBLEM USING ENERGETIC C<l'lSIDERATJONS IF THE fv1ASS OF THE 
BALL Is KNOI.fN I 
Sol..!JII.Qfi 
AT THE LEVEL OF ll1E TOP OF THE BUILDING WE CHOOSE OUR REFERENCE LEVEL TO fviEASURE 
POTENTIAL ENERGIES, 
INITIAL CrnDIT!ONS: Uo = 0 ; J{o -= Yz. l'fl 19! !:"' Y: IJ;'l. 1-.o = 2. m 0 
CoNDITIONS AT MAXIMLM HEIGI-lT: li - rn q v u 11 '().4 3 - (') pno..y. ~ J.l.3 ::: 12. h'\ 1-0 
~JE KNOW THAT ?J! >. l),_! 
HENCE .1J{ 03 -::K~ wHo-:: Yz.m(IJ:o- 'lJ:) IS NEGATIVE. ~J\.1101 MEANS THERE IS 
A DECRI?ASE IN KINETIC ENERGY: 
. "If 1. L\ f)o~ =- Yz l'tlVyo 
I 
UNIT II 
ANn FINALLY WE GET 
TR.ANSPARENCY 9 
THERE IS AN INCREASE 
:5 i VIC 1?. ':/YO A. 'I. :::' vx.!_ 
2;] 
or /J Uo'3 +-lll(o3 :::: 0 
THERE IS CONSERVATION OF rvECHANICAL ENERGY ['?>::: Eo 
320 
Not/J WHEN THE BALL .COI"JES BACK TO TI-lE ORIGINAL LEVEL : U4;: 0 ; Jf4 :::. Yz. Yt1 /34
2 
tt4::: tl:<\- tl"! -- my-yrnGtt ::::- h19 (-~~;-)~-----------___:~. 
L\ ]{3<\ :: }{4 - J~.3 ~ y2. m ( v! -1Jx'1") 
APPLYING CONSERVATION OF ENERGY: A l1~4 + Ll.K3 4 = 0 
,' · 1J 4 :. ··( l.?~za ·~ 1};: :: lio 
THE SPEED AT t4 (!'1AGNITUDE OF VELOCITY~) IS TI-lE SAME AS ON TI-lE INITIAL POINT, 
,~ 
U.s IS NEGATIVE SINCE ll-IE BALL IS BELCW THE ZERO REFERENCE OF POTENTIAL ENERGIES, 
FROM TrlE CONSERVATICI"l OF MECHANICAL ENERGY: [s ::: f-o 
,Q~ . a ~tn l/s -1Y13(-~s} :; .V2.tn1Jo 
Of' 
I 
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UNIT I I TRANSPARENCY 10 
CIRCULAR ~bTION 
PARTICLE MOVING ALONG A CURVED PATH 
_, 1\ 
PosiTIO'J: r = r Ur 
1\ 
U.,.= UNIT VECTOR ALQ\JG lHE RADIUS VECTOR, 
V ...... Jr .,~A ELOCilY: V: it:. v Ue A U.6= UNIT VECTOR TANGENT TO lHE TRAJECTORY, 
IJ" =SPEED, 
AccELERATION: a - v" - A d7J ?J duo 
- d.t - uti. dt + d:t 
1\ 
IT CAN BE SHOr/N lHAT RATE OF U9 WITH RESPECT OF TIME IS A VECTOR POINTING IN 1\ 
lHE OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF Ur, SEE SUPPLEMENT IV ON PAGE 593, 
----'> 
i. e • due - ?} -u 
dt -:.-'R ,. 
- 1\ dv- 1J'l "' 
\-\ e.nce. a = U.o "J.f + 1f (- U.r) =a"+ al' 
.?I' 
ae = Ti-\NGENTIAL ACCELERATIO'J: CHANGE IN MAGNITUDE OF VELOCilY 
-d 
a .. = NORMAL OR CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION: CHANGE IN DIRECTION OF VELOCilY 
RELATION BElWEEN LINEAR AND ANGULAR KINEMATICS VARIABLES, 
S: LENGTH OF ARC OF lHE PAlH OF RADIUS R 
8:. ~ > d.Jz=j__j~=0 
h dt 11 dt 
W:-. tr R. ) 
TRY TO SHOW USING VECTOR NOTATICl'J AND VECTOR PRODUCT lHAT: 
d.S = d?/ >< -r 
& 
' 
I 
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UNIT I I TR/IJIJSPARENCY 11 
£Roat.EM 6 
A DISK D CAN ROTATE ABOUT ITS HORIZONTAL AXIS, A LIGI-fl' CORD IS WRAPPED AROLI'lD 
THE OUTER CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE DISK AND A BODY A) ATfACHED TO THE CARD) FALLS 
UNDER THE ACTION OF GRAVITY, .~T INITIAL TIME) THE VELOCITY OF A IS O.Oft WSEC 
DOWNWARD AND 2 SEC LATER A HAS FALLEN 0,2M, 
A) riND THE TANGENTIAL AND NORMAL ACCELERATION AT N~Y INSTANT OF ANY POINT ON 
THE RIM OF THE DISK, ~----------~~~~~~~~--------------------------~----------------~B 
~ 
B) FIND THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH ANGULAR VARIABLES, 
SQL!I[ION rh o.1m. 
A) FIXING THE ORIGEN OF COORDINATES AT THE 
......... 
POSITION WHEN T = 0) Vyo = + 0.0 41t/led 
1l·IE EQUATION OF UNIFORM ACCELERATED 0 
f'l)TI ON FOR 111E BODY A "j -.: 17~ 0 t t !/a~ fl 
S ,. ETflNu 'j ::: o. 2 
THE VELOCITY OF A: \)/\ = ~rr..:::. 0.04-1- o.o(,t Y'r)lser. 
O.A: -fA:: 0. OG m/sec}· 
THE LAST 11'/0 EQNS, ALSO GIVES 111E VELOCITY AND THE TANGENTIAL ACCELERATION OF ANY 
POINT B ON THE RIM BECAUSE Q 9 :. Q.A ::: 0. 0' mjr.ec,7. 
AccELERATION OF A: 
I 
THE NORMAL ACCELERATION 
B) ANGULAR VARIABLES t< - a~ 
. I ().fo (md/!;ec:l.) ,....,. __ .. _ ) ()(-;:. 
.R 
W:. 0.4 + 0. 6 t crc.o/stc.) Wa :; o. tl t--(~~s(.~(. ) ) 
INTEGRATING: 
f) ':' 0.4t+ O.:?>t~ {r ().cl) 
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AUTOLECTURE No. 3 
~--------~------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~-
NEWTON' S LAWS 
Problem 1: Application of Second and Third Laws 
to a Static System. 
Problem 2: Application of Second Law to a Moving 
System of Bodies Interconnected. 
Problem 3: Inclined Surface. 
Problem 4: Gravitational Force and Superposition 
Principle. 
Transparencies: 7. 
R 
I 
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L 
AUTOLECTURE No. 3 
In Units I thru V you studied motion in one and two-dimensions. 
You learned the general expressions using vector notation for velocity, 
acceleration and so forth. Final~y you went through circular motion, 
but we did not analyze what the cause is for the motion of a physical 
5otl~Tnis autoLecture aeaLs mainly wi~~lie concepEIDf-force ana 
Newton's Laws. 
For centuries man was puzzled with the question related to 
the cause of motion. We know thatGalileo realized that a physical 
body, free of external influences, would continue to be at rest, or 
continue to move with constant velocity. However, it was Sir Isaac 
Newton who gave a comprehensive ·interpretation of the reason for 
motion. We can consider him the architect of classical mechanics. 
His three laws of motion were first presented in his Principia 
Ma.thematica Philosophiae Naturalis (in 1686). 
Let us now try to understand Newton's first law. Place trans-
parency #1 on your overhead projector. (gap) 
Suppose we consider a block on a rigid horizontal surface as I indicated on your transparency. If we let the block slide along this 
plane we see that it gradually slows down and stops. Now suppose yo.u 
repeat the experiment using a smoother block, a smoother surface, and 
providing a lubricant. You will notice that the velocity decreases 
more slowly than before, and that the block travels farther before it 
finally stops. 
-1-
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Now think of.your experiment on the air track using a glider. 
It is not possible for the :slider to· slide on the track if we are 
not providing it with an air cushion. Evidently we can extrapolate 
our results and.say that if all friction could b~ eliminated the 
physical body wouid continue mov~ng indefinitely in a straight line 
with constant speed. Newton stated his first law with these words 
"Every physical object persists in its state of rest, or of uniform 
I 
motion in a straight line unless it is compelled to change that state 
by forces impressed upon it." ~ 
Newton's first law is often called the "law of inertia". 
But now we have a problem. We have used the word "force" and 
we haven't explained the causes of force. We normally think in terms 
of force when we give a pull or push to a physical object. When a · 
force. acts on a body, the body will change its state of motion. For 
example, a freely.falling body accelerates. The earth moves around 
the sun in an eliptical orbit and so on. We also observe that dif-
ferent forces acting on the same object may cause accelerations. More-
over, the same force acting on different bodies produce different ac;... 
celerations •. That is, we can think of as a relation between applied 
forces and acceleration. But this relation must include also the re-
luctance of the body of change its state of motion. Newton stated 
his second law and we use his own words in this way "The change of 
motion is proportional to the motive force impressed; and is made 
in the direction of the right.line of which that force is impressed." 
See transparency #1 for the mathematical expression for 
Newton's second law. (gap) 
Now in terms of the second law the expression change of the 
I 
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motion means rate of change of the momentum, as you can see on trans-
parency Ill. If the quantity of matter was assumed to be constant then. 
- _. Newton's second law could be expressed as F = rna. 
As you can see from the mathematical-expressio~ F=nif:' .(1) we 
have included what we call quantity of matter which in fact is the mass 
of an object. Hhat can we say then about mass? Well, we could say 
that ~ass is the property of a physical body that characterizes its 
I 
response in terms of acceleration to a given force. That is .we define 
the ratio of the force to the resulting accele~ation as the inertial 
mass of the physical body. We explicitly use the term "inertial mass" 
to emphasize that this property of the physical body characterized 
its reluctance to change its motion (inertia) under the action of a 
given force. 
Now there is a question that we· ask you to think for the .. 
real answer. That is, how is inertial mass related to the weight of 
an object? Well, read carefully page 73 of your textbook and think. 
(gap) 
In mechanics we will be concerned mainly with forces of the 
following types: First, the gravitational interaction between macro-
scopic objects; second, the restoring forces exerted by springs when 
they are moved from their equilibrium position; third, frictional 
forces; and fourth, forces of .constraint which arise whim the moving 
body is not completely free but attached in some way to other bodies 
and/or to a physical system. 
In some cases we will mention or use some eiectromagnetic 
forces when it is relevant. But we will normally work with the four 
types that we have mentioned above. 
I 
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In the future you will see that there are also othe:r types 
of forces~ The so-called nuclear forces, that are of very short 
range, and weak forces. 
Let us consider .now.Newton's third law. Many times we 
will refer to it as the law of actipn and reaction. 
The effects of action and reaction are part of our every day 
experience. We find by experiment that when one body exerts a force:. 
\ 
on a second body the second body always exerts a force on the first. 
Furthermore, we find that these forces are equal in magnitude but 
opposite in direction. Newton's third law of motion was stated in 
this way. "To every action there is always opposed an equal reaction, 
or themutual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal 
and directed to contrary parts." 
Perhaps an example will illustrate it. This example is taken 
from the book FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS by David Halliday and Robert 
Resnick on page 66. 
Visualize a person kicking open a door. The force exerted 
by the person on the door accelerates the door (it flies open); at 
the same time, the door exerts an equal but opposite force on the 
person, which decelerates the person (his foot loses forward velocity). 
The person will be painfully aware of the "reaction" force to his "action." 
Now, let us consider another special example, in which we en- -
courage you to think about j_t. 
A horse is urged to pull a wagon. The horse refuses to try, 
citing Newton's third law as his defense: "'The pull of the horse 
on the wagon is equal but opposite to the pull of the wagon on the 
horse.' And the horse says: If I can never exert a greater force on 
\_ 
I 
fl 
I 
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the wagon than it exerts on me, how can I ever start the wagon moving?" 
Well, how would you reply to the horse? Do you think he really under-
stood the principle of action-reaction? Do you understand it? If 
you have difficulties discuss them with your proctor or instructor. 
(gap) 
Place transparency #2 on the overhead projector. But be sure 
that you cover the solution of the problem with a sheet of paper. 
Now, read carefully the problem. In the figure, there are 
a spring scale and two weights of 5 Newtons attached in the way in-
dicated in the figure. Think that there is no motion of any type, the 
pulleys are frictionless and massless, and the mass of the. spring is 
very very small as compared with the weights attached at the ends. 
Try the answer the question, what does the scale read in this situa-
tion? (gap) Read the solution. (gap) 
Do you agree with the solution? If not, discuss it with 
your proctor or professor. You can stop the machine at any time to 
think and read over and over the solution. 
Now place transparency #3 on the overhead projector. 
In the figure, there are three railroad cars connected together 
by ropes. They are on a horizontal frictionless rail track; and they 
are being pulled to the right with a force of 60 Newtons. Cover the 
solution, and find for yourself the tensions T1 and T2 as indicated 
in the figure. (gap) 
After you have tried to solve it look at the solution and 
again, see if you are in agreement with the solution that we presented 
to you. 
Place transparency #4 on the overhead projector. (gap) 
I 
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In this case, there is a physical body (it would be a crate) 
of mass 1000 kilograms moving up hill along a street inclined 30°. 
We are assuming the street is frictionless. We ask you to determine 
the force necessary to move the body (a) with uniform motion, (b) with 
. 2 
acceleration of 0.5 m/s • And finally, you have to find the force. 
exerted on the body by the street in each case. 
Before you look the solution we urge you, first, think in all 
interactions between the body and its environment; second, draw a dia-
gram indicating all the forces acting on the body~ third, resolve 
the forces on a convenient coordinate system; and fourth, apply Newton's 
second law. (gap) 
Do you agree with our solutions? If you didn't understand 
the way we did,.or if your calculations are different from ours, please 
consult your proctor or instructor. 
Now place tranl;lparency 116 on the overhead projector. (gap) 
This is an example in which we will make use of the universal 
law of gravitation. But also, you will be dealing with the Principle 
of Superposition as mentioned in your textbook on page 83. 
There are two masses, according to the problem, of 800 kilo-
grams and 600 kilograms separated by a distance of 0.25 meter. We 
want to know the net gravitational force due to those masses acting 
011 one kilogram fJfesl point 0. 2 meters .from the 800 kg mass and 0.15 
meters from the 600 kg mass. It is evident that this point is not 
on the straight line joined the two masses of 800 kg and 600 kg. 
Again, we urge you to try to solve the problem before looking 
directly to the solution. (gap) 
.~· 
I 
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We hope that this autolecture helps you to understand Unit 
VI. Don't forget to try to watch the film-loops as indicated in the 
Audiovisual Aid Section of Unit VI. GOOD LUCK. Buena Suerte. 
I 
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AUTOLECTUrf NO. 3 TRPNSPA~CY 1 
-
IF THE 11QUANTI1Y OF MAmR" WAS ASSIJ1ED TO BE CONSTANT THEN: 
- --Fl2 =- F21 
THE PHYSICAL OBJECT 
STOP FARTI-iER 
Q) 
(2) 
(3) 
I 
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UNIT I I I TRANSPARENCY 2 
£RoBLEM 1 
Two WEIGHTS OF 5 NT ARE ATTACHED TO AN IDEAL MASSLESS SPRING SCALE 
AS SHOWN IN THE FIG, AsSUME THAT THE PULLEY HAs NO MASS AND IS 
FRICTIONLESS AND THAT IT MERELY SERVES TO CHANGE THE DIRECTION OF 
THE TENSION IN THE MASSLESS STRING. THE WHOLE SYSTEM HAS NO MOTION. 
WHAT DOES THE SCALE READ? 
SoLUTION: 
SINCE NO BODY IS ACCELERATING,~ 
ALL THE FORCES ON ANY BODY WILL 
ADD VERTICALLY TO ZERO, 
-1j To THE BODY A: 
--" 
T, = TENSION IN THE STRING,~ 
_,...... 
PULLIN~ VERTICALLY UP 
ON THE t1ASS A 
\~\ = THE PULL OF THE EARTH 
ACTING VERTICALLY DOWN 
ON THE BODY A,~ CALLED 
ITS WEIGHT 
-F, = .s..ul1 OF ALL. THE FORCES 
ACTING illi BODY A 
- - -NEWTON's 2ND LAW: Fa ::. Tl T vJA = Yv1A a.A 
THE BODY A Is AT REST so 0-.A ::: 0 
OR~~~~ SINCE THE FORCES ACT ALONG THE SAME LINE 
To THE BODY B: IN 1 DENTI cAL WAY" 1"; = W.a. 
To THE HOOK: 
THESE ARE NOT AN 
ACTION-REACTION PAIR 
BECAUSE THEYACT ON 
THE SAtltE BODY 
-,-' 11 = PULL OF THE BODY A ON THE HOOK OF THE SPRING AND IS 
THE REACTION FORCE OF THE ACTION FORCE 
I 
UNIT III 
-
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2ND LAW: ~ = ELASTIC FORCE OF THE SPRING ON THE HOOK •. THIS 
l -~ IS THE FORCE THAT THE SCALE READS 
"-- T.' 
......., I + 
TO Tlji: SPRING BALANCE ,, 
fit. 12:_, 
..:1--·---~,~~-~r" 
Bur 3RD LAvl r2 ' -::. T~ ) 
" 
• I 
~ . - (,{ --·, ......, ~~ Lu..v.t :FR.'::::.-~ ; 2.r.!... L~;:.J:I1:_·rT~'~o 
1 -r I t::' I e;:t" 1. I 
• • • ~- .::. rl<. ::: r~:. ...:. vv 4 . 
SO THAT~ Tz. ::. v..J A.: We 
r-------------T-H_E_RE_F_O_R_E~~~~~--~T~H~E~P~U~L~L~OF~~~H=E~H~O~L~D~I~NG~P~O~I~NT~O~N~TI~1E~S=P=R~IN~G~H~AS~T=o~----~~~ 
BE EQUAL TO THE WEIGHT MEASURED IF IT HAS TO BE AT REST, 
CLASSIFY ALL THE FORCES IN THIS PROBLEM ACCORDING TO ACTION AND REACTION 
PAIRS, 
-
II 
I 
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~NIT I I I TRANSPARENCY 3 
PROBLEM 2 SUPPOSE THREE RAILROAD CARS ARE BEING PULLED IN TANDEM BY AN 
ENGINE AS SHOWN IN THE FIG, THE CARS MOVE ON A HORIZONTAL FRICTIONLESS 
TRACK AND ARE PULLED TO THE RIGHT WITH A FORCE OF F:, : G C.') N · 
IF 'rl\
1 
~ l 0 1<.'.5 , W\t ~ 2o 1<5 > "''.J.,-:.~o~F I ND THE TENSIONS T; > -s_ AND THE 
NET FORCE ON EACH CAR, 
SOLUTION.: 
~ = RESULTANT EXTERNAL FORCE ACTING ON THE SYSTEM OF THE THREE CARS 
JV1 = TOTAL MASS OF THE SYSTEM 
as= ACCELERATION OF THE SYSTEM 
2ND LAW; r:;::: t.l\ ~ 't = }Vl C{~ , • 
HENCE WE 
a.~ :.. I 'M/.Sf!Cl.. -1-o -U,ec· r· •'.1 ht 
EACH PART OF THE SYSTEM MOVES WITH THAT ACCELERATION, 
CALCULATE ~H-IAT FORCE IS NECESSARY TO MOVE EACH PART OF THE SYSTEM, 
· Ti -;::.. (\V\1 +vwl~.) a~ Te_ ~ 3CJ NQ.v;·to.r\ 
AND Ti .-::-.:. 'N\ 
1 
a.~ Tj ::: 1 o !'Jtl ~.-v~tovt 1 
THEN THE NET FORCE ON EACH CAR: 
CAR lL: F', = Tl =:. l tl r.Je..~.~/l·o V1 
CAR 2: IT IS ACTED FORT~ TO THE RIGHT} BUT 3RD LAW SAYS THAT IT 
ALSO FEELS A FORCE TO THE LEFT AND. EQUAL TO 1i ACTED BY CAR 1. 
HENCE: 
AND CAR 3: 
f3 :: .T~ -1a ~ 3.o IV~ud(J-1 . ) 
C::~t!«..k:: '. (t !1:;; 2~ .. 
""'''J 
-
I 
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A PHYSICAL BODY OF MI\SS M = 1000 KG MOVES UPHILL ALQ'~G A STREET INCLINED ?JJ0, 
AssUMING 11iAT THE STREET IS FRICTIONLESS,.. DETERf'1INE THE FORCE NECESSARY TO MOVE 
THE BODY (A) ~liTH UNIFORM f'DTION (B) WITH AN ACCELERATION OF 0.5 M/sEJ, FIND 
THE FORCE EXERTED ON THE BODY BY THE STREET IN EACH CASE, \ ~ \_-'t - orto._v,'fl\iCI). 
'( :::- ~ .4"' V'-l 
\ ~ 
. '{\ Q.. _,., 
tAS' _...-;.-;..~~··· 
f11-,) .....---- ,:.;.;:;.. . 
e ----- A ,, , J 
'vM- •~ \ f-Q"' 
sourrra~ 
; 
i.~ 
;---c-------~----------------~~.;::-- \ .4._ \ '(('\5(/)J  . ~-~~-------;~ 
\cJ3=-w · You WILL SOLVE THIS PROBLEM 
APPLYING NEWTON's lAw, 
THE MI\SS OF THE PHYSICAL BODY IS M; 
AND THE FORCES ACTING ON THE BODY ARE INDICATED 
IN THE FIGURE, THf:Y ARE.~ TilE ~'lEIGHT OF THE PHYSICAL 
BODY W = lv1G ACTING 00//M~ARD; THE FORCE F lH/\T \~ ARE 
APPLYING TO lHE PHYSICAL BODY POINTING UPHILL AND lHE 
FORCE N EXERTED BY 11-IE STREET ON THE BODY, OUR 
SYSTEM OF COOPJJIN/\TES IS INDICATED IN THE FIGURE, 
SINCE THE OBJECT IS MOVING ALONG THE X-AXIS WE WRITE NEWTON'S 2ND LAW, 
F = MA CD 
BUT: 
F RESULTANT= F - MG SIN Ol. 
So: 
F - M3 SINo( = MA (2) 
IS 11-lE EQUATION OF MOTION, 
(A) IF THE PHYSICAL BODY fvrlVES WITH UNIFORM f'DTICN A = 0 
HENCE 
F = M3 SIN~ 
F = lCOO X 9.8 X SIN :;{) 0 
F = 4900 NEWTONS 
I 
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(B) IF THE PHYSICAL BODY MOVES WITH AN ACCElERATION A = 0.5 MlsEJ AND ll-IERE IS 
NO fv'OTION ALONG THE Y-AXIS WE USE EQUATION (1) SO: 
F = Ml\ + MG SIN o( 
F = M (A + G SINO() 
F = 1000 (0,5 + 9,8 SIN 30) 
F = 5LJOO NEWToos 
To FIND THE FORCE EXERTED ON TI-lE BODY BY TI-lE STREET IN EAQ-l CASE} WE CAN 11-llNK 
IN TERMS OF NEWTON'S 3RD lAw OR PRACTICALLY A C0~1BINATION OF ALL 11-lREE NEWTON'S 
LAws} so 
THEN 
N = MG cos <X 
N =1000 X 9,8 COS "5JJ0 
N = 4900 1{3 NEWTONS 
'-
i:-
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AN 800 KG MASS AND A E00 KG MASS ARE SEPARATED BY 0,25 METER, WHAT IS TI-lE 
NET GRAVITATICXi~L FORCE DUE TO THESE MI\SSES ACTING ON A ]KG MASS AT A POINT 0,2 
rvETERS FROM TI-lE ~ KG MASS AND 0.15 rvETERS FRCXVI 'THE E00 KG M.ASS? 
..-....»4 -~ ·~ 
F~ ~ ~~' + fZ,"-
THAT IS-THE NET FOi<CE ON MASS t13 IS EQUAL TO THE VECTOR ADDITION OF THE FORCES 
EXERTED BY t>11 AND~ eN M3, 
FORCE EXERTED BY t1l ON ~ (MAGNITUDE) : 
FORCE EXERTED BY ~ ON ~ (MAGNITUDE) : 
~2, -· ..,, 
F;, .,. .... 
... ,, 
l-:..6'7xlo. ><~""'~' 
- ... ~....,....,.,., ... - ................ .r....,..........._ __ ... ___ ___....... 
(O,IS)Z. 
I, 7 .. '!':1 ::: .. ,~''"' ... ' I r;i:l ~... v IJ~w · or.~s 
'L 
c 
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CONT. 
. . . - . 
IT IS VERY EASY TO PROVE THAT F31 AND F32 ARE AT RIGHT ANGLE,~ BECAUSE 
2 ' 2. r,'2. = ~r,e' + "~~ 
l. { )~ )4 (9• as) .:: ,o.2. +-(o, IS 
·" 
o.~:t.G = o.lb2.S. 
""""' 
So; 1HE TOTAL FORCE 00 ~~IS: ~·-
~ r::' <!.. vi.. r:: "'· 
'3 .::. Ti I r· r~:t · 
(MGN ITUDE) I 
Ha~ CAN YOU OBTAIN 11-IE DIRECTICN? 
APPENDIX F 
FILM-LOOPS USED IN PHYSICS 53 PSI 
BFA-EALING-SCIENCE FILM LOOPS 
MECHANICS ON AN AIR TABLE 
Distance, Time and Speed 
One-Dimensional Acceleration 
Trajectories 
Circular Motion 
Simple Harmonic Motion 
Dynamics of Circular Motion 
~--~-----------Byn~mi~s-o-f-Pendurams----------------------------~--------------~----------~ 
The Center of Mass 
Collisions in Two Dimensions 
MECHANICS ON AN AIR TRACK 
Constant Velocity and Uniform Acceleration 
Newton's First and.Second Laws 
Newtons's Third Law 
Conservation of Momentum Inelastic Collisions 
Conservation of Energy 
Conservation of Momentum Elastic Collision 
Simple Harmonic Notion : The Stringless Pendulum 
Center-of-Mass Pendulum 
How an Air Track Works 
VECTOR KINEMATICS 
The Velocity Vector (B/W) 
Velocity in Circular and Simple Harmonic Motion (B/W) 
The Acceleration Vector (B/W) 
Velocity and Acceleration in Simple Harmonic Motion (B/W) 
Velocity and Acceleration in Circular Motion (B/W) 
Velocity and Acceleration in Free Fall (B/tv) 
INDIVIDUAL FILM LOOPS 
Conservation of Linear 
Coupled Oscillators 
Coupled Oscillators 
Coupled Oscillators 
Coupled Oscillators 
Coupled Oscillators 
Measurement ·of "G" 
and Angular Momentum 
Equal Masses 
Unequal Masses 
Part I. Energy Transfer 
Part II. Other Oscillators 
Part III • Normal Modes 
The Cavendish Experiment 
One Dimensional Motion 
The Wilberforce Pendulum 
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PROYECT PHYSICS 
UNIT 1 : CONCEPTS OF MOTION 
Acceleration Due to Gravity I 
A Matter of Relative Motion 
Acceleration Due to Gravity II 
Vector Addition : Velocity of a Boat 
UNIT 2 : MOTION IN THE HEAVENS 
Central Forces Iterated Blows 
Kepler's Laws 
UNIT 3 ": THE TRIUMPH OF MECHANICS 
One-Dimensional Collisions: I 
One-Dimensional Collisions: II 
Inelastic One-Dimensional C.ollisions 
Two-Dimensional Collisions : I 
Two-Dimensional Collisions : II 
Inelastic Two-Dimensional Collisions 
Scattering of a Cluster of Objects 
Explosion of a Cluster of Objects 
Finding the Speed of a Rifle Bullet : I 
Recoil 
Colliding Freight Cars 
Dynamics of a Billiard Ball 
A Method of Measuring Energy Nails Driven into Wood 
Gravitational Potential Energy·. 
Kinetic Energy · 
Conservation of Energy Pole Vault 
Conservation of Energy Aircraft Take-off 
. Reversibility of Time 
UNIT 6 : THE NUCLEUS 
Collisions with an Unknow Object 
DEMONSTRATIONS IN PHYSICS 
Inertia I 
Inertia II 
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